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Preface

Since its discovery about a century ago, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) has been used 
as a biopesticide in agriculture, forestry and mosquito control because of its advan-
tages of specific toxicity against target insects, lack of polluting residues and safety 
to non-target organisms. Today Bt is the most successful commercial microbial in-
secticide, comprising about 90% of the biopesticide market. The insecticidal prop-
erties of this bacterium are due to the presence of insecticidal proteins, also called 
crystals, usually produced during sporulation. The new tools of biotechnology are 
changing the way scientists can address problems in the agriculture. Transgenic 
technology, involving a wide range of pesticidal genes from Bt, dominates the sce-
nario of agricultural biotechnology. At the same time, Bt technology is also the most 
vehemently criticized area of agricultural biotechnology. Genetic improvement of 
Bt strains for the development of novel biopesticides entails increasing their poten-
cy against target insects, broadening the insecticidal spectra for specific crop appli-
cations, improving persistence on plants, and optimizing fermentation production.

On the other hand, Bt biotechnology comprises other aspects different from in-
secticidal proteins that has become an interesting topic of research such as second-
ary metabolites or enzymes with many applications in biotechnology which are 
deeply discussed in the last part of this book.

In this book, I have pretended to gather a great team of experts to bring together 
all recent studies regarding both fundamental and more applied research aspects re-
lated to biotechnology of Bt. The nineteen different chapters, written by the leading 
researchers in the field, give us a tour of the whole story of Bt biotechnology since 
its discovery and comprehensively update the entire subject.

• Part 1: Bacillus thuringiensis: an environmentally safe alternative
 The first five chapters provide a general overview of bacillus thuringiensis as 

biopesticide describing what is Bt, how the mode of action of this bacterium is, 
how its use today in the market is, and giving an idea about how protein engi-
neering is used to improve the efficacy of the toxins.

 In the first chapter Sansinenea (pp. 3–18) presents a detailed history of the dis-
covery of this bacterium and gives a brief description about Bt and its toxins.
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 In the second chapter George and Crickmore (pp. 19–39) continue nicely the 
description of the toxins of Bt and its mode of action and then explain the types 
of Bt products and their advantages over chemicals, disadvantages (narrow spec-
trum, low activity), the resistance as a threat to continue use of Bt, the use of 
synergists to improve activity, the use of genetic manipulation to improve activ-
ity and finally give a brief description of gene stacking.

 In the third chapter Kaur (pp. 41–85) extensively and in depth describes the risk 
assessment of Bt transgenic crops from various aspects: the risk in non-target or-
ganisms, persistence of Bt in soil, risk analysis of Bt transgenic crops including 
studies in different countries to finish with conclusions and future prospect.

 In the fourth chapter Abdullah (pp. 87–92) describes what are biopesticides and 
their market detailing the use and efficacy of bacillus thuringiensis as a biopes-
ticide in integrated pest management.

 To finish this first part of the book, in the fifth chapter Florez et al. (pp. 93–113) 
revise Cry proteins domains and analyze in an elegant way several protein modi-
fications that have been successfully used for creating stable, functional proteins 
with minimal structural alterations. The understanding and proper use of protein 
engineering approaches may help in implementing appropriate pest management 
strategies by improving the efficacy of these toxins against insect pests.

• Part 2: Genetics of Bacillus thuringiensis
 Due to the great importance that the genetic of Bt has had in biotechnological 

advances, this part is the longest and most extensive in the book and is composed 
of seven chapters. This part will provide a general view of the genetics of Bt 
from the beginning until today explaining all the genetic tools available for the 
improvement of the Bt strains.

 To start this part, in the sixth chapter Økstad and Kolstø (pp. 117–129) describe 
with their great experience, the evolution of the bacillus cereus group, describing 
the main factors that differentiate B. cereus, B. anthracis and B. thuringiensis. 
This description provides a wide view of the characteristics of the B. cereus 
group including the sequencing of the whole genomes of Bt for the engineering 
of commercial B. thuringiensis strains with increased safety to humans.

 In the seventh chapter, Sorokin (pp. 131–157) introduces in an nice way the 
genetics of the B. cereus group reviewing phage-mediated gene transduction and 
recombineering perspectives for the B. cereus group. In combination with new 
generation sequencing these approaches will constitute the gene identification 
methodologies in the post-genomics time.

 In the eighth chapter, Vilas-Bôas and Santos (pp. 159–174) interestingly describe 
the studies focusing on conjugative transfer in Bacillus thuringiensis, involving 
the detection of cry genes in large conjugative plasmids, the genetic basis of the 
process, the main plasmids, and methodological variations of mating systems.

 Continuing with a logical sequence of the book in the ninth chapter, Ochoa-Zar-
zosa and Lopez-Meza (pp. 175–184) describe the shuttle vectors of B. thuringi-
ensis that have been constructed using essentially replicons from resident plas-
mids from this bacterium that replicate by the theta mechanism and also, the 
vectors that have been developed using plasmid replicons from other Gram-pos-
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itive bacteria or RCR plasmids. The development of shuttle vectors with better 
characteristics and protocols with high transformation efficiency have greatly 
facilitated basic research and engineering of B. thuringiensis.

 Following with the topic of the vectors, in the tenth chapter Xu et al. (pp. 185–
199) take up the subject in great depth and provide a deep overview of current 
research and applications of B. cereus group plasmid vectors and prospects for 
further development, describing shuttle vectors, integration vectors both homol-
ogous recombination and transposons vectors, resolution vectors and expression 
vectors. In this way through two chapters the topic of vectors is explained at 
length to get started with recombination chapter.

 In the eleventh chapter Abdelkefi-Mesrati and Tounsi (pp. 201–214) present the 
genetic recombination in Bacillus thuringiensis. In the first part they describe the 
site specific recombination, including transposition by transposons and transduc-
tion by phage, in this bacterium and its exploitation in the construction of recom-
binant strains of B. thuringiensis improving their production as bioinsecticides 
and their insecticidal activities and B. thuringiensis mutagenesis. In the second 
part they describe the homologous recombination and its role in the construction 
of improved B. thuringiensis strains and in gene disruption.

 To finish this second part of the book, in the twelfth chapter Sanchis (pp. 215–
228) describes how recombinant DNA technology has been used to improve 
Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) products and overcome a number of the problems as-
sociated with Bt-based insect control measures giving several examples describ-
ing how biotechnology has been used to increase the production of insecticidal 
proteins in Bt.

• Part 3: Bt as biopesticide: Applications in biotechnology
 Once explained the second part of the book, begins the third part, which is com-

posed of four chapters, and provides a detailed view of the applications of Bt in 
biotechnology until today including many details about Bt crops, such as food 
safety.

 Continuing with the previous chapter and to start this part of the book, in the 
thirteenth chapter Li and Yu (pp. 231–258), firstly, in an elegant way, realize a 
very interesting and detailed summary of some chapters of the previous part that 
are important to this topic such as vectors, recipient strains and methods for con-
structing genetically modified Bt strains, to enter with great vision on the topic 
of genetically modified Bt strains viewed from different points such as broader 
insecticidal spectrum, high insecticidal activity, multifunctional activity and de-
layed pests resistance.

 In the chapter fourteen Schnepf (pp. 259–281) retakes the recipient strains topic 
and describes in depth the insecticidal protein expression in gram-negative hosts, 
in Bt and in plants leading to biotechnological applications. Notable successes 
will be mentioned, however, more time will be spent on modifications that incre-
mentally improve high production levels, unresolved issues with low-expressing 
proteins, or maintaining functionality of the expression host.

 In the chapter fifteen Castagnola and Jurat-Fuentes (pp. 283–304) discuss key 
events in the history of Bt crop development and summarize current regulations 
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aimed at reducing the risks associated with increased adoption of this technol-
ogy. By analyzing the history of Bt transgenic crops and the current marketplace 
trends and issues, they examine the outlook of current and impending Bt crops 
as well as potential issues that may emerge during their future use.

 To finish this part an interesting sixteenth chapter is presented by Hammond and 
Koch (pp. 305–325) who relate a history of safe consumption of Cry proteins 
from use of Bt microbial pesticides on vegetable food crops, and summarize the 
published literature addressing the safety of Cry insect control proteins found 
in both Bt microbial pesticides and those introduced into Bt agricultural crops. 
A discussion on the species-specific mode of action of Cry proteins to control 
target insect pests is presented. A human dietary exposure assessment for Cry 
proteins has also been provided. Lastly the food and feed safety benefits of Bt 
crops are briefly summarized including lower insecticide use and reduction in 
fumonisin mycotoxin contamination of grain.

• Part 4: Other Bacillus species in biotechnology
 Finally this last part is composed of three chapters and provides a view about 

the all bacillus species that have biotechnological importance, and gives a new 
vision of the modern biotechnology that leads to discover new secondary me-
tabolites of great importance in biotechnology.

 To start this part of the book, in the seventeenth chapter Raddadi et al. (pp. 329–
345) give an interesting survey on the most important biotechnological processes 
that have as effectors bacterial species in the genus Bacillus. Before highlighting 
the main biotechnological applications in which these species have been impli-
cated, they briefly introduce the taxonomy, the ecology, the evolution and the 
natural variation that characterizes Bacillus genus.

 In the eighteenth chapter Chaabouni et al. (pp. 347–366) summarize the most 
important secondary metabolites produced by members of genus Bacillus. Bac-
teriocins of B. subtilis and B. thuringiensis and other metabolites (as zwittermi-
cin A, siderophore, surfactin and others) are described and the potential applica-
tion of antimicrobial peptides in food, agriculture and pharmaceutical industries 
are discussed. This biotechnological potential will be highlighted and the safety 
evaluation of the metabolites and the species of the producer will be discussed.

 To finish this last part of the book, in the nineteenth chapter Barboza-Corona 
et al. (pp. 367–384) review in depth the different kinds of chitinases that are 
synthesized by B. thuringiensis, their roles in nature, and their application in 
environment, agriculture and food industry. Additionally they, analyze bacterio-
cins of B. thuringiensis reported to date, how to enhance their production, and 
the methods for screening the bacteriocin activity. Finally, the future challenges 
and prospects of the antimicrobial peptides as biopreservatives, antibiotics, and 
nodulation factors are presented.

The biotechnological applications of Bt as biopesticide have increased in the last ten 
years and a new way of expanding the biotechnology of Bt has started. The chal-
lenge is great and there is still a need for research in different areas. I hope that this 
book will help to continue expanding the knowledge of Bt applied to biotechnology.
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Finally the book is ready. From these lines, I would like to thank firstly Mr Max 
Haring from Springer SBM BV Publishing Editor who invited me to this interest-
ing and exciting project and Mrs Marlies Vlot senior assistant for her very useful 
assistance in this project.

With a special mention, the editor gratefully acknowledges all the authors in-
volved in this project, for their enthusiasm and their courage, for contributing chap-
ters on the subjects of their expertise and giving so much of their time to make this 
book possible. I am deeply grateful for their generous and collegial spirit and their 
willingness to match their contributions to the view of the book and for all aspects 
of this adventure that, at the end, have crystallized in this book. For me, as Editor of 
this book, it has been really a privilege to interact with such a collection of scientists 
and present this useful work. I am very happy to have had the opportunity to contact 
and gather a great team of experts to bring together all recent studies related to bio-
technology of Bt that I am completely sure will made this book an exit.
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Abstract The use of biopesticides, as a component of integrated pest management 
(IPM), has been gaining acceptance over the world. An entomopathogenic organism 
should be highly specific and effective against the target pest and should demon-
strate the potential to be successfully processed by continuous production technol-
ogy. Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) was discovered as a soil bacterium, which fulfills 
all these requirements and due to it has been used as a biopesticide in agriculture, 
forestry and mosquito control. Studies of the basic biology of Bt have shown that 
the insecticidal activity of Bt is due to the presence of parasporal protein inclusion 
bodies, also called crystals, produced during sporulation that determines its activ-
ity for insect species belonging to different orders, which act like a stomach poison 
causing larval death. Environmentally safe-insect control strategies based on Bt 
and their insecticidal crystal proteins are going to increase in the future, especially 
with the wide adoption of transgenic crops. In this chapter, I have summarized the 
discovery and the description of Bt.

Keywords Bacillus thuringiensis � Soil bacterium � Discovery of Bt � Biopesticide � 
Cry proteins

1.1  Introduction

Since World War II, insect disease control methods have relied heavily on broad-
spectrum synthetic chemical insecticides to reduce vector populations. However, 
synthetic chemical insecticides are being phased out in many countries due to in-
secticide resistance in mosquito populations. Furthermore, many governments have 
restricted chemical insecticide use due to their environmental effects on non-target 
beneficial insects and, especially, on vertebrates through contamination of food and 
water supplies. To counteract this contamination, attention and efforts were directed 
to the use of biological control agents including insect pathogens. As a result, the 
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use of biopesticides, as a component of integrated pest management (IPM), has 
been gaining acceptance over the world. However, an entomopathogenic organ-
ism must fulfill several requisites before being released to the environment as a 
potential control agent. It should be highly specific and effective against the target 
pest. The organism should demonstrate the potential to be successfully processed 
by continuous production technology. The control agent should be available in for-
mulations with a reasonable shelf life, should be stable, and should be harmless to 
human and non-target flora and fauna.

As an entomopathogenic organism, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) fulfills all these 
requirements. Bt has been used as a biopesticide in agriculture, forestry and mos-
quito control. Its advantages are specific toxicity against target insects, lack of pol-
luting residues and safety to non-target organisms such as mammals, birds, amphib-
ians and reptiles. Although several proteins and other compounds produced by Bt 
contribute to its insecticidal activity, by far the most important components are the 
proteins that form parasporal crystalline inclusions during sporulation. Transgenic 
crops based on insecticidal crystal proteins of Bt are now an international industry 
with revenues of several billion dollars per year. In this chapter, I briefly review the 
discovery of this bacterium and follow this with section on its description including 
the basic biology of this bacterium and a brief description of insecticidal proteins 
and the mode of action of them.

1.2  A Brief History and Discovery of Bacillus 
thuringiensis

Bt was first discovered in Japan by Shigetane Ishiwata (1901) as the causal agent of 
sotto disease in silkworms ( Bombyx mori) larvae (Ishiwata 1901). He named it Sot-
tokin, which means “sudden death bacillus,” and described the pathology it causes 
in silkworm larvae and its cultural characteristics (Ishiwata 1905a). He also noted 
that many of the larvae that did not die when exposed to the bacillus were very weak 
and stunted. In a subsequent report (Ishiwata 1905b) he stated that “From these 
experiments the intoxication seems to be caused by some toxine, not only because 
of the alimentation of bacillus, but the death occurs before the multiplication of the 
bacillus…” This showed that from the very beginning it was realized that a toxin 
was involved in the pathogenicity of Bt. His identification was not complete, how-
ever, and the first morphologically valid description was made by the German bac-
teriologist Ernst Berliner (1915), who isolated the bacillus from the Mediterranean 
flour moth ( Anagasta kuehniella) (Berliner 1915). He named it Bacillus thuringi-
ensis (Bt), which is derived from Thuringia, the German town where the moth was 
found. Subsequently, Aoki and Chigasaki (1916) published a detailed description of 
Ishiwata’s organism, which they named Bacillus sotto, noting that its activity was 
due to a toxin present in sporulated cultures, but not in young cultures of vegetative 
cells (Aoki and Chigasaki 1916). The toxin was not an exotoxin because it was not 
found in culture filtrates. It is obvious from their data on inactivation of the toxin by 
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acids, phenol, mercuric chloride, and heat that they had a protein. In 1915, Berliner 
reported the presence of parasporal inclusions within Bt, but the activity of this 
crystal was not discovered until much later. Even though little was understood about 
the basic biology of Bt in this time, it was shown to be highly pathogenic for larvae 
of certain species of lepidopterous pests.

As synthetic chemical insecticides had not yet been developed, farmers started 
to use Bt as a pesticide in 1920. The first record of its application to control insects 
was in Hungary at the end of 1920 (Husz 1928), and in Yugoslavia at the beginning 
of 1930s, it was applied to control the European corn borer (Vouk and Klas 1931). 
During the following two decades, several field tests were conducted to evaluate 
its effectiveness against lepidopterans, both in Europe and in the United States, and 
results favored the development of formulations against on this pathogen. Subse-
quently, the first commercial product, spore based formulations called Sporeine, 
was produced in 1938 by Laboratoire Libec in France (Aronson et al. 1986). Spore-
ine, at the time was used primarily to kill flour moths. Unfortunately, the product 
was used only for a very short time, due to World War II.

After World War II, the Green Revolution provided great agricultural advantages 
via the use of agrochemicals, chemical fertilizers, highly productive cultivars, and 
mechanization. The result was a considerable decrease in a great variety of insect 
populations, and as a consequence, synthetic insecticidal compounds became popu-
lar due to the long residual action and the wide toxicity spectrum. However, fully 
synthetic chemical insecticides appeared in 1940, when organochlorinated and or-
ganophosphate insecticides were discovered. These insecticides were applied dur-
ing all growing seasons to attack all the developmental stages of insect pests. The 
indiscriminate use of these compounds caused, by 1950, a resurgence of pests, due 
to the elimination of their natural enemies and the appearance of pest populations 
showing resistance to insecticides. Also serious environmental and health issues be-
gan to be recognized by the presence of chemical residues in food, water, and air. To 
counteract this contamination, attention and efforts were directed to the use of bio-
logical control agents including insect pathogens (Margalith and Ben-Dov 2000).

A resurgence of interest in Bt has been attributed to Edward Steinhaus, who 
obtained a culture in 1951 and attracted attention to the potential of Bt through his 
subsequent studies (Steinhaus 1951). Steinhaus used successfully Bt preparations 
against Colias eurytheme larvae. Edward Steinhaus was perplexed that at sporula-
tion in Bt the spores were not centrally located, but they were rather displaced to 
one end. In 1953 Steinhaus sought the advice of the Canadian bacterial morpholo-
gist C. Hannay regarding this phenomenon (Steinhaus and Jerrel 1954). Coinci-
dentally in 1951 Steinhaus published a picture of a sporulated and lysed Bt culture 
showing bipyramidal crystals, but did not make note of them in the text. Upon 
examining Bt sporulated cells, Hannay noticed a second body in the sporangium, 
as had Berliner and Mattes. But Hannay went one step further and speculated that 
the parasporal inclusion bodies had some role in the pathogenicity of the bacterium 
toward susceptible lepidopterous larvae (Hannay 1953). Angus quickly proved that 
Hannay was correct, that the parasporal crystal was responsible for the toxicity of 
Bt (Angus 1954). Angus showed that spores by themselves had not effect, and that 
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dialyzed supernatant of alkali-dissolved crystals had the same toxic action as did 
the spore-crystal complex when fed to B. mori larvae. Angus also noted that toxic-
ity varied with crystal count, and was independent of the number of spores present 
(Angus 1954). In 1956 Steinhaus (Steinhaus 1956) and R. A. Fisher (Fisher and 
Rosener 1959) met with the president of Pacific Yeast Products (later Bioferm Cor-
poration), J. M. Sudarsky, to explore the practicality of producing a Bt-based prod-
uct. The decision was made to produce Bt and by 1957 a product called Thuricide 
was available for testing. Thuricide was formulated as liquid concentrates, dusts, 
and wettable powders and now owned by Sandoz.

In 1956, researchers, Hannay and Fitz-James (1955) and Angus (1954) found 
that the main insecticidal activity against lepidoteran (moth) insects was due to the 
crystalline protein inclusions formed in the course of sporulation. With this discov-
ery came increased interest in the crystal structure, biochemistry, and general mode 
of action of Bt. In the US, Bt was used commercially starting in 1958. By 1961, Bt 
was registered as a pesticide to the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) and 
several U.S. Companies (Merck, Agritrol; Rohm & Haas, Bakthane; and Grain Pro-
ducers, Parasporine) produced Bt for short periods (van der Geest and van der Laan 
1971; van der Laan 1967). In this time, there was also a development of Bt produc-
tion and usage in the European socialist countries. In The Soviet Union the All 
Union Institute for Microbial Products for Plant Protection produced the product 
Entobaktirin using a bt subs. galleriae (Isakova 1958). In Moscow, the government 
agency for the Direction of Microbial Industry started producing the product Den-
drobacillin for use against larvae of the Siberian silkworm (Talalaev 1956). In the 
same way the product Insektin also was used for forest protection (Weiser 1986).

The presence of Beta-exotoxin in some of the products resulted in the confusing 
host range and safety data that exist in the literature for those subsp. thuringiensis-
based products. In 1962, Edouard Kurstak isolated another subspecies of Bt from 
diseased A. kuehniella larvae from a flour mill at Bures sur Yvette near Paris, France 
(Kurstak 1962). He gave the isolates to A. M. Heimpel of the U. S. Dept. of Agri-
culture in 1962 and again in 1963 (Beegle and Yamamoto 1992). In 1970 Dulmage 
reported isolating from diseased Pectinophora gossypiella (Saunders) larvae, an 
isolate he named HD-1 (Dulmage 1970). De Barjac and Lemille (1970) examined 
the isolates from Kurstak, from Heimpel, and from Dulmage, and found that on the 
basis of flagellar serotyping they were a new subspecies of Bt, which they named 
kurstaki (de Barjac and Lemille 1970).

In 1970 Abbott Laboratories entered the market with Dipel, which was the first 
commercial preparation based on the new Bt subp. kurstaki (HD1) isolate and was 
used to control many lepidopterous pests, such as the cabbage looper ( Trichoplusia 
ni), corn earworm ( Helicoverpa zea), and tobacco budworm ( Heliothis virescens) 
in vegetable and field crops, and major forest pests, mainly the gypsy moth ( Ly-
mantria dispar) and spruce budworm ( Choristoneura fumiferana) (Dulmage 1970). 
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, years after its initial commercial success, 
the application of new molecular biological techniques to research on Bt demon-
strated that HD1’s broad spectrum of insecticidal activity was due to its complex 
parasporal body, which was shown to consist of two crystals that together contain 
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four proteins, each with a different lepidopteran target spectrum and specific activ-
ity. It was not long before all companies producing Bt-based produced in the United 
States were subsp. kurstaki. However, the market for kurstaki-based products in 
agriculture fell to about 20% of its peak in the mid-1970s, due largely to competi-
tion from synthetic pyrethroids. In the late 1970s a considerable amount of kurstaki-
based Bt product was used on cotton for Heliothis spp. In the mid-1980s Sandoz 
registered the product Javelin with EPA. The worldwide market for kurstaki-based 
products for forestry and agriculture was estimated at $ 20–25 million in the U.S. 
in 1992 (Beegle and Yamamoto 1992). Keio Aizawa of Kyushu University in Japan 
discovered an isolate in 1962 (Aizawa and Iida 1963), a new subspecies, naming it 
aizawai. Subsp. aizawai isolates were particularly effective against Galleria mel-
lonella and Spodoptera spp. larvae. Sandoz developed their product Certan, based 
on an aizawai isolate, for control of G. mellonella larvae in honey comb. In 1976, 
Zakharyan reported the presence of a plasmid in a strain of Bt and suggested its 
involvement in endospore and crystal formation (Zakharyan et al. 1976).

Up until 1977, only 13 Bt strains had been described. All 13 subspecies were 
toxic only to certain species of lepidopteran larvae. Then in 1976, Goldberg and 
Margalit discovered a new subspecies, subsequently named Bt subsp. israelensis, 
in the Negev desert of Israel, highly toxic to larvae of a wide range of mosquito spe-
cies (Goldberg and Margalit 1977). Goldberg obtained a U.S. patent on the organ-
ism and assigned the patent to the U.S. government (Goldberg 1979). By 1992 both 
U.S. and European companies were producing and marketing subsp. israelensis-
based products for use against mosquito and blackfly larvae, such as Vectobac, Bac-
timos, and Teknar. This subspecies was subsequently shown to also be insecticidal 
for larvae of other species of flies in the dipteran suborder Nematocera, including 
blackflies and chironomid midges. Owing to their high efficacy and narrow target 
spectrum, these products replaced many broad-spectrum chemical insecticides used 
for mosquito and blackfly control in developed countries, and are currently under 
development for control of the major anopheline vectors of malaria is Africa and 
South America. Moreover, products based on Bt subsp. israelensis proved of par-
ticular importance in the Onchocerciasis Control Program in West Africa, which 
significantly reduced onchocerciasis, commonly known as river blindness, a debili-
tating human eye disease caused by Onchocerca volvulus, a nematode transmitted 
by blackflies of the Simulium damnosum complex (Guillet et al. 1990).

Bt subs. tenebrionis, which is highly toxic to larvae and adults of coleopterous 
insects, i.e., beetles, was discovered in Germany by Krieg and associates in diseased 
Tenebrio molitor (Krieg et al. 1983). Owing to its toxicity to certain important co-
leopteran pests, such as the Colorado potato beetle ( Leptinotarsa decemlineata), 
this isolate was developed as a bacterial insecticide for control of beetle pests. In 
1988 Mycogen brought out its product M-One based on its isolate, primarily for 
use against larvae of L. decemlineata (Say) on potatoes. Unlike Bt subsp. kurstaki 
and israelensis, however, the efficacy of commercial products based on the original 
and similar isolates of Bt toxic to beetles was not as effective as new chemical in-
secticides, such as the neonicotinoids, and thus the products were not a commercial 
success. Ecogen received registration for its product Foil in 1992, which was a com-
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bination of subsp. kurstaki and subsp. tenebrionis for use against both lepidopterous 
and coleopterous pests on potatoes.

The first transgenic plants to express Bt toxins were tobacco and tomato plants 
(Van Frankenhuyzen 1993). The first Bt plant-pesticide, Bt field corn, was regis-
tered with the United States EPA in 1995. Today, major Bt transgenic crops also 
include corn, cotton, potatoes, and rice. The engineering of plants to express Bt 
delta-endotoxins has been especially helpful against pests that attack parts of the 
plant that are usually not well-protected by conventional insecticide application. A 
prime example of this is protection against Ostrinia nubilalis, the European corn 
borer. Larvae of this lepidopteran bore into the stalk of a corn plant and destroy its 
structural integrity. In the stalk, the pest is relatively safe from pesticide applica-
tion. With toxins engineered into the plant, O. nubilalis is exposed and its damage 
becomes easier to control (Ely 1993). Overall, because of benefits such as these, Bt 
has become a major presence in agriculture. In 1997, Bt cotton, corn, and potatoes 
covered nearly 10 million acres of land in the United States alone. These crops have 
also been commercialized and are in wide use in Canada, Japan, Mexico, Argentina, 
and Australia (Frutos et al. 1999). While using Bt in the form of transgenic crops 
is now very common, the more traditional spray form of Bt is still widely used 
(Liu and Tabashnik 1997). Environmental benefits are derived from the insecticidal 
specificity of these crops, which unlike synthetic chemical insecticides, kill only 
target species and closely related insects, as well as from reductions in chemical 
insecticide usage (O’Callaghan et al. 2005). The relevant works on the screening 
and isolation of new Bt strains have been performed and finally resulted in the pro-
duction of commercial products (Table 1.1).

Bt-based biopesticide production depends on high quality and high-efficiency 
formulation processes. Formulations must be safe and effective products, must be 
easy to use, and should have a long shelf life. The active ingredient in commercial 
formulations is the spore-crystal complex, which is more effective to use and cheap-
er to obtain than the crystals alone, which are frequently used in experimental tests. 
The spore-crystal complex must be carried by suitable inert substance that can func-
tion to protect the spore-crystal complex or to increase palatability to insects. In this 
sense, many studies reveal the inclusion of some kinds of components, related to 
enhance toxicity, or to enhance the attraction of insects. Bt sprays are used sporadi-
cally and typically over small areas. Sprayable Bt formulations have penetrated cot-
ton, fruit and vegetable, aquatic, and other insecticide markets. However, the use of 
Bt spray as an insecticide has several disadvantages; (1) Bt spray cannot be applied 
uniformly to all parts of the plant, (2) it cannot be delivered to pests that are inside 
plant tissues, and (3) Bt is susceptible to rapid degradation by UV light and removal 
by water runoff. Therefore, multiple applications are required to provide extended 
pest protection New Bt formulations have consistently made gains in a limited num-
ber of fruit and specialty vegetable markets over the last number of years (Cerón 
2001). The persistence of Bt spores in the laboratory, greenhouse, and field or for-
est environment has been reasonably well studied (Petras and Casida 1985). Bt 
spores can survive for several years after spray applications, although rapid de-
clines in population and toxicity have been noted (Addison 1993). There has been a 
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Table 1.1  Bt-based biopesticides available in the world
Bt subspecies Product name Company Target insect

kurstaki Dipel Abbott Labs. (Now Valent 
Bioscience Co.)

Lepidopteran

Biobit, Foray Valent Bioscience Co.  
and Novo Nordisk

Lepidopteran

Condor, Cutlass, Crymax, 
Lepinox

Ecogen Inc. Lepidopteran

Javelin, Thuricide Sandoz Agro, Inc. Lepidopteran
Bactospeine, Futura Solvay & Cie/duphar B.V. Lepidopteran
Bernan Bt Bactec Lepidopteran
Bactis Compagnia di Recerca chim. 

CRC
Lepidopteran

Biospor Farbwerbe-Hoechst Lepidopteran
Larvo-Bt Knoll Bioproducts Lepidopteran
Bt Korea Explosives Lepidopteran
Sporoine LIBEC Lepidopteran
M-peril Mycogen Lepidopteran
SOK Nor-Am Chemical Lepidopteran
Plantibac Procida Lepidopteran
Baturad, Nubilacid Radonja Lepidopteran
Able, delfin, CoStar,  

Steward, Vault
Thermo Trilogy Corporation Lepidopteran

Bactur Thompsoni Hayward Co Lepidopteran
Toaro, Toaro, Ct Towagosei Chem Lepidopteran

aizawai Agreea

Florbac, Xentari
Tobaggi
Solbichae
Selectgyn

Sandoz Agro Inc.
Valent Bioscience Co.
Dongbu Hannong Chemicals
Gree Biotech Co.
Kyowa-Hakko Kogyo Co.

Lepidopteran
Lepidopteran
Lepidopteran
Lepidopteran
Lepidopteran

israelensis Gnatrol
Bactimos, VectoBac, Teknar
Skeetal
Baktokulicid
Moskitur

Valent Bioscience Co.
Valent Bioscience Co.
Novo Nordisk
VPO Biopreparat
JZD Slusovice

Dipteran
Dipteran
Dipteran
Dipteran
Dipteran

morrisoni or
tenebrionis

M-One, M-Trak
Trident, TridentII
Di Terra
Novodor
Foilb

Mycogen
Sandoz Agro Inc.
Valent Bioscience Co.
Novo Nordisk
Ecogen Inc.

Coleopteran
Coleopteran
Coleopteran
Coleopteran
Lepidopteran 

Coleopteran
galleriae Entobaktirin

Spicturin
Glavmikro-Bioprom
Tuticorin Alcali Chemicals  

and Fertilisers Limited

Lepidopteran
Lepidopteran

thuringiensis Bathurin
Muscabac
Insektin
Bacillex

Chamapol-Biokrna
Farmos
Glavmikro-Bioprom
Shionogi Co.

Lepidopteran
Lepidopteran
Lepidopteran
Lepidopteran

dendrolimus DendroBacillin Glavmikro-Bioprom Lepidopteran
a Combination of subsp. kurstaki and aizawai
b Combination of subsp. kurstaki and tenebrionis
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standardization procedure for Bt-based products. Before 1970, the standardization 
procedure was carried out through the use of spore counts. However, there was no 
relationship between the number of spores in a preparation and its insect killing 
power. Because of this actually standardization procedure is carried out using insect 
bioassay. Insect bioassay of Bt products is expensive, time consuming, fraught with 
problems, and takes a relatively long time (4–7 days) to furnish information on the 
potency of the material. For those reasons it has been replaced insect bioassays with 
chemical assays. There are several things to take in consideration using chemical 
assays. The desired information is the killing power of the preparation toward target 
pest insects. The killing power of a preparation is determined by both the quality 
and quantity of crystal toxin present. Chemical methods only measure the quantity 
of toxin present, but not measure the quality of toxin present. In addition, there are 
a number of pest insects that require the presence or spores for maximum toxin 
activity. Chemical methods can not measure the presence, number, or viability of Bt 
spores. Because of this many laboratories still standardizes their Bt preparations by 
insect bioassay (Beegle and Yamamoto 1992).

1.3  A Description of B. thuringiensis

1.3.1  Basic Biology of Bt

Bacteria belonging to the genus Bacillus have a long and distinguished history in 
the realms of biotechnology. The bacilli include many versatile bacteria and the 
most effective bacterial control agents for various insect pests. Bt is an aerobic, 
Gram-positive, spore-forming facultative bacterial pathogen that can be readily 
isolated on simple media such as nutrient agar from a variety of environmental 
sources including soil, water, plant surfaces, grain dust, dead insects, and insect 
feces (Federici 1999). Its life cycle is simple. When nutrients and environmental 
conditions are sufficient for growth, the spore germinates producing a vegetative 
cell that grows and reproduces by binary fission. Cells continue to multiply until 
one or more nutrients, such as sugars, amino acids, or oxygen, become insufficient 
for continued vegetative growth. Under these conditions, the bacterium sporulates 
producing a spore and parasporal body, the latter, as noted above, composed pri-
marily of one or more insecticidal proteins in the form of crystalline inclusions 
(Fig. 1.1). These are commonly referred to in the literature as insecticidal crystal 
proteins (ICP), or δ-endotoxins, which are selectively toxic to different species of 
several invertebrate phyla. ICPs include the more prevalent Cry (crystal) proteins, 
as well as the Cyt (cytolytic) proteins produced by some Bt strains. Cry proteins 
are solubilized upon ingestion and in most cases cleaved by proteolytic enzymes to 
active toxins. Because of their high specificity and their safety for the environment, 
crystal proteins are a valuable alternative to chemical pesticides for control of insect 
pests in agriculture and forestry and in the home.
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As a species, Bt is subdivided into more than 70 subspecies, which are not based 
on insecticidal protein complements or target spectrum, but rather on the antigenic 
properties of the flagellar (H) antigen (Lecadet et al. 1999). Each new isolate that 
bears a flagellar antigen type that differs detectably from the others in immuno-
logical assays is assigned a new H antigen serovariety number and subspecific 
name. there are four main subspecies: Bt subsp. kurstaki (H 3a3b3c) and Bt subsp. 
aizawai (H 7) used against lepidopteran pests; Bt subsp. israelensis (H 14) used 
against mosquitoes and blackfly larvae; and Bt subsp. morrisoni strain tenebrionis 
(H 8a8b), used against certain coleopteran pests, such as the Colorado potato beetle, 
Leptinotarsa decemlineata.

Over the past few decades, there has been an ongoing discussion regarding the 
validity of Bt as a species separate from B. cereus and B. anthracis. However, the 
insecticidal crystals formed by Cry and Cyt proteins are the principal characteristic 
that differentiates Bt from B. cereus as well as B. anthracis. As far as is known, most 
if not all Cry and Cyt proteins are encoded on plasmids present in Bt, i.e., not on the 
bacterial chromosome. Thus, if these plasmids are lost from a strain, or deliberately 
eliminated by plasmid curing, the resulting strain would be identified as B. cereus 
(Rasko et al. 2005). In some studies, it has been suggested that B. cereus, Bt, and B. 
anthracis are all members of the same species (Helgason et al. 2000). However, the 
two plasmids that encode the toxins of B. anthracis do not occur naturally in Bt or 
B. cereus, nor have parasporal bodies containing Bt Cry proteins been found natu-
rally in B. anthracis. Therefore, this supports maintaining B. anthracis as a species 
different from B. cereus and Bt.

1.3.2  Toxicity and Mode of Action of Its Insecticidal Proteins

Individual Cry toxin has a defined spectrum of insecticidal activity, usually restricted 
to a few species in one particular order of Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths), Dip-

Fig. 1.1  Scanning electron 
micrograph of spores ( S) and 
crystals of Bacillus thuringi-
ensis HD-125 strain. The 
strain synthesizes bypira-
midal ( B) and square ( Sq) 
crystals. The photograph is 
provided by N.M. Rosas-
García. (Rosas-García 2009)
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tera (flies and mosquitoes), Coleoptera (beetles and weevils), Hymenoptera (wasps 
and bees), and nematodes, respectively (de Maagd et al. 2001). A few toxins have 
an activity spectrum that spans two or three insect orders due to the combination of 
toxins in a given strain. The Cry proteins comprise at least 50 subgroups with more 
than 200 members (Bravo et al. 2007) and the toxins are classified only on the basis 
of amino acid sequence homology, where each protoxin acquired a name consisting 
of the mnemonic Cry (or Cyt) and four hierarchical ranks consisting of numbers, 
depending on its place in a phylogenetic tree (Crickmore et al. 1998). The members 
belong to a three-domain family, and the larger group of Cry proteins is globular 
molecules with three structural domains connected by single linkers. The protoxins 
are characteristic of this family and have two different lengths. The C-terminal ex-
tension found in the long protoxins is necessary for toxicity and is believed to play 
a role in the formation of the crystal within the bacterium (de Maagd et al. 2001). 
Knowing the precise complement of insecticidal proteins produced by a specific 
isolate of Bt can go a long way to explaining its toxicity and lethality to a particular 
insect or nematode species. However, several Bt components other than endotoxins 
contribute to the activity of a particular isolate against a specific insect species.

Owing to the overwhelming interest in Cry and Cyt proteins (Fig. 1.2a, b), most 
of some other factors have received relatively little attention. Among the most im-
portant of these are the spore, β-exotoxin (also called thuringiensin), antibiotics such 
as zwittermicin, vegetative insecticidal proteins (Vip’s) (Fig. 1.2c), phopholipases, 
chitinases, and various proteases (Federici et al. 2010). Cyt proteins (Fig. 1.2b) are 
hemolytic and cytolytic toxins produced by some Bt strains, particularly by those 
that show insecticidal activity against mosquitoes. Cyt toxins are also pore-forming 
proteins, and they are not related phylogenetically to Cry toxins. They have a single 
α–β domain comprised of two outer layers of α-helix hairpins wrapped around a 
β-sheet (Li et al. 1996). Cyt toxins do not bind to protein receptors and directly inter-
act with membrane lipids inserting into the membrane to form pores (Promdonkoy 
and Ellar 2000) or destroy the membrane by a detergent like interaction (Butko 
2003). -exotoxin I is produced in the exponential growth phase, is thermostable 
and is not specific and thus, may have detrimental effects on nontarget organisms; 
it is particularly active against dipteran species, but it is also active against coleop-
teran, lepidopteran, and some nematode species. This toxin inhibits the synthesis of 
RNA by competing with ATP for binding sites, thereby affecting insect molting and 
pupation and causing teratogenic effects at sublethal doses (Espinasse et al. 2002, 
2004). The genetic determinants responsible for -exotoxin I production found on 
Cry-dependent plasmids are likely to be regulatory elements and large amounts 
of -exotoxin I can be produced in the absence of such plasmids. A putative ABC 
transporter, encoded by berAB, is essential for -exotoxin I production. -exotoxin 
I production can be activated in response to particular environmental conditions 
(Espinasse et al. 2002, 2004). Vegetative insecticidal proteins (Vip’s) (Fig. 1.2c) 
are produced by some strains of Bt during vegetative growth. These proteins do not 
form parasporal crystal proteins and are apparently secreted from the cell and show 
a great activity spectrum to lepidopterous and some coleopterous. Its structure and 
its mode of action are similar of the cry protein; however, the receptor to bind it, 
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the union sites and the ionic channels are different (Lee et al. 2003). Zwittermicin 
A is a highly polar, water-soluble aminopolyol antibiotic isolated from the soil-
born bacterium B. cereus and also identified in some strains of Bt with significant 
activity against phytopathogenic fungi as a secondary metabolite (Silo-Suh et al. 
1994). More importantly, enhances the activity of the δ-endotoxin from Bt, the ac-
tive ingredient in biocontrol agents used against crop pests and for the eradication 
of gypsy moth from forest trees (Broderick et al. 2000).

Analysis of cry gene sequences combined with the three dimensional structures of 
Cry3A, Cry1Aa, and Cry2A showed that the active portion of Cry toxins is a wedge 
shaped molecule of three domains, and typically consists of approximately 600 
amino acids (de Maagd et al. 2003). Domain I of this protein is composed of amino 
acids 1–290, and contains a hydrophobic seven-helix amphipathic bundle, with six 
helices surrounding a central helix. This domain contains the first conserved amino 
acid block and a major portion of the second conserved block. Theoretical computer 
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Fig. 1.2  a Tertiary structure of δ-endotoxin Cry4Aa. b Tertiary structure of cytolytic endotoxin 
Cyt2Ba. c Tertiary structure of Vip2 protein. Taken from RCSB protein data bank. (http://www.
rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do)
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models of the helix bundle show that after insertion and rearrangement, aggregations 
of six of these domains likely form a pore through the microvillar membrane. Do-
main II extends from amino acids 291–500 and contains three antiparallel β-sheets 
around a hydrophobic core. This domain contains most of the hypervariable region 
and most of conserved blocks three and four. The crystal structure of the molecule 
together with recombinant DNA experiments and binding studies indicate that the 
three extended loop structures in the β-sheets are responsible for initial recognition 
and binding of the toxin to binding sites on the microvillar membrane. Domain III is 
comprised of amino acids 501–644 and consists of two antiparallel β-sheets, within 
which are found the remainder of conserved block number three along with blocks 
four and five. The Cry3Aa structure indicated that this domain provides structural 
integrity to the molecule. Site-directed mutagenesis studies of conserved amino acid 
block 5 in the Cry1 molecules show that this domain also plays a role in receptor 
binding and pore formation (de Maagd et al. 2003).

Endotoxin crystals must be ingested to have an effect. This is the reason suck-
ing insects and other invertebrates such as spiders and mites are not sensitive to 
Cry proteins used in Bt insecticides or Bt crops. Their mode of action involves 
several events that must be completed several hours after ingestion in order to lead 
to insect death. Following ingestion, the crystals are solubilized by the alkaline 
conditions in the insect midgut and are subsequently proteolytically converted into 
a toxic core fragment (de Maagd et al. 2003). Under the highly acidic conditions in 
stomachs of many vertebrates, including humans, Cry and Cyt protein crystals may 
dissolve, but once in solution they are rapidly degraded to non-toxic peptides by 
gastric juices, typically in less than 2 min. During proteolytic activation, peptides 
from the N terminus and C terminus are cleaved from the full protein. Activated 
toxin binds to receptors (glycoprotein or glycolipid) located on the apical microvil-
lus membranes of epithelial midgut cells (Griffiths et al. 2005). For some toxins, 
at least four different binding sites have been described in different lepidopteran 
insects: a cadherin-like protein (CADR), a glycosylphosphatidyl-inositol (GPI)-an-
chored aminopeptidase-N (APN), a GPI-anchored alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and 
a 270 kDa glycoconjugate (Lee et al. 1996; Jurat-Fuentes and Adang 2004). After 
binding, toxin adopts a conformation allowing its insertion into the cell membrane 
and form a cation-selective channel. Subsequently, oligomerization occurs, and this 
oligomer forms a pore or ion channel induced by an increase in cationic perme-
ability within the functional receptors contained on the brush borders membranes 
(Bravo et al. 2004). Complete nature of this process still remains unknown (Federici 
et al. 2010); however, it is believed that toxin aggregation occurs at the membrane 
surface after receptor binding, or alternatively only after the toxin inserts itself into 
the membrane. Once a sufficient number of these channels have formed, a surplus 
of cations, K+ for example, enter the cell. This causes an osmotic imbalance within 
the cell, and the cell compensates by taking in water. This process, referred to as 
colloid-osmotic induced lysis, continues until the cell ruptures and exfoliates from 
the midgut microvillar membrane. When a sufficient number of cells have been 
destroyed, the midgut epithelium loses its integrity. This allows the alkaline gut 
juices and bacteria to cross the midgut basement membrane, resulting in death, the 
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latter caused by Bt bacteremia and tissue colonization in lepidopteran species. In 
mosquito and black fly larvae, midgut bacteria do not cross the midgut epithelium 
until after death, thus in these the cause of paralysis and death is apparently due only 
to the insecticidal Cry and Cyt proteins (Bravo et al. 2002).

Cyt proteins have received little study in comparison to Cry proteins, as they 
typically only occur in mosquitocidal strains of Bt. Nevertheless, these proteins are 
extremely important in the biology of mosquitocidal strains because they synergize 
mosquitocidal Cry proteins, and delay the phenotypic expression of resistance to 
these (Wu et al. 1994; Wirth et al. 2005). As far as is known, Cyt proteins do not 
require a protein receptor, but instead bind directly to the non-glycosylated lipid 
portion of the microvillar membrane. Once within the membrane, they appear to 
aggregate, forming lipid faults that cause an osmotic imbalance resulting in cell 
lysis (Butko 2003).

1.4  Conclusions

Since the discovery of Bt as soil bacterium with specific insecticidad activity about 
a century ago, Bt has developed into an important tool for pest control. Today Bt 
is the most successful commercial microbial insecticide, comprising about 90% 
of the biopesticide market. The insecticidal activity of Bt is due to the presence of 
parasporal protein inclusion bodies, also called crystals, produced during sporula-
tion, which act like a stomach poison causing larval death. Their mode of action is 
enough complex and involves several events that must be completed several hours 
after ingestion in order to lead to insect death. Environmentally safe-insect control 
strategies based on Bt and their insecticidal crystal proteins are going to increase in 
the future, especially with the wide adoption of transgenic crops. Genetic improve-
ment of Bt strains for the development of novel biopesticides is the tool of the future 
to increase their potency against target insects, broadening the insecticidal spectra 
for specific crop applications, improving persistence on plants, and optimizing fer-
mentation production.

In conclusion, there is a great amount of scientific research on the bacterium Bt, 
involving aspects ranging from its molecular biology to its activity in a bioinsecti-
cide. Although Bt has been studied for more than a century, it is amazing to know 
that scientists always find something new in it. Although there is an enormous pos-
sibility to control many pests, mainly in agriculture and forestry, and to obtain more 
organic pest-control products, the ignorance about advantages of use of Bt products 
limits its application. The discovery of new toxins and new ways of presenting the 
toxin to the target insects, which includes the development of recombinant micro-
organisms and proteomic technology, could be adapted to the study of Bt crystal 
proteins; additionally, interaction studies between Bt and target insects involving 
modes of action of Bt Cry proteins and resistance mechanisms should be carried 
out, all of which are fundamental studies that will allow for improvement of exist-
ing Bt application strategies and the ability to design alternative options.
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Abstract Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) and its insecticidal toxins have been used in 
agronomical pest control for decades. The mechanism of action of Bt toxins on 
insect pest involves specific molecular interactions which makes Bt a popular 
choice for pest control. The specificity of action of Bt toxins reduces the concern of 
adverse effects on non-target species, a concern which remains with chemical insec-
ticides. Different strains of Bt are known to express different classes of toxins which 
in turn target different insects. Bt and its toxins can be formulated into powder or 
liquid sprays or expressed in transgenic plants. To maximize the effect of Bt toxins, 
multiple toxins are often combined when making Bt formulations or expressed in 
transgenic plants. Though Bt is a very effective biological control agent, there are 
concerns over the development of resistance by insect species and also the narrow 
spectrum of activity of individual toxins. To address these concerns, new strains of 
Bt expressing novel toxins are actively sought and existing toxins are genetically 
modified for improved activity.

Keywords Parasporal crystal proteins � Mode of action � Resistance � Use of Bt 
products � Synergism

2.1  Introduction

Bacillus thuringiensis is a Gram positive spore forming bacteria grouped into the 
Bacillus cereus group of Bacilli which produces proteinaceous insecticidal crystals 
during sporulation which is the distinctive feature between it and other members of 
the Bacillus cereus group (Read et al. 2003; Rasko et al. 2005). Bacillus thuringiensis 
was originally discovered in 1902 by a Japanese biologist Shigetane Ishiwatari who 
isolated it from diseased silkworm, Bombyx mori but it was formally character-
ised in 1915 by Ernst Berliner of Germany who isolated it from diseased larva of 
Ephestia kuhniella (flour moth caterpillars) in Thuringia province and linked it to 
the cause of a disease called Schlaffsucht (Milner 1994).
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Bacillus thuringiensis readily proliferates when environmental conditions 
such as temperature and nutrient availability are favourable whilst the forma-
tion of spores have been shown to be triggered by internal and external factors 
including signals for nutrient starvation, cell density and cell cycle progression 
(Hilbert and Piggot 2004). The life cycle of Bt can be divided for convenience 
into phases and these are Phase I: vegetative growth; Phase II: transition to spor-
ulation; Phase III: sporulation; and Phase IV: spore maturation and cell lysis 
(Hilbert and Piggot 2004; Berbert-Molina et al. 2008). The production of the 
characteristic insecticidal (Cry) proteins deposited in crystals in the mother cell 
have been shown to mainly start from the onset of sporulation (Sedlak et al. 2000; 
Xia et al. 2005; Guidelli-Thuler et al. 2009; Pérez-García et al. 2010). A number of 
cry-genes have been shown to be transcribed from two overlapping promoters BtI and 
BtII by RNA polymerases that contain sporulation dependent sigma factors σE and σK 
(Sedlak et al. 2000; Hilbert and Piggot 2004) and a mutation in the consensus region 
of σE has been shown to inhibit transcription from BtI and BtII promoters (Sedlak 
et al. 2000). It has also been shown that some Bt insecticidal proteins are produced 
and secreted into the culture medium during vegetative growth (Estruch et al. 1996; 
Donovan et al. 2001; Shi et al. 2004; Bhalla et al. 2005; Leuber et al. 2006; 
Milne et al. 2008; Singh et al. 2010; Abdelkefi-Mesrati et al. 2011).

As well as the Cry toxins Bt produces additional virulence factors including 
phospholipase C (Palvannan and Boopathy 2005; Martin et al. 2010), proteases 
(Hajaij-Ellouze et al. 2006; Brar et al. 2009; Infante et al. 2010) and hemolysins 
(Gominet et al. 2001; Nisnevitch et al. 2010). The virulence factors are controlled 
by the pleiotropic regulator PlcR and it has been demonstrated that cytotoxicity 
of Bt is PlcR dependent (Ramarao and Lereclus 2006). Deletion of the plcR gene 
has been shown to result in a drastic reduction in the virulence of Bt in orally in-
fected insects (Salamitou et al. 2000). The production of virulence factors by Bt is 
necessary but not enough for Bt to be called a pathogen (Fedhila et al. 2003) but 
its production of proteins that have been proved beyond doubt to be independently 
insecticidal justifies it’s name as an insect pathogen (Frankenhuyzen 2009).

The insecticidal proteins in the crystalline bodies produced during sporulation 
have been shown to contain two types of insecticidal proteins namely Cry toxins 
and Cyt-toxins and there are one or more toxins produced and packaged into a 
single crystal or multiple crystals by a Bt strain (de Maagd et al. 2001). The Cry 
toxins acquired the mnemonic Cry from the fact that they are found in the crystal 
while the Cyt-toxins acquired the mnemonic Cyt because of their in vitro cytolytic 
activity (Crickmore et al. 1998).

Schnepf and Whiteley (1981) confirmed that the insecticidal ability of Bt is as a 
result of the proteins that it produces by first cloning and heterologously expressing 
a toxin gene in E. coli which showed insecticidal activity to Manduca sexta just as 
the wild type Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurstali HD-1 from which it was cloned did. 
Since this discovery, a great number of other genes have cloned and expressed and 
the process of Bt toxin gene discovery is still ongoing. In order to differentiate be-
tween one Bt insecticidal gene and the other, the discoverers of the genes gave them 
arbitrary names like 4.5, 5.3 and 6.6-kb-class genes (Kronstad and Whiteley 1986), 
bta gene (Sanchis et al. 1989), cry gene (Donovan et al. 1988) and Type A and 
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Type B (Hofte et al. 1988) among others. With a steady growth in the number of 
cloned and characterised novel insecticidal genes coming through, an attempt was 
made to organise the ever growing data. The first attempt to produce an organised 
systematic nomenclature of Bt insecticidal genes was dependent on the insecticidal 
activity of the protein they code for to assign a primary rank to the gene and with 
this system, genes that encode proteins toxic to lepidopteran insects were called 
cryI genes, while lepidopteran and dipteran protein genes were called cryII genes, 
cryIII genes were those ones that encoded proteins toxic to coleopterans and cryIV 
genes encoded proteins toxic to dipterans alone (Hofte and Whiteley 1989). Though 
this system provided a framework for naming newly cloned novel toxins, it was 
short of a robust system of nomenclature that is able to accommodate new genes 
without ambiguity. The discovery of wild type gene like cryIB that codes for a toxin 
toxic to both lepidoptera and coleoptera (Bradley et al. 1995) threw the system off 
balance as it did not have room to accommodate a toxin with such spectrum of 
activity. Also, toxins like CryIC that had toxicity to both diptera and lepidoptera 
(Smith and Ellar 1994) did not have a place in the (Hofte and Whiteley 1989) sys-
tem of nomenclature.

With the difficulty of accommodating newly discovered genes in the (Hofte and 
Whiteley 1989) nomenclature system arising, there was a need to come up with a 
robust system of nomenclature and (Crickmore et al. 1998) came up with a system 
that is based on sequence similarity rather than function based. In the Crickmore 
et al. system, the mnemonic root was combined with a series of numerals and letters 
assigned in a hierarchical fashion to indicate degrees of phylogenetic divergence 
which was estimated by phylogenetic tree algorithms. The mnemonic Cyt was used 
for parasporal crystal proteins from Bacillus thuringiensis that exhibits hemolytic 
activity or any protein that has obvious sequence similarity to a known Cyt pro-
tein and mnemonic Cry was assigned to a parasporal crystal proteins from Bacillus 
thuringiensis that exhibits some experimentally verifiable toxic effect to a target or-
ganism, or any protein that has obvious sequence similarity to a known Cry protein. 
With this system for naming Cry and Cyt proteins widely accepted, it has also been 
adopted for the naming of the vegetatively produced Bacillus thuringiensis toxins 
and this family of proteins has been given the mnemonic Vip. A website which hosts 
all the cry, cyt and vip cloned genes has been established and is frequently updated 
as new genes are discovered.

The 3-D crystal structure of Cry-proteins including coleopteran specific Cry8Ea1 
(Guo et al. 2009), Cry3Aa (Li et al. 1991) and Cry3Bb (Galitsky et al. 2001), dip-
teran specific Cry4Aa (Boonserm et al. 2006) and Cry4Ba (Boonserm et al. 2005), 
lepidopteran specific Cry1Aa (Grochulski et al. 1995), lepidopteran/dipteran spe-
cific Cry2Aa (Morse et al. 2001) have been resolved through X-ray crystallographic 
methods of their activated forms. Also, the 3-D structure of Cyt-proteins have been 
resolved including activated Cyt2Ba (Cohen et al. 2008) and unprocessed Cyt2Aa 
(Li et al. 1996). Figure 2.1 is the crystal structure of Cry8Ea1 (Guo et al. 2009) 
showing the three domain organisation typical of all resolved 3-D structures of Cry 
toxins while Fig. 2.2 is the 3-D structure of Cyt2Ba which shows overall similarity 
to 3-D structure of Cyt2Aa that had previously been resolved.

2 Bacillus thuringiensis Applications in Agriculture
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Fig. 2.1  3-D crystal structure 
of Cry8Ea determined at 
2.20 Ǻ (PBD code: 3EB7). 
The three domains of the 
protein are represented with 
different colours with domain 
I coloured blue, domain 
II coloured green while 
domain III is coloured red. 
(Guo et al. 2009)

Fig. 2.2  Crystal structure 
of a monomer of Cyt2Ba 
determined at 1.80 Ǻ (PDB 
code: 2RCI). The ‘rainbow’ 
colouring scheme is used 
in colouring the molecule 
starting with blue at the 
N-terminal and ending 
with red at the C-terminal. 
(Cohen et al. 2008)
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Though different Cry toxins have been shown to have specific targets in their 
insecticidal activity, the overall 3-D fold of many of them has been shown to be the 
same (see Fig. 2.1), comprising of three domains (de Maagd et al. 2003). Domain 
I has been shown to compose of seven α-helices in which the central helix-α5 is 
hydrophobic and is encircled by six other amphipathic helices. The helical domain 
I has been shown to share structural similarities with other pore forming bacterial 
toxins like cytolycin A (Mueller et al. 2009), diphtheria toxin and colicin A (Parker 
and Pattus 1993). Each of the outer helices of domain I is known to be amphipa-
thic in nature and most of the helices are longer than 30 Ǻ in length (Pigott and 
Ellar 2007). Domain II is made up of three antiparallel β-sheets packed together 
to form a β-prism with pseudo threefold symmetry (Li et al. 1991). Two of the 
sheets are composed of four strands in a Greek key motif and are solvent exposed 
(Boonserm et al. 2006). The third sheet packs against domain I and is arranged in 
a Greek-key-like motif with three strands and a short alpha-helix (Pigott and El-
lar 2007). The structure of domain II has been compared to those of other β-prism 
proteins with carbohydrate-binding properties (de Maagd et al. 2003), including 
vitelline (Shimizu et al. 1994) and Maclura pomifera agglutinin (Lee et al. 1998) 
and it reveals a great topological similarity. Domain III has been shown to contain 
two antiparallel β-sheets that adopt a β-sandwich fold with the jelly roll topology 
(Boonserm et al. 2006). Both sheets are composed of five strands, with the outer 
sheet facing the solvent and the inner sheet packing against domain II. Two long 
loops extend from one end of the domain and interact with domain I (Grochul-
ski et al. 1995). Domain III shows less structural variability than domain II, and 
the main differences are found in the lengths, orientations, and sequences of the 
loops (Boonserm et al. 2005). Domain III has been compared to other carbohydrate-
binding protein domains and it shows great degree of similarity (de Maagd et al. 
2003) and similarity of domain III was also found with those of domain 4 of the 
pore-forming toxin aerolysin which is involved in maintenance and stability of the 
heptameric toxin complex (Lesieur et al. 1999).

Proposed mechanisms of action of Cry and Cyt toxins from Bt include pore for-
mation in which Bt toxins induce cell death by forming ionic pores following inser-
tion into the membrane, causing osmotic lysis of midgut epithelial cells in their tar-
get insect (Knowles and Ellar 1987; Haider and Ellar 1989; Grochulski et al. 1995; 
Schnepf et al. 1998; Bravo et al. 2004; Rausell et al. 2004). Also, a relatively new 
mechanism of action of Cry toxins have been proposed which involves the activa-
tion of Mg2+-dependent signal cascade pathway that is triggered by the interaction 
of the monomeric 3-domain Cry toxin with the primary receptor, the cadherin 
protein BT-R1 (Zhang et al. 2005, 2006; Soberón et al. 2009). The triggering of 
the Mg2+-dependent pathway has a knock-on effect and initiates a series of cy-
tological events that include membrane blebbing, appearance of nuclear ghosts, 
and cell swelling followed by cell lysis (Zhang et al. 2006). The Mg2+-dependent 
signal cascade pathway activation by Cry toxins have been shown to be analogous 
to similar effect imposed by other pore forming toxins on their host cells when 
they are applied at subnanomolar concentration (Parker and Pattus 1993; Nelson 
et al. 1999; Menzies and Kourteva 2000; Soberón et al. 2009; Porta et al. 2011).

Though the two mechanisms of action seem to differ, with series of downstream 
events following on from toxin binding to receptors on target cell membranes, there 
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is a degree of commonality in that initially the crystals have to be solubilised in 
vivo (Aronson et al. 1991; de Maagd et al. 2001; Soberón et al. 2009) or in vitro 
(Lambert et al. 1992; Bradley et al. 1995; Zhang et al. 2005, 2006) and activated by 
proteases before (Zhang et al. 2005, 2006) and/or after binding (Gómez et al. 2002; 
Bravo et al. 2004; Jiménez-Juárez et al. 2007; Soberón et al. 2009) to receptors such 
as cadherin. The midgut of lepidopteran and dipteran insects have been shown to 
be alkaline (Berebaum 1980; Gringorten et al. 1993) and this enhances the solubil-
ity of Cry toxins (Bravo et al. 2004; Soberón et al. 2009). Those of coleoptera are 
neutral or slightly acidic and in vitro solubilisation of Cry1Ba (Bradley et al. 1995) 
and Cry7Aa (Lambert et al. 1992) has been shown to enhance the activity of these 
toxins towards Leptinotarsa decemlineata.

With the pore forming model (Knowles and Ellar 1987; Haider and Ellar 1989; 
Grochulski et al. 1995; Schnepf et al. 1998; Bravo et al. 2004; Rausell et al. 2004), 
an ingested crystal toxin is solubilised in the alkaline environment of the insects 
midgut releasing protoxins which are initially processed by midgut proteases. The 
initial cleavage of a Cry1A protoxin by the gut proteases results in the removal 
of the C-terminal half and about 30 amino acid residues from the N-terminal thus 
releasing active toxin monomers which bind to receptors such as cadherin (Atsumi 
et al. 2008; Bel et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2009; Fabrick et al. 2009a; Muñóz-Garay 
et al. 2009; Obata et al. 2009; Pacheco et al. 2009a; Arenas et al. 2010) or proteins 
anchored to the membrane by GPI-anchored proteins such as aminopeptidase N 
(Arenas et al. 2010). The initial binding of the activated toxins to receptors is pro-
posed to result in a conformational change which facilitates a second cleavage that 
removes the N-terminal helix α-1, by a membrane-bound protease. The removal of 
helix α-1 results in the formation of oligomers that are membrane insertion com-
petent (Bravo et al. 2004). The binding of Cry toxins to the cadherin-like receptors 
have been shown to involve specific interactions of the variable loop regions in 
domain II and III with cadherin epitopes (Nair et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2009; Pacheco 
et al. 2009a; Soberón et al. 2009).

The oligomerised activated toxin that is bound to membrane receptors then inserts 
the central hydrophobic helix α-4 and 5 (Nair et al. 2008) into the apical membrane 
of midgut cells causing osmotic shock, bursting of the midgut cells and finally ending 
in the insect death (Knowles and Ellar 1987; Haider and Ellar 1989; Grochulski et al. 
1995; Schnepf et al. 1998; Bravo et al. 2004; Rausell et al. 2004). The pore formation 
model as proposed by Bravo et al. (2004) for Cry1A toxins is presented in Fig. 2.3.

Cyt-toxins have also been shown to effect killing of its insect targets through un-
specific binding to midgut membrane lipids followed by membrane insertion which 
leads to pore formation and insect death (Li et al. 1996; Cohen et al. 2008; Zhao 
et al. 2009; Rodriguez-Almazan et al. 2011).

The activation of Mg2+-dependent signal cascade pathway that is triggered by the 
interaction of the monomeric 3-domain Cry toxin with the primary receptor, the cad-
herin protein (Zhang et al. 2005, 2006; Soberón et al. 2009) has been shown to trig-
ger a pathway involving stimulation of the stimulatory G protein α-subunit and ad-
enylyl cyclase (AC), increased cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels, and 
activation of protein kinase A (PKA). Activation of the AC/PKA signalling pathway 
initiates a series of cytological events that include membrane blebbing, appearance 
of nuclear ghosts, and cell swelling followed by cell lysis (Zhang et al. 2005, 2006).
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2.2  Methods of Application of Bt and Its Products 
in Agriculture

Bacillus thuringiensis and its products have been formulated into various forms for 
application as biological control agents. Such formulations could be solid (powdery 
or granulated) or liquid. Presently there are over 400 of Bt based formulations that has 
been registered in the market and most of them contain insecticidal proteins and via-
ble spores though the spores are inactivated in some products (Ahmedani et al. 2008). 
Formulated Bt products are applied directly in the form of sprays (Ali et al. 2010). An 
alternative, and highly successful, method for delivering the toxins to the target insect 
has been to express the toxin-encoding genes in transgenic plants (Barton et al. 1987; 
Vaeck et al. 1987; Qaim and Zilberman 2003; Walter et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011).

2.3  Advantages of Using Bt Products Over Chemical 
Agents in Agricultural Practices

With their specific insecticidal effect on insect pests in the orders coleoptera (bee-
tles and weevils) (López-Pazos et al. 2010; Sharma et al. 2010), diptera (flies and 
mosquitoes) (Pérez et al. 2007; Roh et al. 2010), hymenoptera (bees and wasps) 

Fig. 2.3  Model of the mode of action of Cry1A toxins. 1 Crystal toxin solubilisation, 2 Initial 
cleavage by gut proteases, 3 Toxin monomer binding to receptors and second cleavage bymem-
brane bound protease, 4 Membrane insertion-competent oligomer formation, 5 Binding of oligo-
meric toxin to receptors, 6 Lytic pore formation. (Bravo et al. 2004)
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(Garcia-Robles et al. 2001; Sharma et al. 2008) and lepidoptera (butterflies and 
moths) (Baig et al. 2010; Darsi et al. 2010) and to non-insect species such as nema-
todes (Cappello et al. 2006; Hu et al. 2010), Bt toxins have taken centre stage as the 
major biological control agent and widely preferred to chemical insecticides.

Various assessments have been carried out to check for the safety of Bt toxins 
from sprays or transgenic plants to non-target species in the environment and it 
has been shown to be mostly environmentally friendly without significant adverse 
effects (Kapur et al. 2010; Walter et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011; Randhawa et al. 
2011) though there has recently been a laboratory observation that seemed to impli-
cate a commercial Bt aizawai strain in the reduction of reproduction in bumblebee 
( Bombus terrestris) workers when applied at a concentration of 0.1% through sugar 
water and pollen (Mommaerts et al. 2010).

The increased popularity of biological control agents over synthetic chemicals 
is because of the non-selective lethal effect of the latter agents (Moser and Ob-
rycki 2009; Kristoff et al. 2010; Shah and Iqbal 2010; Eriksson and Wiktelius 2011; 
Stevens et al. 2011) and the rapid development of resistance by insect pests to syn-
thetic insecticides (Ahmad et al. 2008).

2.4  Threat to Continuous Use of Bt as Biological 
Control Agent

2.4.1  Development of Resistance and Cross Resistance

The continued relevance of Bt toxins in the control of insect and non-insect pests is 
threatened by the development of resistance by the pests in the field (Sayyed et al. 
2004) and laboratory reared populations (Pereira et al. 2008; Fabrick et al. 2009b). 
There have been reports of insect populations resistant to a particular toxin showing 
resistance to other toxins to which they have not previously been exposed, a term 
known as ‘cross-resistance’ (Pereira et al. 2008; Sayyed et al. 2008; Gong et al. 
2010; Xu et al. 2010).

There have been a number of proposed modes of resistance of insect pests to Bt 
toxins including reduction of binding of toxins to receptors in the midgut of insects, 
reduced solubilisation of protoxin, alteration of proteolytic processing of protox-
ins and toxin degration and or precipitation by proteases (Bruce et al. 2007). The 
understanding of the mechanism of action of Bt toxins (Knowles and Ellar 1987; 
Haider and Ellar 1989; Grochulski et al. 1995; Schnepf et al. 1998; Bravo et al. 
2004; Rausell et al. 2004) have enhanced the experimental verification of some of 
the modes.

The most studied and experimentally verified mode of resistance is ‘mode 1’ 
which is characterized by recessive inheritance, reduced binding by at least one 
Cry1A toxin, and negligible cross-resistance to Cry1C (Tabashnik et al. 1998; 
Heckel et al. 2007).
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Alteration of protease profile in the midgut of Cry1Ac resistant Helicoverpa 
armigera affected the proteolytic processing of Cry1Ac resulting in the production 
of 95 and 68 kDa toxin as opposed to the active 65 kDa toxin produced by midgut 
protease from susceptible population (Rajagopal et al. 2009) suggesting a linkage 
between improper processing of Bt toxin and development of resistance. Sayyed 
et al. (2005) also demonstrated that a field collected resistant population of Plutella 
xylostella (SERD4) which was subsequently selected in the laboratory using Cry-
1Ab and named Cry1Ab-SEL was more sensitive to trypsin-activated Cry1Ab com-
pared to Cry1Ab protoxins again suggesting a defect in processing although no such 
defect could be identified.

Brush border membrane vesicles from a laboratory selected population of Os-
trinia nubilalis resistant to Cry1F were found binding the toxin as well as those from 
a susceptible population and furthermore no differences in activity of luminal gut 
proteases or proteolytic processing of the toxin were observed (Pereira et al. 2010). 
This failure to implicate defects in binding or toxin processing in the resistant strain 
indicates either alternative resistance mechanisms or limitations in the assays used.

2.4.2  Narrow Spectrum of Activity

Apart from resistance by pests being a major threat to the future of Bt products, the 
problem of efficacy and spectrum of activity (Regev et al. 1996; de Maagd et al. 2001) 
remain. In contrast to many synthetic insecticides most Bt toxins cloned have a nar-
row spectrum of activity (Kao et al. 2003; Shu et al. 2009). Only a small minority of 
toxins (such as Cry1Ba) show activity that spans two to three insect orders (Zhong 
et al. 2000).

2.5  Strategies to Ensure Continuing Use  
of Bt and Its Products in Agriculture

2.5.1  Continuous Search for Bt Strains Expressing Toxins 
with Improved Activity

The inability of many existing Bacillus thuringiensis toxins to overcome the resis-
tance developed by insect species in field (Sayyed et al. 2004) and in laboratory 
reared populations (Pereira et al. 2008; Fabrick et al. 2009b) is problematic and ef-
forts are continuing to search for Bt strains expressing novel toxins with improved 
activity.

Currently, about 600 insecticidal genes have been cloned from various Bt strains 
and their sequences deposited at the Bt toxin nomenclature website (http://www.
lifesci.sussex.ac.uk/home/Neil_Crickmore/Bt/). Of these a large number have been 
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heterologously expressed and found to be either independently (Song et al. 2003; 
Gonzalez-Cabrera et al. 2006; Ibargutxi et al. 2008; Xue et al. 2008; Hu et al. 2010) 
or in combination (Sharma et al. 2010) toxic to specific insect species in one or 
more orders.

2.5.2  Use of Synergism Between Bt Products or Between  
Bt Products and Other Substances

Most of the toxins cloned have narrow spectrum of activity (Kao et al. 2003; 
Shu et al. 2009) while some expressed toxins like Cyt1Aa show a weak toxicity to 
mosquitoes on their own but show synergistic activity when combined with other 
toxins like Cry4Ba and Cry11Aa (Fernandez-Luna et al. 2010).

To boost the efficacy of Bt insecticidal toxins and overcome resistance posed by 
insect pests, the use of other proteins like cadherin fragments have been shown to be 
a successful strategy (Chen et al. 2007; Abdullah et al. 2009; Pacheco et al. 2009b; 
Park et al. 2009; Peng et al. 2010). The use of a toxic compound, gossypol derived 
from the cotton plant has also been used in combination with Cry1Ac to boost its 
efficacy against a resistant population of Helicoverpa zea (Anilkumar et al. 2009). 
Co-expression of chitinase, an enzyme that is known to disrupt chitin present in the 
peritrophic membrane in the midgut of insects, has been shown to have an enhanced 
effect on the efficacy of Cry1Ac against Helicoverpa armigera (Ding et al. 2008) 
and Cry1C against Spodoptera littoralis (Regev et al. 1996). Also combinations of 
Cry toxins have proven to be a very useful strategy employed in boosting efficacy 
and fighting resistance (Jurat-Fuentes et al. 2003; Kaur 2006; Avisar et al. 2009). 
The combination of Cry1Ac and Cry2Ab showed a synergistic effect to Helicov-
erpa armigera (Ibargutxi et al. 2008).

It has also been shown that a mixture of crystal protein and spores from the same 
strain can result in a synergistic insecticidal activity (Johnson and McGaughey 
1996; Tang et al. 1996; Johnson et al. 1998).

2.5.3  Genetic Manipulation of Existing Bt Strains and Its  
Toxin Genes for Improved Activity

With insights gained into the structure of Cry toxins (Li et al. 1991; Grochulski 
et al. 1995; Galitsky et al. 2001; Morse et al. 2001; Boonserm et al. 2005, 2006) and 
their mechanism of action (Zhang et al. 2005, 2006; Bravo et al. 2007; Gómez et al. 
2007; Pacheco et al. 2009a) molecular genetics has been employed in an attempt to 
alter or broaden the activity of a given toxin. Herrero et al. (2004) demonstrated that 
replacing single residues in loops 2 and 3 of domain II with and residues 541–544 in 
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domain III of Cry1Ca with alanine resulted in lower toxicity to Spodoptera exigua 
while its toxicity to Manduca sexta was not affected. Swapping domain III of three 
toxins with little or no activity against Spodoptera exigua (Cry1Ac, Cry1Ba and 
Cry1Ea) with domain III of Cry1Ca resulted in an improved toxicity towards this 
pest (de Maagd et al. 2000).

Abdullah et al. (2003) remodeled domain II loops of Cry4Ba to resemble that of 
Cry4Aa and generated mutants that showed improved toxicity to Culex quinque-
fasciatus and Culex pipiens of > 700-fold and > 285-fold respectively. In a similar 
study, Cry19Aa, a mosquitocidal toxin with specificity toward Anopheles stephensi 
and Culex pipiens but with no measurable activity against Aedes aegypti, was 
made more than 42,000-fold more toxic to Aedes aegypti by engineering domain II 
loops 1 and 2 to resemble that of Cry4Ba (Abdullah and Dean 2004). Also, Liu and 
Dean (2006) introduced mosquitocidal activity to Cry1Aa through rational design 
to the sequence of loops 1 and 2 based on a sequence alignment with Cry4Ba, a 
naturally occurring mosquitocidal toxin.

Replacement of domain III of Cry1Ba with Cry1Ac resulted in an improved 
activity to Heliothis virescens (Karlova et al. 2005). Naimov et al. (2001) cre-
ated a hybrid protein by replacing domain II of Cry1Ba with that of Cry1I which 
resulted in activity against Leptinotarsa decemlineata that was comparable to that 
of Cry3Aa.

Site directed mutagenesis has great potential to alter toxin-encoding genes par-
ticularly when sufficient structural information is available to inform the choice 
of mutations (Cammack et al. 2006; Fleming et al. 2010; Moustafa et al. 2010; 
de Maagd et al. 2001, 2003). The understanding of the domain structure and func-
tion of Cry1Ac enhanced the use of site directed mutagenesis by Kim et al. (2008) 
to effect changes to domain I and II that resulted in mutants that showed im-
prove activity to Ostrinia furnacalis and Plutella xylostella. In another example 
a triple mutation (N372A, A282G and L283S) in domain II loop of Cry1Ab re-
sulted in a 36-fold increase in toxicity to Lymantria dispar and this correlated 
with an increased binding affinity of greater than 18-fold to brush border mem-
brane vesicles which also resulted in higher toxin concentration at the binding site 
(Rajamohan et al. 1996).

Natural evolutionary trends have been used in analysing the divergence and host 
specificity in Cry toxins (de Maagd et al. 2001) and biotechnological techniques 
like gene shuffling has been used in artificially directing the evolution of new genes 
with novel characteristics (Stemmer 1994a, b; Zhao and Arnold 1997; Lassner and 
Bedbrook 2001; Craveiro et al. 2010). Craveiro et al. used DNA shuffling technique 
to produce four variants of Cry11A12synth and Cry11A12 that, unlike the parent 
toxins, had toxicity against Telchin licus licus. Shan et al. (2011) used error-prone 
PCR and staggered extension process (StEP) shuffling combined with Red/ET 
homologous recombination to investigate the insecticidal activity of Cry1Ac and 
isolated a toxin variant designated as T524N which has increased insecticidal activ-
ity against Spodoptera exigua larvae while its original insecticidal activity against 
Helicoverpa armigera larvae was retained.
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The understanding of the regions that are bound to receptors and how protoxins 
are processed to a functional form has led to creation of manipulated toxins that 
mimic the in vivo processing of toxins (Pardo-López et al. 2009). Bravo et al. (2004) 
demonstrated that the processing of a protoxin to an active toxin in the midgut of a 
susceptible insect involves the initial cleavage of the protoxin by soluble proteases 
followed by a second cleavage by membrane bound proteases that removes helix 
α-1 while the toxin is bound to its receptor. Deletion of the amino-terminal region 
including helix α-1 of Cry1A toxins resulted in variants that formed oligomers in 
the absence of cadherin receptor and which killed insects that had developed resis-
tance to Cry1A toxins through mutations in the cadherin gene. The modified toxins 
were also effective against insects which had acquired reduced susceptibility to 
native Bt toxins due to diminished expression of cadherin protein by cadherin gene 
silencing through RNA interference (Soberón et al. 2007). Mandal et al. (2007) 
demonstrated that in vitro truncation of Cry2Aa at the N-terminal of 42-amino acid 
residues resulted in an improved toxicity against Spodoptera littoralis and Agrotis 
ipsilon which was consistent with an observation made by Morse et al. (2001) that 
the structure of the Cry2Aa protoxin revealed a 49-amino acid N-terminal section 
preceding helix α-1 that was cleaved in vivo to generate an active toxin and which 
masked other parts of the toxin believed to interact with the surface of the target 
cell.

Apart from truncation of the N-terminal residues of domain I to generate tox-
ins with improved activity, Wu et al. (2000) also created mutants (R345A, ΔY350, 
ΔY351) that involved deletions and specific mutations in loop I of Cry3A domain II 
which resulted in improved activity against Tenebrio molitor.

2.5.4  Use of Gene Stacking

This approach involves the expression of two or more Bt toxins with differing spec-
trum of activities and/or mechanism of action in transgenic plants to control insect 
pests which has the advantage of controlling pests from many orders as opposed 
to the narrow spectrum that a single toxin can control. It also has the advantage of 
reducing development of resistance because if the toxins used are such that there 
is little potential for cross-resistance between them, therefore there has to be re-
sistance alleles at independent loci before an insect can develop resistance to the 
stacked toxins, which is a rare event (Gould 1998).

The effectiveness of this method relies on the fact that development of resistance 
by insect to the stacked toxins would be through similar mechanism e.g. reduced 
toxin binding and therefore if stacked toxins have different binding sites, it would be 
difficult for an insect to develop resistance to all the stacked toxins. This assumption 
has been challenged though as two toxins, Cry1Ac and Cry2Aa that are believed 
to have different binding sites in Heliothis virescens (tobacco budworm) have been 
shown to have cross-resistance (Jurat-Fuentes et al. 2003) which provokes a rethink 
on advantages of gene stacking.
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Abstract The global demand, likely to escalate for at least another 40 years, 
requires a multifaceted strategy to ensure food security. Augmentation of crop 
yields in a sustainable manner is essential. Pests destroy on an average 14–25% 
of the total global agricultural production. Biopesticides are an important compo-
nent of integrated pest management (IPM) strategies employed for minimization 
of insect pests-incurred crop yield losses as also for reduction of use of environ-
mentally harmful chemical pesticides. Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is an aerobic, 
gram-positive, spore-forming bacterium producing crystal proteins (Cry), which are 
selectively toxic to target insects. Cry proteins act by insertion into the microvillar 
brush-border membranes in the midgut of susceptible insects, leading to disruption 
of osmotic balance, lysis of epithelial cells and eventually death of insect. Some Bt 
strains additionally secrete vegetative insecticidal proteins (Vips), which cause tox-
icity in susceptible insects by midgut epithelial cell lysis and gut paralysis. Bt has 
been used as a microbial biopesticide for the past five decades because of the advan-
tages of specific toxicity against target insects, lack of polluting residues and safety 
to non-target organisms, and accounts for 95% of the 1% market share of biopes-
ticides in the total pesticide market. However, the use of Bt microbial biopesticide 
formulations has been rather limited due to the problems of narrow host range, low 
persistence on plants and inability of foliar application to reach the insects feed-
ing inside the plants, notwithstanding several biotechnological approaches for the 
development of improved Bt biopesticides. Bt transgenic crops have been devel-
oped to overcome the problems of Bt biopesticides and for more  effective insect 
control. Risk assessment  in relation to certain concerns raised about environmental 
and food safety of  Bt transgenic crops has been addressed in this chapter.
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3.1  Introduction

The global demand, likely to escalate for at least another 40 years, requires a 
multifaceted strategy to ensure food security (Godfray et al. 2010). Augmentation 
of crop yields in a sustainable manner is essential. Pests destroy on an average 14–
25% of the total global agricultural production (DeVilliers and Hoisington 2011). 
Biopesticides are an important component of integrated pest management (IPM) 
strategies employed for minimization of insect pests-incurred crop yield losses as 
also for reduction of use of environmentally harmful chemical pesticides. Bacillus 
thuringiensis (Bt) is an aerobic, gram-positive, spore-forming bacterium producing 
crystal proteins (Cry), which are selectively toxic to target insects (Feitelson et al. 
1992; García-Robles et al. 2001; de Escudero et al. 2006). Cry proteins act by 
insertion into the microvillar brush-border membranes in the midgut of susceptible 
insects, leading to disruption of osmotic balance, lysis of epithelial cells and 
eventually death of insect (Schnepf et al. 1998). Some Bt strains additionally 
secrete vegetative insecticidal proteins (Vips), which cause toxicity in susceptible 
insects by midgut epithelial cell lysis and gut paralysis (Lee et al. 2003). Bt has 
been used as a microbial biopesticide for the past five decades because of the ad-
vantages of specific toxicity against target insects, lack of polluting residues and 
safety to non-target organisms, and accounts for 95% of the 1% market share of  
biopesticides in the total pesticide market (Flexner and Belnavis 1999). However, 
the use of Bt microbial biopesticide formulations has been rather limited due to 
the problems of narrow host range, low persistence on plants and inability of foliar  
application to reach the insects feeding inside the plants, notwithstanding several 
biotechnological approaches for the development of improved Bt biopesticides 
(Kaur 2000).

The problems of field application of Bt biopesticides have been overcome by Bt 
transgenic crops which were first developed using native cry1Ac gene (Barton et al. 
1987). However, due to premature polyadenylation of bacterial gene in plants, the in 
planta expression of wild type cry gene was low (Dichn et al. 1998). Subsequently, 
synthetic cry genes with plant-preferred codon usage have been used to increase the 
expression of cry genes in planta. Bt transgenic corn, cotton, tomato, brinjal, rice, 
potato and soybean have been developed. Transgenic potatoes producing Cry3A 
protein for the control of Colorado potato beetle in 1995; and maize and cotton pro-
ducing Cry1A protein for the control of various lepidopteran pests in 1996 were first 
cultivated in the United States of America. Thereafter, transgenic crops expressing 
Cry1F and Vip3a for the control of Lepidoptera in maize and cotton, Cry2Ab for 
the control of Lepidoptera in cotton, and Cry3Bb, Cry34/35 and Cry3A for the 
control of corn rootworm in maize were given regulatory approvals for cultivation 
(Gatehouse 2008).

The total acreage of transgenic crops has been steadily increasing with countries 
including 10 developed and 19 developing countries having adopted commercial 
cultivation of transgenic crops on 140 million hectares in 2010 (James 2010). The 
most widely grown Bt crop is cotton ( Gossypium hirsutum L.), accounting for 64% 
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of global cotton area devoted to Bt crops, followed by corn ( Zea mays L.) account-
ing for 29% of global corn area. Bt cotton has been planted on an increasingly large 
scale in India and China (Liu 2009; Choudhary and Gaur 2010). The use of Bt crops 
has resulted in increased yields and significant reductions of insecticide application, 
thus providing economic and environmental benefits (Shelton et al. 2008; Brookes 
and Barfoot 2008; Carpenter 2010).

However, while there are undoubted advantages of deployment of Bt transgenic 
crops for effective insect pest control, certain concerns have been raised about the 
environmental safety of Bt transgenic crops. Large-scale commercial cultivation 
of transgenic plants is fraught with complex ecological, economic and social  
ramifications (Shelton et al. 2002; Kaur 2004). A thorough and objective evaluation of 
possible risks and potential benefits is essential for biosafety assessment of  
transgenic crops. Therefore, the cultivation of transgenic crops is under regulatory 
controls worldwide (Jaffe 2004).

3.2  Perceived Risks with Bt Transgenic Crops

Risk signifies the probability of harmful consequences of an activity. The professed 
ecological risks of Bt transgenic crops include safety of transgene towards non-target 
organisms, the effects of introduced gene on the ecologically relevant phenotypic 
traits, environmental fitness of the crop, potential for invasiveness or weediness, 
unpredicted effects such as changes in the levels of secondary metabolites and food 
safety. Several reviews have been published on the effect of transgenic crops on 
the environment (Conner et al. 2003; Clark et al. 2005; Andow and Zwahlen 2006; 
Carpenter 2011).

3.2.1  Risk to Non-target Organisms

The non-target organisms are not the intended target of Bt toxins, but come into 
contact with Bt transgenic crops under field conditions. The non-target organisms 
include the beneficial insects which are valuable natural enemies of the pests, 
pollinators, herbivores which feed on the transgenic crop, soil fauna, and species of 
biodiversity and conservation significance. For ecological benefit over the use of 
chemical pesticides, the deployment of Bt transgenic plants needs to be compatible 
with the biological control.

There are three primary routes of exposure to Bt toxin: exposure to Bt pollen, 
exposure to Bt transgenic crop residue in the soil and trophic exposure via feed-
ing on herbivores which feed on the Bt transgenic crop. The simplest route of ex-
posure is through direct consumption of leaf, stalk, root, seed or pollen of trans-
genic plant (Clark et al. 2005). Natural enemies are most likely to ingest Bt toxin 
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upon consumption of Bt transgenic plant parts or upon preying on or parasitizing 
herbivores which feed on Bt plant.

A major concern has been expressed that Bt toxin may be harmful to the desirable 
non-target organisms that consume the transgenic crop parts and the beneficial 
natural predators of the pests that ingest toxin-containing plant parts. The potential 
impact of Bt crops on non-target organisms has been studied in considerable detail 
in both laboratory and field studies (O’Callaghan et al. 2005; Clark et al. 2005; 
Romeis et al. 2009; Duan et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2011). The impact ranges from 
no detrimental effect, to some degree of adverse effect, or actual improvement of 
abundance of beneficial insects.

3.2.1.1  Studies Reporting No Adverse Effects to Non-target Organisms

Many studies have reported no adverse effects of Bt on non-target organisms which 
include beneficial pests such as the predators, parasitoids, insects of value such as 
the pollinators and butterflies and other non-target pests such as the aphids which 
may be the hosts for parasitoids.

3.2.1.1.1 Pest Predators and Parasitoids

Non-target predators and parasitoids are important components of integrated pest 
management (IPM) since they prey on both the target and the secondary pests. 
While insect predators may feed on a variety of hosts during its lifetime, a parasitoid 
usually completes its entire life in a single host. Parasitoids are important natural 
enemies of many pest species and are used extensively in biological and integrated 
control programs.

Several laboratory and field studies have shown that Bt crops due to their narrow 
spectrum of activity have no detrimental effects on predators and parasitoids. In 
studies examining effects of Cry protein on lady beetles, which are ecologically 
important insect predators, no adverse effects on their development or survival 
were observed (Clark et al. 2005). Bt transgenic plants had no adverse effect on the 
lady birds feeding on the aphids, which were raised on transgenic plants (Dogan 
et al. 1996). The effects of Bt potato expressing coleopteran-specific Cry3A on 
the ladybird beetle Harmonia axyridis and the carabid beetle Nebria brevicollis 
were investigated via the bitrophic interaction of the adult ladybird exposed to potato  
floral tissue and the tritrophic interaction of the carabid consuming a non-
target potato pest. The Cry3A protein expressed in floral tissues had no overall 
significant acute effects on survival, body mass change, fecundity or egg viability of  
H. axyridis and N. brevicollis, indicating low risk to coleopteran insects oth-
er than the targeted chrysomelid larvae of Colorado potato beetle ( Leptinotarsa 
decemlineata), due to high specificity of the Cry3A protein (Ferry et al. 2007).

A laboratory study, which has generated much controversy, has reported 
mortality of two-spotted ladybird ( Adalia bipuntata), a polyphagus predator, which 
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was fed with flour moth ( Ephestia kuehniella) that had been sprayed with solutions 
of Cry1Ab and Cry3Bb protein produced in E. coli (Schmidt et al. 2009). However, 
this study has been strongly refuted on the basis of lack of proper quantification of 
degree of exposure of test insects, statistical analyses of differences in observed 
mortality and absence of negative impact on the larval developmental time and 
bodyweight of adult beetles (Rauschen 2010; Ricroch et al. 2010). Alvarez-Al-
fageme et al. (2011) have used tri-trophic and bi-trophic experimental systems and 
reported that A. bipunctata is not sensitive to Cry1Ab and Cry3Bb1, and that the 
harmful effects observed by Schmidt et al. (2009) were artifacts.

Parasitoids have close relationships with their hosts, possess a relatively narrow 
host range and are more likely than predators to suffer adverse impacts if their Bt 
susceptible hosts are wakened or killed with Bt toxin (Romeis et al. 2006). Some 
studies to examine the effects of Cry proteins on parasitoids that utilize herbivorous 
hosts feeding on Bt transgenic plants have been carried out. No detrimental effects 
on the ability of the hymenopteran parasitoid wasp ( Diaeretiella rapae) to control 
its green peach aphid host ( Myzus persicae) was observed in two Brassica napus 
transgenic lines expressing lepidopteran-toxic cry1Ac gene or coleopteran-toxic 
proteinase inhibitor oryzastatin I ( Oz-I) gene from rice (Schuler et al. 2001).

Plutella xylostella (Diamondback moth) is the most destructive of the insect pests 
of Brasssica crops worldwide. Cotesia plutellae, an important endoparasitoid of 
P. xylostella, was unable to survive in Bt-susceptible P. xylostella larvae on Bt 
oilseed rape plants due to premature host mortality, but completed its larval 
development in Bt-resistant P. xylostella larvae (Schuler et al. 2004). Experiments 
of parasitoid flight and foraging behaviour showed that adult C. plutellae females 
did not distinguish between Bt and wild type oilseed rape plants, and were more 
attracted to Bt plants damaged by Bt-resistant hosts than by susceptible hosts due 
to more extensive feeding damage. Furthermore, population scale experiments with 
mixtures of Bt and wild type plants demonstrated that C. plutellae was as effective 
in controlling resistant P. xylostella on transgenic as on wild type plants.

Populations of P. xylostella that were resistant to Cry1C protein, and were fed 
on Cry1C-expressing transgenic plants, became parasitized by Diadegma insulare, 
an important endoparasitoid and biological control agent of P. xylostella, without 
any harmful effect of Cry1C protein on the parasitoid, while parasitism rates on  
P. xylostella strains resistant to four commonly used insecticides were reduced 
(Chen et al. 2008a). Furthermore, D. insulare did not discriminate between Bt or 
non-Bt Broccoli plants, or Cry1Ac-resistant or susceptible P. xylostella genotypes, 
after two generations of exposure (Liu et al. 2010). The life parameters of 
D. insulare and its subsequent generation from P. xylostella reared on Bt broccoli 
were not significantly different from those of non Bt broccoli.

3.2.1.1.2 Pollinators and Butterflies

The toxicity of Bt to non-target lepidopteran pests has also been examined. 
Honeybees, which are widespread pollinators, have been used as test insects in feed-
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ing tests with Bt plant pollen extensively and found to have no adverse effects on 
their longevity and development (Hofs et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2009a; Han et al. 2010) 
Meta-analysis of 25 studies on the effects of lepidopteran- and coleopteran-toxic 
Cry proteins incorporated in Bt transgenic crops showed that there was no negative 
impact on the survival of larvae or adults of honey bee (Duan et al. 2008).

Initial laboratory studies indicated a risk to Monarch butterfly ( Danaus 
plexippus) larvae that consumed pollen containing high levels of Cry protein de-
posited on milkweed leaves (Losey 1999). However, the impact of pollen from 
commercial cultivation of Bt transgenic corn hybrids on Monarch butterfly popu-
lation was found to be negligible in a 2 year study in Canada (Sears et al. 2001). 
Long-term low level exposure to Bt pollen resulted in 0.6% additional mortality 
of Monarch butterfly larvae (Dively et al. 2004). In field studies to examine the 
potential toxicity of Cry protein to another butterfly, the black swallowtail ( Papilio 
polyxenes), no adverse effects were observed (Zangerl et al. 2001).

3.2.1.1.3 Aphids

Aphids are abundant herbivores in most crops and are attacked by a range of 
specialist predators and parasitoids. Romeis and Meissle (2011) have reviewed 
the available data and concluded that aphids do not ingest considerable amounts 
of Cry proteins since they feed exclusively on the phloem sap of Bt transgenic 
crops. Concentrations of Cry proteins in aphids were found to be below the limits of 
detection (LOD) in a majority of studies with Bt transgenic plants. Thus, the natural 
pest enemies that predate on aphids are unlikely to be at risk because of limited 
exposure. However, if phloem-specific promoters are used for the development of 
future Bt transgenic crops targeted for sap-sucking insect pests, the presence of Cry 
proteins in the phloem sap and consequently in aphids feeding on such plants can-
not be ruled out.

3.2.1.2  Studies Reporting Adverse Effects to Non-target Organisms

Adverse effects of Bt toxins on beneficial insects have also been reported in some 
studies. A review has expressed concerns about effects of Bt on non-target insects 
(Hilbeck and Schmidt 2006). The biological control of the host pest Helicoverpa 
armigera (Hubner) by its parasitoid was said to be not fully compatible with the use 
of Bt toxin due to early and rapid mortality of the pest (Blumberg et al. 1997). Bt 
corn-fed prey was found to have some toxicity towards green lacewing ( Chrysop-
erla carnea), a beneficial predator insect which is an important biological control 
agent for many pests, resulting in its reduced fitness (Hilbeck et al. 1998; Dutton 
et al. 2002). It was claimed that Cry1Ab protein is toxic to C. carnea. Andow and 
Hilbeck (2004) analyzed the experiments performed by different researchers and 
concluded that transgenic Bt maize might cause increased mortality to C. carnea 
in the field and recommended additional testing by tritrophic studies in the field.
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However, subsequent studies in which C. carnea larvae were directly fed Cry1Ab 
protein, no direct toxic effect was observed on C. carnea larvae, indicating that the 
effects observed by Hilbeck et al. (1998) could have been due to C. carnea feed-
ing on poor, suboptimal quality lepidopteran prey (Romeis et al. 2004; Lawo and 
Romeis 2008). An adverse effect was seen on C. carnea larvae fed on Bt cotton-fed 
caterpillars, while no adverse effect was observed on larvae fed on Bt cotton-fed 
caterpillars that were resistant to Cry1Ac (Lawo et al. 2010). Thus, this study also 
reiterated that the adverse effects observed with the susceptible strain of caterpil-
lars were due to the quality of the prey and not due to direct toxicity of the Cry1Ac 
protein to the predator. This underscores the usefulness of Cry protein-resistant 
strains for testing the sensitivity of beneficial non-target insects (Li and Romeis 
2010). Similarly, no negative impact of Bt broccoli expressing Cry1Ac, Cry1Ac and 
Cry1C or Cry1C proteins, on the herbivore imported cabbageworm ( Pieris rapae) 
and its pupal endoparasitoid Pteromalus puparum was observed in terms of devel-
opmental time, parasitism rate and longevity (Chen et al. 2008b). The previously 
observed deleterious effect on P. puparum developed on Bt plant-fed host was con-
cluded to be due to reduced quality of the host rather than direct toxicity.

Meta-analysis of effects of Bt transgenic plants on non-target arthropods grouped 
by functional guilds (Predator, Parasitoid, Mixed, Herbivore, Omnivore and Detri-
tivore) revealed significant reduction in predators on Bt cotton as compared with 
control plants not sprayed with any chemical insecticide (Wolfenberger et al. 2008). 
The reduction has, however, been shown to be not of consequence for biological 
control (Naranjo 2005; Naranjo et al. 2005).

In another review based on an analysis of laboratory studies on impact on trans-
genic plants on natural enemies, it was concluded that Cry proteins often have non-
neutral effects on natural enemies, with parasitoids being more susceptible than 
predators (Lövei et al. 2009). This paper has been severely criticized by Shelton 
et al. (2009) citing inappropriate methods of analysis, lack of ecological context and 
properly formulated hypothesis and a negatively biased and incorrect interpretation 
of published data.

It is pertinent that while most studies have been performed with Cry proteins 
produced in the bacterium Escherichia coli in the laboratory, many others have 
used Cry protein produced in the transgenic plant as the test material (Hilbeck et al. 
2011). The amount of Cry protein expressed in the transgenic plant is dependent 
on the specific transformation event that resulted in insertion of transgene at a par-
ticular location in the plant genome and the promoter used for expression of trans-
gene. Under field conditions, the non-target organisms may be exposed to different, 
possibly lower-than-laboratory-test concentrations of Cry protein, due to change in 
expression levels impacted by various environmental factors during the course of 
growing season of the transgenic plant (Clark et al. 2005). Tritrophic studies using 
spider mites ( Tetranchycus urticae) that had fed on Bt maize as the carrier were 
conducted to assess the effect of Cry proteins on C. carnea under more realistic 
routes of exposure (Alvarez-Alfageme et al. 2011). It was concluded that ingestion 
of Cry1Ac and Cry3Bb proteins had no effect on the larval mortality, weight or 
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development time. Further data on the toxicity of Bt towards beneficial predators 
will be help in detailed analysis of any impact on non-target organisms.

3.2.1.3  Studies Reporting Beneficial Effects to Non-target Organisms

Many studies have indicated Bt transgenic crops to be more protective of beneficial 
insects and secondary pests as compared with the conventional insecticides (Reed 
et al. 2001). Bt crops have been shown to augment natural control of pests by im-
proving the abundance of some beneficial pests (Yu et al. 2011). The abundance and 
activity of parasitoids and predators was found to be similar on Bt and non-Bt crops 
in field studies, whereas the use of conventional insecticides usually resulted in del-
eterious impact on biological control organisms (Romeis et al. 2006). Meta-analysis 
of 42 field experiments indicated reduction in abundance of non-target arthropods 
on Bt transgenic plants as compared with that on control plants, which were not 
treated with any chemical insecticide. However, when control plants were treated 
with chemical insecticides, non-target arthropod abundance was significantly high-
er on Bt transgenic cotton and maize plants (Marvier et al. 2007).

3.2.1.4  Effects on Viruses, Aquatic Animals, Birds and Mammals

No significant differences were observed between the infection rates of Maize 
dwarf mosaic virus (MDMV) and Maize rough dwarf virus (MRDV) on two gen-
erations of Bt maize transgenic varieties and the non-transformed isogenic varieties, 
suggesting that differences in virus distribution are linked to the genetic background 
of the maize varieties and distribution of virus reservoirs rather than to Bt-maize 
cultivation (Achon and Alonso-Dueñas 2009).

Non-target effects of Cry proteins on aquatic animals, birds and mammals have 
also been investigated in several studies (Flachowsky et al. 2005; Finamore et al. 
2008; Trabalza-Marinucci et al. 2008; Chambers et al. 2010; Jensen et al. 2010; Yu 
et al. 2011; Mancebo et al. 2011). The current data suggests that Bt has no toxic ef-
fects on mammalian development and health.

Some studies with the Vip protein have also been performed. The effects of 
Vip3A protein expressed in transgenic maize on non-target organisms have been 
assessed in laboratory studies with Vip3A proteins produced in E. coli and found to 
have negligible risk (Raybould and Vlachos 2011).

3.2.2  Persistence of Bt Residue in Soil

Concern has also been expressed about presence of Bt toxin in the soil due to the 
possible post-harvest plant residue, sloughing of root cells and release of exudates 
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from roots (Ahmad et al. 2005; Clark et al. 2005). The Cry protein in Bt corn tissue 
in soil was found to persist in the field for several months (Zwahlen et al. 2003). Bt 
toxin can persist in the soil after release from root exudates of the growing trans-
genic crops, by binding to the surface-active particles in the soil and may contribute 
to the selection of resistant soil insects (Saxena and Stotzky 2000).

3.2.2.1  Rate of Bt Degradation in Soil

Variation in the rate of Bt degradation in the soil has been observed (O’Callaghan 
et al. 2005). This variation could be due to different experimental procedures such 
as use of dried plant material versus fresh samples and the complexity of the soil 
ecosystem. Differences in the persistence of Cry proteins observed in various stud-
ies have been attributed to different microbial activity due to variations in soil types, 
growing season, crop management practices and other environmental factors spe-
cific to climate and geographic zones.

Most studies have suggested rapid break down of Cry proteins from transgenic 
plant residues in the soil (Ahmad et al. 2005; Li et al. 2007; Icoz and Stotzky 2008a, 
b; Zurbrügg et al. 2010). Cry3Bb1 protein released in root exudates and from decay-
ing plant residues of Bt corn was found to degrade rapidly and did not persist in the 
soil (Icoz and Stotzky 2008a). Decomposition pattern of leaf residues from three 
Bt transgenic crops (two expressing the Cry1Ab, one the Cry3Bb1 protein) and 
six non-transgenic hybrids (the three corresponding non-transformed near-isolines 
and three conventional hybrids) was investigated. Leaf residue decomposition in 
transgenic and non-transgenic plants was found to be similar, and plant components 
among conventional hybrids differed more than between transgenic and non-trans-
genic hybrids. While the concentration of Cry3Bb1 protein was higher in senescent 
maize leaves than that of Cry1Ab, degradation of Cry3Bb1 protein was faster, indi-
cating that it has a shorter persistence in plant residues.

Decomposition patterns of Bt maize were found to be well within the range of 
common conventional hybrids, indicating lack of deleterious effects of Bt maize on 
the activity of the decomposer community (Zurbrügg et al. 2010). Rapid degrada-
tion of Cry1Ab protein from plant residues remaining on the field after harvest and 
no persistence of Cry1Ab protein in different soils at four South German field sites 
under long-term Bt Maize cultivation spanning over nine growing seasons has been 
reported (Gruber et al. 2011).

3.2.2.2  Effects on Macroorganisms and Microorganisms in Soil

Few or no toxic effects of Cry proteins on soil macroorganisms such as wood-
lice, collembolans, mites, earthworms, snails, nematodes, protozoa and the ac-
tivity of various enzymes in soil have been reported in lab and field experiments 
(Ahmad et al. 2005; Icoz and Stotzky 2008a, b; Liu et al. 2009b; Bai et al. 2010; 
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Yu et al. 2011). In a 2 year study to evaluate the effects of Bt corn in comparison of 
that of its parent isoline, crop management practices and environmental conditions 
were found to have greater effect on the species diversity and abundance of soil-
dwelling Collembola rather than the crop itself (Priestley and Brownbridge 2009).

The release of Cry proteins from Bt plant residues in the soil has raised 
the concern that these could likely be transferred to higher trophic levels and 
may adversely affect organisms of the decomposer food web. The Cry1Ab and 
Cry3Bb1 protein from Bt corn could potentially be transferred to two common 
agricultural slug pests Arion lusitanicus and Deroceras reticulatum and their fe-
ces by ingestion in a laboratory study (Zurbrügg and Nentwig 2009). After slugs 
had ceased feeding on Bt corn, Cry1Ab was detectable in fresh slug faeces for a 
significantly longer time and often in higher amounts than the Cry3Bb1, prob-
ably due to different degradation rates. Most of the Cry proteins seemed to be 
digested or adsorbed by the slugs, but there was still insecticidal-active Cry1Ab 
protein left in the intestines and feces, indicating that slug predators and organ-
isms associated with the feces may ingest active protein. The potential adverse 
effects on these organisms and the situation in the field, however, need further 
investigation.

Hu et al. (2009) have observed that multiple year cultivation of Bt cotton might 
not affect the soil microbial population. The effects on microbial communities in 
the soil have been reported to range from no effect, to minor, to significant effects. 
The microbial communities are assayed by various techniques such as fatty acid 
methyl ester profiles, analysis of ribosomal DNA sequences and population counts. 
The effect of transgenic plants has been reported to be negligible in most cases and 
not any greater compared with the effects of crop variety and species, and change in 
weather conditions (Raybould 2007).

No consistent conclusions have been obtained on effects of Bt crops on soil 
ecosystems with respect to soil persistence and dynamics of Bt toxins, effects of Bt 
cotton on soil microorganisms, and soil biochemical properties in the research data 
from China (Liu 2009). This could be due to diverse ecological regions, varieties 
and cry genes (single or bivalent) and the inherent complexity of soil ecosystems 
having multifarious, dynamic and interacting components. The dynamics of soil 
organic matter, nutrients, hormones, and soil enzymes depend on the plants and soil 
microorganisms and their interaction, especially in the rhizosphere.

3.2.3  Gene Flow from Bt Transgenic Crops

A major concern of widespread commercial cultivation of Bt transgenic crops has 
been the perceived, eventual gene flow, that is, the movement of genes from one 
organism to another. Gene flow can be horizontal or vertical, depending upon the 
sexual compatibility of the involved organisms.
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3.2.3.1  Horizontal Transfer of Genes

Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is the movement of genes or genetic elements 
between unrelated or sexually incompatible organisms. Horizontal gene transfer in 
respect of transgenic crops is likely to be a rare event (Thomson 2001).

There is very little possibility of the horizontal gene transfer from transgenic 
plants to the terrestrial bacteria as its frequency is extremely low (Nielsen et al. 
1998). The cry genes are widespread amongst B. thuringiensis strains, which com-
monly occur in soil and as such, it is far more likely that gene transfer will occur 
from naturally occurring B. thuringiensis to other soil microorganisms than from 
Bt transgenic plant residues to bacteria. Furthermore, in the unlikely event of gene 
transfer, the introduced cry genes in Bt transgenic crops having been modified for 
plant codon usage, only low levels of gene expression in recipient microbes would 
be expected.

HGT from transgenic plants to Algae, fungi and protists is also expected to be 
exceedingly rare (Keese 2008). HGT from Bt transgenic plants to other organisms 
therefore, presents negligible risk to human health and safety or the environment 
due to the rarity of such events, relative to those HGT events that occur in nature.

3.2.3.2  Vertical Transfer of Genes

Vertical gene transfer refers to the movement of genes or genetic elements by sexual 
reproduction between related or sexually compatible organisms. The fear of trans-
gene escape from a transgenic plant to its non-transgenic counterpart or wild rela-
tives has been a matter of concern.

It is feared that the escape of transgene to related species or weeds growing near 
the transgenic crop by pollen dispersal may create ‘superweeds’ which may eventu-
ally invade new habitats. Nevertheless, the wild type genotypes are generally more 
weedy and fitter as most genetic changes tend to reduce rather than increase fitness. 
Moreover, plants differ in their out-crossing potential, either intra-specific or inter-
specific. The potential for a crop to hybridize with a weed is highly dependent on 
sexual compatibility and relatedness between parent species (Conner et al. 2003). 
Inter-specific hybrids are generally sterile and less adapted to survival. Transgenic 
crops are no more likely to transfer transgenes or any other gene to other species 
than the crop cultivars.

The potential impact of introgression of transgene into landraces or wild relatives 
would depend on the consequences, that is, whether or not the transgene confers 
any fitness advantage. Hydroponic, glasshouse, and field experiments performed to 
evaluate the effects of introgression of cry1Ac and green fluorescent protein (GFP) 
transgenes on hybrid productivity and competitiveness in experimental Brassica 
rapa x transgenic Brassica napus hybrids revealed that hybridization, with or with-
out transgene introgression, resulted in less productive and competitive populations 
(Halfhill et al. 2005). Furthermore, consideration of the potential impacts should be 
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made in the context of the background genetics of the transgenic crop, which may 
have a greater impact than the accompanying transgene (Carpenter 2011).

3.2.4  Acquisition of Weediness Potential

A concern is expressed over acquisition of weediness potential by transgenic crops 
due to the presence of the transgene in the new genetic background. The plant may 
be endowed with putative weediness characteristics such as seed dormancy, pheno-
typic plasticity, indeterminate growth, continuous flowering and seed production, 
and seed dispersal and competitiveness, making it more persistent so that the plant 
may itself become an invasive weed. However, introduction of a transgene into a 
crop is unlikely to convert it into a significantly greater weed. The weediness char-
acteristics are several, each being controlled by one or more genes and the crop may 
contain only some of these genes. These attributes are unlikely to arise from a sin-
gle or few gene transfers of genetic modification (Conner et al. 2003). Genetically 
modified plants behaved substantially the same as non-transgenic parental lines in 
over 400 field trials worldwide (Miller and Powell 1994).

Besides, weediness is not an inherent trait of a species and would depend upon 
the type of habitat, vegetative composition and edaphic conditions (Crawley et al. 
1995). Breeding for insect resistance, drawn from the gene pool of wild relatives, 
has been historically, a fairly common activity without any significant ecological 
consequences. Yet, the ecological risks need to be considered in the context of large-
scale cultivation of transgenics in the proximity of sexually compatible relatives 
(Bergelson et al. 1999).

3.2.5  Monoculture and Eventual Loss of Biodiversity

Another concern raised over the large scale cultivation of Bt transgenic crops, is 
that it may lead to monoculture and eventual erosion of the genetic diversity of 
crops because breeding programs will concentrate on a small number of high value 
cultivars. Preferred cultivation of these crops will eventuate into decreased crop 
diversity by way of invasion of natural ecosystems. This is especially relevant in 
the context of developing countries, which are often, the centers of crop diversity. In 
many of these places, the cultivars are grown in the proximity of the wild relatives.

However, it is important to consider that agriculture has long been an endeavor 
of creating new improved crops by domestication and natural ecosystems have been 
intentionally converted into agricultural land. Plant breeding methods such as ar-
tificial manipulation of chromosome number, development and addition of sub-
stitution lines for specific chromosomes and chemical and radiation treatments to 
induce mutations and chromosome rearrangement, as well as cell and tissue culture 
approaches such as embryo rescue, in vitro fertilization and protoplast fusion for 
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generation of inter-specific and inter-generic hybrids for varietal improvement have 
been employed (Conner et al. 2003). A meta-analysis of genetic diversity trends in 
crop cultivars released in the last century found no clear general trends in diversity 
(van de Wouw et al. 2010).

3.2.6  Unintended Effects of Gene Transfer on Plant Metabolism

A concern is expressed that introduction of transgene into the recipient plant may 
lead to some unintended effects on plant metabolism. Such pleiotropic effects may 
include altered expression of an unrelated gene either at the site of insertion or 
distant to the site of insertion, novel traits arising from interaction of the transgenic 
gene product with endogenous non-target molecules and secondary effects due to 
altered substrate or product levels in the biochemical pathways. These effects may 
result in toxicity, allergenicity, weediness, or compositional changes.

Integration of foreign DNA in the vicinity of active genes may lead to co-sup-
pression or changes in the level of expression of these genes by affecting meth-
ylation patterns or regulating signal transduction and transcription. Intra-locus in-
stability or ectopic recombination may occur in case of integration of transgene 
repeats (Andow and Zwahlen 2006). However, unintended effects may also occur 
otherwise in non-transgenic plants due to chromosomal recombination or under 
specific environmental conditions. Moreover, the experience with development of 
transgenic plants indicates that there is little potential for unexpected outcomes that 
may go undetected during selection (Bradford et al. 2005).

3.2.7  Food Safety of Bt Transgenic Crops

The food safety of Bt transgenic crops has been a contentious issue and more of 
this topic will be discussed in depth in Chap. 16. The concern over Bt transgenic 
plants with regard to food safety and human health is whether the transgenic plant is 
likely to pose a greater risk than the non-transgenic plant variety it is derived from. 
The food safety concerns expressed in relation to Bt plants are potential toxicity 
and allergenicity of Cry proteins, changes in nutrient composition of the plants, 
unintended effects giving rise to toxicity or allergenicity and the safety of antibiotic 
resistance-marker-encoded proteins included in the transgene cassettes (Shelton 
et al. 2002;  EFSA 2008).

These concerns, evaluated in the context of the predicted range of dietary ex-
posures to establish a reasonable likelihood of safety, do not pose questions about 
safety of transgenic crops (Chassy 2002). There is no credible evidence of toxicity 
or allergenicity to Bt crops in humans (Mendelsohn et al. 2003). The concentration 
of Cry proteins in transgenic plants is usually well below 0.1% of the plant’s total 
protein, and the Cry proteins have not been demonstrated to be toxic to humans 
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(Chassy 2002). Furthermore, Cry proteins do not contain sequences resembling rel-
evant allergen epitopes and have not been implicated to be allergens.

There has, however, been serious concern over the Bt transgenic ‘StarLink’ corn 
carrying Cry9C gene. The registration of this product was approved by the U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1998 only as limited use for animal feed. 
The restriction was imposed due to resistance of Cry9C protein to pepsin digestion 
and heat. The Cry1Ab and Cry1Ac proteins rapidly became inactive in processed 
corn and cottonseed meal, but Cry9C remained stable when exposed to simulated 
gastric digestion and heat and was, therefore, not permitted for human consump-
tion (Shelton et al. 2002). Due to uncontrolled cross-pollination with cultivars used 
for food production, it became commingled with products for human consumption. 
Upon more detailed evaluation for allergenicity, it was reported to have ‘medium 
likelihood’ to be an allergen. However, the combination of the expression level of 
the protein and the amount of corn found to be commingled posed only ‘low prob-
ability’ of sensitizing individuals to Cry9C (Shelton et al. 2002). Nonetheless, due 
to the controversy, the registration for Starlink corn variety was voluntarily with-
drawn by Aventis Crop Sciences in October 2000.

A concern has been expressed that the antibiotic resistance gene, if used as a 
selection marker for transgenic crop development, may get transferred to bacte-
rial pathogens in the human gut, thereby spreading drug resistance in mammalian 
pathogens. Inarguably, antibiotic resistance genes are already widespread in the 
environment, occurring naturally in bacterial species and are readily transferable 
by conjugation and transduction among bacteria (Keese 2008). Furthermore, gene 
transfer from ingested transgenic crop to intestinal microflora is dependent upon 
survival of the transgene DNA in the gastrointestinal tract. In a study to assess sur-
vival of transgene in the gut of human volunteers who were fed transgenic soybean, 
only a small proportion of transgenic DNA survived passage through the stomach 
and small intestine, while all the transgenic DNA was degraded in the colon (Neth-
erwood et al. 2004). Gene transfer to intestinal microflora did not occur during the 
feeding experiment.

Validated animal models have been used for food safety assessment of trans-
genic crops (Flachowsky et al. 2007). In animal feeding experiments, most plant 
DNA was found to be degraded in the gastrointestinal tract, transfer of plant DNA 
from feed into the animal body was not detected and no residues of plant DNA were 
found in any organ or tissue (Flachowsky et al. 2007). It is also noteworthy that the 
impact of free DNA of transgenic origin is likely to be negligible as compared to the 
total amount of free DNA present in the environment from a variety of sources such 
as pollen, leaves, fruits, decaying plants and animals, and release from microbes 
(Dale et al. 2002).

The food consumed by humans has had transgenomic recombinations and selec-
tive breeding over centuries. Most crop plants are the product of artificial selec-
tion. The absence of any negative reports of compromised biosafety indicates that 
genetic modification of crops for food uses may pose no immediate or significant 
risks as compared with the conventional crops (Stewart et al. 2000). There are no 
compelling scientific arguments to demonstrate that Bt transgenic crops are innately 
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different from non-transgenic crops (Dale et al. 2002). Nutritional composition of 
cottonseed remained unchanged in the Bt transgenic cotton as compared with the 
non-transgenic counterpart (Tang et al. 2006).

3.2.8  Development of Resistant Pests

A key ecological concern over large scale cultivation of Bt crops is the development 
of resistance in insects exposed to Bt (Kaur 2004). Transgenic plants expressing 
a single cry gene throughout the season and in all plant parts can accelerate the 
onset of resistance in pests by increasing the selection pressure (Gould 1998). For 
the development of first generation transgenic crops only a few cry genes, such as 
cry1Ab, cry1Ac, cry3A, cry3B and cry9A have been employed. Fortunately, except 
for P. xylostella (diamondback moth), none of the other insect species have devel-
oped resistance to Bt biopesticides in field conditions so far. A resistant strain of 
P. xylostella was able to complete without any adverse effects, its life cycle on Bt 
transgenic canola which produced high levels of Cry1Ac protein (Ramachandran 
et al. 1998). There is a threat of development of resistance in H. armigera to Cry-
1Ac protein upon large-scale cultivation of Bt cotton. An important issue is whether 
large-scale commercial cultivation of Bt crops can be sustained in view of threat of 
development of resistance in pests to the currently deployed cry genes.

3.3  Risk Analysis of Bt Transgenic Crops

Risk analysis encompasses risk assessment, risk management and risk communica-
tion (Johnson et al. 2007; Talas-Og˘ras 2011). Risk analysis is carried out by appli-
cation of legislation, policies and procedures in a defined framework. Risk analysis 
thus, entails a wider context than risk assessment to incorporate more extensive 
concerns, including some ‘non-scientific’ concerns, in order to make decisions re-
garding regulatory aspects. Environmental risk assessment (ERA) is essential for 
decision making and regulatory approval regarding cultivation and commercializa-
tion of Bt transgenic crops.

3.3.1  Risk Assessment of Bt Transgenic Crops

Risk assessment is the first stage in predictive risk assessment and entails hazard 
identification and risk estimation. Hazard identification involves consideration of 
factors such as population, species and ecosystem characteristics; definition of 
measurable endpoints and terms of cultivation of transgenic plant such as location, 
area and time of release. Risk estimation involves measurement of risk in terms of 
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characterization, probability and level of effects. Quantification of risk of transgen-
ic plants could be complex due to the many ways in which a transgene may influ-
ence the ecology of the recipient and associated organisms (Wilkinson et al. 2003).

3.3.1.1  Risk Characterization

Risk characterization involves ascertaining the likelihood as well as the conse-
quences of exposure. It can be complex and forms the basis of evaluation and miti-
gation measures to be adopted. Therefore, environmental studies must have proper-
ly formulated hypotheses, experimental designs and testing methods, failing which 
the interpretation of results is unreliable (Shelton et al. 2009). The risk hypotheses 
formed to facilitate risk characterization should take into account the case-specific 
scenario comprising of anticipated pathways of exposure and scientifically testable 
postulates.

A correct depiction of exposure scenario enables precise characterization of risk. 
The possible routes, duration and intensity of exposure of Cry protein to the ben-
eficial species of interest are considered in the exposure scenario. For example, the 
risk to Monarch butterfly from feeding on Milkweed growing in the vicinity of Bt 
maize due to dispersal of pollen from Bt maize should take note of the timing and 
intensity of pollen shed and occurrence and distribution of Milkweed and Monarch 
butterfly in a particular habitat (Sears et al. 2001). Thus, risk hypotheses often com-
prise of complex interconnected multiple pathways of exposure that could lead to 
specific adverse effects.

3.3.1.2  Problem Formulation for Environmental Risk Assessment

Problem formulation is the first step during which risk assessors work in collabora-
tion with the risk managers to arrive at a feasible plan for conduct of a case-specific 
risk assessment taking into consideration the relevant exposure scenarios and poten-
tial consequences arising from those scenarios (Wolt et al. 2010). Risk hypotheses 
are defined in the problem formulation phase. Therefore, problem formulation is 
an important aspect of ERA to provide the correct science-based framework for 
evaluating the need for transgenic crop and comparing with other possible solutions 
to the problem. Problems parameters and constraints are defined in a tractable man-
ner and contextualized with respect to the case-specific environmental concerns, 
methods to be deployed for risk assessment and measurable endpoints of risk as-
sessment. Problem formulation should be well-designed and consistent to provide 
guidance to researchers, regulatory and decision-making agencies.

The focus of risk assessment has shifted from assessment of specific indicators 
of potential adverse environmental effects to a direct assessment of defined risk 
endpoints taking into account the receiving ecosystem and the relevant ecological 
functional groups and ecological processes in that ecosystem. Assessment endpoints 
are ecological entities that need to be protected e.g. the abundance of beneficial 
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insects or potential harms posed to the non-target organisms and biodiversity. As-
sessment endpoints should be selected carefully, easy to evaluate in the laboratory 
and likely to indicate the possible adverse effects. Some assessment variables that 
are used are: mortality levels (LD50), effect concentrations (EC), no observed effect 
concentration (NOEC), fitness measures such as fecundity, development duration, 
body mass or the percentage of individuals that reach a certain life-stage and genetic 
diversity in a specific habitat. Risk assessments for transgenic crops are often con-
tentious and are more effective when assessment endpoints are explicit and clearly 
defined (Raybould et al. 2010).

3.3.2  Methods for Risk Assessment of Bt Transgenic Crops

Risk is assessed in a stepwise manner by performing laboratory tests, followed by 
small scale and subsequently large scale field trials to ascertain environmental safe-
ty before commercial release of a transgenic crop. In the step-by-step procedure, the 
assessment of potential adverse impacts of transgenic plants is carried out in four 
stages of decreased safety measures- (i) research under containment in laboratory 
and greenhouse, (ii) small-scale confined trials, (iii) large-scale unconfined trials 
and (iv) commercial release tests, which are mainly concerned with agronomic per-
formance under cultivation (Kjellsson 1997).

The maximum potential hazards and impact of transgenic plant on key non-target 
organisms as well as the ecosystem are determined. Selection of non-target organ-
isms to be tested is done on the basis of criteria of co-occurrence, abundance, sig-
nificance and trophic interactions between Bt transgenic plant and other organisms. 
There are potentially three trophic levels among transgenic plant, and herbivores 
and their predators. The first trophic level is the Bt plant carrying the cry gene(s). 
The second trophic level is the Bt plant and herbivore feeding on that plant. The 
third trophic level is the Bt plant-herbivore-predator or the parasitoid. The tritrophic 
interaction is between the plant and the predator or parasitoid.

Furthermore, risk assessment is done on a case-to-case basis rather than general-
ization of results from one case to the next, taking into consideration the biology and 
environment of the plant. The performance of the transgenic crop can vary in dif-
ferent environments due to differences in pollination or cross-pollination between 
transgenic crop and related species, which may vary in different environments.

3.3.2.1  The Tiered Approach to Risk Assessment

Risk assessment methodologies are structured into specific tiers of testing, relying 
on available information and may employ surrogate species as test organisms. The 
tiered toxicity approach originates from the methods applied in chemical pesticide 
testing and is based on the assumption that lower tier laboratory tests, which expose 
surrogate non-target organisms to high doses of Cry proteins can detect harmful 
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effects that might be manifested in the field. First-tier experiments are conducted to 
identify hazards in a ‘worst-case scenario’ and subsequent tiers are used to quantify 
risk by introducing more realistic probability and exposure levels (Wilkinson et al. 
2003). First tier experiments comprise of laboratory studies at a considerably high 
dose to identify the worst-case scenario. It is however, expected that the concen-
tration of Cry protein encountered in the field situation is likely to be much less. 
Therefore, second tier laboratory studies take into account the actual concentrations 
likely to occur in the field and are also known as semi-field studies. The third tier 
studies are the experiments conducted in the field for a realistic quantification of the 
exposure levels and the ensuing risk if any.

First tier assessments are conducted in the laboratory where surrogate non-target 
organisms representing particular taxonomic or functional guilds are subjected to 
Bt toxin or Bt plant tissues at typically greater than 10 times the expected exposure 
concentration (Romeis et al. 2008). The transgenic plant may be judged to have 
minimal risk if no toxicity to non-target organisms is observed in first tier experi-
ments. However, if potential toxicity is observed, higher tier testing is carried out.

A scientifically rigorous tiered approach to risk assessment of transgenic crops 
in relation to impact on non-target arthropods, focusing on testing of clearly stated 
risk hypothesis, making maximum use of available data and using formal decision 
guidelines to progress from one testing tier to the next, has been described (Romeis 
et al. 2008). Duan et al. (2010) performed meta-analyses to test the validity of tiered 
approach towards risk assessment of Bt transgenic plants. Laboratory studies of 
Cry proteins were found to predict effects that were either consistent with or more 
conservative than those found in field studies, provided laboratory studies encom-
passed the full range of ecological contexts in which non-target organisms could get 
directly or indirectly (via intervening trophic levels) exposed to Cry protein.

3.3.2.2  Issues with Risk Assessment Methodologies

Some issues in risk assessment of Bt transgenic crops are complex and interdis-
ciplinary. A crucial component for a proper risk assessment of transgenic crops is 
defining the appropriate baseline for comparison and decision. More often than 
not, the best and most appropriately defined reference point is the environmen-
tal impact of plants developed through traditional breeding methods (Conner et al. 
2003). Therefore, risk assessment methodologies are based on comparative analy-
sis of substantial equivalence to determine similarities and differences between the 
transgenic and its unmodified isogenic counterpart plant with respect to expression 
of new and native proteins and assessment of potential unintended effects (Talas-
Og˘ras (2011).

Another issue involves short-term versus long-term experiments. Risk assess-
ment experiments are methodically challenging due to several sources of variation 
affecting the potential risk. Risk assessment encompasses evaluation of both the 
anticipated effects as well as the cumulative long-term effects. It entails estimation 
of future risks based on existing knowledge. The effects on the environment could 
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be immediate-observed during the period of release, or delayed. Therefore, the ex-
periments need to be performed over a period of time for consistent monitoring. 
Moreover, risk assessment on a larger geographic scale requires coordinated efforts 
for integration and interpretation of data from diverse disciplines.

There is may be an element of uncertainty present in risk assessment experi-
ments, arising from inherent biological variability and knowledge gaps in respect 
of perceived risks. Hilbeck et al. (2011) have proposed some shortcomings in the 
current risk assessment methodologies and proposed a hierarchical scheme from 
laboratory studies to field trials using test organisms that do occur in the receiving 
environment.

3.3.3  Risk Management of Bt Transgenic Crops

The deployment of Bt transgenic plants should keep in view the important goal of 
sustainability. Therefore, appropriate strategies for risk management of Bt crops 
need to be devised. The risk management process builds upon the risk assessment 
to determine whether measures are required in order to protect people and/or the 
environment. Risk management includes evaluation of identified risks to deter-
mine what specific treatments are required to mitigate harm to human health and 
environment. These risk management measures are important in the context of 
decision-making and regulatory approval of transgenic crops. Thus, risk manage-
ment encompasses risk evaluation, cost-benefit, public concern, monitoring, risk 
reduction and decision making to minimize undesired effects of a hazard. It in-
volves practical precautions and restoration measures to manage potential adverse 
impacts.

3.3.3.1  Risk Assessment of the Effects on Non-target Organisms

Ecological risk assessment requires a thorough understanding of the factors govern-
ing the abundance and distribution of the species affected directly by Bt transgenic 
crop cultivation as well as the indirect influence of these species on the communi-
ties they inhabit. A comprehensive set of studies are performed in order to assess the 
potential non-target effects.

3.3.3.1.1 Early Tier Lab Testing of Non-target Organisms

The initial set of tests are done in the laboratory at possible maximum concen-
trations of the pure protein or plant tissues on a series of non-target species in-
cluding typically insect predators, predators, parasitoids and soil dwelling and 
aquatic invertebrates, chosen on the basis of region but to be representative of the 
different taxa and ecological guilds. It is appropriate to especially consider those 
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groups of non-target organisms that (i) are widespread and occur regularly, (ii) 
have important ecological functions in the ecosystem, (iii) serve valued purposes 
and (iv) can be tested both in the laboratory as well as in simulation studies in 
the field.

The different routes of exposure to Bt toxin may include direct consumption 
of plant tissue by herbivores, feeding on the pollen or ingestion of soil-incorpo-
rated plant residues. It is however, expected that the exposure to pollen would 
be limited in view of generally low levels of cry gene expression in transgenic 
pollen and decrease upon increasing distance from the transgenic plant. The fate 
of Cry protein under field conditions and its movement through non-target insect 
food-webs has been reviewed (Romeis et al. 2009). Bitrophic and tritrophic expo-
sures are assessed by ecotoxicological testing on a variety of species for regulatory 
submissions. Ecotoxicological methods have been advocated to yield more useful 
information for risk assessment as compared to the ecological methods of testing 
(Raybould 2007). The ecotoxicological principles for regulatory decision making 
ensure that the research problems are selected by policy relevance, testing of risk 
hypotheses that predict no harm of transgenic plant to things of value, a preference 
for tests of ecosystem function, simple comparative models, and accurate and rel-
evant predictions and favouring tests of hypotheses under conditions that provide 
most rigor.

Confidence in the robustness and reproducibility of the data from early tier labo-
ratory studies based on clearly defined risk hypotheses is a must for acceptance 
of results for regulatory decision making. Early tier studies comprise of highly 
controlled laboratory experiments where test species are exposed to high concen-
trations of Cry toxins. Romeis et al. (2011) have provided recommendations on 
experimental design for early tier studies to evaluate potential adverse impacts on 
non-target insects. The surrogate species and their life stages employed in laborato-
ry tests should be appropriate and representative of the species in different habitats 
likely to be exposed in the field based on the predicted exposure pathway. Labora-
tory tests are generally shorter in duration than the field tests but are performed at 
higher concentrations of Cry protein. The duration should though, be sufficient for 
the response of the measurement endpoints. If any adverse effects are observed in 
early testing, or if the testing is inconclusive, additional testing at higher tiers is 
carried out. Andow and Hilbeck (2004) have argued that the chemical composi-
tion of transgenic plant may be altered by expression of the transgene, which could 
have effects on the non-target species, independent of the transgenic product itself. 
Therefore, the initial laboratory assessments should be broadened to include toxic-
ity tests using both the purified transgene product as well as the whole plant tests 
using intact transgenic plants.

While risk assessment needs to be thorough, it does not have to be redundant. 
The risk assessment may not be required for species and life-stages that are at neg-
ligible risk because of limited exposure. For example, the predators and parasitoids 
that specifically attack aphids, which have been reported to contain no or negligible 
amounts of Cry protein, may be at negligible risk under field conditions (Romeis 
and Meissle 2011).
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3.3.3.1.2 Field Studies for Assessment of Impact on Non-target Organisms

Field studies need to be undertaken when potentially adverse effects are detected 
in lower tier testing or lower tier tests are not possible either due to lack of testable 
surrogate or validated test protocol (Romeis et al. 2011). Both the mean density and 
variability of the test insects in the field need to be considered. If mean densities 
of non-target insects are low, such as of foliage foraging predators, testing risk hy-
potheses in the field using mean densities as assessment endpoints requires a large 
number of replicates and long experimental time.

Furthermore, the natural variability of the conventional plant lines as compared 
with and its influence on the field densities of the non-target pests should also be 
taken into account. This reiterates the necessity and usefulness of thoroughly and 
comprehensively conducting early tier laboratory tests with probable non-target 
pests likely to be encountered in the field. Further semi-field (under containment 
using live transgenic plants) or open field tests should be conducted if some degree 
of hazard is identified in laboratory tests. These tests help confirm whether an effect 
can still be detected under more realistic rates and routes of exposure. Also, the ne-
cessity of conducting field experiments for risk assessment should be examined in 
a specific scenario. Rauschen et al. (2010) have highlighted the limitations of using 
higher-tier field release experiments for assessing the potential impact of Bt maize 
on beetles, a diverse and important group of insects in agricultural systems, in a 6 
year field-release study.

The results of field studies on effects of Bt toxin on non-target organisms have 
been reviewed (Romeis et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2009). The major non-target pests in 
Bt cotton fields, the sucking pests such as cotton aphid, thrip, whitefly, leafhopper, 
etc and spider mites are not susceptible to Bt proteins used currently and in general 
exhibit the same pest status and continue to be managed identically in Bt and con-
ventional cotton system (Chen et al. 2009; Yu et al. 2011). However, these second-
ary pest populations have increased and gradually evolving into key pests in many 
countries due to the reduced use of insecticides and changes in pest management 
regimes (Mann et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2011).

Thus, the potential non-target effects of the transgenic crop cultivation appear to 
be manageable (Wraight et al. 2000). Further, to avoid any residual build up of Bt 
toxin in the food chain, possible precautions include tissue-specific expression of 
the transgene in only the plant parts targeted by the insect pests such as the leaves 
and stems.

3.3.3.2  Risk Assessment of the Effects of Persistence of Bt in Soil

The process of degradation of plant-produced Cry proteins is different from that 
of purified Cry proteins due to macrofaunal and microbial decomposition of plant 
material before Cry proteins interact directly with the soil (Clark et al. 2005). It is 
currently difficult to accurately ascertain the environmental fate of plant-produced 
Cry proteins in soil due to lack of sophisticated analytical techniques. Many studies 
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have employed the ecologically unrealistic exposure scenario of using relatively 
high concentrations of the purified Cry protein expressed in E. coli as the test mate-
rial while the toxin likely to be encountered, if at all, by the soil organisms would 
be the plant-produced Cry protein at the amount expressed in the plant. It is further 
likely that Bt toxin, being biodegradable, may not pose a severe threat of environ-
mental contamination.

The effect of Bt toxin on soil organisms can be difficult to predict and may 
have a cascading effect on the ecological dynamics of soil communities. A thorough 
evaluation of the persistence of Bt toxin and its effect on soil organisms is warranted 
(Stotzky 2001). Multisite and long-term experiments are needed to understand the 
interaction among Bt toxin and soil organisms for risk assessment of Bt crops to 
soil ecosystems.

3.3.3.3  Risk Assessment of Gene Flow from Bt Transgenic Crops

Gene flow from Bt transgenic crops to wild and weedy relatives needs to be quan-
titatively assessed (Poppy 2004). The hybridization potential of the transgenic crop 
with cultivated and wild species, as well as the gene pool of the plant and its related 
species, should be assessed. Cross fertilization between transgenic and non-trans-
genic plants is an issue that needs to be addressed. Various factors affecting cross 
pollination such as isolation distance, geographical conditions, wind direction and 
velocity, weather conditions and crop biology also need to be considered. Other fac-
tors which may influence cross fertilization rates are pollen viability and longevity, 
male fertility or sterility and synchrony between anthesis of the pollen donor and 
silking in the recipient field (Sanvido et al. 2008).

3.3.3.3.1 Physical Containment of Gene Flow

The pollen-mediated movement of transgene to sexually compatible species is de-
pendent upon physical proximity. The pollen dispersal pattern, as determined by 
spatial models taking into account the distance and direction as applied to wind-
pollinated species, has been found to range from limited to extensive at different 
sites, depending upon local conditions such as exposure to wind (Meagher et al. 
2003). In a field experiment in China with four plot-size treatments of adjacent Bt 
transgenic and non-transgenic rice, a dramatic reduction in transgene frequencies 
with increasing distance from the transgenic crop was observed (Rong et al. 2007). 
Furthermore, different plot sizes did not significantly affect the frequencies of gene 
flow. Thus, the pollen-mediated crop-to-crop transgene flow could be maintained at 
negligible levels with short spatial isolation.

Determination of gene flow in centres of origin or diversity is especially impor-
tant. Dispersal of pollen and seed from transgenic crop can be reduced by maintain-
ing adequate isolation distance (Chandler and Dunwell 2008). Potential gene flow 
to wild species can be prevented by establishing exclusion zones and restriction of 
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planting near wild relatives. Multi-location field trials should be conducted to deter-
mine the impact of transgenic plant on the wild relatives and on the agronomic and 
natural environment. While multi-location trials would include location-specific 
bioassays, global monitoring and bioassays, done in different countries, will help in 
relating the assessment data properly.

3.3.3.3.2 Biological Containment of Gene Flow

Some of the ecological risks of transgenic escape can be addressed by the transgenic 
design itself. Genetic manipulation to avoid paternal transmittance of a transgene 
by pollen is possible by targeting the transgene to the chloroplast or mitochondria, 
which are maternally inherited. Thus, outcrossing of transgene via pollen can be 
prevented (Daniell 2007). Chloroplast transformation is an effective strategy for 
transgene containment and offers the additional advantage of high level of expres-
sion of the transgene (Rawat et al. 2011). There could be occasional low level pater-
nal chloroplast transmission in some species, which can be controlled by stringent 
selection protocols (Ruf et al. 2007).

Gene flow from transgenic crops can be prevented, by using fertility constructs 
that disable the pollen or ovule function in the plants hemizygous for the transgene 
(Bergelson et al. 1999). Pollen flow from such crops to wild relatives can produce 
only sterile hybrids. However, in the event of a mutation disrupting the effective-
ness of such fertility constructs, or recombination, which breaks the linkage of the 
transgene and the infertility gene, a small number of pollen and ovules lacking the 
fertility construct can also result. The containment strategy for transgenes can be 
further enhanced through male sterility (Talas-Og˘ras 2011). Another strategy for 
tackling gene escape is using a chemically inducible promoter to allow expres-
sion of transgene only upon exogenous application of a chemical (Cao et al. 2006). 
There would, thus, be no risk of transgene escape to natural populations in non-
agricultural areas due to the absence of the chemical.

There has been concern over escape into environment of the commonly used se-
lectable marker genes (antibiotic and herbicide resistance) for transgenic develop-
ment. Methods, which rely on elimination of marker gene following transformation, 
have been devised for the development of marker free transgenic crops such as Cre/
lox P recombinase mediated marker gene excision, intrachromosomal recombina-
tion based excision, post-transcriptional gene silencing, RNA interference hairpin 
technology and deactivation strategies such as genetic use restriction technology 
(GURT) (Lutz and Maliga 2007).

Inclusion of suicide genes into the chromosomal and Ti plasmid DNA of Agro-
bacterium tumefaciens strains used in the development of transgenic plants can 
control, to some extent, the unintended transfer of disarmed A. tumefaciens plas-
mid harboring foreign genes to wild plants or soil bacteria (Molin et al. 1993). 
Suicide constructs are based on the lethal genes from E. coli and are triggered upon 
plasmid transfer. Regarding the dissemination of A. tumefaciens through transgenic 
plants, the fears are rather unfounded, for, A. tumefaciens is eliminated during tissue 
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culture and is not propagated through seed. Further studies on gene transfer among 
bacteria in natural environments and its ecological impact will be useful in allaying 
the concerns regarding transgene escape (Brookes and Barfoot 2008).

3.3.3.4  Risk Assessment of Weediness Potential of Bt Transgenic Crops

Assessment of weediness attributes of a transgenic plant at the time of introduction 
into a new environment is necessary. It is important to take into consideration the 
biology of host plant to determine if it has any species-specific characters which 
might endow “weediness” and to assess its potential to establish itself outside do-
mestic cultivation. Statistically significant differences in quantitative phenotypic 
data such as plant height and percent seed germination as well as qualitative pheno-
typic data such as disease susceptibility have been reported between Bt transgenic 
and control plants but these differences fall within the reported range for the crop 
species (CERA, ILSI Research Foundation 2010).

3.3.3.5  Risk Assessment of Monoculture and Eventual Loss of Biodiversity 
due to Bt Transgenic Crops

Impact of transgenic crops in cultivated and natural ecosystems needs to be thor-
oughly assessed. All the relevant data, regarding important crops targeted for trans-
genic development, is required in order to successfully predict if the transgene 
could enable the plant to extend beyond its geographical range. Transgenic plants 
possessing traits such as high growth rate, large biomass accumulation and high 
reproductive capacity may represent potential hazard of invasion (Kjellsson 1997). 
Spatial models of vegetation dynamics could prove valuable for prediction of inva-
sion. Carpenter (2011) has argued that from a broader perspective, transgenic GM 
crops may actually increase crop diversity by enhancing underutilized alternative 
crops, the so called orphan crops such as sweet potato making them more suitable 
for widespread domestication.

3.3.3.6  Risk Assessment of Unintended Effects of Gene Transfer  
on Plant Metabolism

Many innovations in the evaluation of unintended secondary metabolic changes 
in transgenic crops such as multi-component analysis of low molecular weight 
compounds and chemical fingerprinting of transgenic crops, to compare any pos-
sible compositional alterations with respect to non-transgenic isogenic parental and 
closely related species bred at identical as well as multiple sites, have been achieved 
(Noteborn et al. 2000). The differences, if any, in the concentration of important nu-
tritional components in the transgenic crop and those of a near isogenic non-trans-
genic line can be detected by plant composition analysis (Raybould et al. 2010). It is 
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pertinent to consider that while the lack of statistically significant differences in the 
concentration of the analytes is indicative of no harmful effects due to the transgene, 
detection of statistically significant differences does not necessary indicate deleteri-
ous effects of transformation.

Detailed compositional analysis of Bt transgenic Bollgard II cotton was car-
ried out to measure proximate, fiber, amino acid, fatty acid, gossypol, and mineral 
contents of cottonseed from a total of 14 U.S. field sites over 2 years. The results 
showed that Bollgard II cotton was compositionally and nutritionally equivalent to 
conventional cotton varieties (Hamilton et al. 2004). In addition to comparison of 
chromatographic protein profiles, the new techniques such as genomics for DNA 
sequence analysis, transcriptomics to study gene expression profiles, proteomics for 
investigation of novel proteins and metabolomics-based investigation of changes 
in metabolic pathways are of help in detection of any unexpected changes in trans-
genic crops vis a vis their isogenic conventional counterparts (Baker et al. 2006; 
Garcia et al. 2009).

An isogenic control is genetically identical to the transgenic plant, except at the 
transgene locus. However, for virtually all commercial varieties, such ideal isogenic 
controls do not exist and the available near-isogenic control varieties may differ 
from the transgenic variety by up to 4% of genome (Andow and Hilbeck 2004). 
These authors have argued that the results from single experiments are not very con-
vincing as the observed result could be due either to the transgene and its associated 
genetic material, or by the correlated systematic differences between the transgenic 
variety and the near isogenic control, or else by a balancing of both the effects. 
Assessment of whole plant effects by performing multiple comparisons between 
several pairs of transgenic varieties and controls has been recommended.

3.3.3.7  Risk Assessment of Food Safety of Bt Transgenic Crops

Risk Assessment of food safety of Bt transgenic crops takes into consideration the 
source of transgene, in silico homology comparison of deduced amino acid sequence 
of transgene to that of known allergens, physicochemical properties, abundance of 
Cry protein in the transgenic crop, and specific immunoglobin E binding studies. A 
comprehensive food safety assessment approach involves structure/activity analy-
sis, serum screening, development of appropriate animal models, and generation 
of quantitative proteomics data as well as elucidation of basic mechanisms of food 
allergy (Barber et al. 2008; Selgrade et al. 2009). Sensitive toxicological tests need 
to be developed to rule out any eventual negative health impact. Toxicity tests with 
transgenic crops for detection of any unintended effects should comply with the 
international guidelines taking into consideration all important parameters such as 
duration of exposure, biochemical and pathological observations and sufficiently 
large sample size of test animals (Cellini et al. 2004). However, there does not ap-
pear to be a consensus on details of methods of performance of serum studies for 
regulatory agencies (Holzhauser et al. 2008). Not all tests currently being applied 
to assessment of allergenicity of transgenic crops have a sound scientific basis. 
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Bioinformatics analysis may assist in the assessment process by prediction, on a 
purely theoretical basis, of the toxic or allergenic potential of a protein. However, 
the results of such analyses are not definitive and should be used to identify proteins 
requiring more rigorous testing (Goodman et al. 2008). Since short-term toxico-
logical studies can provide only limited information on effects of consumption of 
transgenic food and feed, long-term case-by-case studies are required for nutritional 
safety assessment of transgenic crops.

Public awareness on the merits of Bt transgenic crops is necessary for garnering 
consumer acceptance. Also, procedures for regulating the transgenic food, such as 
labeling, may followed so that the public is assured of no health risks or suspected 
allergies. There can be adventitious presence of genetically modified (GM) material 
in non-genetically modified material due to accidental seed impurity, seed plant-
ing equipment and practices, cross pollination between GM and non-GM crops, 
the presence of GM volunteers and product mixing during harvesting, transport 
and storage processes (Paludelmas et al. 2009). The European Union has defined a 
0.9% threshold as the maximum percentage of GM material that may be contained 
in food and feed without the need to be specifically labeled (European Union 2003). 
Qualitative and quantitative PCR detection methods for identification and quan-
tification of Bt cotton have been developed (Yang et al. 2005). High throughput 
detection methods such as quadruplex real time PCR have also been devised for 
rapid screening of food for the presence of GM material (Gaudron et al. 2009). A 
construct-specific comprehensive multiplex based PCR detection assay has been 
reported for identification and validation of Bt transgenic cotton lines (Kamle et al. 
2011). However, it is impossible to provide consumers assurance of absolute-zero 
risk, largely owing to the inadequacy of methods to screen for novel and previously 
unreported toxicity or allergenicity. Moreover, the zero-risk standard applied to Bt 
transgenic crops far exceeds the standard used for novel crops produced through 
traditional methods (Chassy 2002).

3.3.3.8  Management of Development of Resistance

Detailed understanding of resistance mechanisms, increased knowledge of pest bi-
ology and evaluation of resistance management strategies is necessary for ensuring 
the sustainability of Bt transgenic crops. Analysis of more than a decade of global 
monitoring data on Bt cotton has revealed that the refuges have helped to delay 
resistance in pests (Tabashnik et al. 2008).

3.3.3.8.1 Elucidation of Mechanism of Resistance Development

Improvement over existing strategies of management of resistance requires elucida-
tion of biochemical mechanism and genetics of resistance development (Ferre and 
Van Rie 2002). Apart from development of resistance in laboratory assays under 
high selection pressure, some instances of resistance to Bt crops in field populations 
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of insect pests have also been reported, although the genetic basis of resistance has 
not been identified in any of these cases (Tabashnik et al. 2009; Storer et al. 2010). 
Identification of genes associated with resistance can enable efficient detection of 
recessive alleles in the resistant heterozygotes.

Cadherin has been proposed to be a receptor for Cry1Ac protein (Fabrick and 
Tabashnik 2007). The development of resistance has been linked to the cadherin 
locus, though some other studies did not find a correlation between the cadherin lo-
cus and the development of resistance. Resistance to Cry1Ac cotton was associated 
with mutations altering cadherin proteins in several major cotton pests. The resis-
tance to Cry1Ac was found to occur due to retrotransposon-mediated disruption of 
a Cadherin superfamily gene, encoding for protein involved in larval development 
and differentiation (Gahan et al. 2001). In a laboratory strain of H. armigera resis-
tant to Cry1Ac, resistance was found to be tightly linked to the Cadherin locus in a 
back cross analysis and the Cadherin gene was found to be disrupted by a premature 
stop codon (Xu et al. 2005). A resistant allele in pink bollworm, Pectinophora gos-
sypiella, was found to have a deletion of eight amino acids in the binding region of 
Cadherin, indicating the role of binding epitopes in toxicity (Morin et al. 2003). The 
concentration of gossypol, a cotton defensive chemical, was found to be higher in 
pink bollworm larvae with cadherin resistance alleles than in larvae lacking such 
alleles (Williams et al. 2011). Adding gossypol to the larval diet decreased larval 
weight and survival, and increased the fitness cost affecting larval growth, but not 
survival, suggesting that increased accumulation of plant defensive chemicals may 
contribute to fitness costs.

However, in two field-selected strains of diamondback moth, P. xylostella, resis-
tance to Cry1A toxins was not linked with an orthologous Cadherin gene suggesting 
a possibly different genetic basis of resistance in the field-evolved strains (Baxter 
et al. 2005). Resistance to Cry1Ac toxin has been correlated with the loss of high-
affinity, irreversible binding to the mid-gut membrane (Ferre and Van Rie 2002). 
Reduced binding may though, not be the only mechanism of development of resis-
tance (Li et al. 2004). Mutations in a 12-cadherin-domain protein conferred some 
Cry1Ac resistance but did not block this toxin binding in in vitro assays (Gahan 
et al. 2010). Loss of glycosyl transferase genes, which may be involved in assembly 
of the receptor having glycosyl anchor, has also been proposed as a mechanism of 
development of resistance (Griffitts et al. 2003). Homologuos resistance loci are 
predicted in P. xylostella and H. virescens based on the linkage of Cry1A resistance 
to mannose phosphate isoenzymes (Herrero et al. 2001). Sequestration of Cry pro-
tein by esterases in the insect midgut has also been proposed as a mechanism by 
which insect may develop resistance (Gunning et al. 2005). A map-based cloning 
approach was employed to identify the resistance gene in H. virescens that segre-
gated independently from the cadherin mutation. An inactivating mutation of the 
ABC transporter ABCC2, that was genetically linked to Cry1Ac resistance and was 
correlated with loss of Cry1Ac binding to membrane vesicles, was observed (Gahan 
et al. 2010). ABC proteins are integral membrane proteins with many functions, in-
cluding export of toxic molecules from the cell, but have not been implicated in the 
mode of action of Bt toxins. The reduction in toxin binding due to the inactivating 
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mutation suggested that ABCC2 was involved in membrane integration of the toxin 
pore.

3.3.3.8.2 Monitoring of Development of Resistance

Monitoring the early phases of resistance is crucial. The monitoring of early phase 
of onset of resistance is difficult due to the generally recessive nature of resis-
tance. Bioassays usually cannot detect heterozygotes for resistance; therefore, 
DNA screening methods have been devised for monitoring of resistance. Resis-
tance to cry1Ac expressing Bt cotton in four resistant strains of pink bollworm 
was associated with recessive alleles at the Cadherin locus, suggesting that this 
locus may be considered as a candidate for developing DNA-based molecular 
monitoring for resistance in field populations of pests (Tabashnik et al. 2005). 
Development of resistance may not turn out to be a rapid process in the field 
conditions. No resistance alleles were detected even after a decade of exposure to 
Bt cotton in a 4 year survey from 2001–2005 of development of resistance as as-
sessed by presence of mutant alleles of cadherin gene linked to resistance in pink 
bollworm by PCR amplification using specific primers (Tabashnik et al. 2006). 
Fitness costs of development of resistance to Bt crops through pleiotropic effects 
that reduce fitness of pests carrying resistance alleles as compared to susceptible 
pests lacking such alleles are observed in the absence of Bt toxins (Gassmann 
et al. 2009). The fitness costs associated with the evolution of resistance to Bt 
toxins are substantial (Carriere et al. 2001).

However, the threat to development of resistance has to be viewed in a location 
and crop-pest specific scenario. In diet-incorporation bioassays of measurement 
of susceptibilities of bollworm Helicoverpa zea (Boddie) and Tobacco budworm 
H. virescens (F.) to Cry1Ac among laboratory and field-collected populations, al-
though the ratio of susceptibility of laboratory and field-collected populations was 
found to be similar, the colonies coming from Bt cotton had lower susceptibility as 
compared to those from non-Bt cotton as well as Bt corn (Ali et al. 2006).

3.3.3.8.3 Strategies for Resistance Management

Resistance management is a mandated requirement for cultivation of Bt transgenic 
crops. Each insect-Bt crop system may have a unique management requirement be-
cause of the different associated pests of each area and biology of the insects (Shel-
ton et al. 2000; Zhao et al. 2002). The recommendations, emerging from the ecolog-
ical simulation studies carried out to evolve management practices for appropriate 
deployment of Bt transgenic crops for delaying the onset of resistance development 
advocate as-high-as-possible toxin dose to minimize the chances of survival of the 
resistant heterozygotes, planting non-transgenic refuges to sustain the homozygous 
susceptible insect population and deployment of multiple toxin genes acting on dif-
ferent receptor sites in the insect midgut (Roush 1997; Kaur 2006).
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Refuges of non-Bt host plants can delay resistance by providing susceptible indi-
viduals to mate with resistant individuals and by selecting against resistance. Large 
refuges, low initial resistance allele frequency, incomplete resistance and density 
dependent population growth in refuges are the factors favoring reversal of inheri-
tance of resistance (Carriere and Tabashnik 2001). Refuges designed to increase 
the dominance or magnitude of fitness costs could be especially useful for delay-
ing pest resistance. The sustainability of this strategy requires gene flow between 
insect population feeding on transgenic and that feeding on non-transgenic plants 
(Bourguet et al. 2000).

Successful commercialization of Bt transgenic crops is dependent upon compli-
ance of recommended resistance management practices. Bt transgenic plants must 
only be deployed in an integrated pest management (IPM) strategy. Monitoring is 
required for pest densities and evaluation of economic injury levels so that the pes-
ticides are applied only when necessary. Development of resistant insects usually 
occurs as localized outbreaks. Some insects are highly mobile and can affect large 
areas. Studies on the long-range movement of resistant insects to other crops are 
required to further improve the resistance management strategies. Development of 
resistance can be delayed by employing some molecular strategies as well.

3.3.3.8.4 Molecular Strategies for Delay of Development of Resistance

The molecular strategies for delaying the onset of resistance include tissue-specific 
expression of cry genes or expression induced via a chemical spray such as that of 
salicylic acid, overexpression of cry gene in chloroplasts, insecticidal gene pyra-
miding, novel hybrid genes or synthetic modification of hybrid cry genes for broad-
er range of insecticidal activity (Christov et al. 1999; Kota et al. 1999; De Cosa et al. 
2001). Transgenic broccoli ( Brassica oleracea L.) plants developed using PR-1a 
promoter inducible with acibenzolar-s-methyl ester (ASM) caused full mortality 
to all instars of both SS (susceptible) and RS (resistant) genotypes of diamondback 
moth, P. xylostella, when sprayed with ASM (Bates et al. 2005; Cao et al. 2006). As 
differential expression of cry gene in various plant parts may affect larval survival 
and pest population dynamics, it is also a critical factor in resistance management 
(Adamczyk et al. 2001).

The survival of resistant genotypes of pests can be minimized by use of toxic 
proteins that bind to different sites or receptor and use of toxic protein of such high 
toxicity that any resistant population is unable to survive. Sequence modification of 
cry genes and construction of hybrid cry genes having domains for binding to more 
than one receptor in the target insect midgut may lead to a higher level of toxicity. 
Construction of novel Cry proteins, through protein engineering, requires a detailed 
knowledge of structure and mode of action of Cry proteins (Kaur 2006).

Development of second-generation Bt transgenic crops requires either new in-
secticidal genes or stacking or pyramiding of genes, wherein more than one insec-
ticidal gene having different binding sites, are used in combination as a resistance 
management strategy (van der Slam et al. 1994). A laboratory strain of H. armigera, 
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resistant to Cry1Ac, was also found to have cross resistance for Cry1Aa, Cry1Ab 
but not to Cry2Aa protein in diet assays (Xu et al. 2005). Gene pyramiding in trans-
genic crops can increase effectiveness as well as delay the development of resis-
tance in pests.

Second generation Bt crops with stacked genes are being developed to improve 
the level of control and to broaden the spectrum of insecticidal protection. Two 
genes, cry1Ab and cry1Ac have been fused and transferred in a single transforma-
tion event to develop GK cotton in China (Shelton et al. 2002). Bollgard II cotton 
was developed by inserting cry2Ab into Bollgard I cotton variety, DP50B, which 
was already expressing cry1Ac gene (Monsanto Company 2002). The efficacy of 
Bt cotton expressing both cry1Ac and cry2Ab2 genes was enhanced as few cry1Ac-
resistant pink bollworms could survive on such plants (Tabashnik et al. 2003). How-
ever, 5 year data from Australia showed a significant exponential increase in the 
frequency of alleles conferring Cry2Ab resistance in Australian field populations 
of Helicoverpa punctigera since the adoption of a second generation Bt cotton ex-
pressing Cry2Ab protein (Downes et al. 2010). Furthermore, the frequency of cry-
2Ab resistance alleles in populations from cropping areas was eightfold higher than 
that found for populations from non-cropping regions. The field-evolved resistance 
in a dual-toxin Bt-crop emphasizes the importance of monitoring for resistance.

Development of resistance in P. xylostella (diamondback moth) could be de-
layed by pyramiding of two genes, cry1Ac and cry1C, in broccoli (Zhao et al. 
2003). Bt corn with fused cry34 and cry35Ab1 (formerly vip1 and vip2) genes and 
WideStrike cotton having cry1Ac and cry1F genes have been developed by Dow 
AgroSciences (Moellenbeck et al. 2001; Storer et al. 2006). Two cry genes (out of 
cry1Ab, cry1Ac, cry2A and cry1C) pyramided rice lines and their hybrids exhibited 
excellent efficacy against stem borers and leaf folders in field evaluation (Yang 
et al. 2011).

Transgenic crops by gene pyramiding with other genes, in addition to, cry genes 
have also been developed. Since Cry and Vip proteins bind to different receptors in 
the midgut of susceptible insects, they can be used together in transgenic crops for 
resistance management. Vip cotton with vip3A gene, which provided control from 
lepidopteran pests has been developed (Benedict and Ring 2004). The threat of 
cross-resistance between Cry1Ac and Vip3A was observed to be low in field popu-
lations of H. armigera indicating that Bt cotton expressing cry1Ac and vip3A genes 
could delay resistance evolution in H. armigera in Bt cotton planting area of China 
(An et al. 2010). A fusion protein, engineered by combining Cry1Ac with the ga-
lactose-binding domain of the nontoxic ricin B-chain, was expressed in transgenic 
rice and maize (Mehlo et al. 2005). It was found to be significantly more toxic and 
exhibited a wider spectrum of activity as compared with Cry1Ac alone. However, in 
Bt cotton expressing cry1Ac gene and a trypsin inhibitor gene from cowpea (CpTI), 
enhanced control of H. armigera under field conditions, due to expression of the 
CpTI gene, was not demonstrated (Cui et al. 2011).

Detailed information on Cry protein structure and mechanism of action will help 
in design of appropriate gene pyramids for resistance management. Advances in 
methods of identification of candidate receptors for novel insecticidal proteins will 
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help in devising suitable gene combinations for pyramiding. An expressed sequence 
tag (EST) strategy was followed for the identification of candidate receptors in the 
Diabrotica virgifera virgifera (Western corn rootworm) midgut and a cadherin gene 
encoding a putative Bt receptor and many diverse types of cathepsins (cysteine-
proteases) were identified as potential targets of protease inhibitors in the insect 
midgut (Siegfried et al. 2005).

3.3.4  Risk Communication

Risk communication involves communication and consultations among risk asses-
sors, risk managers and other potential stakeholders who may be affected by the 
perceived risk. Risk communication is an important component of risk assessment 
and successful cultivation of Bt transgenic crops.

The release of transgenic crops into the environment has raised public sensitivity 
in some countries, though not with the same intensity. Public opposition is vocifer-
ous in Europe while the transgenics have largely gained approval in USA. Much of 
public antipathy is due to the lack of knowledge and propaganda by anti-GMO lob-
bies. Perception of a risk may differ between the scientific experts and lay public. 
Some articles published in scientific journals have also raised false alarms about 
risks from transgenic plants (Miller 2010).

The research in genetic engineering of crops is moving at a tremendous pace. It 
could make the lay public worried about the safeguards of this technology. Gaining 
confidence and support of consumers is important for success of any technology. 
Prudent caution in assessment of the profitable and predictable effects vis-a-vis 
the unintended, inadvertent and accidental effects of transgenic crop cultivation is 
required. Public should be informed about the potential risks and benefits of Bt 
transgenic crops.

3.4  Oversight of Bt Transgenic Crops

Implementation of guidelines for resistance management strategies and follow-up 
on on-farm monitoring is required for large scale cultivation of Bt crops. The resis-
tance management strategies can fail because of inadequate information, planning 
and implementation, thereby rendering the transgenic crops ineffective against the 
intended target insects. There are some inherent limitations of risk management 
in actual practice, particularly in the resource-scarce scenario of the developing 
countries. The recommendation of growing a buffer zone of non-Bt crops may not 
be stringently adhered to by farmers. Farmers should be provided adequate infor-
mation and guidance in cultivation of Bt transgenic crops so that the guidelines for 
resistance management are strictly implemented. Continued research into the man-
agement and implementation strategies of the transgenic crops, regularly updated 
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regulations and increased collaboration between stockholders are needed to main-
tain the efficiency of Bt in transgenic crops.

Constraints on resistance management practices may vary in different regions. 
Therefore, the adoption of resistance management tactics can be on a location-
specific basis, incorporating regionally based modifications in some agricultural 
practices.

3.4.1  Post Release Environmental Monitoring (PREM)

Post-market environmental monitoring (PREM) of Bt transgenic crops to observe 
environmental changes, which may represent environmental harm, is an essential 
part of regulatory frameworks governing commercial release of transgenic crops. 
PREM enables decision on, whether monitoring be continued, stopped or the re-
lease of transgenic variety for commercial cultivation be permitted or withheld. 
Such decisions are necessary to initiate remedial measures or to sustain claims of 
environmental liability. However, there are some challenges in interpretation of 
transgenic crop monitoring data for environmental decision-making due to meth-
odological limitations of data collection and analysis, and data evaluation. There 
is controversy among the different stakeholders on what constitutes environmental 
harm and consequently, what corrective actions need to be taken. The uncertainties 
can be assessed in a more rigorous way during pre-market risk assessment (Sanvido 
et al. 2011).

At the same time, it is important for the risk managers to acknowledge the limits 
of environmental monitoring programs as a tool for decision-making. A challenging 
aspect of assessment of environmental impact of transgenics is the scale-dependent 
impact. Risk assessment entails gathering data by making well-designed and care-
fully monitored tests of increasing scale and complexity. Although in a small scale 
trial also, the consideration is given to the impact which would be relevant in the 
case of a large-scale commercial production; the probability of a rare event of inter-
specific hybridization with a weed, which may not occur in the limited field trial but 
may happen when the transgenic is sown under widespread commercial production, 
cannot be completely negated. Individual complexities of farm and farmers can 
hinder the performance of whole-farm studies.

Since it is unrealistic to assume that all facets of environmental impact can be 
forethought, predicted and assessed, it is necessary to undertake sustained monitor-
ing of transgenics post-commercialization. A marker gene such as the green fluores-
cent protein, can be introduced into the host plant along with the intended transgene 
for the in-field monitoring of the expression of the transgene and to facilitate the 
detection of gene flow (Harper et al. 1999; Lei et al. 2011). Expression under dif-
ferent agronomic conditions can be checked with Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs). 
Transcriptome analysis-based databases have been developed which serve as com-
prehensive bioinformatics tool for analysis of differences in gene expression based 
on gene functional annotations of ESTs (Cheng and Strömvik 2008).
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3.4.2  Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA) of Bt Crops  
in Different Countries

Bt crops have been adopted for commercial cultivation in several countries, includ-
ing many developing countries. Internationally accepted risk assessment strategies 
have been followed before commercialization of Bt transgenic crops in different 
countries.

Environmental risk assessment is required for the regulatory approval of GM 
organisms in all countries signatories to the Cartagena Biosafety Protocol (CBP 
2000). The Cartagena protocol has ratifications from 157 countries; however, the 
effectiveness of regulatory regimes may not be foolproof particularly in poorer 
economies (Kothamasi and Vermeylen 2011). Many developing countries have 
lack of scientific infrastructure and financial constraints. Accessibility of transgenic 
products may be relatively restricted in developing countries due to vocal opposi-
tion to transgenic technology and lack of regulatory mechanisms within which to 
deploy them (Devilliers and Hoisington 2011). A common framework for risk as-
sessment and terminology is desirable. The key concepts need to be harmonized for 
broad application of problem formulation applied to different countries.

Public sector has an important role in development of Bt transgenic crops in the 
developing countries. Therefore, problem formulation should be in the context of 
public policy. Furthermore, given the higher crop genetic diversity of these coun-
tries, the local genetic background, into which the transgene might introgress, needs 
to be assessed for any adverse impacts. Hence, the developing countries need more 
pragmatic risk assessment for addressing the biosafety issues in their own particular 
environment. Because of lesser crop diversity, the risk ratio to transgenics is smaller 
for the developed world, than that for the developing countries. Relatively few wild 
relatives of cultivated crops exist in the developed countries. In USA and Australia, 
the release of transgenic plants has been kept out of the area where the wild rela-
tives exist.

Additionally, the feasibility of follow up on on-farm monitoring of all the agricul-
tural practices required for delaying resistance needs to be facilitated for successful 
large scale cultivation of the Bt transgenic crops in the developing countries (Kaur 
2007). Enforcement of the practice to include non-transgenic refugia in transgenic 
plantation could be a problem in developing countries. Therefore, these countries 
need to devise and implement internationally acceptable norms and standards of 
monitoring and resistance management. Providing incentives for cultivation of Bt 
transgenic crops with agronomic practices that minimize the impact on environment 
and nurture crop diversity, sound crop rotation, soil fertility and wildlife biodiver-
sity will be helpful (Dale et al. 2002).

A strong regulatory system should be established and properly implemented in 
the countries undertaking cultivation of Bt crops. To engender public trust, the key 
components of such a regulatory system should include: (i) mandatory pre-mar-
ket approval, (ii) established safety standards, (iii) transparency, (iv) public par-
ticipation, (v) use of outside scientists for expert scientific advice, (vi) independent 
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agency decisions, (vii) post-approval activities and (viii) enforcement authority 
(Jaffe 2004). Regulatory costs limit the number of insect-resistant crops that may 
be developed (Raybould and Quemada 2010). Therefore, formulation of a well de-
fined policy as to how the benefits and harms balance each other is important. There 
should be consensus among diverse groups of scientists involved in ERA. Hilbeck 
et al. (2011) have presented an improved ERA concept over that of the EU Direc-
tive 2001/18/EC which lays out the main provisions of ERA of GM organisms in 
Europe. The regulatory oversight should be sufficiently strict without being oppres-
sive to research.

3.5  Conclusion and Future Prospects

Bt transgenic plants offer the benefits of improvement in agricultural production, 
food, nutrition and human health, but may present risks to the environment, if not 
monitored and managed properly. Ecological, economic and social concerns ex-
pressed about large scale cultivation of transgenic crops have been extensively ad-
dressed (Shelton et al. 2002; Kaur 2004). Success of transgenic technology will 
require a steady and conscientious assessment and management of risks. Effective 
risk assessment and monitoring entails integrated and multidisciplinary participa-
tion from different scientific teams to provide a holistic approach. Further studies on 
the effect of estimated and realistic Cry protein concentrations in the environment 
on the non-target organisms, which are representative of different agricultural eco-
systems, based on standardized, long duration bioassays and improved biochemical 
methods, will be helpful.

Since ensuring complete biosafety of transgenic crops is a formidable task, the 
risk assessment strategies should focus on high probability risk rather than hypo-
thetical or unrecognizable risk. Though some of the perceived eventual ecological 
effects of transgenics may be cognizable, it may not be feasible to estimate the con-
sequences of these effects in entirety. Furthermore, the perception of a risk may dif-
fer between the scientific experts and lay public. For example, the public perception 
that Bt crops could harm Monarch butterflies has persisted as had been suggested 
by preliminary incomplete studies even though further studies found only minimal 
risk (Chapotin and Wolt 2007). A science-based approach and involvement of sci-
entific experts is needed for improving the understanding of public with regard to 
the transgenic technology and the perceived risks thereof. Other social and ethical 
concerns should also be assessed for gaining the confidence of public (Kaur, 2004; 
de Melo- Martín and Meghani 2008).

Some uncertainties may merit continued caution. Therefore, long term studies 
are necessary. The new techniques of genomics, proteomics and metabolomics will 
also be useful for improvement of risk assessment methodologies. Management 
strategies for delay of development of resistance in insect pests to Cry proteins 
are a must for maintaining the efficacy of Bt crops. Elucidation of biochemical 
mechanism and genetics of resistance development will help in developing efficient 
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strategies for the monitoring and management. Also, other potential solutions to 
the insect pest control by way of biological control, changes in farm management 
practices may be adopted based on their efficacy and sustainability. Accurate and 
adequate risk assessment and management will dictate the regulations that need 
to be adopted and guide strategies for development and deployment of future Bt 
transgenic crops.
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Abstract Bt is classified as a biopesticide. Market surveys from several states in 
the United States of America suggest that the main reason for using biopesticides 
is it is considered safe for the environment. Public perception and organic farming 
have risen in importance as reasons for using biopesticides. However, the main 
reason for not using biopesticides continues to be perceptions of low efficacy, while 
higher costs and lack of awareness appeared to have less significance. Even though 
limited by its narrow activity, Bt usage has increased significantly over the years. 
The narrow activity spectrum of Bt is to its advantage for it is well suited for IPM 
programs that preserve large segments of indigenous invertebrate predator and par-
asitoid populations. On the other hand, usage of broad spectrum pesticides that also 
kill non-target beneficial insects, may lead to pest outbreak when the pesticide loses 
efficacy due to pest resistance. Less environmentally safe pesticides also have their 
roles to play in IRM and IPM programs. When combined with practices in IPM, 
they will have even less effect on the environment while reducing the probability 
of resistance. Substantial economic returns and environmental safety will drive the 
usage of safe pest control measures, which Bt may play a significant role.

Keywords Use of Bt · Efficacy of Bt · Biopesticide · Safety · Pest resistance

4.1  Biopesticide Classification

According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), biopesti-
cides are certain types of pesticides derived from such natural materials as animals, 
plants, bacteria, and certain minerals. There are many materials currently available 
as biopesticides. There were approximately 195 registered biopesticide active in-
gredients and 780 products at the end of 2001.

Biopesticides fall into three major classes: Microbials, biochemicals, and plant- 
incorporated-protectants.
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Microbial pesticides consist of a microorganism as the active ingredient. The most 
widely used microbial pesticides are subspecies and strains of Bt. Each strain of this 
bacterium produces a different composition of insecticidal proteins, and is active 
against a narrow range of related species of insect larvae. A Bt toxin is normally ac-
tive against some species in an insect Order, however, in some cases, a Bt toxin may 
be active against insects in two different Orders, for example, Cry1I is toxic against 
coleopteran and lepidopteran insects (reviewed in (van Frankenhuyzen 2009)).

Biochemical pesticides are naturally occurring substances that control pests by 
non-toxic mechanisms. Conventional pesticides, by contrast, are generally syn-
thetic materials that directly kill or inactivate the pest. Thus, natural products such 
as spinosad (produced by Saccharopolyspora spinosa bacterium) and pyrethrum 
(produced by Chrysanthemum plants) are not considered as biopesticides because 
they act on nervous system of the pest to kill the pest. Biochemical pesticides in-
clude substances, such as insect sex pheromones, which interfere with mating, as 
well as various scented plant extracts that attract insect pests to traps. The EPA has 
established a special committee to determine whether a substance is classified as 
biochemical pesticide.

Plant-Incorporated-Protectants are pesticidal substances that plants produce 
from genetic material that has been added to the plant. Crops such as corn and 
cotton have been genetically engineered by introducing genes for the Bt pesticidal 
protein into the plant’s own genetic material. The plant, instead of the Bt bacterium, 
produces the substance that destroys the pest. The protein and its genetic material, 
but not the plant itself, are regulated by EPA.

4.2  Biopesticide Market Survey

Market surveys on biopesticide usage are included here since Bt is a biopesticide. 
Surveys (Melnick et al. 2009) were conducted by Biopesticide Industry Alliance 
(BPIA) in 2002 and 2008 across several market segments (California Pest Control 
Advisors (PCAs), Florida Distributors, Florida Growers, California Growers, and 
Golf Course Superintendents in California, Florida, Illinois, Michigan, North Caroli-
na, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Wisconsin) with the following objectives:

1. Assessing the level of industry awareness of biological-based pesticide products,
2. Obtaining personal experience levels with biopesticide products,
3. Identifying perceptions of biopesticide technology and the sources of informa-

tion used in industry in the usage decision process,
4. Exploring the rationale behind biopesticide usage decision process,
5. Quantifying the reaction of targeted groups to the prospects of certification 

standards,
6. Estimating the potential impact of a certification program on the adoption of 

biopesticides,
7. Determining perceptions on whether BPIA activities have had impact on the 

perception of biopesticides among the targeted groups.
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The surveys suggest that the main reason biopesticides are used continue to be envi-
ronmental safety. While public perception rose in importance for California PCAs, 
California Growers and Florida Distributors, organic farming also rose as a reason 
for using biopesticides. On the other hand, the reason for not using biopesticides 
continues to be perceptions of low efficacy. Other reasons include higher costs, and 
lack of awareness. The main conclusions from the 2008 survey are that the overall 
“concept” of using a biopesticide seems to be a positive idea to most audiences. 
However, there is an over-riding perception of “risk” that is an important obstacle 
to increased biopesticide use. The perceived “risks” include:

1. Credibility and reputation of the PCA and/or Distributor may be compromised,
2. Peer pressure from industry colleagues,
3. Loss of income to PCAs and growers.

Although the survey was conducted in the US, it may reflect public perception of 
biopesticides in other countries as well. The survey results may suggest ways for the 
industry to increase public acceptance of biopesticides in general and Bt specifically.

4.3  Use of Bt in IPM

According to the EPA, integrated pest management (IPM) is an approach to pest 
management that relies on a combination of common-sense practices, which use 
current, comprehensive information on the life cycles of pests and their interaction 
with the environment. Then, this information, in combination with available pest 
control methods, is used to control pest damage by the most economical means, and 
with the least possible hazard to people, property, and the environment.

Biocontrol via insect parasitoids, fungal pathogens, mating disruption, crop rota-
tion, adjustments in date of planting, polyculture, and conventional chemical sprays 
are compatible with Bt use. Indigenous insect populations and introduced biocon-
trol agents that are harmed by broad spectrum chemical pesticides are not generally 
harmed by Bt, thus making Bt well suited to IPM programs that preserve large 
segments of indigenous invertebrate predator and parasitoid populations (Navon 
2000). The early driving forces on implementing IPM was the emerging and grow-
ing threat of insecticide resistance in crop pests, which later includes reduction of 
pesticide use and protection of the environment.

4.4  Use and Efficacy of Bt

The efficacy of Bt is dependent on its narrow spectrum of toxicity. Most of the 
Bt products in agriculture are targeted against lepidopteran insects. Also, since it 
is only active when ingested by the specific target pests, topically-applied Bt is 
not effective against insects that normally bore into plant tissues such as stem and 
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fruit borers (i.e. Ostrinia nubilalis, and Helicoverpa zea) and leaf-miners (i.e. Tuta 
absoluta and Phyllocnistis citrella). However, these limitation could be overcome; 
O. nubilalis is effectively controlled by genetically modified corn that expresses 
Bt toxin in its tissues (reviewed in (Sanahuja et al. 2011; Meissle et al. 2011)), 
while addition of surfactant appears to increase the toxicity of topically-applied Bt 
against leafminer P. citrella by increasing Bt penetration into the mines (Shapiro 
et al. 1998).

Bt has been used successfully to control insect pests in agriculture (i.e. veg-
etable cultivation, tree fruit and nut crops), forestry, and mosquito control (Marrone 
1994). According to California’s pesticide use report (2009), Bt applications (which 
include aizawai and kurstaki strains) rose significantly from 2002–2009 for crops 
such as broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, corn, leaf lettuce, tomatoes, and strawberry. 
The three crops that received the highest Bt applications (which include aizawai 
and kurstaki strains) in 2009 in California were strawberry, tomato, and pomegran-
ate; about 32,000 gross pounds of Bt was applied for strawberry crops, followed 
by about 30,000 gross pounds for tomatoes (fresh and for processing), and about 
27,000 gross pounds for pomegranate. For pomegranate, only the use of Bt strain 
kurstaki was reported and interestingly the application of the Bt increased substan-
tially from 2006–2009, while from 1991–2005 the usage was almost negligible. 
Globally, sales of Bt in 2005 was estimated at US$ 159 million (CPL Business Con-
sultants, October 2006). Research and development activity on Bt such as improv-
ing strains and formulations, and development of synergists have led to improved 
efficacy of Bt (Sanahuja et al. 2011).

Bt also plays an important role in management of insecticide resistance. Effec-
tive insecticide and miticide resistance management (IRM) strategies attempt to 
minimize the selection for resistance from any one type of insecticide or miticide. 
In practice, alternations, sequences or rotations of compounds from groups with 
different modes of action can provide a sustainable and effective approach to IRM 
(i.e., where resistance develops from altered target sites in the insect).

Pests that were once effectively controlled by pesticides are on the rebound. Some 
examples of pesticide-resistant insects include Spodoptera litura (also known as 
the oriental leafworm moth, cluster caterpillar, cotton leafworm, tobacco cutworm, 
tropical armyworm, taro caterpillar, tobacco budworm, rice cutworm, and cotton 
cutworm) (Kranthi et al. 2001; Ahmad et al. 2007; Armes et al. 1997), Helicoverpa 
armigera (cotton bollworm) (Wu and Guo 2005), Plutella xylostella (diamondback 
moth) (Bommarco et al. 2011), and Tuta absoluta (tomato leafminer) (Vacas et al. 
2011). The applications of broad spectrum pesticides also remove natural predators 
and other beneficial insects. With the absence of natural predators, resistant pest 
population can recover quickly when pesticide control becomes ineffective.

Heightened public concern of adverse environmental effects associated with the 
heavy use of chemical insecticides has fuelled examination of alternative methods 
for insect pest control. One of the potential alternatives is the use of entomopatho-
genic microorganisms such as Bt. Insect pests that are resistant to chemical in-
secticides are not cross-resistant to Bt due to different modes of toxicity. Thus, Bt 
products have been applied to control the resistant insects. However, over reliance 
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on Bt alone have also led to development of resistance. Laboratory selections with 
single Bt toxins have demonstrated that more than a dozen insect species have the 
potential to develop resistance against Bt (Tabashnik et al. 1998). However, to date 
only field-evolved resistance of P. xylostella (Tabashnik et al. 1997; Baxter et al. 
2005) and greenhouse-evolved resistance of Trichoplusia ni (Janmaat and Myers 
2003) have been reported for Bt formulations. This could be due to the multiple 
toxins (with affinity for different receptors) present in commercial Bt products. In 
order to prolong the utility of Bt, it is best to include Bt in IRM and IPM programs.

The less environmentally safe pesticides also have their roles to play in IRM and 
IPM. Most of the highly toxic pesticides based on older chemistries have been dis-
continued in their production and usage. Newer pesticides that have less effect on 
the environment, combined with practices in IPM, will have even less effect on the 
environment while reducing the probability of resistance. In the end, high economic 
returns and safety to the environment will motivate the usage of safe pest control 
measures, of which Bt may play a significant role.
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Abstract Protein engineering of insecticidal Bt δ-endotoxins is a powerful tool for 
designing novel Cry toxins with altered properties, including changing the toxin’s 
specificity. By following some elementary rules governing the structure/function 
relationship, it has been possible to create new toxins with modified properties 
including increased toxicity and binding affinity, enhanced ion-transport activity, 
and changes in insect specificity. These methods have also produced valuable infor-
mation and have led to an improved understanding of the mode of action of these 
important biopesticides. The results discussed in this chapter derive from rational 
molecular design where protein structure is modified by incorporating single or 
multiple amino acid substitutions aimed at modifying specific protein functions. In 
this review, we analyze several protein modifications that have been successfully 
used for creating stable, functional proteins with minimal structural alterations. The 
understanding and proper use of protein engineering approaches may help in imple-
menting appropriate pest management strategies by improving the efficacy of these 
toxins against insect pests.
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5.1  Introduction

The toxic action of many bacterial toxins is based on their ability to interact with 
cell membranes by inducing ion pores that disrupt the membrane potential and leads 
to cell lysis. In many cases, this process is mediated by recognition of specific re-
ceptors on membranes of the target organism. A family of these toxins is produced 
as crystalline inclusions by the gram-positive bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis 
( Bt) during the stationary growth phase. These toxins are known as Cry and Cyt 
δ-endotoxins (See Chap. 1 and 2 in this part for a review of the Bt toxins). These 
δ-endotoxins were classified for the first time by Höfte and Whiteley (Höfte and 
Whiteley 1989), who proposed classifying the Bt crystal proteins into four main 
pathotypes depending on their specificities: against Lepidoptera (CryI, now Cry1), 
against Coleoptera (CryIII, now Cry3), against Diptera (CryIV, now Cry4, 10, 11; 
and CytA, now Cyt1A), and against both Lepidoptera and Coleoptera (CryII now 
Cry2) (Höfte and Whiteley 1989). Then, in 1993 a Bt δ-endotoxin nomenclature 
committee was created in order to update the nomenclature based on amino acid 
identity and, in 1998, a new nomenclature was published assigning an unique name 
to holotype sequences based on the degree of divergence (Crickmore et al. 1998). 
Bt δ-endotoxins are active against a diverse range of insects including the orders 
Lepidoptera, Diptera, Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, Homoptera, Orthoptera and Mal-
lophaga and also show activity against Nematodes, Mites and Protozoa (Schnepf 
et al. 1998). To date, 229 sequences have been grouped into 218 holotypes for 69 
cry families and 11 holotypes for three cyt families (Crickmore et al. 2011).

The δ-endotoxins are produced by around 100 Bt subspecies (Sanahuja et al. 
2011); with more toxins and more species being assayed every day searching for 
toxicity against insects of almost every order (van Frankenhuyzen 2009) (to learn 
more about the Bt toxin specificity database, the reader should visit the web site 
http://www.glfc.forestry.ca/bacillus/). The specific activity of all the Bt toxins is 
summarized in the dendogram shown in Fig. 5.1, modified from http://www.lifesci.
sussex.ac.uk/home/Neil_Crickmore/Bt/ with permission (Crickmore et al. 1998, 
2011), which also includes activity against cancer cells (van Frankenhuyzen 2009).

Since 1938, several Bt-based insecticidal products have been introduced, includ-
ing improved formulations, new bacterial strains, and new toxins. In general, the 
new toxins were developed to reduce their susceptibility to UV light, heat, extreme 
pH, and proteolytic degradation, and to increase their stability and their ability to 
form ion-channels (Kaur 2000; Sanahuja et al. 2011).

The family of three-domain Bt δ-endotoxins consists of 69 different groups 
encoded by more than 500 different cry gene sequences and clustered into four 
phylogenetically non-related protein families. Sequence alignments of the activated 
toxins reveal up to five conserved blocks and three conserved domains (Fig. 5.1, 
Crickmore et al. 2011). The activated toxins (Fig. 5.2), with molecular weights 
ranging from 70–130 kDa, result from proteolytic degradation of the protoxins by 
specific proteases in the insect midgut (Bietlot et al. 1990; Höfte and Whiteley 
1989; Schnepf et al. 1998).
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The structure of the Bt δ-endotoxins in their active conformation is composed of 
three distinct structural domains. Domain I is a bundle of 7–8 α-helices character-
ized by the presence of a centrally located hydrophobic α-helix (α-helix 5) (Gro-
chulski et al. 1995; Li et al. 1991). Two major functions have been associated with 
domain I: insertion into the midgut membrane and ion channel formation (Fig. 5.2). 
Domain II is involved in receptor binding and may play a role in membrane parti-
tioning (Nair and Dean 2008). Exchanging domains between δ-endotoxins active 
against different insects has been used to demonstrate that the portion of the pro-
tein that is responsible for insect specificity resides in domains II and III (Ge et al. 
1989). Domain III participates in receptor binding and insect specificity and ion 
channel activity (reviewed in (Schnepf et al. 1998)).

Understanding the structure-function relationship in Cry δ-endotoxins is funda-
mental for structural-based rational design of modified molecules to improve their 

Fig. 5.1  Classification of Bt δ-endotoxins. The dendogram was downloaded from http://www.
lifesci.sussex.ac.uk/Home/Neil_Crickmore/Bt/, with permission from Dr. Neil Crickmore and 
then colored to indicate the specificity of the δ-endotoxin groups. (Crickmore et al. 2011; van 
Frankenhuyzen 2009)
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function. To understand such principles, we will briefly review what is known about 
the mode of action of Cry toxins and how this mode of action depends on the pro-
tein structure (Fig. 5.2): (1) proteins are produced by Bt as protoxins encapsulated 
in crystalline inclusion bodies; (2) the crystals dissolve in the alkaline environment 
of the insect midgut and the protoxins are digested by specific proteases leading to 
activated toxins; (3) activated toxins bind specific receptors on the insect midgut; 
(4) receptor-bound toxins undergo conformational changes—in some cases result-
ing in oligomeric structures that are able to modify the target membrane; and (5) the 
protein alters the structural stability of the membrane producing channels or pores 
that alter the membrane potential leading to cell lysis and insect death.

The initial interaction between δ-endotoxins and the target membrane is medi-
ated by domains II and III (Arenas et al. 2010; Pacheco et al. 2009; Schnepf et al. 
1998) which are able to bind to amino peptidase N (APN) and alkaline phosphatase 
(ALP) receptors followed by binding to a cadherin-like protein (in some cases this 
process leads to the cleavage of α-helix 1 (Aronson 2000)), leading to protein oligo-
merization (Bravo et al. 2004). In some instances, the specific binding of some of 
the Bt toxins to glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored proteins in conjunc-

Fig. 5.2  The structure of the Cry1 δ-endotoxins, their mode of action, and the potential targets 
for protein engineering are perfectly interconnected. A Domain I is involved in pore formation, 
domain II is involved in receptor binding, and domain III has influence on receptor binding, 
ion channel formation, and insect specificity; all three domains have also specific functions in 
the structural stability of the protein. B Major aspects of the mode of action of the 3-domain 
δ-endotoxins. The 3D-structure corresponds to Cry1Ab created by molecular modeling with the 
program Quanta using the coordinates for Cry1Aa (Pdb code 1CIY), and energy minimized with 
MM+. (Alcantara et al. 2001)
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tion with APN and ALP results in the insertion of the oligomeric toxins into the 
target membranes (Likitvivatanavong et al. 2011). For some Cry toxins, oligomers 
insert into the membrane creating pores which causes osmotic shock and finally 
results in insect death (Zhuang et al. 2002). Another model proposed to explain 
the mode of action of Cry1Ab suggests that the toxin binds to a cadherin-like pro-
tein receptor thereby activating signaling cascades leading to increased cyclic-AMP 
and protein kinase, which eventually results in cell death (Zhang et al. 2006). An 
alternative mode of action, specific for insect cells and not insect larvae, has been 
proposed in which toxin-receptor interaction is followed by toxicity without the 
formation of ion pores (Zhang et al. 2006). Regardless of the mechanism by which 
a toxin kills the target insect, this chapter will show that protein engineering can be 
used to modify the function of a protein by manipulating its structural properties.

The study of δ-endotoxins has been driven by modifications for the purpose of 
altering their major functions (Table 5.1). These mutant proteins (called by some 
“muteins”) result in specific phenotypes which are subsequently analyzed in re-
gards to: (i) structural stability, (ii) binding affinity, (iii) pore forming capacity, (iv) 
ion channel conductance, and (v) toxicity (Table 5.1).

In this review we describe several approaches for modulating the function of Cry 
toxins by modifying their structural characteristics and we describe how these mod-
ified proteins should be evaluated in order to determine if these modifications have, 
in fact, led to improvements to the structure/function relationship. The Table 5.1 
presents a summary of the functions that will be modified, the structural character-
istics that should be modified in order to obtain an altered protein with a modified 
function, without significant alteration of the protein’s structure, and methods to 
validate the effects of such modification.

5.2  Protein Engineering of Bt δ-endotoxins

5.2.1  Manipulating the Protein-activation Mechanisms

Most Bt δ-endotoxins are activated by trypsin-like proteases in the insect midgut, 
resulting in a protease-resistant protein of approximately 60–70 kDa (Höfte and 
Whiteley 1989). This proteolytic activation is an important factor in the resistance 
mechanisms developed by some insect species. To counteract this defense mecha-
nism, some researchers have used protein engineering to develop inhibitors of  
digestive enzymes (Gatehouse 2011; Sanahuja et al. 2011).

After proteolytic cleavage, most δ-endotoxins show modifications including loss 
of α-helix 1 (Aronson 2000) and nicking of some regions on α-helices 3 and 4 
(Carroll et al. 1997). The latter modifications result in higher binding affinity to 
the midgut columnar epithelial cells and increased ion channel formation; however, 
removal of some amino acids from the N-terminus results in altered toxicity (Sch-
nepf 1995). In other cases, such as in the case of Cry2A, sequential cleavage of the 
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protoxin only at very specific locations results in activated toxins (Audtho et al. 
1999). As a result of this cleavage-dependent activation process, it is possible to 
create protease-resistant δ-endotoxins by protein engineering. For instance, several 
modified Cry2Aa1 proteins were created by replacing Leu144 with His to mimic 
the corresponding position (His161) from Cry3A. These changes resulted in mutant 
proteins with higher stability and higher resistance to proteolytic cleavage, albeit 
showing decreased toxicity (Audtho et al. 1999).

5.2.2  Modulating the Membrane Partitioning Mechanisms

Membrane-partitioning mechanisms are modified through structural manipulation 
of the α-helical domain I. Six of the seven α-helices of this domain surround the 
hydrophobic α 5-helix. The external α-helices are amphipathic in nature with a 
hydrophobic side oriented towards α-helix 5 creating a hydrophobic core. Most of 
these α-helices are large enough (∼ 30 Å) so that, in principle, they should be able to 
span hydrophobic membranes (Li et al. 1991). Multiple polar residues are involved 
in the formation of salt bridges or hydrogen bonds (Li et al. 1991). These properties 
may be modified by site-directed mutagenesis designed to modulate the membrane 
partitioning properties of the δ-endotoxins. For instance, specific amino acid sub-
stitutions A92D, R93D (Wu and Aronson 1992) and A92E and Y153D (Chen et al. 
1995) in the Cry1Ab δ-endotoxin have shown that the introduction of negatively-
charged amino acids residues have detrimental effects on membrane insertion and 
result in loss of toxic activity towards Manduca sexta. Other analyses, as will be 
described later, have revealed that, in some cases, the participation of all domains is 
necessary for proper conductance and pore formation, and that relative movement 
of domain I favors ion channel formation. Ion conductance may be modulated by 
restricting the relative movements of the α-helices with disulfide bridges (Alzate 
et al. 2006; Schwartz et al. 1997a).

Several mutations have been introduced into different helices of domain I which 
do not have significant effects on protein toxicity. Some exceptions are mutations 
in α-helix 5, in which a significant reduction in toxicity has been observed (Aron-
son 1995; Gazit and Shai 1993; Wu and Aronson 1992). There are also important 
modifications to α-helix 2, including the mutations of Pro70 that result in “muteins” 
with impaired ion transport (Arnold et al. 2001), as well as mutations to α-helix 7 
(Alcantara et al. 2001; Chandra et al. 1999). A summary of specific mutations tar-
geting amino acid residues in domain I is presented in Table 5.2.

5.2.2.1  Modulating the Function of α-Helix 2

Domain I of the Cry1A family of Bt δ-endotoxins contains an interesting motif in 
which an α-helix—in this case α-helix 2, is broken down into two α-helices by the 
presence of a proline residue. This motif is common to many membrane-inserting 

A. M. Florez et al.
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Table 5.2  Mutations targeted at modifying the function of Domain I
Toxin Mutations Effect Reference

Cry1Ab F50K Fail pore formation; loss of toxicity Ahmad and Ellar (1990)
P70A
P70G

Loss toxicity Arnold et al. (2001)

L157C
S176C

Decreased toxicity to M. sexta Alzate et al. (2009)

S170C
S170R1*
L157R1*

No effect in toxicity Alzate et al. (2009)

S176R1* Decreased toxicity to M. sexta Alzate et al. (2009)
V171C
L157C

Increased toxicity to L. dispar Alzate et al. (2010)

D225A
W226A
D242A
N230A
R234A
R233A
R224A
R228A
Y229A
E235A
F247A

Decreased toxicity to M. sexta Alcantara et al. (2001)

R228K
F232Y
E235A
E235Q

Reduce toxin’s current inhibition Alcantara et al. (2001)

Cry1Ac A92D Increase toxicity Wu and Aronson (1992)
Cry1Ac R93H

R93G
R93A
R93S

Decrease toxicity Wu and Aronson (1992)

R209A
R209P
T213A
W210L
V218N
Y211N
Y211R
Y211D

Same toxicity as wild type Aronson (1995)

W210C
Y211D
Y211C
G214E

Same toxicity as wild type Aronson (1995)

I132S
I132L
I132V
I132N

Decrease toxicity Kumar and Aronson 
(1999)

M130T
M131I

Same toxicity as wild type Kumar and Aronson 
(1999)

Cry1Ac1 N135Q Pore formation affected Tigue et al. (2001)

*Spin-labeled mutant toxin

5 Protein Engineering of Bacillus thuringiensis δ-Endotoxins
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proteins, and is highly conserved in the Cry1A δ-endotoxin family. In the activated 
Cry1Ab toxin this broken-helix motif results from the presence of Pro70 (Fig. 5.3) 
(Arnold et al. 2001).

This broken-helix motif was used to generate three individual Cry1Ab mutant 
proteins in which the proline residue was substituted for alanine (P70A), and gly-
cine (P70G); finally the “elbow” region 69GPS71 was eliminated. The rationale for 
selecting these amino acid substitutions was as follows:first, the P-to-A mutation 
was expected to produce a longer α-helix 2, by using Ala, which is known to induce 
α-helix formation; second, the P-to-G substitution was created to generate a more 
flexible “elbow” thereby producing an α-helix with similar length and conforma-
tion as the original helix, but with more mobility; and third, the GPS deletion was 
expected to eliminate the “kink” produced by the Pro residue at position 70. The 
results of these mutations were analyzed by biophysical techniques, and molecular 
modeling as shown in Fig. 5.3 (Arnold et al. 2001).

Two types of analysis were performed to validate the effects of these mutations, 
a structural analysis and a functional analysis. The structural analysis utilized Circu-
lar Dichroism (CD). Polarized light is very sensitive to the orientation of α-helices 
in a protein; therefore CD, a technique that measures the degree of rotation of a 
polarized beam, can be used to determine the “helicity” of a protein. In addition, 
using the proper calibration and the proper standards, the percentage of β-sheets 
and random coils can be determined. Thus CD gives a representative structural 
signature from which one can determine the secondary structure of the protein (i.e., 
by providing an estimation of the fraction of a molecule that is in the α-helix, β-
sheet, β-turn, or random coil conformations) (Berova et al. 2000; Greenfield 2006). 
The functional analysis was performed with “whole tissue” voltage clamping (VC), 
a technique in which ion currents are measured while the membrane potential is 

Fig. 5.3  Optimized structure of α-helix 2. A α-Helical domain I from Cry1Ab with α-helix 2 
shown in blue in a “stick” representation, the remaining helices of the domain are displayed as 
“ribbons”. B Energy optimized structure for the 69GPS71 deletion. The dashed arrows indicate how 
the deletion induced changes in the 3D localization of all the amino acid residues in the α-helix

A. M. Florez et al.
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“fixed” by applying a specific voltage (Wolfersberger et al. 1987; Wolfersberger 
1990; Wolfersberger and Spaeth 1987).

Based on the CD and VC analyses, P70A and P70G exhibited similar ellipticity 
compared to the wild type toxin, suggesting that no changes to the α-helical content 
resulted from the amino acid substitutions; and that both mutant toxins were able to 
disrupt the ion transport. This is in agreement with the toxicity assays, and explains 
why these toxins exhibit poor toxicity (Arnold et al. 2001). It is also observed that 
when the conserved broken-helix motif is deleted, the α-helical content is increased 
and the protein exhibits higher thermal stability than the wild type protein. These 
experiments suggest an approach for developing a mutant toxin with similar struc-
tural and functional properties as the wild type, but with a higher stability against 
thermal denaturation. In addition these findings suggest that α-helix 2 is required 
for proper ion transport and that recovery of α-helical content restores wild type-
like function.

5.2.2.2  Manipulating the Ion-transport Properties of α-Helix 5

Countless reports have shown the importance of α-helix 5 in ion channel forma-
tion, with several mutations to this region resulting in loss of toxicity (Alzate et al. 
2006, 2010; Wu and Aronson 1992). Several substitutions in which single cysteine 
residues have been introduced at the N-terminal, central, and C-terminal regions of 
α-helix 5 of Cry1Ab displayed interesting effects on the ion-transport capabilities 
of this toxin, both when the cysteine residue was unmodified or when it was co-
valently tagged with N-ethyl-maleimide or methyl methanesulfonothioate (Alzate 
et al. 2009). As in the previous section, structural and functional analyses were per-
formed with CD and VC. Site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) was also used (Hub-
bell et al. 2000). Site-directed spin labeling is a powerful technique in which a 
modified cysteine residue is covalently tagged with a paramagnetic reagent, and the 
effects of the mutation are analyzed by Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR, 
Atherton 1993). This technique is particularly useful for studying the membrane-
bound state and the dynamics of membrane-associated proteins (Altenbach et al. 
1990, 1994; Hubbell et al. 2000, 2003).

The thiol groups from the introduced Cys residues are reacted with S-(2,2,5,5-
tetramethyl-2,5-dihydro-1H-pyrrol-3-yl)methyl methanesulfonothioate (MTSL) 
creating a covalent bond with the cysteine. This reaction results in the release of 
the sulfinic acid (CH3SO2), leaving the MTSL moiety attached to the protein and 
adding 186.3 daltons to the protein’s mass. This “spin label” acts as a molecular re-
porter that allows the study of macromolecular structures and their dynamics based 
on the mobility of the spin label, which is determined by its environment (Alten-
bach et al. 1994).

Using CD, VC and SDSL monitored by EPR, it was possible to determine that 
two cysteine substitutions in α-helix 5 of Cry1Ab, L157C and S176C, are important 
for ion-transport (Alzate et al. 2009). Interestingly, it was observed that these muta-
tions may be used to modulate the time required by the protein to partition into the 

5 Protein Engineering of Bacillus thuringiensis δ-Endotoxins
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target membrane—a variable that can be measured by VC; adding one more vari-
able to the list of structural parameters that can be manipulated to design Cry toxins 
with improved toxicity. These results, which were unique for amino acid residue 
S176, and were not observed for the other two mutations in the α-helix 5, suggest 
that this residue is critical for ion transport or for positioning the toxin in the mem-
brane, or both (Alzate et al. 2009).

Another mutation in Cry1Ab, V171C, has been used to show important differ-
ences in toxin susceptibilities between M. sexta and L. dispar. This V171C mutant 
protein displayed an increased rate of partitioning into L. dispar midgut mem-
branes, resulting in a 25-fold increase in toxicity; however, in toxic assays against 
M. sexta, the toxicity level was actually decreased compared to the wild type toxin. 
These results clearly suggest differences in the host-dependent mechanisms that 
mediate toxic action (Alzate et al. 2010). These results also suggest that a toxin 
undergoes conformational changes after translocation into the midgut membrane, a 
property that should be explored further for designing δ-endotoxins with enhanced 
toxicity.

5.2.2.3  Manipulating the Ion-discrimination Capabilities of α-Helix 7

α-Helix 7 is located in the core of the toxin between domains I and II (Grochulski 
et al. 1995). Several studies have shown the possible involvement of α-helix 7 in 
protein action and its potential function as biosensor (Chandra et al. 1999; Gazit 
et al. 1998; Grochulski et al. 1995). Protein engineering of Cry1Ab was used to 
determine the ability of this α-helix to discriminate between K+ and Rb+ transport 
in M. sexta midgut membranes (Alcantara et al. 2001).

Six mutations in α-helix 7, R224A, R228A, Y229A, R233A, E235A, and F247A, 
produced activated toxins similar to the wild type. Interestingly, mutant proteins 
R224A, R228A, and E235A were able to discriminate between Rb+ and K+ trans-
port (Alcantara et al. 2001). CD spectroscopy indicated that none of the mutations 
resulted in significant changes to the protein’s structure, suggesting that changes in 
the protein capability to discriminate between the two cations is dependent on either 
the charge of the amino acid, the location of the amino acid, or the conformation 
of the protein in the target membrane. Although at this time, these suggestions are 
purely speculative, it will be valuable to explore further the ability of these toxins to 
discriminate between different ions in order to find alternative ways for improving 
their toxicity (Alcantara et al. 2001).

5.2.3  Protein Engineering of Domains II and III

Domain II is the most variable region consisting of three anti-parallel β-sheets, and 
domain III is a β-sandwich (Grochulski et al. 1995; Li et al. 1991). Both domains 
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are important for receptor recognition, particularly the loop regions of domain II, 
which are involved in receptor binding and toxin specificity (Pigott and Ellar 2007; 
Rajamohan et al. 1995, 1996b; Schnepf et al. 1998).

The hydrophobicity of some of these amino acid residues is very important in 
regulating the molecular interactions between the toxins and their receptors on the 
target membranes, as well as regulation of the translocation process of the tox-
ins. Based on these properties, several studies have shown that modifications to 
δ-endotoxins resulted in modified proteins with higher potency and a wider spec-
trum of toxicity towards target insects. Some of these mutant proteins displayed im-
proved receptor-binding interactions, resulting in improved toxicity. For instance, 
the deletion of Phe371 and mutations F371A and G374A in Cry1Ab resulted in loss 
of toxicity towards M. sexta larvae. Binding assays for these mutant toxins were 
similar to the wild type toxin, suggesting that mutations in residues 370–375 of loop 
II do not affect the overall binding but rather the irreversible binding of the toxin to 
the M. sexta midgut membranes (Rajamohan et al. 1995). This irreversible binding 
is considered by many Bt investigators to be the translocation of the toxin into the 
target membrane. In a similar fashion, the N372A and N372G mutant proteins dis-
played different functional roles in receptor binding and toxicity toward L. dispar. 
These mutant proteins displayed increased toxicity and enhanced binding affinity to 
midgut brush border membrane vesicles. The improved binding affinity of N372A 
suggests that this side chain may allow the toxin to fit more efficiently into the 
receptor’s binding pockets (Rajamohan et al. 1996a). The hydrophilic/hydrophobic 
relationship found in the receptor/toxin interaction motif should be explored further 
to improve the binding efficiency and membrane partitioning of δ-endotoxins.

Several approaches have been used for the purpose of modifying and manipu-
lating toxins that exhibit different specificities to insect targets, including inter-
changing segments involved in receptor recognition. Based on domain II mapping 
it is possible to identify which loops are important for this function, and thus in-
corporate loop sequences from one toxin into another to modify the receptor rec-
ognition properties. For example, the Cry4Aa toxin exhibits low activity against 
mosquito species Aedes aegypti, Anopheles quadrimaculatus, Culex pipiens and 
Culex quinquefasciatus, while Cry4Ba is toxic against A. aegypti and A. quadri-
maculatus but not against C. pipiens and C. quinquefasciatus. The loop sequences 
1 and 2 from Cry4Aa have been used to replace the corresponding sequences of 
Cry4Ba. These modifications resulted in an increase of toxicity of greater than 
700-fold against C. quincefasciatus and greater than 285-fold against C. pipiens 
(Abdullah et al. 2003). 

Rational molecular design has also helped introduce specificity to a toxin that 
was previously known not to have activity against a different insect species. Using 
several rounds of deletions and substitutions in domain II it was possible to ma-
nipulate the specificity of Cry1Aa. Cry1Aa is a lepidopteran-specific δ-endotoxin 
without activity against mosquitoes. However, the insertion of three loops from 
domain II of Cry4B into Cry1Aa results in this toxin becoming active against C. 
pipiens (Liu and Dean 2006).
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As mentioned above, domain III is less variable than domain II (Boonserm et al. 
2005, 2006; Grochulski et al. 1995; Li et al. 1991). For some toxins, these differ-
ences are more evident, as between some related toxins such as Cry1Aa and Cry 
1Ac. In Cry1Ac, the hairpin extension created by forming a pocket in which the 
N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) binds (Burton et al. 1999; Li et al. 2001). The 
creation of novel toxins by in vivo recombination of domains I and II from Cry1Ab 
and domain III from Cry1Ac, resulting in “hybrid” toxins with high insecticidal 
activity and specificity has been reported (de Maagd et al. 1996). This particular 
hybrid displayed a 60-fold increase in toxicity to Spodoptera exigua larvae com-
pared to Cry1Ab and a sixfold decrease in toxicity compared to Cry1Ac (de Maagd 
et al. 1996). Other toxin hybrids containing domains I and II from Cry1Ac, Cry1Ba, 
Cry1Ea, or Cry1Fa and domain III from Cry1Ca have been reported (de Maagd 
et al. 2000), indicating the overall power of this strategy for designing Bt-derived 
toxins. Similarly, hybrid toxins have been made by exchanging a fragment between 
amino acid residues 451–623 of Cry1Aa with Cry1Ac, which resulted in altered re-
ceptor binding properties (Lee et al. 1995). The specificity of the amino acid residue 
Thr524—located in the β-16-β17 loop of domain III—for receptor-binding interac-
tions has been used to increase the activity of Cry1Ac towards Lepidopteran insects 
(Shan et al. 2010).

5.2.4  Modifying the Conformational Requirements for 
Membrane Partitioning with Disulfide Bridges

Cry1A δ-endotoxins are cysteine-free proteins (Grochulski et al. 1995). This prop-
erty offers a natural advantage that may be exploited by creating more stable, func-
tionally-altered proteins by engineering disulfide bridges into the proteins (Alzate 
et al. 2006; Schwartz et al. 1997a). The introduction of disulfide bridges at specific 
locations (Table 5.3) holding together α-helices and some loops resulted in trypsin-
resistant toxins with modified ion channel properties in both artificial phospholip-
ids vesicles (Schwartz et al. 1997a) and insect midgut membranes (Alzate et al. 
2006).

Name Mutations Disulfide bridge

SS1 (Arg99Cys-Ala-
144Cys)*

α helix 3 and 4

SS2 (Val162Cys-Ala207Cys) α helix 5 and 6
SS3 (Ser176Cys-Ser252Cys) α helix 5 and 7
SS3 (Arg224Cys-Ser279Cys) α helix 7 and loop 

Domain II

*Two single mutants were also created and tested individually: 
Arg99Cys and Ala144Cys (Alzate et al. 2006)

Table 5.3  Disulfide bridge 
mutants

A. M. Florez et al.
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These mutant proteins were less toxic than the wild-type protein towards in-
sect larvae from Bombix mori and M. sexta; however, treatment with the reducing 
agent β-mercaptoethanol that specifically targets the artificially-introduced disul-
fide bridges, permitted the recovery of toxic activity for all mutant toxins except 
one (Alzate et al. 2006).

Structural and functional analyses of these mutant proteins with CD, thermal de-
naturation, binding assays, and electrophysiology in artificial phospholipid vesicles 
and midgut membranes, indicate that there have been small structural changes in the 
secondary structure that do not diminish the resistance to proteolysis (Alzate et al. 
2006; Schwartz et al. 1997a). Binding experiments on B. mori and M. sexta did not 
show significant differences, indicating that these mutants have the same binding 
parameters as the wild-type toxin. These mutant toxins also conserved their ability 
to penetrate into membranes, both in the oxidized or reduced states (Alzate et al. 
2006). The electrophysiological analysis of mutant toxins SS2 and SS3 (Table 5.3) 
suggests that these mutant proteins have a more rigid structure and a more tightly-
packed α-helical domain I, resulting in improved ability to translocate into biologi-
cal membranes (Alzate et al. 2006).

We can conclude that there is no requirement for separation of the α-helices for 
translocation into the midgut membrane and that all possible disulfide bridges are 
formed. Structural changes are not required for ion-transport activity and changes 
in protein activity are the result of individual mutations of the residues that form the 
disulfide bridges.

5.2.5  Altering the Oligomerization Properties of Bt δ-Endotoxins

Protein oligomerization has been observed in several Cry δ-endotoxins (Munoz-
Garay et al. 2009; Pardo-Lopez et al. 2006; Rausell et al. 2004b), and this has been 
postulated to be a crucial step favoring receptor recognition and formation of ion 
pores.

Several mutations have been described that affect δ-endotoxin oligomerization 
and correlate with severe disruption in toxicity (Rodriguez-Almazan et al. 2009). 
Mutants with residues N135C, A140K, T142C, or T143D of Cry1Ab failed to form 
an oligomeric structure and showed reduced membrane insertion, resulting in a dras-
tic reduction in toxicity (Rodriguez-Almazan et al. 2009). Cry1Ab double-negative 
mutant (DN) proteins D136N/T143D and E129K/D136N formed hetero-oligomers 
which failed to form ion channels in black lipid bilayers (Rodriguez-Almazan 
et al. 2009). It has been suggested that the formation of these hetero-oligomers 
results in the inability of the proteins to create ion pores (Rodriguez-Almazan et al. 
2009). The mechanisms responsible for protein oligomerization and the relation-
ship of these alternative structures with ion channel formation and toxicity should 
be studied further. This could open new opportunities for protein engineering of 
δ-endotoxins.
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5.3  Conclusions

The structure of Bt δ-endotoxins includes regions responsible for finding the target 
membrane and creating ion pores. A combination of domain structures participates 
in ion-channel formation and oligomeric transformations. At the present time many 
features of the δ-endotoxins’ mode of action have been elucidated, but many still 
remain to be uncovered. As presented in the previous sections, all of these structural 
regions may be targeted to create novel toxins with modified properties.

Multiple techniques can be used to design and develop modified toxins, includ-
ing molecular modeling, bioinformatics, and site-directed mutagenesis. In a similar 
fashion, multiple techniques may be used to analyze the results of those specific 
modifications, including bioassays, circular dichroism (CD), “whole tissue” volt-
age clamping (VC), fluorescence spectroscopy, Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 
(EPR), and Site Directed Spin Labeling (SDSL). We hope that this review will pro-
vide guidance to many Bt researchers in rational protein design and that it will help 
in the development of modified Bt δ-endotoxins with improved biological function, 
without adversely affecting the structural stability of the toxins.

5.4  Perspectives

The next big step in Bt protein engineering will be to understand the membrane 
bound state of the toxins and to use this information to design proteins with im-
proved structure and function. At the present time there is contradictory evidence 
from many groups that supports several different membrane-bound models. This 
clearly indicates that a “final” model able to explain all observations is still needed. 
As indicated above, the three domains of the Bt toxins carry on specific functions 
that can be manipulated by protein engineering. A major goal in this research should 
be the development of “chimeric” proteins in which Bt δ-endotoxin domains are 
combined with domains from other unrelated proteins to create molecules with new 
functions. Just to mention an example, combining the ion-pore forming domain of 
Cry toxins with the catalytic domain of diphtheria toxin may allow the development 
of families of proteins carrying this catalytic domain into a new type of target cells.
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Abstract The Bacillus cereus group contains six approved bacterial species—
Bacillus thuringiensis, Bacillus cereus ( sensu stricto), Bacillus anthracis, Bacillus 
weihenstephanensis, Bacillus mycoides, and Bacillus pseudomycoides. In addition, 
thermotolerant B. cereus var. cytotoxis could constitute a member of a novel spe-
cies in the group. Historically, Bacillus thuringiensis has been viewed as a species 
separate from the other members of the group, mainly based on its entomopatho-
genic properties and production of insecticidal crystal toxins. However, following 
the sequencing of more than 85 strains from the B. cereus group, whole genome 
phylogenies and MLST analyses of more than 1400 strains based on chromosomal 
markers clearly show that the Bacillus cereus group exhibits a complex population 
structure, in which strains of B. thuringiensis are strongly intermixed with other B. 
cereus group species. From the analysis of genome sequence data, it is clear that the 
only principal factor differentiating B. thuringiensis from B. cereus is the presence 
of insecticidal crystal toxin gene(s), which in the vast majority of cases are car-
ried on plasmid elements that are frequently conjugative or mobilizable, and which 
occasionally could be lost by the bacterium. Also, strikingly, some B. thuringiensis 
strains are among the closest relatives to the B. anthracis clonal complex. Chromo-
somal factors potentially involved in stabilizing long-term carriage of plasmids in 
B. thuringiensis strains, have not yet been elucidated.

Keywords Bacillus cereus group · Phylogeny · Genomes · Sequencing · Plasmids

6.1  The Bacillus cereus Group

The B. cereus group of bacteria ( B. cereus sensu lato) is a subgroup of the B. subtilis 
group in the universal rRNA-based Bacillus phylogeny (Priest 1993), and includes 
six approved species: B. thuringiensis, B. cereus ( sensu stricto), B. anthracis, 
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B. weihenstephanensis, B. mycoides and B. pseudomycoides. In addition, three 
newly identified thermotolerant strains form a phylogenetic outgroup within 
the B. cereus group ( B. cereus var. cytotoxis) (Lund et al. 2000; Fagerlund et al. 
2007; Auger et al. 2008), and have been suggested to constitute a separate species 
( B. cytotoxicus or B. cytoxis) (Lapidus et al. 2008). Among the six approved species, 
B. thuringiensis, B. cereus and B. anthracis are by far the most extensively studied, 
which is further substantiated by the number of genome sequencing studies carried 
out; out of the 85 sequenced genomes within the B. cereus group, 80 belong to 
these three species (17 B. thuringiensis, 19 B. anthracis and 44 B. cereus) (Fig. 6.1; 
Entrez genome project: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomeprj; Genomes OnLine 
database: http://www.genomesonline.org).

While B. thuringiensis is an entomopathogenic bacterium and the most com-
monly used commercial biological pesticide worldwide (Soberon et al. 2007), 
B. anthracis is a highly monomorphic species within the B. cereus group (Keim 
et al. 1997; Van Ert et al. 2007) and the cause of anthrax, which is mainly a dis-
ease of herbivores but which can present similar acute disease in humans and other 
mammals. In several areas of the world, including parts of Africa, Australia and 
Asia, B. anthracis is endemic or hyperendemic (http://www.vetmed.lsu.edu/whocc/
mp_world.htm). B. cereus is a frequent cause of two human food-poisoning syn-
dromes (diarrhoeal and emetic, respectively; Drobniewski 1993; Stenfors Arnesen 
et al. 2008), as well as of various opportunistic and nosocomial infections (reviewed 
by Drobniewski 1993; Kotiranta et al. 2000; Bottone 2010). These bacteria can be 
found in the environment; while B. anthracis spores are strongly biased toward sites 
of previous infections (e.g. earlier carcass sites), B. cereus and B. thuringiensis are 
common in soil and soil-associated niches.

6.2  B. cereus Group Phylogeny

The phylogeny of the B. cereus group has been mapped by various methods, includ-
ing multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE; Helgason et al. 1998, 2000a, b), 
amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP; Keim et al. 1997; Jackson et al. 
1999; Ticknor et al. 2001; Hill et al. 2004), and multilocus sequence typing (MLST; 
Helgason et al. 2004; Barker et al. 2005; Tourasse et al. 2006). Altogether five dif-
ferent MLST schemes exist for the group, largely employing non-overlapping strain 
sets, but with certain strains common to several schemes. This has allowed to com-
bine the five schemes into one phylogeny using supertree methodology (Tourasse 
and Kolstø 2008), encompassing 1430 isolates (SuperCAT database; http://mlstoslo.
uio.no). Furthermore, typing data from MLEE, AFLP and MLST methods have 
been integrated, resulting in a global multi-scheme and multi-datatype phylogenetic 
analysis providing the currently most comprehensive view of the B. cereus group 
population (Tourasse et al. 2010), including 2213 isolates (HyperCAT database; 
http://mlstoslo.uio.no). By MLST analysis, the B. cereus group population can be 
grouped into three main clusters (Helgason et al. 2004), which can be further di-
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Fig. 6.1  Phylogeny of 85 sequenced B. cereus group strains showing the complex species struc-
ture of the group, with representatives of cluster I and III-VII from Guinebretière et al. (2008). 
Red circles designate B. thuringiensis strains. None of the 85 sequenced strains are assigned to 
cluster II, but a dashed circle indicates where cluster II would emerge based on extrapolation from 
the B. cereus group supertree available at the HyperCAT database (http://mlstoslo.uio.no). The 19 
B. anthracis isolates form a clonal complex and are represented here as a single lineage ( yellow 
labeled branch). The tree was constructed based on concatenation of chromosomal regions (a total 
of ∼ 1.5 Mbp) conserved in all strains (described in the supplementary file of Tourasse and Kolsto 
(2008)). Bc, B. cereus; Bt, B. thuringiensis; Ba, B. anthracis; Bm, B. mycoides; Bw, B. weihenste-
phanensis; Bp, B. pseudomycoides. Tree generated by Nicolas J. Tourasse
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vided into a seven cluster phylogeny, as described by Guinebretière and co-workers 
(2008). B. anthracis and emetic B. cereus strains form independent clonal struc-
tures within main cluster I (Tourasse and Kolstø 2008; equivalent to clade 1 in 
Didelot et al. 2009). The main clusters in the population are reproduced both in the 
SuperCAT and HyperCAT phylogenies (Tourasse and Kolstø 2008; Tourasse et al. 
2010), as well as in a phylogenetic analysis of the B. cereus group, utilizing 157 
single-copy genes of the family Bacillaceae (Schmidt et al. 2011). While cluster 
I and II (Tourasse and Kolstø 2008) contain B. anthracis and most of the clinical 
B. cereus group isolates (equivalent to group II and III in Helgason et al. 2004; clades 
1 and 2 in Didelot et al. 2009), cluster III is heterogeneous and contains B. cereus 
strains from various sources, in addition to multiple outgroups ( B. pseudomycoides 
isolates, B. cereus var. cytotoxicus). Interestingly, Didelot and co-workers, by analy-
sis of 667 strains using the Priest MLST scheme, identified partial barriers to gene 
flow between the three clades (Didelot et al. 2009).

Although the B. cereus group in general is phylogenetically heterogeneous, 
single strains may be very closely related, when employing genetic markers at the 
chromosomal level. Furthermore, closely related strains may be of the same, or of 
different species, and members of the various species belonging to the group are 
frequently phylogenetically intermixed. In particular, this is the case for B. cereus 
and B. thuringiensis isolates (Fig. 6.1). In full B. cereus group SuperCAT and Hy-
perCAT phylogenies (http://mlstoslo.uio.no), B. thuringiensis strains are distributed 
to all three main population clusters, and similar intermixing of B. thuringiensis 
with other B. cereus group isolates as that shown in Fig. 6.1 is observed (Tourasse 
and Kolstø 2008; Tourasse et al. 2010).

6.2.1  Complex Genomes

B. cereus group bacteria generally exhibit complex and dynamic genomes, different 
strains carrying a highly variable number of plasmids (1–> 12) which come in dif-
ferent sizes (2–600 kb; frequently > 80 kb) (reviewed in: Kolstø et al. 2009; He et al. 
2011), and some of which may be conjugative or mobilizable. Strains can also host 
a number of different IS-elements, and in addition typically carry bacteriophage 
DNA, which may be integrated in the chromosome as prophage(s) or may repli-
cate as independent linear genetic elements (Carlson et al. 1994; Rasko et al. 2005; 
Verheust et al. 2005; Sozhamannan et al. 2006; Lapidus et al. 2008).

6.3  Bacillus cereus Group Genome Sequencing

A multitude of B. cereus group strains have been sequenced during the past decade. 
Following the sequencing of the bioterror attack strain B. anthracis Ames Florida 
(Read et al. 2002), the B. anthracis Ames Porton model strain (Read et al. 2003) 
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and the first B. cereus strain (ATCC 14579, type strain; Ivanova et al. 2003), 112 ad-
ditional genomes have been or are being sequenced (Entrez genome project: http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomeprj; Genomes OnLine database: http://www.ge-
nomesonline.org), allowing large scale comparative genomics studies. The genome 
sequences cover all six approved species within the group (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/genomeprj; http://www.genomesonline.org; Kolstø et al. 2009), in addition 
to the B. cereus NVH391-98 strain from the remote “Bacillus cytotoxicus” cluster, 
and altogether provide good coverage of the group phylogeny, as mapped by MLST 
(http://mlstoslo.uio.no).

The first genomes sequenced from the B. cereus group, those of B. anthracis 
Ames and of B. cereus strains ATCC 14579 and ATCC 10987, were all closed, 
and serve as reference genomes for later projects. Altogether 22 genomes have 
now been closed (http://www.genomesonline.org), showing that chromosome sizes 
for B. cereus group members are in the range 5.2–5.4 Mb (with the exception of 
B. cereus NVH 391-98 which is 4.1 Mb), showing that the genomes of the B. cereus 
group members, despite their marked phenotypic differences, have many common 
features and share a common chromosomal genetic background: Chromosomes 
have a GC content of around 35.3–35.4%, and strains typically carry a large num-
ber of rRNA operons (11 and 13 for B. anthracis Ames Porton and B. cereus ATCC 
14579, respectively). Furthermore, chromosomes are to a large extent syntenic, 
with common orthologous genes being organized in a conserved order (Ivanova 
et al. 2003; Rasko et al. 2004). Also, a core gene set has been identified, counting 
3000 ± 200 genes (Lapidus et al. 2008) out of the in excess of 5000 genes that make 
up a typical B. cereus group chromosome (excluding B. cereus NVH391-98, which 
has an unusually small genome; Lapidus et al. 2008). Furthermore, each strain char-
acteristically has in the order of 400–800 strain-specific genes (Lapidus et al. 2008), 
which may potentially be involved in niche adaptation processes, and which are 
contributing to a large B. cereus group pan-genome (20–25000 genes estimated in 
Lapidus et al. 2008). Another unifying feature for the B. cereus group bacteria is 
the presence of several ubiquitous interspersed repeat elements in the size range 
100–400 bp, many of which are unique to the group (Tourasse et al. 2006). These 
repeats, named bcr1-bcr18, are non-protein coding, but several copies seem to be 
expressed at the RNA level and are predicted to constitute non-autonomous mobile 
elements belonging to the class ‘miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements 
(MITEs)’ (Økstad et al. 2004; Tourasse et al. 2006; Klevan et al. 2007; Delihas 
2008; Kristoffersen et al. 2011).

6.4  Bacillus cereus Group Bacteria—Pathogens 
and Symbionts

Both B. thuringiensis and B. cereus are common bacteria of the soil, but are known 
to colonize invertebrate guts as endosymbionts, an environment which has been sug-
gested to constitute their natural habitat (Margulis et al. 1998; Jensen et al. 2003). 
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Given the entomopathogenicity of B. thuringiensis and human gastrointestinal, op-
portunistic and nosocomial infections caused by B. cereus, both of these bacteria 
can on occasion leave their suggested endosymbiotic cycle in invertebrate hosts, for 
a proposedly less frequent pathogenic life cycle in insects and mammals, respec-
tively (Jensen et al. 2003). B. anthracis on the other hand, may in the environment 
primarily exist as a highly stable, dormant spore in the soil, constituting a reser-
voir for anthrax disease in warm-blooded animals. The possibility of vegetative 
cells to grow in nutrient-rich soil environments has however also been suggested 
(Jensen et al. 2003; Saile and Koehler 2006).

6.4.1  Virulence Determinants

The species-specific virulence of B. thuringiensis toward insects is depen-
dent on particular Cry or Cyt insecticidal crystal toxins, while full virulence of 
B. anthracis toward mammals is dependent on two tripartite toxins (lethal toxin 
and edema toxin) and synthesis of a poly-γ-D-glutamate capsule. The common ge-
netic background shared by these bacteria has however been suggested to confer 
on them a basal pathogenicity which is associated with chromosomally encoded 
toxins aiding the colonisation of hosts as diverse as insects and mammals. Both 
B. cereus and B. thuringiensis strains produce several common virulence factors, 
including enterotoxins, phospholipases, haemolysins, proteases, and other degra-
dative enzymes. These are extracellular virulence factors, and are encoded in the 
chromosome by genes that are under transcriptional control of a global pleiotropic 
regulator, PlcR. Interestingly, the plcR regulon genes are frequently found in strains 
of several species within the B. cereus group, B. thuringiensis and B. anthracis 
included (Read et al. 2003; Han et al. 2006; Scarano et al. 2009). The universal pres-
ence of plcR regulon genes in the group could suggest that B. cereus group organ-
isms in general may have the potential to be pathogenic (Read et al. 2003; Han et al. 
2006; Hendriksen et al. 2006; McIntyre et al. 2008; Stenfors Arnesen et al. 2008). In 
B. anthracis however, plcR is mutated and non-functional (Agaisse et al. 1999), 
leading to B. anthracis producing a very limited extracellular proteome compared 
to the other B. cereus group species (Gohar et al. 2005) and the chromosomal viru-
lence factors belonging to the PlcR regulon (Gohar et al. 2008) not being synthe-
sized, enterotoxins included. Thus, the PlcR regulon is clearly not necessary for 
B. anthracis virulence (reviewed in Kolstø et al. 2009).

6.5  What Distinguishes the Species in the B. cereus Group?

Species distinctions of B. thuringiensis and B. anthracis, used to separate these 
species from B. cereus, have traditionally been assigned on the basis of pheno-
typic features—more specifically by the different pathogenic specificities of these 
bacteria towards insect larvae and vertebrates, respectively. Interestingly, however, 
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the genes coding for these species-specific virulence properties are plasmid-borne, 
a fact unknown at the time of species designation; in B. thuringiensis the crystal 
protein toxins (Cry or Cyt) causing pathogenicity to insects are almost exclusively 
encoded by genes present on plasmids of various sizes, and often associated with 
IS elements (Schnepf et al. 1998). Similarly in B. anthracis, the two large plas-
mids pXO1 (182 kb) and pXO2 (95 kb), which are necessary for full B. anthracis 
virulence (Mock and Fouet 2001; Passalacqua and Bergman 2006), carry the genes 
encoding the anthrax toxin components ( pag, lef and cya; Okinaka et al. 1999) and 
accompanying regulators ( atxA, pagR) (Uchida et al. 1993; Dai et al. 1995; Mignot 
et al. 2003; Fouet and Mock 2006), and the poly-γ-D-glutamic acid (polyglutamate) 
capsule and associated regulators (acpA, acpB) (Pannucci et al. 2002b; Van der 
Auwera et al. 2005), respectively. The phylogenetic intermixing of strains of the dif-
ferent species, in particular B. cereus and B. thuringiensis isolates (Fig. 6.1; Tourasse 
and Kolstø 2008; Tourasse et al. 2011; http://mlstoslo.uio.no), and the fact that the 
main phenotypical traits classically used to separate B. thuringiensis and B. anthra-
cis from B. cereus, are carried by plasmids, has led to disputes regarding the species 
definitions within the group (Helgason et al. 2000b; Rasko et al. 2005). Hitherto, 
no species-specific property other than the plasmid-borne cry and cyt genes has 
been identified; B. thuringiensis strains can carry the same chromosomally encoded 
virulence genes as B. cereus, including the genes for enterotoxins, phospholipases, 
haemolysins, and proteases (Han et al. 2006; Scarano et al. 2009), which may in 
fact be important for the virulence of the bacterium, following its entry into the 
insect larvae haemocol (Fedhila et al. 2002, 2003, 2004). Thus, a B. thuringiensis 
strain that has lost the cry- or cyt-containing plasmids will be indistinguishable from 
B. cereus, and will be identified as such. Therefore, although the current species 
nomenclature is kept, largely based on the well-established differences observed 
in pathogenicity profiles of the two species toward insects, the two bacterial spe-
cies are indistuingishable when a chromosomal phylogeny is reconstructed based 
on a sufficient number of isolates (Tourasse and Kolstø 2008; Tourasse et al. 2011; 
http://mlstoslo.uio.no). B. cereus and B. thuringiensis have therefore been suggest-
ed to constitute one species in genetic terms (Helgason et al. 2000b).

B. thuringiensis is an insect pathogen; however, isolates may also have the po-
tential to act as opportunistic pathogens in humans and animals, in certain cases 
possibly causing tissue necrosis, pulmonary infections, or food poisoning (Her-
nandez et al. 1999; Ghelardi et al. 2007; McIntyre et al. 2008). In line with this, 
the sequencing of B. thuringiensis strains Al-Hakam, 97-27 ( var. konkukian) and 
ATCC 35646 ( var. israelensis) confirmed that B. thuringiensis strains can carry the 
same chromosomal virulence factors that are typical to B. cereus (i.e. PlcR-regu-
lated enterotoxins, hemolysins, phospholipases, proteases etc.; Han et al. 2006). 
With what frequency human infections by B. thuringiensis may actually occur is 
however at present uncertain, since B. cereus group strains isolated from human 
infections (food-poisoning included) are most often not tested for the presence of 
crystal toxin genes or for the production of such toxins. Also, it is conceivable that 
B. thuringiensis, during an infection in man, might lose the plasmid encoding its 
entomopatogenic properties. This would make the isolate practically indistinguish-
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able from B. cereus. In fact, the ability to cause the B. cereus diarrhoeal syndrome 
may be an inherent feature of all B. cereus group species carrying a functional PlcR 
regulator gene. Indeed, B. thuringiensis was identified in food or clinical samples 
from four outbreaks, and B. mycoides in one outbreak, sampled in British Colum-
bia, Canada in the period 1991–2005 (McIntyre et al. 2008). Seemingly, contrary 
to the emetic isolates which group into two clusters phylogenetically, isolates caus-
ing the diarrhoeal syndrome are located throughout the B. cereus group phylogeny, 
and may frequently share identical molecular typing data (based on chromosomal 
markers) with environmental strains isolated from soil or plants (Tourasse et al. 
2011; http://mlstoslo.uio.no). Held together with the fact that genes encoding the 
non-hemolytic enterotoxin complex (Nhe) are found ubiquitously among B. cereus 
group organisms and that B. cereus group species other than B. cereus sensu stricto 
have been characterized as the cause of gastroenteritis (McIntyre et al. 2008), this 
emphasizes the opportunistic nature of B. cereus group bacteria, and the potential 
for other B. cereus group species to cause food-borne disease. It should be not-
ed however, that in a study of greenhouse workers with occupational exposure to  
B. thuringiensis, although detecting human gastrointestinal carriage of B. thuringi-
ensis, no gastrointestinal symptoms correlated with the presence of B. thuringiensis 
in fecal samples (Jensen et al. 2002).

6.6  Importance of Plasmids to B. cereus Group Biology

Plasmids are key elements in encoding several of the phenotypes characteristic 
of each species in the B. cereus group, including B. thuringiensis entomopatho-
genicity and B. anthracis virulence, as well as the synthesis of emetic toxin in 
emetic B. cereus strains. In general, B. cereus group strains are well-known for 
having the potential for harbouring one, or often several, plasmids in the cell at the 
same time (reviewed in Kolstø et al. 2009), however there is frequently a lack of 
knowledge of what features B. cereus and B. thuringiensis plasmids encode. The 
discovery of pXO1 plasmid-like sequences in a large proportion of 19 B. cereus 
and B. thuringiensis strains tested for pXO1 gene markers by CGH (Read et al. 
2003), was at the time striking, and indicated that plasmids with similarity to pXO1 
could potentially exist in other species than B. anthracis, including B. thuringiensis. 
This was later confirmed by sequencing of the B. thuringiensis pBtoxis plasmid, 
which carries 4 cry and 2 cyt toxin genes and has 29 out of its 125 genes in com-
mon with plasmid pXO1 (Berry et al. 2002), sequencing of B. cereus ATCC 10987 
(Rasko et al. 2004) as well as plasmids from emetic and periodontal B. cereus iso-
lates (Rasko et al. 2007), and by screening of a large number of B. cereus group 
strains for pXO1 gene markers by PCR (Pannucci et al. 2002a). A number of stud-
ies have also identified and functionally described pXO2-like plasmids in different 
B. cereus group species, including B. thuringiensis (van der Auwera et al. 2005; 
Hu et al. 2009a; Amadio et al. 2009). None of the above mentioned studies however 
revealed a pXO1- or pXO2-like plasmid carrying orthologs to the B. anthracis toxin 
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or capsule genes. With the discovery of B. cereus strains causing severe anthrax-like 
disease symptoms, however, and which encode the anthrax toxins from variants 
of the pXO1 plasmid as well as producing a protective capsule, the principle dif-
ferences separating the B. anthracis and B. cereus species are being eroded. Such 
strains include B. cereus G9241, which was isolated from the sputum and blood of 
a patient with life-threatening pneumonia, and carries a 191 kb plasmid (pBCX01) 
with 99.6 identity to pXO1 in shared regions, as well as a second 218 kb plasmid 
(pBC218) which has a gene cluster encoding a polysaccharide capsule (Hoffmaster 
et al. 2004). Perhaps even more striking, B. cereus strains causing anthrax-like dis-
ease in great apes have been isolated in the Cote De Ivore and Cameroon ( B. cereus 
CI and CA, respectively; Leendertz et al. 2004, 2006; Klee et al. 2006), and been 
shown to carry full B. anthracis pXO1 and pXO2 plasmids, including the patho-
genicity islands of both plasmids (Klee et al. 2010). The strains have a frameshift 
mutation in the chromosomal plcR gene (Klee et al. 2006) rendering the protein 
non-functional, and unable to bind PapR, its cognate peptide pheromone, which is 
necessary for PlcR regulon activation (Slamti and Lereclus 2002, 2005; Bouillaut 
et al. 2008). Thus, as is the case for B. anthracis, expression of the PlcR regulon is 
abolished in the CI and CA strains (Klee et al. 2010).

B. cereus group plasmids can be mobile or capable of mobilizing other plasmids 
in the group, e.g. pXO14 which is efficient in mobilizing pXO1 and pXO2 (Reddy 
et al. 1987). It is however not known exactly to what extent horizontal transfer of 
pXO1- and pXO2-like plasmids may occur in the B. cereus sensu lato population. 
Hu and co-workers however, in a study of 80 soil-borne B. cereus group isolates 
from sympiatric communities, detected pXO1- and pXO2-like replicons in 12% 
and 21% of the isolates, respectively, and showed that strains of the same MLST 
sequence type had different plasmid contents, while a number of pXO2 replicons 
were hosted by distinct bacterial isolates, strongly arguing for lateral transfers 
of genetic material among sympiatric bacteria of the B. cereus group (Hu et al. 
2009b). Given the fact that newly emerging pathogens (CI/CA strains) seem to arise 
from transfer of such plasmids, that B. cereus strains encoding alternative capsules 
(G9241) and possibly other virulence traits from plasmid elements exist, and that 
knowledge of plasmid diversity in the group is rather limiting, a systematic study 
targeting B. cereus group plasmids seems warranted. Also, the chromosomal ge-
netic background for the long-term stability of the plasmids, including the multitude 
of variants identified in specific B. thuringiensis strains (e.g. as recently described 
in He et al. 2011), is not understood, and should be subject to investigation. In a 
future perspective, functional analysis of B. thuringiensis plasmids, and the avail-
ability of a steadily increasing number of B. thuringiensis genome sequences, could 
potentially provide for the engineering of commercial B. thuringiensis strains with 
increased safety to humans.
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Abstract Experimental mapping of genes was less intensive in the Bacillus cereus 
group, which includes B. thuringiensis, than in Bacillus subtilis, generally consid-
ered as the model for Gram-positive bacteria. Nevertheless the genomic sequencing 
equalized densities of available gene maps. Moreover, the genes responsible for such 
complex phenomena like virulence or psychrotolerance could only be identified 
using the authentic bacteria prone to possess these properties. The new experimental 
approaches of post-genomic genetics should therefore be considered. Phage-medi-
ated gene transduction and recombineering perspectives for the B. cereus group are 
reviewed. In combination with new generation sequencing these approaches will 
constitute the gene identification methodologies in the post-genomics time.

Keywords Bacillus thuringiensis · Bacillus cereus group · Genetic mapping · 
Transduction · Recombineering

7.1  Introduction: A Dramatic Story of the Bacillus cereus 
Genetics

In the early days of Bacillus genetics the investigators working with Bacillus ce-
reus and Bacillus subtilis have tried to establish detailed genetic maps of their 
organism of choice. The B. cereus group has applied interest because of two repre-
sentative species—B. thuringiensis and B. anthracis. The former is a useful insect 
pathogen, widely employed to protect crops. The second is animal pathogen, caus-
ing problems for veterinary, and notified as a potential biological weapon. The  
B. subtilis group includes also B. licheniformis and B. amyloliquefaciens, both are 
attractive because of their high potential for extracellular enzyme production. As 
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long as up to the beginning of 80th the efforts to construct detailed genetic maps of 
strains from both bacterial groups were equally intensive. These efforts included 
attempts for developing tools based on bacteriophages (transduction), plasmids 
(conjugation) and direct transformation of bacteria with native DNA. However the 
strain B. subtilis 168 had a powerful hidden advantage. Genetic mapping of this 
organism has dramatically intensified after introducing of a very reproductive, ef-
ficient and simple transformation protocol (Anagnostopoulos and Spizizen 1961). 
This resulted in producing of a very detailed genetic map (Piggot and Hoch 1985; 
Anagnostopoulos et al. 1993). The investigators working with B. cereus had only 
fastidious transduction or protoplast transformation protocols. The constructed 
maps, very limited in the number of genetic markers, could not be competitive 
to justify a “model” status for this organism (Heierson et al. 1983; Vary 1993). 
The interests of academic community were finally shifted to B. subtilis, which 
became the preferred model and paradigm for Bacillus genetics and physiology. 
Academic and methodological studies using B. cereus were abandoned for some 
time. Interests were not however abandoned for the issues oriented to applications, 
like technological aspects of crystal protein production and studies of anthrax and 
protection against it (Koehler 2009; Mock and Fouet 2001; Schnepf et al. 1998; 
Shelton et al. 2002).

The B. subtilis scientific community was winning the rally. The successes of 
B. subtilis genetics prevented further developments of experimental B. cereus maps. 
Moreover, the ease of genetic manipulating with B. subtilis 168 has lead to novel 
unexpected applications. The examples are metabolic engineering of strains able to 
produce important metabolites like riboflavin or some other (Sauer et al. 1997; Van 
Arsdell et al. 2005; Wu and Wong 2002). It is remarkable that the genetic studies 
of riboflavin biosynthesis regulation in B. subtilis led to discovery of riboswitches 
(Mironov et al. 2002; Gusarov et al. 1997). The elegant works performed by A.-B. 
Kolsto’s group on physical mapping of the B. thuringiensis and B. cereus chromo-
somes (Carlson et al. 1992, 1996; Carlson and Kolsto 1993; Kolsto et al. 1990) 
could not fill the gap, competing with massive mapping of B. subtilis genomes 
made by several groups in parallel (Itaya and Tanaka 1991; Azevedo et al. 1993; 
Amjad et al. 1991). The use of efficient transformation protocols and broad interest 
of the community were good pre-requisites for success of the latter.

It is not surprising that B. subtilis 168 became one of the first model organisms 
to apply the genomic sequencing (Kunst et al. 1997; Kunst and Devine 1991). This 
strain could be the first bacterium sequenced due to favorite financing and so-called 
consortium approach with a large number of teams involved (Devine 1995; Kunst 
et al. 1995). However the whole-genome shot-gun strategy, adapted by other proj-
ects, has appeared to be more efficient compared to clone-by-clone sequencing of 
the mapped libraries (Fleischmann et al. 1995; Fraser and Fleischmann 1997). By 
the way, afterwards the B. subtilis 168 genome has been entirely re-sequenced at 
least twice and still remains one of the most important bacterial genomes that have 
ever been studied (Harwood and Wipat 1996; Tosato and Bruschi 2004; Srivatsan 
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et al. 2008; Barbe et al. 2009). At the beginning of the third millennium genomic 
sequencing became routine and practical importance of B. thuringiensis, as insect 
pathogen, and of B. cereus and B. anthracis as animal pathogens have started to 
play back. The formal nature of genomic sequencing minimizes its dependence of 
the biological features of studied organism. The first two sequenced genomes of 
the B. cereus group were reported in 2003 (Ivanova et al. 2003; Read et al. 2003) 
and about 30 completed and 100 of draft sequences are now available in public 
databases (Kolsto et al. 2009; Markowitz et al. 2010). These numbers can be com-
pared to only five completed and about 20 draft genomes from the B. subtilis group 
(Earl et al. 2008; Alcaraz et al. 2010). The results of multiple locus sequence typing 
(MLST) of the B. cereus group are also impressive, counting more than thousand of 
characterized strains (Didelot et al. 2009; Tourasse and Kolsto 2007; Tourasse et al. 
2010a). These phylogenetic studies provided a good basis to choose the strains for 
genomic sequencing. A recent excellent review can be recommended for the reader 
interested to acquire a comprehensive view of the B. cereus group genomics and 
phylogeny (Kolsto et al. 2009).

The genetic maps of bacteria are now presented in the form of formally detected 
protein coding regions rather than experimentally mapped genetic markers as it 
was done earlier (Fang et al. 2005; Moszer et al. 1995; Medigue and Moszer 2007). 
The experimentally established genetic map of B. subtilis 168 is much denser than 
that for any of the B. cereus group strains (Biaudet et al. 1996). However, if the 
gene functions are defined by similarity to known proteins, the maps for the two 
organisms would look comparable. Still the experimental characterization of gene 
functions is more complicate in B. cereus than in B. subtilis. Nevertheless B. sub-
tilis 168 cannot replace strains of the B. cereus group in studies of properties, to 
which B. subtilis is not pertinent. For example, the virulence genes of B. cereus can 
only be studied using the strains of this species. Another example is the ability of 
some B. cereus group strains to grow at low temperatures. This property of strains, 
designated together as the B. weihenstephanensis species (Lechner et al. 1998), is 
important considering the problem of refrigerated food contamination by the B. ce-
reus group pathogens. The time for novel genetics approaches is therefore coming 
and the availability of well annotated genomic sequences is only the starting point. 
It can be called as post-genomic genetics, by analogy to other post-genomic ap-
proaches. The next important step is revision of effectiveness of old and new meth-
ods in these terms. In this chapter I shall review studies on phage-mediated gene 
transduction performed with bacteria of the B. cereus group. This genetic method, 
in conjunction with new generation sequencing (NGS) and recombineering, could 
be a very promising approach in identification of genes involved in formation of 
complex properties, like virulence or psychrotolerance. Transduction might also 
be a useful method for constructing of strains with novel desired properties. Re-
combineering is entirely novel for these bacteria. Some genetic prerequisites of it 
existing in the B. cereus group will be briefly outlined with a hint for the use as a 
genetic instrument.

7 Bacillus thuringiensis Genetics and Phages …
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7.2  Phage-mediated Gene Transduction

Genetic transduction is the process of genetic marker transfer between different 
bacterial strains with participation of a phage. This definition necessarily implies 
that the phage must infect both bacterial strains—the donor and the recipient. An 
important characteristic of this process is its frequency. The frequency can be de-
fined as the number of transductants that is the number of bacterial colonies show-
ing the desired new phenotype, to the total number of colony forming units (CFU). 
The absolute number of transductants per milliliter of the recipient culture is also an 
important parameter, especially if a selection is applied for enrichment of a particu-
lar phenotype. For the phages used in B. thuringiensis the experimentally measured 
transduction frequencies usually were not high, of the order 10−7–10−5 (Thorne 
1968a, b; Landen et al. 1981; Perlak et al. 1979; Lecadet et al. 1980). Transduction 
can be specialized or generalized. The term specialized transduction designate the 
process when a specific gene is transferred with much higher frequency than the 
others. Contrary to that the generalized transduction is such that many genes can 
be transferred, by the same phage, with comparable frequencies.

The specialized transduction was actively studied for the phages λ of Escherich-
ia coli and SPβ of B. subtilis (Zahler 1982; Campbell 2006). In both cases the spe-
cialized transduction can be explained by erroneous excision of the phage, residing 
in the form of prophage in the bacterial chromosome. Instead of the “pure” phage 
DNA some of phage particles contained DNA, which encodes genes closely located 
to the phage chromosomal insertion site. If the corresponding phage particle is still 
infective, the donor bacterium genes could enter into the recipient cell and, after 
being “saved” by recombination, transfer the corresponding genetic marker to the 
recipient cell. A confirmation of this model of specialized transduction is that the 
transduced genetic markers are usually mapped close to the phage integration site 
(Zahler 1982; Campbell 2006). The specialized transduction was usually observed 
for the temperate phages with cos packaging mechanism (Campbell 2006). This 
mechanism implies high sequence specificity of the corresponding terminase that 
produces the ends of the DNA to be packaged into the phage head. Due to this high 
specificity of the terminase, DNA foreign to the phage cannot serve as a substrate 
for this enzyme.

The generalized transduction is more valuable for constructing of new strains or 
genetic mapping. Gene mapping was intensively carried out using the phages P1 or 
P22 in E. coli and Salmonella enterica, respectively (Lennox 1955; Thomason et al. 
2007; Zinder and Lederberg 1952; Kufer et al. 1982; Tye et al. 1974; Susskind and 
Botstein 1978) and the phages SPP1, PBS1 and SP10 in B. subtilis (Ferrari et al. 
1978; Thorne 1962; Lovett and Young 1970; de Lencastre 1979; Takahashi 1961). 
Several early papers on the physical characterization of plaque forming units and 
transducing particles have shown that the transducing particles are indistinguishable 
from the phage particles (de Lencastre 1980, 1981; Yamagishi and Takahashi 1968). 
The conclusion was that the only difference between them is that transducing units 
contain bacterial DNA instead of the phage DNA (de Lencastre 1980, 1981). It was 
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also concluded that the transducing particles represent the pieces of bacterial DNA 
packaged into the phage envelop. The formation of covalently joined hybrids be-
tween the phage and bacterial DNA was therefore excluded. The B. subtilis phages 
PBS1 and SP10 have an advantage that they are present in a pseudolysogenic state 
in the cells (Hemphill and Whiteley 1975). This is similar to the state of the phage 
P1 of Gram-negative bacteria. The existence of lysogeny and significant size of the 
phage PBS1 chromosome, estimated to be 76 MDa (Lovett et al. 1974), promoted 
active use of PBS1 for gene mapping and constructing of detailed genetic map of  
B. subtilis. Subsequent genomic sequence revealed that the constructed map was 
fairly precise (Rivolta and Pagni 1999).

It is probably the big size of the PBS1 chromosome that prevented its active 
study as model transducing phage of B. subtilis. Instead, the phage SPP1 was inten-
sively studied, even although the practical use of SPP1 for genetic mapping was less 
common. This can be explained by a relatively moderate size of SPP1 chromosome 
(44 kb), high virulence and limited host range. Due to these studies, mostly carried 
out in the laboratory of P. Tavares (Gif-sur-Yvette, France), the phage SPP1 became 
a paradigm for fundamental research of transducing phages of Bacillus (Alonso 
et al. 1986) and, in particular, of the DNA packaging mechanism (Cuervo et al. 
2007; Oliveira et al. 2010; Isidro et al. 2004; Lebedev et al. 2007; Lhuillier et al. 
2009; Orlova et al. 2003). Comprehensive bibliography on the phage DNA packag-
ing can be found in recent reviews (Rao and Feiss 2008; Alonso et al. 2006).

Study of the molecular mechanism of generalized transduction did not attract 
sufficient attention. In addition to the mentioned above reports on the physical 
characterization of transducing particles, other studies used genetic approaches. 
P1 phage mutants with increased transduction frequencies were isolated (Iida et al. 
1998; Wall and Harriman 1974). Some mutations were linked to the head assembly 
process (Iida et al. 1998). Presumably the mutations affecting the availability of 
chromosomal DNA free ends, the processivity of the packaging reaction, or the 
stability of transduced DNA molecules in the recipient cell all could result in a 
changed transduction frequency. Mutants with altered transduction ability of phage 
P22 were analyzed more intensively (Schmieger and Buch 1975; Raj et al. 1974; 
Schmieger 1972; Casjens et al. 1992). The data were interpreted as indicating that 
host DNA to be packaged is cut by the mutants at sites different from those cut by 
wild-type phage, presumably due to an altered specificity of the responsible nucle-
ase (Schmieger and Backhaus 1976).

Creation of cloning systems that use the in vitro packaging of DNA into the 
phage heads can be considered as direct modeling of the phage-mediated transduc-
tion mechanism. Such systems were successfully created and used for gene cloning 
and genomic physical map constructing. The commonly used systems, so-called 
cosmids and PAC vectors, are based on the phages λ and P1 of E.coli (Sternberg 
1990; Collins and Weissman 1984). The common principles in creating of such 
systems are: (i) using of in vitro DNA cleavage at cos or pac site integrated into the 
vector; (ii) using in vitro packaging of such cleaved DNA into the prepared phage 
proheads and reconstitution of the infective particles containing this DNA. A simi-
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lar process of bacterial DNA packaging can be imagined for the fraction of phage 
particles responsible for the transduction in vivo.

7.3  Phage-mediated Gene Transduction in the B. cereus 
Group

7.3.1  Gene Transduction Experiments

Tranduction experiments using bacteria of the B. cereus group were done mostly 
during the years 60–70. Two purposes were primarily targeted. First, before the era 
of massive application of genetic engineering and genome sequencing, this was one 
of the most straightforward methods to build genetic map of this microorganism. 
Second, this was an efficient approach to construct new strains for the practical use. 
Most experiments were done using B. thuringiensis strains, with evident practical 
purpose for improving of their use as insecticides, or with B. anthracis. Since mo-
lecular phylogeny of this group was not yet elaborated and routinely used at that 
time there are some difficulties in interpreting of some interesting transduction data 
that were obtained. Here I shall compile the main results providing, where pos-
sible, their updated interpretation. Some of the studied phages are available in pub-
lic collections and can be used today. However it appears that the most frequently 
reported phages are not optimal for many purposes. At present, when the detailed 
genetic maps based on sequencing data are available, transduction could be helpful 
for genetic studies of complex phenomena, such as virulence, spore germination or 
psychrotolerance. Transduction by phages can be as well considered as a promis-
ing tool for the synthetic biology manipulations. For these purposes a phage with 
broad host range, capable to package large DNA molecules would be considered 
as optimal. Such a phage, similar to the PBS1 of the B. subtilis group, was not yet 
identified and characterized in sufficient details for the B. cereus group bacteria.

It is important, for the interpretation of the transduction experiments, to relate the 
data with the phylogenetic positions of the strains for which such experiments were 
carried out. The phylogeny of the B. cereus group is somewhat ambiguous, which is 
probably because of the differences in the species concept used by different authors. 
It is usually considered that the B. cereus group contains six officially accepted spe-
cies (Rasko et al. 2005; Kolsto et al. 2009). A novel well distinct moderately ther-
mophilic species, “B. cytotoxicus”, was not yet included into this list (Auger et al. 
2008; Fagerlund et al. 2007; Lapidus et al. 2008). Some reports also indicate that 
several accepted species could be genetically considered as only one (Helgason et al. 
2000a). It is not entirely clear if the species B. mycoides, prone to the fila mentous 
growth, and the psychrotolerant species B. weihenstephanensis should not 
be considered as one, based on the formalized genetic clustering, in spite of the 
characteristic phenotypes (Lechner et al. 1998; Guinebretiere et al. 2008). Also 
an ambiguous situation exists for some B. cereus strains, including the type strain 
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B. cereus ATCC14579, clustered with the crystal toxin producers (Sorokin et al. 
2006; Priest et al. 2004). In this review I shall follow the simplified presentation of the 
B. cereus group phylogeny based on the MLST data (Auger et al. 2008; Priest et al. 
2004; Sorokin et al. 2006). All strains are positioned in four clusters—C, T, W and 
Y (Auger et al. 2008). B. anthracis and most of the B. cereus strains belong to the 
cluster C. Crystal protein producing B. thuringiensis strains—T. Psychrotolerant 
B. weihenstephanensis, filamentous B. mycoides and B. pseudomycoides—W. Finally, 
the moderately thermophilic strains “B. cytotoxicus” will constitute the cluster Y. 
Such simplified classification permits to identify the phylogenetic affiliation of the 
barely characterized strains used in transduction experiments long ago. I shall also 
use the available data for the B. thuringiensis strains (cluster T) to affiliate them 
into the Tolworthi, Kurstaki, Sotto and Thuringiensis sub-clusters as proposed by 
Priest et al. (2004). Using of such simplified classification mostly based on DNA se-
quencing data, is partially justified by the view that the phage specificity is usually 
compatible with the formalized phylogenetic classification of the bacterial strains.

The phage CP-51 is the most commonly referred transducing phage used for the 
B. cereus group (Thorne 1968a, b). This phage was isolated from soil using B. cereus 
NRRL569 strain as indicator (Thorne 1968b). This strain, synonymous to B. cereus 
ATCC10876 and B. cereus BGSC 6A3, is phylogenetically close to the Kurstaki 
sub-cluster of B. thuringiensis strains (Priest et al. 2004). It is not therefore surpris-
ing that CP-51 was active on different B. thuringiensis strains confirming its broad 
host range inside of this cluster (Thorne 1978; Yelton and Thorne 1970). Cross-
transduction experiments among various strains of B. thuringiensis were however 
largely unsuccessful. This is rather explained by insufficient similarity among the 
DNA of strains than by defense tools, like restriction. The phage itself did not ap-
pear to be restricted when grown on a particular host and assayed with other hosts 
as indicators. Transduction of plasmids was reported even between B. thuringiensis 
and B. anthracis strains (Ruhfel et al. 1984). A partial nucleotide sequence of the 
original NRRL569 strain is now available (NCBI acc. # NZ_CM000715).

Because of the virulent nature of this phage, difficulties were encountered in 
selecting and scoring transductants of certain mutants. However, with the use of 
phage treated with UV light to inactivate most of the PFU, along with appropriately 
enriched plating medium, reasonable yields of transductants were obtained for most 
mutants. Temperature sensitive derivative of this phage, CP-51ts, was also used 
for the studies of germination genes in B. cereus NRRL569 (Clements and Moir 
1998). In this work generalized transduction with phage CP-51ts was indicating 
the linkage of germination defects to the resistance marker of transposon, used to 
generate the mutations. This was necessary to exclude that observed effects were 
from multiple mutations. The phage CP-51ts is extremely lytic at 30°C. It contained 
a mutation which prevented phage replication at temperatures above 40°C. Thus the 
temperature was used to allow the selection of transductants. Only the mutants con-
firming 100% linkage of germination and transposon mediated antibiotic resistance 
were further studied.

Several strains, which do not belong to the cluster T, were also tested for CP-
51 and, in particular, the strains B. cereus ATCC7004, ATCC9592 or ATCC11950 
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have appeared to be resistant (Yelton and Thorne 1970; Thorne 1968a). The strain 
B. cereus ATCC11950, synonymous to B. cereus W, is sensitive to the phages of γ 
group (Schuch and Fischetti 2006; Fouts et al. 2006). Draft sequence of its genome 
is available (NCBI acc. # NZ_ABCZ02000000) and it shares 99% of nucleotide 
sequence identity with B. anthracis strains (cluster C). Since identity to the strains 
of clusters T and C is only 90% it is not surprising that the strain is resistant to 
the phage CP-51, specific for B. thuringiesis. Another resistant strain, B. cereus 
ATCC7004, can be positioned, using MLEE data (Helgason et al. 2000b), to the 
group III (Guinebretiere et al. 2008; Tourasse et al. 2010a, b) also corresponding to 
the cluster C. Phylogenetic affiliation of B. cereus ATCC9592 is obscure. The strain 
was recently used in experiments on thermo-resistance of spores (Rice et al. 2004). 
Based on the cited data it is tempting to conclude that activity of CP-51 is restricted 
to the cluster T. However reports that the phage is active on B. anthracis (Ruhfel 
et al. 1984) and recent studies where a thermosensitive derivative CP-51ts was used 
to transfer genetic markers in B. anthracis (Sastalla et al. 2010; Moody et al. 2010; 
Giorno et al. 2009) are contradictory to this conclusion.

Although the nucleotide sequence of the CP-51 genome was not yet published, 
some important characteristics had been reported (Klumpp et al. 2010a). CP-51 was 
found to carry 41% of genes that can be regarded as counterparts with the B. subtilis 
phage SP01 (hit-length threshold 100 amino acids, 38–100% identity). The authors 
also confirmed physical characteristics of this phage obtained earlier by Thorne. 
The head diameter was approximately 90 nm, and the tail length 160–185 nm. The 
genome size of CP-51 is 138 kb and it has invariable genome ends. CP-51 DNA 
contains HMU instead of thymine (Yelton and Thorne 1971). Surprising is the abil-
ity of CP-51 for transducing of genetic markers. This feature is not in agreement 
with the proposed presence of invariable terminal repeats in SP01-related phages 
(Klumpp et al. 2008; Stewart et al. 2009). To explain this ambiguity the authors 
propose that the observed infrequent transduction is due to packaging errors by the 
phage terminase (Klumpp et al. 2010a).

Phage CP-54 was isolated from soil in a manner similar to that described for CP-
51 (Thorne 1968b), except that wild-type B. thuringiensis subsp allesti NRRL4041 
was the host organism and streptomycin was omitted from the medium. CP-54 is 
active on all strains of B. thuringiensis tested. Electron microscope images of CP-
54 are almost identical to that of CP-51 (Yelton and Thorne 1970; Lecadet et al. 
1980). The two phages differ in the following: (i) CP-54 has a broader host range 
than CP-51; (ii) plaque morphologies are different; (iii) CP-54 is more cold labile 
than CP-51; (iv) the two phages are not serologically identical; (v) CP-54 has DNA 
of higher molecular weight, > 70 MDa compared to 57 MDa in CP-51 (Yelton and 
Thorne 1971; Lecadet et al. 1980). Generally, strains that were hosts for both phages 
were more easily lysed with CP-54 than with CP-51. Both phages formed colony-
centered plaques on B. cereus 569, and both gave rise to mutants which were more 
virulent and formed clear plaques. Such mutants derived from CP-51 did not have 
the extended host range characteristic of CP-54. Efforts to isolate host range mu-
tants of CP-51 which were active on strains 4040 and 4041 of B. thuringiensis were 
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unsuccessful. Transduction results with CP-54 were analogous to those with CP-51 
(Thorne 1978).

CP-54Ber is a phage isolated from lysates of CP-54 grown on B. cereus 569 ob-
tained after repeated subculturing and selected for the ability to infect B. thuringien-
sis var. berliner 1715. The mutant phage gave turbid plaques on the berliner strain 
and it was able to mediate generalized transduction in this host with frequencies 
10−7–10−5 (Lecadet et al. 1980). The two phages differed in their inhibition by spe-
cific antibodies. Lysates of both phages were extremely labile at low temperatures, 
as it was reported for CP-54 (Thorne and Holt 1974). Storage during 7 days at 4°C 
caused 70% inactivation while inactivation only reached 30% at 15°C and 45% at 
20°C. The phages were considerably stabilized using dimethyl sulphoxide (10%) 
and MgSO4 (20 mM). Antiserum was used to improve the frequency of transduc-
tants but it decreased their number. Using CP-54Ber the linkage groups of some 
genetic markers were determined and therefore the phage can be suitable for genetic 
mapping.

Differences between CP-54 and CP-54Ber were shown with regard to host range. 
Most of the tested strains, including B. cereus 569, were susceptible to CP-54Ber. 
However, some strains, like sotto, dendrolimus and subtoxicus, did not give a clear 
response, although they were susceptible to the parental CP-54 phage. Cross-trans-
duction was also much less efficient (10-fold lower) than the homologous transduc-
tion. It confirms that high homology is important for efficient recombination. In 
most cases the numbers of recombinants obtained with CP-54Ber for the berliner 
strain were significantly higher than those reported by Thorne (1978) using phages 
CP-54 or CP-51 and strains from other serotypes. The stocks of CP54Ber and trans-
duction protocols are available from BGSC (http://www.bgsc.org).

During the work with CP-51 another transducing phage, CP-53, was isolated 
from the lysates of the strain B. cereus ATCC6464 (Yelton and Thorne 1970). This 
phage was supposed to be carried as a prophage by parental B. cereus ATCC6464, 
since the phage generated turbid plaques on B. cereus 569 and the cured 6464 UM4 
mutant used as indicators. All five tested auxotrophic mutants of B. cereus 569 were 
transduced to prototrophy by CP-53 with frequencies 10−6 to 5 × 10−6. Electron mi-
crographs revealed that whereas CP-51 has a tail core surrounded by a contractile 
sheath, CP-53 has a long flexible tail without a contractile sheath. Also, contrary to 
CP-51, CP-53 is stable in the cold. It was also mentioned that UV-induction of CP-
53 in B. cereus 6464 was reported earlier (Altenbern and Stull 1965).

CP-51 gave greater frequencies of cotransduction for linked markers than did 
CP-53 (Yelton and Thorne 1971). This is not surprising, since CP-51 is a larger 
phage which carried more DNA than CP-53. The difference of cotransduction of 
closely linked markers (80%/30% = 2.7) corresponded roughly to the difference of 
sizes of phage chromosomes (54.3 MDa/17 MDa = 3.2) (Yelton and Thorne 1971). 
CP-51 DNA contained 5-hydroxymethyluracil in place of thymine, whereas CP-53 
DNA contained no unusual bases. The host range was not extensively characterized 
for CP-53 but it was shown that the lysogenized by CP-53 cells became immune to 
this phage.
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Another interesting transducing phage is TP-13, similar by some characteristics 
to SP15 and PBS1 of B. subtilis. These included large size, similar morphology, 
and adsorption specificity to motile cells. TP-13 mediated generalized transduc-
tion in several strains of B. thuringiensis at frequencies of 10−6–10−5 (Perlak et al. 
1979). This phage, along with the phage TP-18 having much smaller genome, was 
successfully used for constructing of a version of genetic map of B. thuringien-
sis NRRL4042 (Barsomian et al. 1984). TP-13 was shown to be capable of con-
verting an oligosporogenic (Osp), acrystalliferous mutant of B. thuringiensis to 
Spo + Cry + (Perlak et al. 1979). All 17 tested strains of different subspecies of 
B. thuringiensis were sensitive to TP-13 with the exception of strain 4048 (var aiza-
wai). Purified TP-13 was as effective as crude lysates in converting Osp Cry- cells 
to Spo + Cry +, and conversion was independent of the host used for phage propaga-
tion. At the same time TP-13 did not appear to form stable lysogens with UM8-13 
mutant used as indicator. Upon loss of TP-13, converted cells of UM8-13 returned 
to the Osp Cry- phenotype. Plaques formed by TP-13 on lawns of non-converted 
mutants were colony centered, characteristic for temperate phages, but cells within 
the plaques did not sporulate. All these data indicated that TP-13 was maintained in 
the converted cells as a non-integrated lysogen. Observations of TP-13 by electron 
microscopy indicated a large bacteriophage with a head diameter of 120 nm and a 
tail length of 260 nm, resembling SP15 (Tyeryar et al. 1969) and PBS1 (Eiserling 
1967) in morphology and size. The head size indicated that the genome of TP-13 
must be similar to that of SP15 estimated to be 250 MDa (Tyeryar et al. 1969). 
Potentially TP-13 represented one of the best phages for genetic mapping of distant 
markers or strain constructing in B. thuringiensis.

A similar phage although smaller in size, ϕ63, was described by Landen et al. 
(1981). By electron microscopy the phage with the head size of 95 nm and the tail 
length 200 nm was similar to TP-13. The frequency of transduction was 10−7–10−6. 
The phage was forming either turbid or clear plaques on 7 of 10 tested B. thuringiensis 
subspecies and one tested B. cereus BclI strain. There was a modest restriction on 
subspecies finitimus and no growth at all on subspecies israelensis, aizawai and 
on one of the derivatives of alesti. There was no growth on B. subtilis. Double 
streptomycin and spectinomycin resistance mutants of the host B. thuringiensis 
subsp gelechiae, originated from a commercial powder, were isolated to directly 
measure the co-transduction frequencies, since the corresponding mutated ribo-
somal protein genes are clustered. The expected spontaneous double mutation fre-
quency was 10−14. Using additional rifampicin resistance marker permitted to detect 
the heterologous co-transduction of rifA and strA in four of seven subspecies of 
B. thuringiensis. Comparison to CP-54 demonstrated greater stability of φ63 and 
10-fold higher transduction frequencies. The co-transducing capacities of φ63 were 
suggested to be similar to the B. subtilis phage SP-10 of the same order of size. 
SP-10 can co-transduce markers separated by 3–5% of the 4.1 Mbase B. subtilis 
genome (Tyeryar et al. 1969). φ63 was subsequently used to construct of a limited 
marker linkage map of B. thuringiensis (Heierson et al. 1983).

The temperate phages φHD67, φHD130, φHD228 and φHD248 isolated after 
UV-induction from the subspecies aizawai (Inal et al. 1990) have been shown to 
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mediate both intra-subspecific ( aizawai) and inter-subspecific ( aizawai-kurstaki) 
generalized transduction (Inal et al. 1992). The phage ϕHD248 was used for ge-
netic analysis of B. thuringiensis subsp. aizawai (H-serotype 7), which identified 
the linkage groups bio-2-his-2-met-1-cit-1-arg-2-lys-3 and trp-9-purC1-thi-1 (Inal 
et al. 1996). It was thus demonstrated the possibility for fine genetic mapping using 
this phage. The phage was also found to have a broad host range, plating on 7 out 
of 14 H-serotypes tested. However, the phage seems to be specific to the strains of 
Kurstaki sub-cluster, based on MLST studies (Priest et al. 2004). Characterization 
of the φHD248 genome revealed a linear double-stranded DNA of 47.15 kb, lack-
ing of cohesive ends and having a partial circular permutation (Inal et al. 1996). 
This feature was proposed to be due to the headful packaging mechanism (Tye et al. 
1974), thus explaining the generalized transduction by this and related phages.

The phage TP21 (to be re-called TP21-T, see below) is interesting because it 
presents in the B. thuringiensis subsp kurstaki HD1 cells as autonomously replicat-
ing lysogen (Walter and Aronson 1991). However, only two ( cysC and trpB/F) of 
seven tested markers were transduced into B. cereus at a frequency significantly 
exceeding the reversion rates. Transducing phage DNA hybridized to insertion se-
quence (IS231-like) probe, thus indicating a region of homology that was indispens-
able for the transduction. All of transductants contained a 44-kb plasmid, shown 
to correspond to the transducing phage, designated TP21. DNA of the transducing 
phage was able to transform B. subtilis trpF and trpB auxotrophs. Transfer of the 
particular cys and trp genes was much greater than that of the other markers tested, 
consistent with the specialized transduction. The homology between this 44-kb 
plasmid and the B. thuringiensis chromosome was an explanation for the special-
ized transduction by TP21 (Walter and Aronson 1991). Homologous recombination 
that occurs is responsible for the specific marker transfer. The phage was proposed 
to be useful for extensive mapping of particular regions of the chromosome and 
also for mobilizing additional chromosomal genes or genes on other plasmids, in 
particular the toxin genes.

Recently the nucleotide sequence of a B. cereus phage TP21 was determined 
(Klumpp et al. 2010b). However it was shown that the sequenced genome does not 
correspond to the transducing phage described above. In fact three phages with iden-
tical name TP21 were described and the authors suggested to rename the transduc-
ing phage as TP21-T and the sequenced one as TP21-L (Klumpp et al. 2010b). They 
have also mentioned that TP21-T was partially sequenced (unpublished). Since a 
partial sequence of entire genome of one of the B. thuringiensis subsp kurstaki 
strains, T03a001, is available (NCBI acc. #CM000751) it should be possible to 
identify sequencing contigs corresponding to the phage TP21-T.

The following can be concluded summarizing the studies on the phage-mediated 
gene transduction in the B. cereus group:

(i) Three groups of phages can be identified able to carry out the generalized trans-
duction. The corresponding phages are different in the genome sizes, having 
the phage chromosomes of approximately 40 kb (CP-53, φHD248); 100 kb 
(CP-51, CP-54, TP-18) and more than 200 kb (TP13, φ63).
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(ii)    The phages of the tree groups are also different in their host ranges. Small 
phages are relatively strain-specific infecting only a few strains from rather 
narrow cluster. As an example the phage φHD248 is active only on half of 
the closely related strains of the kurstaki lineage (Inal et al. 1996; Priest 
et al. 2004). These phages presumably represent a family of λ-like temper-
ate phages, but having the pac mechanism of DNA packaging and partially 
permuted genomes. Middle genome size phages belong to the SP01 family 
(Klumpp et al. 2010a). The ends of their linear chromosome are fixed and the 
transduction is probably due to DNA packaging errors. Because of this the 
frequencies are very low. Ironically the phage CP-51 was the most prominent 
for the generalized transduction studies in the B. cereus group (Thorne 1978). 
The large phages (TP13, φ63) are similar in their gene mapping potential to 
the PBS1 of B. subtilis and P1 of E. coli. In fact the most extensive gene map-
ping experiments in B. thuringiensis were done using these phages (Barsomian 
et al. 1984; Heierson et al. 1983). These phages have broader host range, less 
virulent due to plasmid-like lysogeny state and able to package large pieces of 
the host genome.

(iii)  Most of transduction studies on the bacteria of the B. cereus group were carried 
out using B. thuringiensis, or T-cluster strains. No such phages were identified 
for the W ( B. weinhestephanensis) or C-cluster strains, neither for the recently 
described “B. cytotoxicus” or Y-cluster (Auger et al. 2008). Presumably it was 
due to the interest for genetic studies and strain construction in the insecti-
cidal bacteria, although some experiments on B. anthracis were also reported 
(Thorne 1968a). The inter-subspecific transduction is greatly restricted by the 
low efficiency of recombination between diverged DNA.

The value of transduction for bacterial gene mapping has started to decrease with 
the advent of genome sequencing methods. The first bacterial genome was se-
quenced in 1995 (Fleischmann et al. 1995) and afterwards hundreds of sequences 
became available. The first two genomes of the B. cereus group were reported in 
2003 (Ivanova et al. 2003; Read et al. 2003) and since then about 30 complete and 
100 of draft sequences appeared in public databases (Kolsto et al. 2009; Rasko et al. 
2005). The advent of new generation sequencing (NGS) methodologies made the 
production of a draft for bacterial genomic sequence a matter of few days (Metzker 
2009). However the apparent saturation of genomic information has created new 
perspectives of research using the old genetic methods. In particular, the bacterio-
phage mediated transduction can be a very efficient technique for tracing of genes 
responsible for complex phenotypes. Such phenotypes like spore formation and 
germination, virulence or ability to grow at extreme temperatures could be men-
tioned as important for the B. cereus group studies. The corresponding genetic sys-
tems are rather complex involving tens and hundreds of genes.

The virulence is dependent on many factors in addition to aggressive toxin and 
physical protection from the host defense. During the “trade-off” evolution the most 
virulent bacterial strains were eliminated from natural populations (Anderson and 
May 1979, 1982). Modified strains can therefore be constructed with reduced or 
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increased virulence starting from a model laboratory isolate. The NGS approaches 
can be then used for identifying the genetic changes influencing the virulence. De-
tailed studies of the detected genes would elucidate their importance for virulence 
and mechanisms of their action. Notably the phage mediated gene transduction can 
be used as an instrument for introducing of virulence related genes from the strains 
with elevated pathogenicity into the model organism. Study of the latter using NGS 
would reveal what are the genes that were thus introduced.

Psychrotolerance, designating the ability to grow at low temperatures, is another 
property of practical importance with complex genetics. The strains possessing this 
ability in the B. cereus group were somehow ecologically secluded from the me-
sophiles resulting into the genetically distinct strain cluster B. weihenstephanensis 
granted with the species status (Lechner et al. 1998; Sorokin et al. 2006). Represen-
tatives of this species are usually less virulent than mesophiles, for as yet unknown 
reasons, although some pathogenic potential exists also in B. weihenstephanensis 
(Baron et al. 2007; Stenfors Arnesen et al. 2008; Stenfors et al. 2002). Genomic 
sequencing of a representative strain B. weihenstephanenesis KBAB4 did not reveal 
striking differences in genome organization as compared to the mesophilic strains 
(Lapidus et al. 2008). Some potentially indicative features could be mentioned. As 
an example, KBAB4 possesses higher number of fatty acid desaturases types as 
compared to mesophilic or moderately thermophilic strains (4, 2 and 1, respec-
tively). Since the multiplicity of desaturases potentially increases the fluidity of 
membranes, this feature is in concordance with supposed higher membrane fluidity 
of the psychrotolerant strains. However, such analysis does not clarify of how im-
portant is the elevated membrane fluidity in comparison to other factors of cold ad-
aptation. Direct experimentation could be the only approach to elucidate this ques-
tion. The sequenced moderately thermophilic strain “B. cytotoxicus” NVH391-98 
possesses genome that is 1.5 Mb smaller than those of other B. cereus group strains 
(Lapidus et al. 2008). It is however not clear how to relate this difference with the 
psychrotolerance or thermoresistance. In addition it is impossible to conclude from 
genome comparisons if the mesophilic strains already have all necessary genes to 
develop psychrotolerance under appropriate selective conditions. It appears to be 
more probable that to acquire this property some genes must be brought there from 
other strains. In particular such transfer can be offered by the phage-mediated trans-
duction.

Analysis of experiments of gene transduction described above demonstrated that 
an efficient phage for straightforward gene transfer or genetic mapping was not 
yet well characterized for the B. cereus group. The large phages, like TP13 or φ63, 
appeared to be the most promising, but they were not sufficiently intensively used 
and characterized as CP-51 or CP-54. Ironically, the transduction mediated by the 
latter two phages seems to be a rare experimental artifact. Two additional important 
advantages of the phages TP13 and φ63 is their temperate characters and broad host 
ranges. It appears therefore that the future experiments using gene transduction in 
the B. cereus group should be based on these two phages or similar isolates. Since 
these two phages can package DNA of a large size it is also possible that their use 
could help to overcome the problem of inefficient heterologous recombination. All 
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reported experiments detected very important decrease of the transduction frequen-
cies, 10-fold and more, using heterologous donor and recipient. In most of such 
cases inefficient recombination is supposed to be the problem, although it was not 
directly demonstrated.

I outline briefly some potentially interesting phages for the future gene trans-
duction experiments. Either they were detected and characterized due to genomic 
sequencing or identified during recent experimental studies on phage isolating.

7.3.2  Potentially Transducing Phages for the B. cereus Group

I shall review two kinds of data. First, several phages characterized experimentally 
will be considered for their potential of genetic transduction. Several properties will 
be taken into account. These are the phage host ranges, virulence, genome sizes and 
packaging mechanisms. Second type of data will be based on the analysis of bacte-
rial genomic sequences. Multiple potentially inducible phages can be identified, 
either integrated into the bacterial chromosomes, or present as autonomously rep-
licating elements. Phylogenetic analysis of the terminase genes of such “genomic” 
phages could provide a hint of the packaging mechanism and therefore their poten-
tial for the gene transduction.

Several reports provide basic data on the types of phages that can be found in the 
B. cereus group bacteria. One of the most comprehensive characterizations of phage 
types was done in the works of Ackerman’s group (Ackermann 2003; Ackermann 
et al. 1995). The phages were divided according to their morphologies from which 
six can be found in Firmicutes (Ackermann 2007). From these only tailed phages 
represent an interest as potential vehicles for gene transduction. As for the others, 
like recently characterized linear genome phages (Ravantti et al. 2003; Sozhaman-
nan et al. 2008; Verheust et al. 2003, 2005), they could not be considered as efficient 
gene transducers due to their replication mode. Nevertheless, the mentioned above 
phage CP-51 belongs to the SP01 family recently reviewed (Klumpp et al. 2010a). 
The authors of this review indicate that the phage could not be considered as a good 
gene transducer on the basis of its genomic structure. Low transduction frequen-
cies that were seen in experiments could be explained by errors of phage DNA  
packaging.

The most extensively characterized are the λ-like temperate phages, in particular 
represented by the γ-phage family of B. anthracis (Minakhin et al. 2005; Schuch 
and Fischetti 2006; Fouts et al. 2006). Such phages having genomes of 35–45 kb are 
often found integrated in the chromosomes of the sequenced B. cereus group strains 
(Ivanova et al. 2003; Rasko et al. 2005; Read et al. 2003; Sozhamannan et al. 2006). 
Most of them possess the terminase gene those sequence cluster with enzymes rec-
ognizing cos site (Casjens et al. 2005). Such phages, like λ of E. coli and, presum-
ably, TP-21 of B. thuringiensis could be suitable only for specialized transduction. 
Although more rarely, some other related phages encode headful terminase. The 
phage phBC391A2 was recently identified in “B. cytotoxicus” NVH391-98 strain 
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(Auger et al. 2008). The phage possesses very narrow host range, presumably due to 
immunity provided either by similar resident prophages or due to specificity of the 
phage receptor. phBC391A2 possesses terminase, those similarity corresponds to 
the headful packaging mechanism, and permuted end redundancy (not published). 
Although they are rare, such phages can be detected in other sequenced genomes of 
the B. cereus group. Two proteins with identity more than 90% were detected in the 
current version of the NCBI database. The corresponding genes are encoded by the 
genomes of B. thuringiensis serovar finitimus YBT-020 (NCBI acc. ## CP002508.1 
for the genome and ADY20353 for the protein (Zhu et al. 2011)) and B. cereus 
03BB108 (NCBI acc. ## NZ_ABDM 0200065.1 and ZP_03115627). phBC391A2 
and similar phages can be useful for generalized transduction, although each of 
them apparently has a narrow spectrum of hosts. Other probably similar phage, 
φHD248, is described above. Generalized transduction was demonstrated for the 
φHD248, which confirms that such phages can be useful for limited spectra of hosts 
(Inal et al. 1990, 1992, 1996).

Large phages, similar to TP13 or φ63, can be regarded as the most promising 
for genetic transduction in B. cereus. In addition to large genome size, permitting 
transfer of significant bacterial genome pieces, such phages also possess broad host 
spectra. Bcp1 is another experimentally characterized phage with large genome 
(Schuch and Fischetti 2009). It is different from TP13 or φ63 by head morphology. 
The phage was not used for genetic transduction experiments but it was shown to 
infect rather broad range of strains, as distinct as B. anthracis Sterne (cluster C) 
and B. cereus ATCC14579 (cluster T) (Schuch and Fischetti 2009). Moreover the 
phage was found to be lysogenic, which is an advantage if it is used for the genetic 
transduction. It is not known if the lysogeny is due to maintenance of the phage as 
a low copy plasmid or due to integration into the host chromosome. Usually in the 
B. cereus group the phages of the Myoviridae family, morphologically similar to 
Bcp1, are virulent (Ahmed et al. 1995). However, the same paper reports phage 11, 
having a different morphology, but with similar head size suggesting large genome. 
Another feature of the phage 11 is that it infected almost all of tested 142 typeable 
strains and produced opaque plaques. The future transduction experiments, target-
ing genetic mapping or novel strain constructing, should take into account the above 
considerations. The ideal transducing phage with broad specificity can be based on 
TP13, φ63, Bcp1 or 11, or similar phages, tested for the capacity of genetic marker 
transfer between heterologous strains.

The second possibility for developing of an efficient vehicle for transduction 
could be based on information available from genomic sequencing. Many of about 
100 sequenced B. cereus group strains contain episomes resembling non-integrated 
prophages, rather than metabolic plasmids. The described above phage TP21-T 
from B. thuringiensis subsp kurstaki is a good example of the such phage tested 
experimentally (Walter and Aronson 1991). Another example of non-integrated 
prophages, although without a transduction perspective, is the family of phages 
possessing linear genomes replicating via a protein-priming mechanism (Verheust 
et al. 2003, 2005; Sozhamannan et al. 2008; Stromsten et al. 2003). These phages, 
having the genomes of about 15 kb, were found in B. thuringiensis, B. cereus and 
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B. anthracis strains and are able to be stably maintained as one copy linear episomes. 
Upon induction with DNA damaging agent they switch to the lytic development and 
produce infective phage particles.

Recently another 53 kb Siphoviridae temperate phage, designated vB_BceS-
IEBH, able to replicate as a plasmid without lysing the host, was characterized 
in a cereulide-producing strain B. cereus CD555 (Smeesters et al. 2011). The in-
duced phage was able to form turbid plaques on one of the 28 tested strains— 
B. thuringiensis sv thuringiensis GBJ085. This result is rather surprising consider-
ing the difference of phylogenetic positions of emetic (cluster C) and enthomo-
pathogenic strains (cluster T) (Helgason et al. 2004; Priest et al. 2004; Sorokin et al. 
2006). The phage vB_BceS-IEBH encodes terminase that corresponds to the head-
ful packaging mechanism. Headful packaging is compatible with the experimental 
data on restriction enzyme digestion of the phage DNA, which seems to be partially 
permuted (Smeesters et al. 2011). The existence of such “phage-like” extrachromo-
somal elements seems to be rather general in sequenced genomes of the B. cereus 
group bacteria. For example such contigs of 56 kb are present in the genomic 
sequences of the B. thuringiensis Al Hakam (the plasmid designated pALH1) or 
B. cereus F837/76 strains (Challacombe et al. 2007; Lapidus et al. 2008). Psychro-
tolerant strain B. weihenstephanensis KBAB4 has four extrachromosomal elements 
one of which, pBWB404 of 53 kb, can appear to be an inducible prophage (Lapidus 
et al. 2008). Another element, pBWB401 of 417 kb, lost most of the phage-related 
functions, but still keeps extended similarity to the genome of the B. thuringiensis 
phage 0305φ8-36 (Hardies et al. 2007).

Scrutiny of genome organization of such extrachromosomal elements provides a 
simple phenomenological hypothesis of their evolution. On the first step of this evo-
lution a virulent phage becomes temperate having acquired the functions stabilizing 
it in the form of a low copy plasmid. These are presumably the cases of TP21-T 
in B. thuringiensis subsp kurstaki, vB_BceS-IEBH in the emetic strain, pALH1 in 
B. thuringiensis Al Hakam and of pBWB404 in B. weihenstephanensis KBAB4. 
Although biological activity of the prophages was not experimentally demonstrated 
in the latter two cases, the two episomes carry the genes for cell lysis, DNA packag-
ing and for phage envelope synthesis. The following important step of this evolution 
would be an acquisition of functions useful for the bacterial host and gradual degra-
dation of phage-related genes, first of all of those destined to kill the host. The 65 kb 
plasmid pBWB403 of B. weihenstephanensis KBAB4 still keeps genes for phage 
envelope, including tape measure protein. But at least two thirds of the plasmid is 
occupied by the genes encoding functions useful for the bacterial host rather than for 
the phage. In particular these are multiple enzymes involved in DNA metabolism, 
although some of these genes should certainly be related to the maintenance of the 
plasmid itself. Far evolved 417 kb plasmid pBWB401 keeps traces of similarity to 
the 218 kb B. thuringiensis phage 0305φ8-36 (Hardies et al. 2007). It is interest-
ing to note also that several contigs of partially sequenced B. thuringiensis subsp 
israelensis ATCC 35646 strain share more extended similarity with the same phage 
(Hardies et al. 2007). This observation is not surprising since the two B. thuringi-
ensis strains (ATCC35646 and the host of 0305φ8-36) are more closely related to 
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each other than to the strain KBAB4 of B. weihenstephanensis. This hypothesis 
of gradual evolution of phages into metabolic plasmids in the B. cereus group is 
not new. One previous study described a 48 kb phage J7W-1 integrated into the 
69 kb plasmid pAF101 in the strain B. thuringiensis AF101 (Kanda et al. 1998). The 
phage was excised from the plasmid upon induction by DNA damaging agents, tem-
perature or during mating (Kanda et al. 1989, 1998, 2000a, b). It was also shown to 
be able to lysogenise B. thuringiensis subsp israelensis. It was not clear, whether in 
the israelensis strain the phage DNA was integrated into the chromosome, although 
some additional plasmid was reported to appear (Kanda et al. 1998).

7.4  Recombineering Perspectives for the B. cereus Group

Recombineering is a relatively new term designating genetic manipulations with 
bacteria and other organisms using homologous recombination. It is usually based 
on the use of efficient and relatively relaxed for the DNA homology recombination 
systems of bacteriophages (Muyrers et al. 1999, 2001; Zhang et al. 1998, 2000; Yu 
et al. 2000, 2003; Sawitzke et al. 2007). Bacteriophages often contain their own sys-
tems of homologous recombination. Such systems compete with the cellular recA 
system in order to provide the phage with recombination functions necessary for the 
successful replication of its DNA (Kuzminov 1999; Weigel and Seitz 2006). The 
most studied and apparently rather effective such recombination systems are the 
red-gam pathway of the phage λ and recET system of the phage Rac (Stahl 1998; 
Martinsohn et al. 2008; Li et al. 1998; Muniyappa and Radding 1986; Kolodner 
et al. 1994; Hall et al. 1993). These systems were adapted for the recombineering 
technology and successfully used in many applications (Muyrers et al. 2001; Sawit-
zke et al. 2007; Yu et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 1998; Datsenko and Wanner 2000).

In gram-positive bacteria the most characterized system is that of the phage 
SPP1 (Alonso et al. 2006; Ayora et al. 2002; Martinez-Jimenez et al. 2005; Vellani 
and Myers 2003). The functionality of this system was first demonstrated in plas-
mid transduction experiments (Alonso et al. 1986) and in the studies of formation 
of high molecular weight DNA of plasmids (Bravo and Alonso 1990). The recom-
bination functions encoded by this phage were shown to be related to three gene 
products: G34.1P, G35P and G36P. G34.1P is a counterpart of RecE exonuclease 
and G35P corresponds to the RecT SSA protein. The role of G36P is speculated, 
although not yet confirmed, to involve protection of ssDNA tails from exonuclease. 
Although it is expected that the systems similar to the recET of E. coli can be as 
efficient in gram positive bacteria, the recent study targeting the goal of measuring 
of their functionality indicated that the situation is more complex. As an example 
the genes encoding G34.1P and G35P were three orders less efficient in E. coli oli-
gonucleotide recombination test than the red system of phage λ (Datta et al. 2008). 
A similar result was recently obtained for the recombinases of new families (Lopes 
et al. 2010). The recombinase of the phage λ was the most efficient in the in vivo 
recombination test. Most of other tested recombinases provided 102–103-fold less 
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efficient DNA exchange (Lopes et al. 2010). Apart from the phage-related func-
tions, such systems are attractive for gene engineering methodology because of 
significantly reduced requirement for the presence of homologous DNA in the re-
combination driving synapses (Martinsohn et al. 2008; Swingle et al. 2010).

As a supplementary to genomic sequencing the recombineering has a potential 
to become an efficient experimental method for genetic mapping. Constructing of 
mutant strains can be done using PCR products or even oligonucleotides (Swingle 
et al. 2010). Such manipulations can complement gene mapping obtained by whole 
genome sequencing. It is also an advantage the possibility to modify the genes of 
interest without leaving any traces in the form of antibiotic resistance genes. This 
feature permits to collect together many modifications in the bacterial genome and 
thus to study the multi-gene phenomena. Universalism is another great advantage 
of recombineering systems. If the frequency of recombination is sufficiently high, a 
recombineering experiment would only need introducing of a PCR fragment or oli-
gonucleotide into the recipient cell. This can be achieved by electroporation, which 
is rather effective for many bacteria and was elaborated for the B. cereus group 
(Belliveau and Trevors 1989; Bone and Ellar 1989; Lereclus et al. 1989; Masson 
et al. 1989; Schurter et al. 1989; Macaluso and Mettus 1991; Peng et al. 2009; Groot 
et al. 2008; Turgeon et al. 2006). Screening of mutant strains can be done directly by 
sequencing of the modified chromosomal parts. Constructing of an efficient recom-
bineering system for the B. cereus group bacteria is therefore a useful prerequisite 
for genetic studies of these bacteria.

The bacteriophages detected in the sequenced genomes of the B. cereus group 
contain recombination genes, in particular similar to those of the phage SPP1. As an 
example the proteins G34.1P and G35P share 34% and 49% of identity with the pro-
teins encoded by Bcer98_2617 and Bcer98_2619 of “B. cytotoxicus” NVH391-98. 
In this bacterium the corresponding region encodes potentially inducible prophage 
phBC391A1 (Auger et al. 2008). The proteins of “B. cytotoxicus” share 80–90% of 
identity to six other such couples from the sequenced B. cereus group genomes and 
hundreds of similar proteins from other Gram + bacteria and phages. This recombi-
nation system is therefore fairly represented in the B. cereus group. The correspond-
ing genes can be expressed and the recombination tested in vivo in a way similar 
to the one described earlier (Datta et al. 2008; Lopes et al. 2010). The expressed 
genes could also be introduced into the remote strains to increase the frequency of 
heterologous transduction. As it was demonstrated, decrease of DNA similarity has 
important impact on the transduction, presumably due to the inefficient recombina-
tion (Thorne 1978). Recombineering approach can therefore be used to broaden 
applications of the phage-mediated transduction for the heterologous hosts.
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Abstract Since the discovery of the conjugation process in bacteria, many studies 
focusing on this issue have contributed to a better understanding of the biology, 
ecology, genetics and consequently to the taxonomy of bacteria. In this chapter, 
the mechanisms of the conjugation process in Gram-positive species were revised 
and detailed, including a set of events as the contact between donor and recipi-
ent cells, the DNA processing and its inter cellular transport, and the variations of 
the conjugal mating systems. Studies focusing on conjugative transfer in Bacillus 
thuringiensis, involving the detection of cry genes in large conjugative plasmids, 
the genetic basis of the process, the main plasmids, and methodological variations 
of mating systems are discussed. Nowadays conjugal mating systems are again 
prominence and several studies have been conducted to evaluate plasmid exchange 
both within and between B. thuringiensis and closely related species belonging to 
the Bacillus cereus group. Thus, conjugal mating systems became an important 
tool to understand the role of plasmids in the behavior and in genome evolution of  
B. thuringiensis.

Keywords Conjugation · Bacillus thuringiensis · Bacillus cereus group · Plasmids 
exchange

8.1  Introduction

8.1.1  The Nature and the Variations of the Conjugation 
Process

The discovery of the conjugation process in 1946 by Lederberg and Tatum was told 
in detail in 1986 by Lederberg (Lederberg 1986). This discovery has the merit of 
inaugurating the bacterial genetics and, at the time, was considered as the most fun-
damental advance in the history of bacteriology. Conjugal matings systems are re-
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markable in mediating DNA transfer between a wide range of bacterial genera, and 
in some cases, from bacteria to fungal and plant cells (Battisti et al. 1985; Oultram 
and Young 1985; Koehler and Thorne 1987; Beijersbergen et al. 1992; Hayman 
and Bolen 1993; Mahmood et al. 1996; Bertolla and Simonet 1999; Heinemann 
1999; Christie and Vogel 2000; Chumakov 2000; Chen et al. 2002; Broothaerts 
et al. 2005). In this sense, bacterial conjugation is a specialized process involving 
transfer of DNA from a donor to a recipient bacterial cell, which is then referred as 
transconjugant or exconjugant and posses the ability to start new rounds of conjuga-
tion. Studies of conjugational transfer have been reviewed in several articles (Clark 
and Adelberg 1962; Curtiss 1969; Waters and Guiney 1993; Andrup 1998; Davison 
1999; Grohmann et al. 2003; Prozorov 2003; Bahl et al. 2009; Frost and Koraimann 
2010).

In the conjugation process there must be the contact between donors and recipi-
ents cells, forming specific aggregates. When the contact breaks, exconjugants are 
formed. In the donor cells, mobilization followed by exit of DNA from the cell oc-
curs. The donor DNA is moved between cells and enters the recipient cells. Thus, 
the central question in bacterial conjugation is how the DNA is transported through 
the cell envelopes of the mating cells.

Bacterial conjugation implies a set of events including DNA processing and 
its transport from one cell to the other. The first event generates a single-stranded 
DNA (ssDNA) copy. This process begins with a relaxase, which binds to the ori-
gin of transfer ( oriT) sequence and cleaves the DNA strand destined for transfer 
(T-strand). The relaxase plus one or more auxiliary proteins form a nucleoprotein 
complex called relaxosome, which remains covalently bound to the 5′ end of the 
T-strand, resulting in the formation of the relaxase-T-strand transfer intermediate 
(Grohmann et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2005; Garcillán-Barcia et al. 2009). The sec-
ond event, inter cellular transport, occurs by a type IV secretion system (T4SS), 
also known as mating pair formation (MPF) apparatus which is a plasmid-encoded 
multiprotein complex involved in the traffic of the DNA strand from the donor to 
the recipient cell (Grohmann et al. 2003). During DNA transfer, signals conferring 
substrate recognition are carried not by the DNA but by the relaxase. These signals 
are conserved in different protein substrates and consist of positively charged or hy-
drophobic clusters of C-terminal residues. Therefore, conjugation systems are thus 
considered as protein-trafficking systems that have evolved the capacity to recog-
nize and translocate relaxases and, consequently, translocate DNA molecules (Chen 
et al. 2005). In that way, DNA is actively pumped into the recipient cell by the type 
IV coupling protein (T4CP) (Llosa et al. 2002; Christie 2004), which is responsible 
for connecting DNA processing and translocation between cells.

Any DNA molecule can be transferred by conjugation, but the genes that code 
for proteins that form the conjugative apparatus, necessary for DNA transfer are 
found mainly in the conjugative plasmids and in the conjugative transposons. Thus, 
transmissible DNA can be classified according to their mobilization ability, as be-
ing conjugative (self-transmissible) or mobilizable (transmissible only in the pres-
ence of additional conjugative functions). A plasmid that carries the tra genes and 
encodes for its own set of MPF complex is considered as conjugative and tends to 
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be large (with at least 30 kb) with low copy number, while a naturally occurring 
mobilizable plasmids carry a mobilization region ( mob) encoding specific relaxo-
some components and the its own oriT, but lack the functions required for mating 
pair formation and tend to be small (with up to 15 kb) and have high copy number 
(Garcillán-Barcia et al. 2009). However, there is a third type of plasmids, denomi-
nated nonmobilizable plasmids, which lack both, a mob region and an oriT site, 
but can become mobilized by recombination with a conjugative plasmid to form 
transferable plasmidic DNA molecule (Andrup et al. 1996).

In addition to plasmids and transposons, it is also noteworthy that conjuga-
tion systems are also widespread in chromosome-borne mobile genetic elements 
(MGEs), frequently referred as integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs) and 
as integrative and mobilizable elements (IMES) (Wozniak and Waldor 2010, for a 
recent review about this subject).

However, the unidirectional DNA transfer from a donor to a recipient strain is 
not the only way to transfer of DNA, but there is also a third mechanism related to 
conjugative DNA transfer that was described and denominated retromobilization 
(see Ankenbauer 1997 for a review). In this process the DNA from recipient cell is 
captured by the donor cell harboring the conjugative plasmid. When captured DNA 
carries chromosomal markers it is denominated retrotransfer, when captured DNA 
carries markers from mobilizable plasmids, it is named retromobilization. Top et al. 
(1992) proposed two mechanisms to explain the transfer of a mobilizable plasmid 
from a recipient to a donor strain. In the bidirectional model (one-step model) trans-
fer is a one step process of bidirectional DNA transfer consisting of a single con-
jugative event during which DNA flows freely and simultaneously between donor 
and recipient cells. In the unidirectional model (two-step model) two successive 
rounds of unidirectional transfer occur. The first step corresponds to the transfer of 
the conjugative plasmid to the recipient cell and the second step corresponds to the 
transfer of the mobilizable plasmid from the recipient to the donor cell. Indeed, in 
Gram-negative species, some studies suggest the two-step model of retromobiliza-
tion (Heinemann and Ankenbauer 1993; Heinemann et al. 1996; Sia et al. 1996).

Therefore, in conjugal mating systems events of conjugation, mobilization and 
retromobilization may occur and several variations of mating systems were devel-
oped and classified in two categories, the biparental matings and the triparental 
matings, which use two or three bacterial strains, respectively. The classical mating 
system is the most known of the biparental matings and involves the transfer of a 
conjugative plasmid from the donor to the recipient cell, which is then named ex-
conjugant. However, there are variations of the biparental mating systems involving 
the mobilization and retromobilization of plasmids. In the biparental mobilization 
three situations can occur:

(i) Transfer of a conjugative plasmid from the donor to the recipient;
(ii) Mobilization of a mobilizable plasmid from the donor to the recipient;
(iii) Transfer of both plasmids to the recipient.
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In the same way, in the biparental retromobilization, transfer of a conjugative plas-
mid from the donor to the recipient and retromobilization of a mobilizable plasmid 
from the recipient to the donor may occur.

The same events may occur in the triparental matings: transfer of conjugative 
plasmids, mobilization and retromobilization of plasmids. Two different systems 
were described: the classical triparental matings are made using a donor, a recipient 
and a helper strain, which can transfer a mobilizable plasmid or a nonmobilizable 
plasmid, as detected by Timmery et al. (2009). In this system transfer of a conjuga-
tive plasmid from the donor to the recipient and to the helper strain may occur as 
well as, mobilization of the plasmid from the helper strain to the recipient, transfer 
of both plasmids to the recipient, and retromobilization of the plasmid from the 
helper strain to the donor. The second system, denominated Two-recipient mating 
system uses three strains, a donor and two recipients and is possible to detect, in this 
system, whether there is preferential transfer of the conjugative plasmid from the 
donor to one or other recipient (Santos et al. 2010).

Bacterial abilities to transfer plasmid DNA both by conjugation and mobilization 
and also to capture genetic material from other bacteria were described previously 
and demonstrated the importance of gene transfer in the evolution of bacterial ge-
nomes. In this context, the contribution of horizontal gene transfer to the genetic 
composition and diversity of B. thuringiensis was assayed in order to visualize its 
ecological importance as a genetic variation resource.

8.1.2  The Conjugation Process in B. thuringiensis

Strains of B. thuringiensis usually exhibit a complex plasmid profile, with up to 
17 plasmids in sizes ranging from 2–600 kb (Lereclus et al. 1982; McDowell and 
Mann 1991; Berry et al. 2002; Han et al. 2006; Kashyap and Amla 2007; Amadio 
et al. 2009; Zhong et al. 2011). Interest has predominantly been focused on the 
larger and conjugative plasmids (González and Carlton 1980; Battisti et al. 1985; 
Reddy et al. 1987; Jensen et al. 1996; Wilcks et al. 1998), which frequently carry 
the cry genes (González et al. 1981; Kronstad et al. 1983; González and Carlton 
1984), or show the presence of transposon (Lereclus et al. 1986) as well as insertion 
sequences (Mahillon et al. 1994).

The first report of occurrence of conjugation between strains of B. thuringi-
ensis (González and Carlton 1982) is considered as a classic study and allowed 
the confirmation of the plasmid location of the genes encoding the crystal protein  
( cry genes). In the same year, González et al. (1982) also showed the occurrence of 
conjugation between strains of B. thuringiensis (Cry+, donor) and Bacillus cereus 
(Cry-, recipient), which started to produce the crystals with the same antigenicity of 
those produced by the donor strain.

However, due to absence of selective markers on natural plasmids of B. thuringi-
ensis strains, the first conjugation studies with strains of B. thuringiensis used plas-
mids from other bacterial species. Lereclus et al. (1983) transferred the pAMβ1 
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plasmid (17 Md) from Streptococcus faecalis that confers resistance to erythromy-
cin (EmR) and lyncomycin (LmR) to several strains of B. thuringiensis by a filter-
mating process. The B. thuringiensis exconjugant strains were also used as donors 
and transferred the plasmid during intraspecific mating, as well as also permitted 
the transfer of their own mobilizable plasmids.

In the same way, the lack of selective markers on the conjugative plasmids stim-
ulated the use of small non-conjugative but mobilizable antibiotic resistance-en-
coding plasmids to monitor their transfer. The pBC16 plasmid was the most widely 
used. This plasmid was originally isolated from B. cereus and carry genes encoding 
resistance to antibiotics. The use of this plasmid allowed characterizing the plas-
mids pXO11, pXO12, pXO13, pXO14, pXO15 and pXO16, isolated from different 
B. thuringiensis subspecies, as self-transmissible plasmids and capable to promote 
the transfer of smaller mobilizable plasmids into a variety of recipients including B. 
thuringiensis, B. cereus and Bacillus anthracis strains (Battisti et al. 1985; Reddy 
et al. 1987). Andrup et al. (1993) also conducted a study using antibiotic resistance 
encoding small mobilizable plasmids (pBC16 and pAND006) to monitor transfer 
between strains of B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis. The appearance of macro-
scopic aggregates when cells of exponentially growing strains of donor and re-
cipient strains were mixed in broth allowing the identification of two aggregation 
phenotypes, strains Agr+ which aggregate when combined with an Agr- strain. The 
mobilization of the plasmids was unidirectional, i.e. from the Agr+ cells to the Agr- 
cells. In addition, this coaggregation was characterized as non-pheromone-induced 
and protease-sensitive.

In the following works it was demonstrated that the genetic basis of the aggrega-
tion system in B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis was located on plasmid pXO16 
(Jensen et al. 1995) and that this plasmid can mobilize both rolling-circle replicating 
plasmids and plasmids based on tetha-replicating origins (Andrup et al. 1996) in-
cluding small “nonmobilizable” plasmids lacking both a mob gene and an oriT site.

The pHT73 plasmid from B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki KT0 was the first 
conjugative plasmid of B. thuringiensis marked with a gene conferring resistance 
to antibiotic (erythromycin) and allowed to monitor conjugation frequencies with-
out the need of using a mobilizable plasmid (Vilas-Bôas et al. 1998) and was de-
nominated pHT73-EmR. In the same year, Wilcks et al. (1998) demonstrated that 
B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki pHT73 harbors two self-transmissible plasmids, 
pHT73 which carries the crystal toxin gene and pAW63 without cry genes, and that 
both are independently able to mobilize pBC16 plasmid. However, under the used 
conditions, pAW63 plasmid was considered more efficient than pHT73 plasmid, 
both regarding conjugative transfer and as a mobilizing agent, and pAW63 showed 
to be self-transmissible to B. thuringiensis israelensis, B. cereus, Bacillus licheni-
formis, Bacillus subtilis and Bacillus sphaericus. This study also demonstrated that 
B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki KT0, contains only one large plasmid, the crystal 
toxin plasmid and that the two toxin-encoding plasmids from both strains are identi-
cal and were named pHT73, which is also able to mobilize smaller non-conjugative 
plasmids (Lereclus et al. 1985).
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All the conjugation studies using B. thuringiensis strains presented here showed 
unilateral gene transfer. However, Timmery et al. (2009) also demonstrated the ret-
romobilization abilities of the conjugative plasmid pXO16 of B. thuringiensis subsp. 
israelensis, which were compared with the conjugation and mobilization abilities of 
this plasmid using mobilizable plasmids and a nonmobilizable element lacking the 
mob gene and oriT site. Kinetics experiments showed that retromobilization was 
delayed when compared to pXO16 conjugation, suggesting that pXO16 retromobi-
lization follows a successive model of transfer, i.e. the two-step model, as already 
suggested by studies in Gram-negative species (Heinemann and Ankenbauer 1993; 
Heinemann et al. 1996; Sia et al. 1996). Moreover, it was detected the retromobi-
lization of a nonmobilizable element (pC194 lacking the mob and oriT features) at 
frequencies even 100-fold lower than those obtained with the mobilizable plasmids 
indicating that the presence of mob and oriT regions has a positive effect on retro-
mobilization, although they are not essential for the occurrence of the process.

The use of variable and alternative methods to assay conjugal mating allowed the 
detection of conjugation, mobilization and retromobilization. In vitro assays using 
liquid medium, solid surface, soil samples, water and foodstuffs combined with in 
vivo assays in insect larvae as well as the sequencing of many plasmids, shed light 
in the gene transfer process and led to increased interest in the role of the plasmids 
in biology of B. thuringiensis. Thus, the horizontal gene transfer both within and 
between species, has been frequently used to investigate the taxonomic position of 
B. thuringiensis and the other species of the B. cereus group.

8.2  Conjugation as a Tool to Understand the Ecology  
of B. cereus Group

The B. cereus group includes six very closely related species: B. cereus, B. thuringi-
ensis, B. anthracis, Bacillus mycoides, Bacillus pseudomycoides, and Bacillus wei-
henstephanensis. Recent studies have suggested that B. cereus sensu stricto, B. an-
thracis, and B. thuringiensis should be considered as members of a unique species 
designated B. cereus sensu lato (Daffonchio et al. 2000; Helgason et al. 2000a, b;
 Bavykin et al. 2004). However, other studies have obtained sufficient genetic dis-
crimination between B. cereus, B. thuringiensis, and B. anthracis (Harrell et al. 
1995; Keim et al. 1997; Chang et al. 2003; Radnedge et al. 2003) and showed ge-
netic differentiation among B. cereus and B. thuringiensis (Vilas-Bôas et al. 2002; 
Cherif et al. 2003; Peruca et al. 2008). Thus, there is still no consensus to whether 
these bacteria should be classified as separate taxa or that B. thuringiensis repre-
sents a subspecies of B. cereus.

Formerly, these species were classified as distinct because of the great relevance 
of their phenotypical differences, which formed the basis for their classification 
(Vilas-Bôas et al. 2007). Thus B. anthracis strains are capable of capsule formation 
and production of toxins that lead to carbuncles in animals and humans, causing the 
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disease known as anthrax. B. thuringiensis forms a parasporal crystal (Cry proteins) 
that is active on larvae of variety of insect orders, allowing the use of products 
from this bacterium for biological control. Finally, B. cereus lacks both of these 
characteristics and can cause foodborne illness. Interestingly, the determinants of 
the typical characteristics of each of the three species are present in conjugative 
megaplasmids as the well-known pHT73 (Vilas-Bôas et al. 1998), pBtoxis (Ben-
Dov et al. 1999), pXO1 and pXO2 (Kaspar and Robertson 1987), pCER270 (Rasko 
et al. 2007), whose horizontal transfer was described to a variety of recipient strains 
belonging to the B. cereus group.

Two main approaches have been used in the resolution of taxonomic issues in-
volving B. cereus and B. thuringiensis. The first is based in genomic comparisons 
and uses various techniques such as multi-locus enzyme electrophoresis (Helgason 
et al. 1998; Vilas-Bôas et al. 2002), sequencing of discrete protein-coding genes 
(Helgason et al. 2000a), and the multi-locus sequence typing technique (Helgason 
et al. 2004; Ko et al. 2004; Priest et al. 2004). In this approach the strains from the 
two species are clustered and the analysis of the results allows genetic discrimina-
tion or not between the two species. In the second approach, in vivo and in vitro as-
says conducted in controlled conditions in samples of soil, insects, water and foods 
allow to access the behavior of these bacteria involving spores germination, spores 
formation and persistence, as well as vegetative cell multiplication and conjugation 
(Aly et al. 1985; Ohana et al. 1987; Jarrett and Stephenson 1990; Vilas-Bôas et al. 
1998, 2000; Takatsuka and Kunimi 2000; Thomas et al. 2000, 2001, 2002; Suzuki 
et al. 2004; Raymond et al. 2010a, b). Thus, since horizontal gene transfer has been 
considered as an important process to increase knowledge about the ecology of B. 
thuringiensis, several studies in this field will be detailed in the following para-
graphs.

Taking into account that the ecological role of B. thuringiensis in the environ-
ment is poorly understood, many studies with this subject were conducted aiming to 
know the behavior of B. thuringiensis in soil, water, insects and foodstuffs (Pruett 
et al. 1980; Petras and Casida 1985; Ohana et al. 1987; Thomas et al. 2000, 2001; 
Furlaneto et al. 2000; Vilas-Bôas et al. 2000; Ferreira et al. 2003; Van der Auwera 
et al. 2007; Modrie et al. 2010; Santos et al. 2010). Thus, Aly et al. (1985) were the 
first authors to demonstrate spore germination, sporulation and toxin production 
of B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis in dead larvae of mosquitoes. Supporting the 
idea that whether there was germination of spores and multiplication of vegetative 
cells genetic exchange could occur, Jarrett and Stephenson (1990) infected Gal-
leria mellonella and Spodoptera littoralis larvae and described dead larvae as hot 
spots for genetic transfer between B. thuringiensis strains, obtaining conjugation 
frequencies near at 100%. These results suggested that plasmid transfer between 
B. thuringiensis strains could occurs in nature, resulting in the production of new 
genetic combinations within populations of the bacteria, generating new questions 
regarding the niche of B. thuringiensis and the impact of horizontal gene transfer in 
the environment.

Subsequently, other studies focusing on mating transfer in environmental condi-
tions began to emerge in order to better understand the evolution of bacteria belong-
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ing to B. cereus group. However only in the 2000s there was the great explosion 
of these studies, when the B. thuringiensis based products won the world market, 
beginning to be more popularly and widely used in biological control of agricultural 
pests and vectors of human disease.

Vilas-Bôas et al. (1998) monitored the conjugative transfer of the pHT73 plas-
mid from B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki KT0 strain carrying an insecticidal crystal 
protein gene ( cry1Ac) and marked with a gene conferring resistance to erythromy-
cin. The assays were conducted with B. thuringiensis in broth culture, soil micro-
cosms and infected larvae of the lepidopteran insect Anticarsia gemmatalis. The in-
sect larvae were the most favorable environment for the occurrence of conjugation 
showing the largest conjugation frequencies (10−1 exconjugants/recipient).

Thomas et al. (2000) monitored the plasmid transfer between B. thuringiensis 
subsp. kurstaki HD1 and B. thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis under environmentally 
relevant laboratory conditions in vitro, in soil, and in insects. For B. thuringiensis 
subsp. kurstaki HD1, which was used as donor strain, plasmid transfer was detected 
in dead susceptible lepidopteran insect ( Lacanobia oleracea) larvae but not in the 
nonsusceptible coleopteran insect ( Phaedon chocleriae). These results confirmed 
those obtained by Vilas-Bôas et al. (1998) that in susceptible lepidopteran insects 
there is a greater opportunity for growth of B. thuringiensis strains, providing suit-
able conditions for efficient plasmid transfer in the environment. In another work 
Thomas et al. (2001) evaluated the plasmid transfer between B. thuringiensis subsp. 
israelensis strains in laboratory culture, river water, and dipteran larvae, as well as 
the mobilization of pBC16 plasmid. The results obtained in the two studies sug-
gested that the conjugative transfer of the plasmids could occur only when there 
was vegetative cell multiplication inside the coleopteran and dipteran dead larvae, 
as well as that some susceptible insects could not support the spore germination and 
the vegetative cell multiplication. This finding was posteriorly discussed by Suzuki 
et al. (2004), and named as Toxin Specificity (TS), which refers to the ability of a 
B. thuringiensis to produce toxins to kill the insect, and Host Specificity (HS) that 
refers to the ability of a B. thuringiensis strain to colonize specific specie of insect 
larvae.

In addition to the works carried out in larval environment, other experiments 
were conducted in different microcosm condition. Furlaneto et al. (2000) evaluated 
the survival and conjugal transfer between B. thuringiensis strains in aquatic envi-
ronment. The detected frequencies of conjugal transfer were low since this environ-
ment does not support vegetative cell multiplication allowing the spores formation 
rapidly. Similar results were also described by Thomas et al. (2001, 2002) in non 
susceptible insect larvae, where low plasmid transfer frequencies were detected as 
vegetative cell multiplication was also impaired under this condition.

B. thuringiensis is ubiquitous specie founded mainly in soil (Martin and Travers 
1989) and this specie was considered a soil bacterium for a long time. Thus, several 
studies were made aiming to investigate the persistence of spores in soil samples 
(Saleh et al. 1970; Pruett et al. 1980; Pedersen et al. 1995; Guidi et al. 2011). Saleh 
et al. (1970) recovered spores of B. thuringiensis about 14–40 days after the soil 
inoculation, while Pruett et al. (1980) recovered spores 6 months after inoculation. 
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In addition, Guidi et al. (2011) measured the spatial distribution of B. thuringiensis 
subsp. israelensis spores in a wetland reserve where application was carried out 
with B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis products since 1988. The authors detected 
a decrease in spores near to 96% and suggested that continuous accumulation due 
to regular treatments could be excluded. Therefore, natural soil generally does not 
support spores germination or even multiplication of vegetative cells, which can oc-
curs in soil only in special conditions as nutrients supplementation, neutral values of 
pH, and sterilization (Saleh et al. 1970; Thomas et al. 2000; Vilas-Bôas et al. 2000).

The occurrence of the conjugation process in soil samples is also limited to spe-
cial conditions, similarly to spores germination and multiplication of vegetative 
cells. Among the first studies aiming to detect conjugal transfer in soil samples 
using Bacillus strains, Van Elsas et al. (1987) detected that presence of nutrients in 
the soil stimulated plasmid transfer. Therefore, Vilas-Bôas et al. (1998) related the 
conjugal mating occurrence between two B. thuringiensis strains in sterile non sup-
plemented soil samples with neutral values of pH. Subsequently, Vilas-Bôas et al. 
(2000) showed that the non-occurrence of spores germination and multiplication of 
vegetative cells in non-supplemented soil samples without pH correction (pH ∼ 5.1), 
prevented the occurrence of conjugation in this environment, due to the lack of suf-
ficient amounts of vegetative cells capable of exchange genetic material.

Several environmental conditions were used to evaluate the occurrence of con-
jugal transfer involving B. thuringiensis strains, the results of these studies dem-
onstrated that the main limiting factor is the ability to allow spore germination, 
or simply the presence of viable vegetative cells, although the multiplication of 
these cells alone did not seem to influence dramatically in such event. Suzuki et al. 
(2004) reported that insect larvae feds with rearing diets containing B. thuringien-
sis strains with no specificity to kill the insect (toxin specificity) can multiply and 
exchange genetic information in insects killed mechanically, indicating that there 
was no correlation between the toxin specificity and the host specificity. Therefore, 
B. thuringiensis strains can colonize non-susceptible insects since these insects are 
killed mechanically.

Hu et al. (2004) used the pHT73-EmR plasmid to evaluate the dynamics of the 
dispersion of the cry1Ac gene among species belonging to the B. cereus group in 
LB broth, demonstrating the transfer of this plasmid to several B. thuringiensis 
subsp. kurstaki strains, several B. cereus strains and B. mycoides and the absence 
of transfer to B. weihenstephanensis. All exconjugant strains produced bipyrami-
dal crystalline inclusion bodies during sporulation and showed variable stability of 
the plasmid under non-selective conditions, which was dependent of the receptor 
strain. However, as all B. thuringiensis recipient strains used belongs to subspecie 
kurstaki, the same subspecies of the donor strain, it was suggested that the do-
nor strain might prefer to establish conjugal mating with kurstaki strains. Thus, 
Hu et al. (2005) evaluated the transfer frequencies of the pBtoxis plasmid from B. 
thuringiensis subsp. israelensis to 15 potentially recipient strains, detecting only 
two recipient strains (one B. thuringiensis and one B. cereus), which were able 
to receive the plasmid. Additionally, Yuan et al. (2007) evaluated the conjugation 
kinetics of the pHT73-EmR plasmid from B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki KT0 to 
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six B. cereus group strains (including B. thuringiensis, B. cereus, and B. mycoides) 
in lepidopteran larvae, obtaining low transfer frequencies with the highest values 
reaching to 10−6 CFU/donor. However, some strains used in this study were the 
same strain utilized by Hu et al. (2004) and the results obtained by the two groups 
were conflicting, i.e., some recipient strains were able to conjugate in culture broth 
and unable to conjugate in lepidopteran larvae.

From the ecological view, a plausible explanation for the findings of Yuan et al. 
(2007) could be found in the differences in ecological niche between B. thuringi-
ensis, B. cereus and B. mycoides. Thus, some B. cereus and B. mycoides strains 
did not show germination of spores and vegetative cells multiplication in larvae of 
Spodoptera exigua, Plutella xyllostella and Helicoverpa armigera, which prevent 
the occurrence of the conjugation process. Likewise, some B. cereus strains were 
able to conjugate in low frequencies, what may be a consequence of the presence of 
vegetative cells ingested by the larvae with the spores and crystals.

Assuming the existence of a complex environment composed by B. thuringiensis 
and B. cereus strains, one question arise: One specific strain has more preference for 
establish horizontal gene transfer with one strain than with the other, or the two-re-
cipients gene transfer frequencies are similar to those in a mating system composed 
only by one donor and one recipient strain? Does the ecological niche have influ-
ence on the occurrence of the process? Thus, Santos et al. (2010) used one-recipient 
and two-recipients conjugal transfer systems to evaluated the conjugative efficiency 
of the pHT73-EmR plasmid from B. thuringiensis KT0 to several B. thuringiensis 
and B. cereus recipient strains both in vitro and in Bombyx mori larvae, and also 
evaluated the multiplication of vegetative cells of the strains in dead larvae. The 
B. thuringiensis KT0 strain did not show preference for genetic exchange with 
the B. thuringiensis recipient strain over that with the B. cereus recipient strains. 
However, B. thuringiensis strains germinated and multiplied more efficiently than 
B. cereus strains in insect larvae and only B. thuringiensis maintained complete 
spore germination for at least 24 h in B. mori larvae. These findings showed that 
there is no positive association between bacterial multiplication efficiency and con-
jugation ability in infected insects in the tested conditions.

In addition to the studies conducted in insect larvae, water and soil, some stud-
ies were also developed in foodstuffs, since B. cereus is a species known to cause 
food contamination and therefore, foods might be evaluated as ecological niche 
for this species. Thus, some studies were conducted to characterize the behavior 
of B. thuringiensis and B. cereus strains in foodstuffs. Van der Auwera et al. (2007) 
evaluated the conjugative behavior of B. thuringiensis strains in LB broth, milk and 
rice pudding using two conjugative B. thuringiensis plasmid, pXO16 and pAW63, 
as well as the mobilizable plasmid pC194, in bi- and triparental matings. The high-
est conjugation frequencies were found in milk, with values approximately 10-fold 
higher as compared to liquid LB. Furthermore, when a strain of B. cereus was used 
as donor of the pXO16 (isolated from B. thuringiensis) plasmid to another B. cereus 
strain, the conjugation rates were 10−1 exconjugant/recipient and, therefore, similar 
to those values observed in conjugal mating between B. thuringiensis strains in in-
sect larvae (Jarrett and Stephenson 1990; Vilas-Bôas et al. 1998). Subsequently, it 
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was evaluated the dynamics of the transfer of the pAW63 plasmid in LB medium and 
in foodstuffs and showed higher transfer frequencies in foodstuffs when compared to 
those observed in LB, probably because of an earlier onset of conjugation in combi-
nation with a higher transfer rate and/or a longer mating period (Modrie et al. 2010).

Many evidences indicate that B. thuringiensis and B. cereus exhibit a variety 
of behaviors in different environments; these differences are related to the high 
rate of conjugation both within and between these species, germination of spores 
and multiplication of vegetative cells. However, many aspects of the biology of 
these bacteria remain unknown. Thus, Wilcks et al. (2008) shocked the scientific 
community by showing that strains of B. thuringiensis are able to establish its com-
plete life cycle in the intestinal tract of gnotobiotic rats, including germination of 
spores, multiplication of vegetative cells and conjugal transfer of pXO16 plasmid. 
In the same year, Bizzarri and Bishop (2008), obtained the isolation of vegetative 
cells from the phylloplane, indicating once more the possibility of the life cycle of 
B. thuringiensis occurs in other environments and not only in the insect cadaver.

Therefore, as discussed above, B. thuringiensis is a cosmopolitan species found 
in soil, water, plants, insects and foodstuffs. The most of these environments might 
be considered as reservoirs of spores, but occasionally vegetative cells could occur 
in any of these environments, since provide ideal conditions such nutrients, pH, 
temperature, etc. However, the environment in which B. thuringiensis cells find the 
best conditions for multiplication is dead insect larvae, which might be considered 
as the ecological niche of this bacteria. Consequently, in this environment probably 
occurred the genome evolution of B. thuringiensis through different mechanisms 
such as genetic exchange. Thus, in the course of time, countless B. thuringiensis 
strains were submitted to the action of natural selection and genotypes more adapted 
to survive in this environment have been positively selected, rise two consequences: 
(i) most of B. thuringiensis strains could be more adapted to develop the complete 
life cycle in susceptible insect host than in other environments. (ii) B. thuringiensis 
shows greater competitive advantage that other bacterial species that occupy spo-
radically such an environment.

8.3  Conclusion and Perspectives

“The surface of the Earth is far more beautiful and far more intricate than any 
lifeless world. Our planet is graced by life and one quality that sets life apart is its 
complexity slowly evolved through 4 billion years of natural selection” (Carl Sagan, 
in the series Cosmos: A personal voyage). The natural selection acts on organisms, 
selecting positively more adapted phenotypes, which are the result of interaction 
between the genotypes and the environment in which the organisms lives.

In conclusion, the importance of conjugative transfer of plasmids carrying cry 
genes in B. thuringiensis strains, as well as of other large conjugative plasmids to 
other species belonging to the B. cereus group is widely recognized for the typi-
cal characteristics these species. However, plasmids are often seen as supporting 
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genetic elements in the genome evolution of these bacteria and this is an unfair way 
of referring to a genetic group as important. Therefore, is must better understand 
these plasmids, carrying out the sequencing and annotation, know both their role 
in the bacteria and the favorable conditions to their dispersion, as well as how the 
vegetative cells containing different plasmids interact with different environments.
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Abstract Bacillus thuringiensis is characterized by the synthesis of parasporal 
crystals during sporulation; these are composed of one or more highly specific 
insecticidal or nematocidal endotoxin proteins. Genetic manipulation of B. thuring-
iensis has been achieved due to the development of stable shuttle vectors and the 
establishment of efficient transformation systems. Shuttle vectors of B. thuringien-
sis have been constructed using essentially replicons from resident plasmids from 
this bacterium that replicate by the theta mechanism. Also, these vectors have been 
developed using plasmid replicons from other Gram-positive bacteria or RCR plas-
mids. The transformation of B. thuringiensis with these vectors has been accom-
plished mainly through electroporation. The development of shuttle vectors with 
better characteristics and protocols with high transformation efficiency have greatly 
facilitated basic research and engineering of B. thuringiensis.

Keywords Shuttle vectors · Plasmids · Replication origins · Rolling circle · 
Transformation

9.1  Introduction

Bacillus thuringiensis is an aerobic, spore-forming, Gram-positive bacterium that 
synthesizes crystalline proteins during sporulation. These proteins have insecticidal 
properties by which B. thuringiensis has become an alternative of choice for con-
trol of insect pests. The genetic manipulation of B. thuringiensis has been difficult; 
however, the development of molecular tools began with the cloning of the first 
gene encoding for insecticidal proteins, which allowed the genetic manipulation of 
this bacterium.

Genetic characterization of plasmids from B. thuringiensis has been an invalu-
able tool in the development of stable cloning vectors as part of efforts to improve 
the properties of this bacterium. B. thuringiensis vectors essentially are shuttle vec-
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tors that can be replicated in more than one host, and generally contain replication 
origins derived from resident plasmids of this bacterium. Basically, most of the 
B. thuringiensis shuttle vectors developed have Escherichia coli as an alternative 
host, since it is the most commonly used and best characterized organism for ge-
netic manipulation. To date, shuttle vectors from B. thuringiensis are developed 
mainly from plasmids that replicate by tetha mechanism, although there have been 
attempts to construct such vectors from plasmids that replicate by rolling circle. 
In addition, the transformation of B. thuringiensis with shuttle vectors has been 
achieved essentially by electroporation.

In this chapter, we review some general aspects of B. thuringiensis plasmids and 
their use in the development of shuttle vectors for genetic manipulation of strains 
from this bacterium.

9.2  Plasmids in Bacillus thuringiensis

Plasmids are extrachromosomal DNA genetic elements that replicate autonomous-
ly; they have important roles in the evolution and adaptation of bacteria because 
they facilitate the genetic exchange in bacterial populations by a variety of ways, 
which include conjugation, mobilization, transformation and transduction (Del So-
lar et al. 1998; Gruss and Ehrlich 1989). In general, bacterial species simultaneously 
harbor multiple plasmids with a great diversity of valuable functional genes, such 
as genes related to drug resistance, pathogenicity, and others involved in different 
functions (Del Solar and Espinosa 2000). The replicons from plasmids have repre-
sented useful tools in the design of cloning vectors due to their ability to accept and 
maintain recombinant DNA (Khan 1997).

A common characteristic of many strains of B. thuringiensis is the presence of 
a complex arrangement of plasmid DNA. The number and size of these plasmids  
(2–250 kb) vary considerably among strains, which can constitute a substantial 
amount of the total genetic content of the bacterium, representing 10–20% of the 
genetic material of the cell (Gonzalez and Carlton 1980; Lereclus et al. 1982; Mc-
Dowell and Mann 1991; Aronson 1993).

According to the replication mechanisms, plasmids from B. thuringiensis can be 
classified in two groups. (1) Plasmids that use a theta replication mechanism, which 
are normally large plasmids, such as p43, p44, p60, pAW63 and pBtoxis (Baum 
and Gilbert 1991; Wilcks et al. 1999; Tang et al. 2006); however, there are small 
plasmids such as pHT1030 that replicates by the theta mechanism (Lereclus and 
Arantes 1992). (2) Plasmids that usually replicate by a rolling-circle mechanism, 
which are mainly small plasmids, such as pTX14-1, pTX14-2, pTX14-3, pGI1, 
pGI2, pGI3, pUIBI1 and pBMBt1 (Andrup et al. 2003; López-Meza et al. 2003; 
Loeza-Lara et al. 2005).

The interest in the plasmids from B. thuringiensis has been focused on those of 
high molecular weight (> 60 kb) because in them are located the insecticidal crystal 
protein genes (Höfte and Whiteley 1989). However, several reports indicate that 
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some of B. thuringiensis plasmids have roles in conjugation (Battisti et al. 1985), 
contain transposons and insertion sequences (Lereclus et al. 1986; Mahillon et al. 
1987) or temperate phages (Kanda et al. 1989), and have participation in the syn-
thesis of β-exotoxin (Levinson et al. 1990). On the other hand, small plasmids from 
B. thuringiensis (< 15 kb) generally have been considered as “cryptic”, because 
their functions are unknown. However, the functions attributed to these widely dis-
tributed plasmids essentially correspond to DNA replication and mobilization; but 
also have been reported other genes or elements, as the transposon Tn4430, a poison 
component of a poison-antidote system and insecticidal crystal protein-like gene 
(Madsen et al. 1993; Mahillon et al. 1988; McDowell and Mann 1991; Andrup et al. 
2003; López-Meza et al. 2003; Loeza-Lara et al. 2005).

9.3  Shuttle Vectors of Bacillus thuringiensis

B. thuringiensis produces parasporal crystal proteins during sporulation whose 
genes are typically located on large plasmids (Schnepf et al. 1998). These genes 
have been cloned and genetically engineered to improve their insecticidal activity 
due that it has been developed efficient cloning vectors and transformation systems 
for B. thuringiensis (Bone and Ellar 1989; Lereclus et al. 1989; Mahillon et al. 
1989; Masson et al. 1989; Schurter et al. 1989).

A key element in the genetic manipulation of B. thuringiensis has been the de-
velopment of stable cloning vectors, especially the named shuttle vectors, which 
employ principally replication origins derived from resident B. thuringiensis plas-
mids. Shuttle vectors are cloning vectors that replicate in cells from more than one 
organism, so they have the origins of replication from various hosts, e.g. E. coli and 
B. thuringiensis.

9.3.1  Shuttle Vectors of B. thuringiensis Contain Replication 
Origins Derived from Resident Plasmids of this Bacterium

At the end of the 1980s and beginning of the 1990s of last century, were reported 
the first attempts to characterize origins of replication from B. thuringiensis resi-
dent plasmids, which lead to the development of shuttle vectors of this bacterium 
(Table 9.1). Lereclus et al. (1988) cloned two cryptic plasmids from B. thuringiensis 
subsp. thuringiensis LM2 (8.6 and 15 kb, designated as pHT1000 and pHT1030, 
respectively) in E. coli and analyzed their segregational stability in B. subtilis. Four 
recombinant plasmids were constructed for this purpose; pHT1000 and pHT1030 
were ligated to vector pJH101 (a derivate of pBR322 that contains the clorampheni-
col acetyl transferase ( cat) gene of pC194) to obtain pHT1001, 1002, 1031 and 
1032 recombinant plasmids. These vectors were introduced to B. subtilis and trans-
formants were obtained, demonstrating their ability to replicate in this bacterium.
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Further, the novel shuttle vector pHT3101 of B. thuringiensis was constructed 
using the plasmid pHT1030 (Lereclus et al. 1989). To achieve this, a 2.9 kb Bal1 
fragment containing the replication region of pHT1030 was ligated to pUC18 vec-
tor together with a 1 kb KpnI-BamHI fragment from a derivative of pUC18 con-
taining the erythromycin resistance gene (Emr). pHT3101 (6.6 kb) shuttle vector 
allows selecting E. coli transformants with ampicillin and B. thuringiensis trans-
formants with erythromycin. A disadvantage of pHT3101 vector is that the BamHI 
and HindIII sites can not be used as unique cloning sites; however, pHT3101 and its 
derivates are among the most common vectors used for constructing recombinant 
B. thuringiensis strains (Park et al. 1998, 2003).

Shuttle vectors carrying the replication region of pHT1030 have a low copy num-
ber (about 4/chromosome), which could be a limiting. To solve this, Arantes and Le-
reclus (1991) reported the construction of novel shuttle vectors of B. thuringiensis 
with different copy numbers, which derive from pHT1035 (a plasmid of 6.3 kb bear-
ing the replication region of pHT1030). Shuttle vectors pHT304 (about 4 copies/ 
chromosome), pHT315 (about 15 copies/chromosome) and pHT370 (about 70 cop-

Table 9.1 Characteristics of some shuttle vectors of Bacillus thuringiensis
Vector Features Reference
pHT3101 ori pHT1030 ( B. thuringiensis)

ori pUC18 ( E. coli)
Lereclus et al. (1989)

Low copy number (4 copies/chromosome)
Ampicillin and erythromycin resistance 

markers
pHT315 Similar to pHT3101, except that has high 

copy number (15 copies/chromosome)
Arantes and Lereclus (1991)

pEG597, pEG853 
and pEG854

ori p43, p44, and p60 ( B. thuringiensis)
ori pTZ18u ( E. coli)

Baum et al. (1990)

cat gene of pC194 to selection in 
B. thuringiensis

pHBLBIV ori pBLB ( B. thuringiensis)
ori pUC18 ( E. coli)

Mesrati et al. (2005)

High copy number (16 copies/chromosome)
Ampicillin and erythromycin resistance 

markers
pEMB0557 ori p60 ( B. thuringiensis)

ori pBeloBAC11 ( E. coli)
Liu et al. (2009)

Chloromycetin and erythromycin resistance 
markers

Support large DNA fragments (at least of 
70 kb)

pEG146 and 
pEG147

ori pBC16 ( B. thuringiensis)
ori pUC18 ( E. coli)

Von Tersch et al. (1991)

Ampicillin and tetracycline markers
pBCX ori pBC16 ( B. thuringiensis)

ori pBluescript II KS ( E. coli)
Lertcanawanichakul and 

Wiwat (2000)
Ampicillin and tetracycline markers
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ies/chromosome) were constructed and used to clone the cryIIIA gene. When these 
vectors were introduced in B. thuringiensis strain kurstaki HD-1 Cry-B by electro-
poration, only cells containing the pHT315 and pHT370 vectors showed detectable 
parasporal inclusions. In addition, there was no significant difference between the 
amounts of endotoxin produced by both cells, which indicates that above of 15 
copies of plasmid per chromosome there are other factors that limit the synthesis of 
crystal protein.

In the early of 1990s of the last century, others research groups reported the 
development of novel shuttle vectors of B. thuringiensis containing replicons from 
resident plasmids of this bacterium. Baum et al. (1990) reported the cloning of 
seven replication origins from resident plasmids of B. thuringiensis HD263 and 
HD73 (subsp. kurstaki). Three of these replication origins, obtained from plasmids 
p43, p44, and p60, were used to construct the shuttle vectors pEG597, pEG853 and 
pEG854 that shown structural and segregational stability in B. thuringiensis. These 
vectors have the cat gene of pC194 inserted into the EcoRI site of the E. coli clon-
ing vector pTZ18u to provide a selectable functional marker in B. thuringiensis. The 
functionality of these vectors was demonstrated cloning several insecticidal crystal 
protein genes, verifying the crystal protein production in B. thuringiensis and evalu-
ating their insecticidal activity.

In the same way, Gamel and Piot (1992) reported the construction of pSB909 
shuttle vector and its derivates, which contains the replicon of the 75-kb  
B. thuringiensis HD-73 plasmid and the erythromycin resistance gene. The vector 
pSB909.5 was stably maintained in transformed B. thuringiensis strains containing 
plasmids with similar or identical ori without a complete displacement of these 
native plasmids.

In order to improve the stability of shuttle vectors of B. thuringiensis, Mesrati 
et al. (2005) report the construction and characterization of a new cloning shuttle 
vector called pHBLBIV. This vector contains a 1.6 kb replicon of pBLB, a resident 
plasmid from B. thuringiensis BUPM101, which was ligated to E. coli pUC18 rep-
licon containing the ampicillin and the erythromycin resistance genes (derivates of 
pHTBlue plasmid). The pHBLBIV vector has a relative high copy number (about 
16 copies/chromosome), and was used successfully for the expression of vegetative 
insecticidal protein gene ( vip) in B. thuringiensis BUPM106 Vip- strain.

Until the early twenty-first century the shuttle vectors designed to B. thuringi-
ensis showed limitations in their ability to maintain large DNA fragments, making 
difficult the cloning and expression of large DNA fragments, such as gene clusters. 
In an attempt to resolve these difficulties, Liu et al. (2009) provided a new tool for 
B. thuringiensis through the construction of the shuttle vector pEMB0557, that has 
the ability to support large DNA fragments. pEMB0557 contains the replicon of 
the plasmid p60 ( B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki YBT-1520), and were incorpo-
rated the erythromycin and chloromycetin resistance genes to select transformants 
in B. thuringiensis or E. coli, respectively. This vector also contains the backbone of 
the BAC vector pBeloBAC11. To evaluate its functionality Liu et al. constructed a 
bacterial artificial chromosome library of B. thuringiensis strain CT-43 and showed 
that pEMB0557 was able to support large DNA fragments (at least of 70 kb).
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9.3.2  Shuttle Vectors of B. thuringiensis Contain Replication 
Origins Derived from Plasmids of Other Gram-positive

Shuttle vectors for B. thuringiensis have also been developed using plasmid repli-
cons from other Gram-positive bacteria. Bourgouin et al. (1990) report the construc-
tion of the bifunctional vector pBU4, which was obtained by ligation of EcoO109-
restricted pUC19 and EcoRI-restricted pBC16-1, a miniplasmid of pBC16 (2.7 kb) 
from B. cereus that has lost an EcoRI fragment. The shuttle vector pBU4 was used 
to clone the binary toxin of B. sphaericus 1593 yielding the pGSP10 plasmid. This 
vector was transformed into the B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis strain 4QS-72, 
which only contains the large plasmid encoding the Cyt and Cry endotoxins. Analy-
sis of the recombinant B. thuringiensis strain showed that it produces the B. thuring-
iensis subsp. israelensis toxins in normal amounts along with the 51.4-kDa and 
41.9-kDa proteins from B. sphaericus. However, according to results from toxicity 
tests against Aedes aegypti, Culex pipiens and A. stephensi, the toxic effects of the 
strain recombinant were not improved.

Similarly, pEG146 and pEG147 shuttle vectors were constructed incorporating 
the replicon of pBC16 (a 3 kb EcoRI fragment) into pUC18. Both shuttle vectors 
encode resistance to ampicillin and tetracycline but differ with respect to the ori-
entation of the Bacillus replicon. Plasmids pEG146 and pEG147 and derivatives 
showed segregational stability in different Bacillus hosts and were used to express 
successfully insecticidal crystal protein genes (Von Tersch et al. 1991). Also, Lert-
canawanichakul and Wiwat (2000) report the construction of a novel shuttle vector, 
pBCX (6.9 kb) that was constructed from the plasmid pBC16 (4.4 kb) and a 2.5 kb 
fragment of pBluescript II KS. This vector conferred ampicillin and tetracycline 
resistance in E. coli but only tetracycline resistance in B. thuringiensis. To evalu-
ate the functionality of pBCX, a chitinase gene from B. circulans 4.1 was inserted 
into this vector to generate the pBX43 plasmid. The expression and stability of the 
recombinant plasmid were evaluated in B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis strain 
c4Q272. The chitinase production was compared to pHYB43, a vector previously 
used to express chitinase genes in B. thuringiensis (Wiwat et al. 1996). pBX43 pro-
duces 3 times as much chitinase in B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis in relation to 
the production reported for pHYB43.

9.3.3  Shuttle Vectors of B. thuringiensis Contain Replication 
Origins Derived from Plasmids that Replicate by the 
Rolling Circle Mechanism

Most of small plasmids of B. thuringiensis replicate by the rolling-circle mecha-
nism, which groups them into the family of the highly interrelated RCR plasmids, so 
called because they use this replication mechanism and show a ssDNA intermediate 
during their replication process (Andrup et al. 2003). The RCR plasmids contain at 
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least a double-strand replication origin ( dso), which initiates the replication, and a 
single-strand origin ( sso), which starts the generation of the new double strand from 
the ssDNA intermediate. The replication of RCR plasmids is mediated by a self-
encoded Rep protein (Khan 2005). A distinctive characteristic of these plasmids is 
that they are structurally unstable when are used as cloning vectors; however, there 
are some efforts in order to test their usefulness in the design of shuttle vectors.

Zhang et al. (2007) cloned and characterized the RCR plasmid pBMB9741 
from B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki YBT-1520. This plasmid was cloned into 
pBMB1105 (a derivate of pHT3101 without the replication region of B. thuringi-
ensis) to generate pBMB1197, which was used to transform B. thuringiensis strain 
BMB171 (cured of plasmids) and other strains (including B. cereus) to evaluate its 
replication ability. pBMB1197 was stably maintained after 196–200 generations 
in both B. thuringiensis and B. cereus strains making it a suitable tool for Bacillus 
engineering.

Further, Li et al. (2009) reported the cloning and molecular characterization of 
pK1S-1 plasmid from B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki K1, which belongs to RCR 
group VII. To determine the replication properties, the 1.6 kb region containing the 
replicon of pKlS-1 (which contains the Rep protein and dso) was cloned into the 
B. thuringiensis pHTIK vector (ori-negative B. thuringiensis) and electroporated 
into a plasmid cured B. thuringiensis strain. Transformants were obtained demon-
strating its replication ability.

9.4  Transformation of Bacillus thuringiensis

The first attempts to transform B. thuringiensis occurred before the cloning of the 
genes encoding the insecticidal crystal proteins; and were performed through conju-
gation experiments and protoplasts formed by the treatment of cells with lysozyme 
(Gonzalez and Carlton 1980; Alikhanian et al. 1981; Martin et al. 1981). Further, 
Heierson et al. (1987) reported the transformation of vegetative cells of B. thuringi-
ensis after the induction of bacterial competence with Tris-sucrose. However, these 
strategies showed several problems such as low transformation efficiency and the 
difficulty to select transformants.

In the late 1980s of last century the first work where electroporation was used to 
transform B. thuringiensis appeared. The electroporation is a method that temporar-
ily permeabilizes cell membranes to facilitate the entry of DNA. A brief electric 
pulse is given which causes a disruption of the lipid bilayer, resulting in the forma-
tion of aqueous pores in the membrane. Diverse protocols for transformation of 
B. thuringiensis using electroporation were published independently in the same 
year (Bone and Ellar 1989; Lereclus et al. 1989; Mahillon et al. 1989; Masson et al. 
1989; Schurter et al. 1989). These studies showed that the transformation efficiency 
varies depending on the recipient strain, which may reflect differences in the re-
striction/modification systems of the strains. Efficiency varies between 102 and 105 
transformants per μg DNA.
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Further, Macaluso and Mettus (1991) showed that the transformation efficiency 
of B. thuringiensis depends on the source of plasmid DNA, being more efficient 
when non-methylated plasmid DNA is used. Recently, Peng et al. (2009) analyzed 
the effect of several conditions (DNA desalting, cell growth conditions, electro-
poration solutions, and electric fields) on transformation of B. thuringiensis in order 
to improve the efficiency. They reported transformation efficiency of 2 × 1010 per 
μg DNA with pHT304 vector, which is 104 times higher than previously reported. 
In conclusion, electroporation provided high transformation efficiency and made 
transformants easy to recognize and recover by using adequate selectable markers.
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Abstract The B. cereus group ( B. cereus sense lato) is a subgroup of related 
Bacillus containing six species: B. thuringiensis, B. anthracis, B. cereus, B. wei-
henstephanensis, B. mycoides and B. pseudomycoides. The first three species are 
opportunistic or pathogenic to insects or mammals, whereas the last three are gener-
ally regarded as nonpathogenic. Different types of plasmid vectors play an important 
role in studying gene function in genetically engineered bacteria or construction of 
mutant library. The researchers have constructed a variety of shuttle vectors in two 
or more different host strains. Expression vectors are widely used in construction of 
highly effective engineered strains. Resolution vectors can site-specifically trans-
fer recombinant genes. Integration vectors could integrate foreign genes into the 
chromosome or plasmid of host strains and are free of antibiotic resistance genes, 
therefore eliminating security risks. In recent years, researchers have made great 
progress in the development of genetic manipulation vectors. Here we summarize 
latest progress in vector construction and their application in Bacillus cereus group.

Keywords B. cereus group · Shuttle vector · Integration vector · Resolution vector · 
Plasmid

10.1  Introduction

B. cereus group, a subgroup of Bacillus, includes B. thuringiensis, B. anthracis, 
B. cereus, B. mycoides, B. pseudomycoides, and B. weihenstephanesis. B. cereus 
groups are usually Gram-positive, rod-shaped, aerobic, and spore-forming (Kolsto 
et al. 2009). They have similar cell structure, physiological and biochemical charac-
teristics, and genetic exchange systems (Koehler 2009).

B. cereus group is closely related to human activity. B. anthracis is a zoonotic 
pathogen and its pathogenic factors include toxins and capsules, encoded by the 
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plasmids pXO1 and pXO2, respectively (Read et al. 2003). The toxins include the 
protective antigen (PA), lethal factor (LF), and edema factor (EF). The lethal toxin 
formed by the combination of PA and LF enters the cytoplasm through receptor-
mediated endocytosis and causes toxicity (Barth et al. 2004). B. anthracis is a potent 
zoonotic pathogen. It can be transmitted to humans and animals in different ways, 
causing pneumonia, enteritis, and sepsis. It is a serious threat to both livestock pro-
duction and human health (Koehler 2009). B. anthracis has also been used as a bio-
logical weapon in acts of bio-terrorism, which poses a great threat to mankind (Rao 
et al. 2010). Other PAs are non-toxic and can induce protective immunity. Many of 
these are the main components in vaccine preparations (Chitlaru and Shafferman 
2009). All of these factors have made B. anthracis a hot topic in life science research.

B. thuringiensis is an insect pathogen. The microbial insecticide produced with 
B. thuringiensis is most widely used in the world. The insecticidal crystal proteins 
of B. thuringiensis have been used successfully in transgenic insect-resistant crops 
and play extremely important roles in pest control (Soberon et al. 2007). The main 
insecticidal component of B. thuringiensis is composed of insecticidal crystal pro-
teins encoded by cry and cyt, VIP, and a nucleotide analogue thuringiensin (thu). 
Sixty-eight groups of ICP genes have been identified in 500 species. Of these, three 
groups in 35 species carry the cyt gene.

B. cereus is an opportunistic pathogen that contaminates food and can cause 
diarrhea-predominant and vomiting-predominant food poisoning. The thermostable 
toxins produced by B. cereus are cyclic dodecapeptide, which causes vomiting, 
while a variety of enterotoxins produced by B. cereus can cause diarrhea (Schoeni 
and Wong 2005).

B. weihenstephanesis is a psychrotolerant bacterium. It can grow at temperatures 
below 7°C (Soufiane and Cote 2010). B. mycoides typically forms non-pathogenic, 
rootlike colonies (Kolsto et al. 2009).

The vectors used in the B. cereus group research are usually various types of 
plasmid vectors, which are used to construct engineered B. anthracis bacteria and 
mutant libraries and study gene functions. B. thuringiensis plasmid vectors are 
used to expand insecticidal spectra and enhance virulence, while B. anthracis and 
B. cereus plasmid vectors are useful in the study of human pathogens.

B. thuringiensis, B. anthracis, and B. cereus in the B. cereus group are closely 
related evolutionarily and have been widely reported to be highly homogeneous 
at the genomic level (Slamti et al. 2004). Great advances have been made in the 
genetic manipulation of B. cereus group and the construction of applicable vectors. 
This review provides an overview of current research and applications of B. cereus 
group plasmid vectors and prospects for further development.

10.2  Shuttle Plasmid Vectors in the B. cereus Group

Manually constructed shuttle vectors have two different replication origins and se-
lection markers and they can survive or replicate in two different types of host cells, 
which from origin cells and E. coli.
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Several shuttle vectors can be used in the B. cereus group research. Some of these 
shuttle vectors come from B. thuringiensis. For example, shuttle vectors pEG597, 
pEG853, and pEG854 are constructed with replicons cloned from 65-, 67-, and 91-
kb plasmids of B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-263. A variety of insecticidal 
crystal proteins can be expressed in B. thuringiensis through the mediation of these 
shuttle vectors. The shuttle vector pHT3101 is constructed with a 2.9-kd DNA frag-
ment carrying replication regions with plasmid pHT1030, which has been widely 
and successfully used in the cloning of B. thuringiensis and B. subtilis. Additional 
shuttle vectors pHT304, pHT315, and KHT370, which each has a different copy 
number, are constructed using a similar approach. They have not only been used in 
B. thuringiensis gene cloning and expression but also in the study of the effects of 
plasmid copy numbers on insecticidal crystal proteins expression.

Advances in B. cereus group study have increased the number of shuttle vec-
tors in gene transfer and expression. To tackle the difficulties of stable expression 
of the chitinase gene in B. thuringiensis, the shuttle vector pBcX was constructed 
by recombining the 2.56-kb fragment of plasmid pBluescript II KS with plasmid 
pBc16. This is useful in cloning foreign DNA fragments (Lertcanawanichakul and 
Wiwat 2000). Sun et al. used a shuttle vector constructed using the small plasmid 
pBMB2062 cloned from B. thuringiensis subsp kurstaki strain YBT-1520 and was 
found capable of stabilizing the inheritance and expression of insecticidal crystal 
proteins (Sun et al. 2000).

Mesrati et al. (2005) connected the replicon of a high-copy, endogenous plasmid 
from B. thuringiensis to pUC18 of E. coli and constructed a short, stable, high-
copy shuttle plasmid vector, pHBLBIV, which was shown the capable of transfer-
ring between B. thuringiensis strains and of expressing pesticidal crystal protein 
genes (vip) in trophophase. In 2009, Xia et al. (2009a) from the Seoul National 
University College of Agriculture and Life Sciences inserted cry1Ac into the 
B. thuringiensis-E. coli shuttle vector pHT1K, and then the B. thuringiensis shuttle 
vector pHT1K-1Ac. pHT1K-1Ac was successfully expressed in Bacillus velezensis, 
a species known with strong antifungal activity relevant to many plant diseases. 
This equipped recombinant strain with increasing toxicity, which made it possible 
to control both pests and fungal pathogens simultaneously in one plant.

The above mentioned vectors are mainly focus on shuttle function, gene ex-
pression, and high copy number. The shuttle vectors of B. thuringiensis and B. 
cereus can usually carry DNA fragments no larger than 20 kb, so it is necessary 
to construct shuttle vectors with higher carrying capacities. The B. thuringiensis -
E. coli shuttle vector pEMB0557, constructed using the replicon ori60 cloned from 
B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki YBT-1520, can carry at fragments of over 70 kb 
and can successfully express cry1B in the mutant strain B. thuringiensis BMB171. 
In addition, this vector can be used effectively in cloning B. thuringiensis silencing 
genes and expressing the gene clusters (Liu et al. 2009).

In recent years, a variety of shuttle vectors from B. anthracis and B. cereus strains 
have also been constructed for use in the study of pathogenesis and relevant gene 
functions. Based on vector pUB110, which has self-replication and shuttle capabili-
ties, two Bacillus-E. coli shuttle vectors, pJB1 and pJB2a, were constructed. These 
vectors can be used in double-screening of the strong promoter of α-amylase and 
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their shuttle function has been verified through electroporation in non-toxic strain 
of B. anthracis (Liu et al. 2006). Pomerantsev et al. (2009) constructed the shuttle 
plasmid vector pMR, which contained a small replicon, using the large plasmid 
pXO1 from B. anthracis. pMR can be transformed into B. anthracis and B. cereus 
respectively with good segregational stability.

Shuttle plasmid vectors are able to replicate in two or more hosts, which expands 
the range of target gene expression in Bacillus cereus flora. This is one reason why 
they are so widely used. However, there are still problems under actual use. For 
example, these plasmid vectors can be unstable, and may present safety concerns 
to the environment as they are likely to introduce resistance genes and other non-
essential exogenous genes. In recent years, researchers have constructed many new 
vectors that are not subject to these problems.

10.3  Integration Vectors in the B. cereus Group

B. cereus group plasmids can take on unstable single-strand forms during replica-
tion, resulting in the loss of the plasmid vectors. One effective way is to construct 
integration vectors, which can be used to insert the target gene into the host chro-
mosome or plasmid. This greatly improves the stability of target gene expression 
and these were turned into an important part of the genetic manipulation method. In 
B. cereus group studies, integration vectors are mainly used to construct knockout 
mutants and multi-functional engineered bacteria.

10.3.1  Homologous Recombination Integration Vectors

10.3.1.1  Constructed Gene Knock-out Mutants in the B. cereus Group

Homologous recombination is an effective tool used in the analysis of genes about 
unknown function. To construct mutants for such studies, the specific gene is site-
specifically knocked out by homologous recombination so that the original gene 
function is lost. Several traditional methods can be used in gene replacement, but 
the frequency of transformation is low in B. cereus group and the probability of 
homologous recombination is small. In recent years, a variety of integration vec-
tors have been constructed for generating mutants of B. anthracis and B. cereus. In 
particular, temperature-sensitive integration vectors can effectively knock out genes 
and then identify potential drug targets. For example, the integration vectors pKS1, 
pHY304, and pKSV7, constructed by inserting the upstream and downstream ho-
mologous arms of the target gene and the resistance gene into the shuttle vector, can 
knock out one or more genes in B. anthracis through homologous recombination. 
Such integration vectors can normally be replicated upon incubation at 30°C, but 
they are lost at 37–42°C. The strains that lose their plasmids and can still grow on 
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plates are called positive clones (Shatalin and Neyfakh 2005; Jeng et al. 2003; Tang 
et al. 2009).

Arnaud et al. (2004) constructed the integration vector pMAD can generate mu-
tants quickly. The positive clones that lose their plasmids at elevated temperature 
can facilitate the identification of mutants through blue/white screening on X-gal 
plates. The vector pMAD has been used successfully in the knockout of tetB in 
B. cereus strain ATCC 14579. Harvie and Ellar (2005) has used the integration 
vector pMUTIN4 to knock out the operon Fec in B. cereus, resulting in mutants 
unable to grow in environment where ferric citrate is the only source of iron. This 
operon can be used as a new target for anti-bacterial agents. Most vectors are de-
signed to also leave antibiotic genes in the genomes of mutant strains, which limit 
the application of recombinant strains. In recent 2 years, a new integration vec-
tor, the Cre-LoxP system, which has high efficiency and no antibiotic residue, was 
constructed and successfully used to knock out B. anthracis genes. This integration 
vector is constructed using the host B. anthracis bacterial genome as a template to 
amplify the upstream and downstream homologous arms and by connecting the 
antibiotic resistance gene fragments with LoxP sites at both ends. The constructed 
vector is then transferred into the host and recombinant strains carrying resistance 
markers are harvested by screening. Plasmids with the Cre recombinase expression 
are then transferred into the recombinant strains and the resistance markers are re-
moved before knockout mutants are harvested. This vector system has been used to 
remove a large fragment of B. anthracis pXO1 and to knock out the target gene in 
B. anthracis using pMAD as integration vector (Pomerantsev et al. 2009; Shatalin 
and Neyfakh 2005; Jeng et al. 2003; Tang et al. 2009; Arnaud et al. 2004; Harvie 
and Ellar 2005; Wang et al. 2009).

10.3.1.2  Constructed Genetically Engineered Bacteria in the B. cereus 
Group

Homologous recombination can be used not only to construct knockout mutants 
but also to insert new genes by integration, producing strains with new phenotypes. 
Integration vectors are widely used in the construction of genetically engineered 
bacteria and can expand insecticidal spectra and improve insecticidal activity by 
integrating new insecticidal crystal proteins into B. thuringiensis chromosomes and 
plasmids. The engineering strain produced by integrating cry1Ac into the chromo-
some of the pine symbiotic B. cereus strains 752 through the integration vector 
pEG601, was found to exert significant insecticidal activity against Dendrolimus 
punctatus. Similarly, integrating cry3A into the 75-kb plasmid of HD73 through 
homologous recombination using the temperature-sensitive vector pRN5101, pro-
duced a recombinant strain capable of killing both Lepidoptera and Coleoptera pests 
(Lereclus et al. 1992). By site-directed integration of cry1C into the chromosome 
using an integration vector carrying the B. thuringiensis chromosome fragment, 
the expression and stability of Cry1C in the recombinant strain can be significantly 
improved (Kalman et al. 1995). By integrating cry8Ca23A into the endogenous 
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plasmid using the temperature-sensitive integration vector pMAD, the resulting 
engineering strain BIOT185 develops high efficiency against Anomala corpulenta 
larvae. In addition, the temperature-sensitive vector of the recombinant strain can 
be eliminated by raising the incubation temperature so that the new strain does not 
contain the antibiotic genes or other non-essential gene fragments (see Fig. 10.1). 
Such recombinant strains may be developed as environment-friendly microbial in-
secticides (Liu et al. 2010). In 2007, Fen et al. (Liu et al. 2010) by integrating VHb 
into the chromosomes of the B. thuringiensis mutant strain BMB171 using the in-
tegration vector pEG491, VHb expression can increase cell density and insecticidal 
crystal proteins production under low-ventilation in fermentation. The site-specific 
integration vector pKTF12, constructed using pKSV7, can site-specifically inte-
grate cry1Ac into the B. thuringiensis XBU001 chromosome. The cry1Ac in the 
recombinant strain KCTF12 can be inherited and expressed stably, forming rhom-
boid crystals.

Target genes are imported into integration vectors by homologous recombination 
and directly integrated into the chromosomes or plasmids, overcoming the limita-
tions of plasmid instability and providing new ideas and methods in the construc-
tion of multi-functional engineered bacteria of B. cereus group.

10.3.2  Transposon Integration Vectors

Transposon integration vectors use transposable elements to integrate the DNA 
fragment into the chromosomes or endogenous plasmids of host strain, forming 

Fig. 10.1  Use of a basic integration vector to construct a knockout mutation in a hypothetical open 
reading frame, orfA. (Liang et al. 2007)
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insertional mutants or introducing new functional genes. Transposable elements can 
be classified into transposons and insertion sequences. Research performed by Qiu 
et al. has shown that the distribution of insertion sequences in the B. cereus group 
differs greatly between strains, indicating that the insertion and mobile abilities of 
various B. cereus group strains are different and that different strains have prefer-
ences for different types of insertion sequences (Qiu et al. 2010). Some insertion se-
quences, such as IS232, IS10, IS231A, etc., have been used to construct transposon 
vectors and successfully integrate insecticidal crystal proteins into the endogenous 
plasmids of host strains in B. thuringiensis.

The mechanism of transposon integration vectors involves transposase (TnpI) 
and resolvase (TnpA), which move DNA fragments between inverted repeat se-
quences at both ends of the transposon to other locations on the genome and inte-
grate DNA fragments carried by the vector into the genome with the assistance of 
tnpA. Because the transposase gene is not transferred with the target gene, the target 
gene integrated into the host chromosome or plasmid can be inherited stably. Be-
cause of the instability of the vector, transposase is lost when the vector disappears, 
rendering the engineered bacteria less dangerous.

Many transposon integration vectors have been constructed and used in the study 
of genetic functions and in the construction of strains for genetic engineering. The 
transposable elements used in these vectors are usually transposons from host and 
other Bacillus bacteria. Sun et al. constructed the vectors pBMB-R14 and pBMB-
F7 using the B. thuringiensis transposon Tn4430 (Sun et al. 2000), which integrated 
cry3A and cry1C into the B. thuringiensis chromosome and were found to be inher-
ited stably and expressed effectively. These vectors could be eliminated by incubat-
ing the B. thuringiensis recombinant bacteria at high temperatures to avoid second 
integration. Similar vectors can be constructed using Tn5401. The integration vec-
tors pTYP45 and pTYP26, constructed using the Streptococcus transposon Tn917, 
can integrate insecticidal crystal proteins into the B. thuringiensis chromosome.

In recent years, integration vectors constructed using transposons Tn10 and 
Mariner have been used to build B. anthracis and B. thuringiensis mutant librar-
ies. Mariner is a good-quality transposon mutagen with no host preference. It can 
be randomly inserted into the coding and noncoding regions of the chromosome or 
plasmid, which is very beneficial to study of the function of different sites on the ge-
nome. Li et al. (2009) constructed the integration vectors pMarA333 and pMarB333 
by the Mariner, that can easily detect the insertion site by adding the replication 
origin of E. coli between the two inverted repeats, with the transposition efficiency 
of 7.6% and 11.6%, respectively, in the mutant B. thuringiensis strain BMB171. 
These two vectors have significant potential application value in the construction of 
mutant libraries for B. thuringiensis and other Gram-positive bacteria. Wilson et al. 
(2007) constructed two integration vectors, pAW068 and pAW016 by the transpo-
sons Mariner and mini-Tn10, have been successfully used to create insertional mu-
tants of B. anthracis and identify several unknown regulatory pathways affecting 
the gene expression relevant to B. anthracis virulence. They play important roles 
in the study of B. anthracis pathogenesis. These two vectors have also been widely 
used to create other Gram-positive insertional mutants.
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10.4  Resolution Vectors in the B. cereus Group

In order to reduce the risks involved in the creation and use of engineering bacteria, 
resolution vectors utilizing the site-specific resolution characteristics of transposons 
are used to construct vectors that can site-specifically transfer recombinant genes. 
Resolution vectors can automatically resolve and eliminate resistance markers and 
other non-essential fragments, eliminating the security risks inherent in the release 
of genetically engineering bacteria. The name “resolution vector” comes from the 
fact that the key components in this vector are the resolution sites and resolvase. Two 
plasmids can be formed in this vector after recombination within the strain. Only 
plasmids containing the B. thuringiensis replication regions can survive, while other 
plasmids are automatically resolved. The B. thuringiensis genetically engineering 
strain WG001, constructed using self-constructed resolution vector, is the first ge-
netically engineered insecticide in China. It has passed national security evaluations 
and been used as commercial production. The transposons used in the construction 
of resolution vectors in B. thuringiensis are Tn4430 and Tn5401. Wu et al. (2002) 
constructed the resolution shuttle vector pBMB1205, using the transposon Tn4430, 
can be transformed into the acrystalliferous mutant strain BMB171 after insertion of 
the spectinomycin resistance gene. The resistance gene can be resolved and elimi-
nated under the action of the resolvase from the helper plasmid. The plasmid stabil-
ity after resolution is 93% and the resolution rate is as high as 100%. This vector 
has several advantages over previous ones. The recombinant system comes from 
the highly virulent B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki strain and applies to the produc-
tion of most B. thuringiensis preparations. The resolution vector constructed using 
the replication origin ori44 of B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki YBT-1520 plasmid 
retains its genetic stability after the vector is resolved and is not subject to plasmid 
incompatibility. However, Tn4430 is widespread in various B. thuringiensis subspe-
cies (except B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis) and it is difficult for the resolution 
vector to transform other subspecies of B. thuringiensis. There is a greater range of 
applications of the transposon Tn5401 from B. thuringiensis subsp. morrisoni.

Wu et al. (2007) constructed the resolution vector pBMB 5401 using transposon 
Tn5401 and then transformed it into the acrystalliferous mutant after inserting the 
target gene. The temperature-sensitive helper plasmid pEG922 is then imported into 
the mutant. The recombinant plasmid is integrated in vivo using integrase, eliminat-
ing the resistance genes and other non-essential fragments. The target gene is then 
expressed in the recombinant strain after resolution.

10.5  High-effective Expression Vectors in the B. cereus Group

In the study of target gene function and the construction of highly effective engi-
neered strains, the target gene must be expressed effectively. This requires highly ef-
fective expression vectors. This can be done using fusion expression and co-expres-
sion, strong promoters, high copy plasmids, auxiliary protein and other methods.
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10.5.1  High-effective Expression Vectors Constructed  
Based on Shuttle Vectors

In a large number of B. cereus group studies, a variety of high-expression shuttle 
vectors have been constructed for the cloning and expression of various functional 
genes. A variety of highly effective engineering strains have been successfully es-
tablished.

10.5.1.1  Expression Vectors Constructed by Fusion Protein or  
Co-expression Methods

The expression vectors constructed using B. thuringiensis fusion protein or co-ex-
pression methods can enhance the activity and expression of insecticidal crystal 
proteins. This strategy is most commonly used in the construction of highly effec-
tive engineering strains and transgenic plants with highly insecticidal activity.

Some of the plasmid vectors with fusion expression or co-expression of insec-
ticidal crystal proteins and other genes are constructed using the shuttle vector 
pHT315. These include the serine protease CDEP2 and cry1Ac fusion expression 
vector (Xia et al. 2009a), tobacoo chitinase tchiB and cry1Ac fusion expression vec-
tor (Ding et al. 2008), and B. thuringiensis chitinase gene and cry1Ac co-expression 
vector (Hu et al. 2009). All of these have increased expression of Cry1Ac, which 
increases insecticidal activity in the recombinant strains. The product of the expres-
sion of the myelin basic protease gene and cyt1Aa fusion expression vector is active 
in mouse myeloma cells, and it can be developed into effective anti-cancer drugs 
(Cohen et al. 2007).

Shuttle vector pHT304 has also been used to construct expression shuttle vec-
tors, such as the expression vector pXL43, constructed using the fusion gene con-
taining cry1Ac, and the neurotoxin gene, which is transferred into B. thuringiensis, 
leading to profound insecticidal activity in the recombinant strain (Xia et al. 2009b). 
Driss et al. (2011) constructed the fusion protein gene using the chitinase gene and 
cry1Ac was inserted downstream of the spore-dependent promoter BtI-BtII of 
B. thuringiensis-E. coli shuttle vector pHTBlue. The resulting recombinant 
expression plasmid pF is transferred into B. thuringiensis strain BNS3 so that the 
insecticidal activity of the recombinant strain against the Ephestia kuehniella (med-
iterranean flour moth) increases to 1.5 times than that of the wild strain.

10.5.1.2  Expression Vectors Constructed Using the Particular Promoters

Different gene expression effects may be caused by different expression vectors 
constructed with different promoters. The non-spore-dependent promoter pro3a of 
the B. thuringiensis cry3A gene can initiate transcription in the vegetative stage, 
causing insecticidal crystal proteins to be expressed early and extending the dura-
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tion of expression. This has been widely used in the construction of Bacillus expres-
sion vectors. The prokaryotic expression vector pHT3AG, constructed by cloning 
the fusion gene containing green fluorescent protein gene gfp and the promoter 
pro3a into the shuttle vector pHT304 resulted in expression a large amount of green 
fluorescent protein and stable products in the vegetative stage.

Two resident strains, CQUBb and CQUBt, were isolated from the intestinal tract 
of Apriona Germari Hope larva. The recombinant bacteria were found capable of 
expressing GFP in large quantities during trophophase and the expression product 
showed good stability (Yang et al. 2010). Peng et al. (2010) constructed the re-
combinant expression vector pBMB1073, using the fusion of promoter pro3a and 
the toxin-binding region of the Helicoverpa armigera cadherin fragment ( HaCad1) 
with cry1Ac, once inserted into the shuttle vector pHT304, is transferred into the B. 
thuringiensis mutant strain BMB171 (Fig. 10.2). The resulting recombinant strain 
promotes insecticidal activity against both Helicoverpa armigera (cotton boll-
worm) and Spodoptera exigua (beet army worm), whose virulence is increased by 
5.1 and 6.5 times, respectively, over that of the recombinant strains expressing only 
the Cry1Ac protein.

Using the promoter from its own genome to construct expression vector can 
effectively prevent plasmid incompatibility and help vector transformation so that 
each vector is more stable (Zhang 2007). The α-amylase expression vector pHP14-
amy 904, constructed via insertion of a promoter sequence from the thermostable 
α-amylase gene cloned from B. cereus 904 into the shuttle vector pHP14-promp, 
can be successfully expressed after it is transformed into B. cereus 905.

10.5.1.3  Expression Vectors Containing Helper Proteins

The B. thuringiensis helper proteins P20 and P19 can promote the expression of 
ICPs in B. thuringiensis (Shi et al. 2006a, b). A large number of studies have been 
performed on the construction of helper protein expression vectors. The expression 
vector P19, which contains helper protein, has been used to study the expression of 
ICPs. It is constructed by insertion of the cry11Aa promoter sequence and the ATG 
start codon from the full-length P19 gene and its coupled downstream gene cry11Aa 
into the shuttle vector pHT3101. The B. thuringiensis expression vector pHY2P is 
constructed by inserting a DNA fragment containing the p19 or p29 tandem genes 
into the shuttle vector pHT3101.

10.5.2  Other Expression Vectors

In addition, a variety of other expression vectors have also been constructed.  
B. thuringiensis, B. cereus, and B. anthracis are valuable in agriculture, medicine, 
and industry. They are easily distinguished from other aerobic bacillus, but they are 
difficult to distinguish from each other. The traditional classification system is also 
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Fig. 10.2  Major steps in the construction of an E. coli-B. thuringiensis shuttle vector for co-
expressing HaCad1 and Cry1Ac. (Peng et al. 2010)
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in dispute. Although their phylogenetic relationship and pathogenicity have been 
analyzed extensively (see Chap. 6 of this part), the ecological characteristics of 
these B. anthracis bacteria in the natural environment are still poorly understood. 
As a result, the pAD43-25 vector containing gfp is constructed so that GFP can 
be expressed in B. cereus group with GFP acting as a marker in monitoring these 
strains in special environments and under various physiological conditions (Parente 
et al. 2008). The GFP-containing expression vectors pGFP5, pGFP8, and pGFP17 
are constructed by inserting the gftmut3a from the GFP expression vector pGFP78 
into shuttle vector pHY300PLY. Bright green fluorescence can be observed after 
these vectors are imported into the bio-control B. cereus B905, which has been used 
to detect the dynamics of the GFP-labeled recombinant in the environment and 
control objects (Zhao et al. 2010).

B. thuringiensis protein Cry10Aa has insecticidal activities against mosquitoes 
and blackflies, but its expression is low, and difficult to clone, express, even crystal-
lize. A large amount of ICP was produced when cry10Aa was carried by the expres-
sion vector pSTAB, which has a great deal of activity against the Aedes (Hernandez-
Soto et al. 2009).

The construction of high-expression B. cereus group vectors greatly improves 
the expression of target genes and has become an effective tool in the construction 
of engineered bacillus bacteria. These construction strategies also inspire the de-
signs of vectors for use in other microorganisms.

10.6  Conclusion

B. cereus group includes microorganisms that have a major impact on human activ-
ity. Researchers have constructed many different types of vectors for the study of 
gene function in B. thuringiensis, B. anthracis, and B. cereus and for construction 
of a variety of engineering bacteria for various purposes. However, some vectors 
still have a limited scope of application and cannot be used widely. Future studies 
may find common promoters and construct vectors that can be cloned, expressed, 
and integrated into a variety of microorganisms and reduce the difficulty of genetic 
manipulation.

There are several methods that can potentially improve target gene expression 
through the construction of plasmid vectors with higher plasmid copy numbers and 
stronger promoters. However, there is still a dearth of highly expressed vectors in 
B. cereus group. It is therefore necessary to find new promoters.

We have sequenced the whole genomes of B. thuringiensis strains CT-43, 
YBT1520, YBT020, and BMB171 (He et al. 2010, 2011; Zhu et al. 2011). We an-
ticipate that new promoters will be found among a large number of plasmid se-
quences here, and that these promoters will be used as construct efficient expression 
vectors. In the construction of genetically engineered bacillus bacteria, resolution 
vectors can be used to eliminate resistance markers and other non-essential frag-
ments so as to relieve the security risks inherent in the environmental impact by 
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those bacteria. This will play a major role in the development of genetic engineer-
ing research practices. The number of resolution vectors will increase, and they will 
become applicable in new ways. Study of the pathogenesis of B. anthracis and its 
relevant gene functions is of great significance, and it will require the development 
of integration vectors in the establishment of practical and effective approaches of 
gene knockout. A variety of vectors can be used to construct knockout mutants in B. 
anthracis and B. cereus, but vectors currently available in B. thuringiensis are lim-
ited. Efficient, site-specific B. thuringiensis mutants will bring new breakthroughs 
in the study of the functions of many regulatory proteins and new ways of express-
ing and synthesizing ICPs.
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Abstract Recombination plays a critical role in maintaining gene diversification 
and genome stability. There are two types of recombination: the site specific recom-
bination and the homologous recombination. In this chapter we present the genetic 
recombination in Bacillus thuringiensis. The first part describes the site specific 
recombination, including transposition by transposons and transduction by phage, 
in this bacterium and its exploitation in the construction of recombinant strains of 
B. thuringiensis improving their production as bioinsecticides and their insecticidal 
activities and B. thuringiensis mutagenesis. In the second part we are interested 
by the homologous recombination and its role in the construction of improved B. 
thuringiensis strains and in gene disruption.

Keywords Site specific recombination � Transduction � Transposition � 
Homologous recombination � Transformation

11.1  Introduction

Recombination is a process or set of processes by which DNA molecules interact 
with one another to bring about a rearrangement of the genetic information or con-
tent in an organism. It plays a critical role in maintaining gene diversification and 
genome stability. In eukaryotic lineages, recombination involves meiosis and fer-
tilization. It may seem somewhat surprising that bacteria can undergo recombina-
tion since the latter process requires two homologous DNA molecules; and bacteria 
have only one chromosome (and are therefore haploid). However, bacteria have 
mechanisms by which they can acquire extra DNA, which creates opportunities for 
recombination to occur. In fact, bacterial recombination is often classified accord-
ing to the mechanism by which foreign DNA is introduced in the cell: transduction 
by acquisition of bacterial DNA via a bacteriophage, conjugation by acquisition 
of DNA directly from another bacterium or transformation by uptake of free DNA 
from the environment.
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Genetic recombination can be divided into two categories: general homologous 
recombination and site-specific recombination. These pathways are distinguished 
by their substrates DNAs, enzymes, and mechanisms. General recombination or 
general homologous recombination, which accounts for most recombination in the 
cell, is the exchange of genetic material between two molecules that have similar 
or identical sequences. However, site-specific recombination, a reaction in which 
DNA strands are broken and rejoined at determined positions of two target DNA 
sequences, does not depend on homology between the two DNA sequences involved 
in the recombination. It depends on enzymes that promote recombination between 
different regions in DNA, which may or may not have sequences in common. This 
type of recombination includes transposition by transposons, the integration and  
excision of prophages and other DNA elements, the inversion of invertible 
sequences, and the resolution of cointegrates by resolvases.

11.2  Site Specific Recombination in B. thuringiensis

11.2.1  Site Specific Recombination in B. thuringiensis  
via Transduction

11.2.1.1  Transduction: Definition

Transduction is a mechanism for the transfer of genetic material between cells by 
virus particles called phages or bacteriophages (in the case of bacteria). In fact, 
during transduction, genes from a host cell are incorporated into the genome of a 
bacteriophage and then carried to another host cell when the virus initiates another 
cycle of infection. In general transduction, any of the genes of the host cell may be 
involved in the process. However, only a few specific genes are transduced in spe-
cial transduction. Transduction can not be accomplished by all bacteriophages. It is 
allowed only by phages that are classified as “temperate”.

11.2.1.2  Phages of B. thuringiensis

About 83% of B. thuringiensis subspecies contain lysogenic phage (Ackermann 
et al. 1994). The first lysogenic phage was found in B. thuringiensis berliner 
(Yoder and Nelson 1960). The characterization (host range, plaque and particle 
morphology, serological specificities and one-step growth curves) of lysogenic 
and lytic phages of B. thuringiensis was reported by Chapman and Norris (1966) 
and Colasito and Rogoff (1969). By ultraviolet light and mitomycin C treatment, 
other phages were isolated and identified mainly from B. thuringiensis galleria 
(Zvenigorodskii et al. 1975; Rautenshtein et al. 1976). The decade 1980–1989 was 
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marked by research treating the biology, molecular weight, fingerprint, classifica-
tion, prophage state of some lysogenic phages from B. thuringiensis strains. After 
that, all of the B. thuringiensis phages were classified into 25 types (Ackermann 
et al. 1995). In 1997, eight novel phages were assigned to family B1 according to 
their weight and enzymolysis (Azizbekian et al. 1997). After 2003, research shifted 
to sequencing and gene expression of B. thuringiensis phages. Some phages origi-
nating from B. thuringiensis including Bam35 (Stromsten et al. 2003), GIL01 
(Fig. 11.1) (Verheust et al. 2003) and GIL16 (Verheust et al. 2005), have been 
completely sequenced. On the other hand, some genes have been cloned and ex-
pressed including mur1 and mur2 genes of GIL01, encoding two enzymes with 
peptidoglycan hydrolase activity (Verheust et al. 2004). Gaidelyte et al. (2006) 
showed that the penetration of Bam35 through the plasma membrane is a divalent-
cation-dependent process, whereas adsorption and peptidoglycan digestion are not. 
In 2007, Thomas et al. sequenced the 218,948-bp genome of an atypical Bacillus 
thuringiensis phage 0305ϕ8-36 and identified the vibrion proteins by mass spec-
trometry. On the other hand, Hardies et al. (2007) showed that Phage 0305ϕ8-36 
and BtI1 (a string of phage-like genes) are estimated to have diverged 2.0–2.5 bil-
lion years ago.

11.2.1.3  Construction of Improved Recombinant Strains and Chromosomal 
Mapping of B. thuringiensis Strains by Transduction

Thorne (1978) showed, for the first time, that phages CP-51 or CP-54 mediate 
generalized transduction in B. thuringiensis. CP-51 mediates also transduction 

Fig. 11.1  Genetic organization of pGIL01/GIL01. a Thirty ORFs were reported, six of which 
showed similarity with known proteins (indicated by black arrows). (Exc), Excisionase; pol, 
DNA polymerase; Lex-A, Lex-A-like repressor; DNA-pack, DNA packaging protein; Mur  
A and B, muramidases. b The 73 bp Terminal Inverted Repeats present at both pGIL01 extremities 
shared more than 75% identity. (Verheust et al. 2003)
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of plasmid DNA, including pC194 of B. thuringiensis, into strains of B. cereus, 
B. anthracis and to strains of several B. thuringiensis subspecies. The frequency 
of transfer was as high as 10−5 transductants per PFU (Ruhfel et al. 1984). By 
a two step procedure (electroporation and transduction using phage CP-51 or  
CP-54Ber, respectively), Lecadet et al. (1992) and Kalman et al. (1995) constructed 
B. thuringiensis strains improved in their production of insecticidal proteins with 
new combinations of cry genes. In addition to strains improvement, various phage-
based systems for mapping chromosomal genes have been developed by several 
groups. In 1984, Barsomian et al. used the temperate bacteriophages TP-13 and 
TP-18 to determine the order of markers in B. thuringiensis and concluded that 
TP-13 was useful for scanning large segments of the B. thuringiensis chromosome, 
and TP-18 was effective for ordering markers too closely linked for simple resolu-
tion with TP-13. In 1979, Perlak et al. showed that TP-13 was able to convert, with 
high frequency, an oligosporogenic mutant to spore positive and crystal positive 
one. Walter and Aronson (1991) showed that bacteriophage TP21 replicates as a 
plasmid and, under particular conditions, like phage lambda of E. coli, selectively 
transfers markers to B. cereus. This could be considered as a specialized transduc-
tion case in B. thuringiensis.

The construction of recombinant B. thuringiensis strains with new combinations 
of cry genes, by transduction, is of particular value for biotechnological applications. 
Indeed, this would expand the insecticidal spectrum of each strain, allowing native 
strains to have better insecticidal activity against more insect species. However, 
transduction efficiency depends on the ability of the host to phage transduction and 
on the stability of the introduced gene into the host.

11.2.2  Site Specific Recombination in B. thuringiensis  
via Transposition

11.2.2.1  Transposition of a Mobile Genetic Element: Definition

Transposition is the process whereby a mobile genetic element (transposon or 
insertion sequence) inserts itself into a new site on the same or another DNA mol-
ecule. Different transposons may transpose by different mechanisms. In many in-
stances, transposition of the transposable genetic element results in removal of the 
element from the original site and insertion at a new site. However, in some cases the 
transposition event is accompanied by the duplication of the transposable genetic 
element. One copy remains at the original site and the other is transposed to the new 
site. The transposition event is mediated by a transposase coded by the transposable 
genetic element. Transposition does not require extensive DNA homology between 
the transposon and the target DNA. The phenomenon is therefore described as  
illegitimate or site-specific or non homologous recombination.
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11.2.2.2  Mobile Genetic Elements of B. thuringiensis

B. thuringiensis is a rich source of mobile genetic elements. Several insertion 
sequences (IS231, IS232, IS240, ISBT1 and ISBT2), and Tn3-like transposons 
(Tn4430 and Tn5401) have been identified and found to be associated with cry genes 
(Mahillon et al. 1994). The IS231 and IS232 families, which display homology 
respectively with IS4 from E. coli and IS21 from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, are 
closely associated with cry1A genes on large plasmids in the B. thuringiensis subsp. 
thuringiensis strains Berliner 1715 and HD2 and B. thuningiensis subsp. kurstaki 
strains HD1 and HD73 (Kronstad and Whiteley 1984, 1986; Lereclus et al. 1984; 
Delécluse et al. 1989). The IS240 family, sharing homology with the IS26 of Proteus 
vulgaris and IS15 of Salmonella panama, has been shown to flank the cry4A gene 
of B. thuringiensis israelensis (Bourgouin et al. 1988). Although these associations, 
no evidence has been provided demonstrating a possible role for these elements 
in the evolution or mobility of the cry genes. Wang et al. (2008) showed that the 
transposon Tn4430 is directly associated with B. thuringiensis virulence. Usually, 
it is associated with cry1A genes in B. thuringiensis strains (Lereclus et al. 1984). 
It is delineated by 38-bp inverted repeats. This transposon harbors genes encoding 
a Tn3-like transposase and a resolvase or recombinase. The transposase of Tn4430 
(a 113 kDa protein) shares homology with those of Tn3, Tn2l and Tn501. Through 
transpositional recombination, it generates the formation of co-integrates between 
both donor and target replicons leading to the duplication of Tn4430 molecules 
(Mahillon and Lereclus 1988). The Tn4430 resolvase (a 32 kDa protein) mediates 
the second step of the transposition, co-integrate resolution. It is unique among the 
resolvases of Tn3-like transposons. This resolvase displays some similarities with 
site-specific recombinases of the integrase family, such as Int of bacteriophage X, 
Cre of bacteriophage P1 or TnpA and TnpB of the Tn554 transposon (Mahillon 
and Lereclus 1988). Tn5401, a class II transposable element, unlike Tn4430, is not 
commonly found among different subspecies of B. thuringiensis and is not typi-
cally associated with known insecticidal crystal protein. This transposon shows 
distant homology to Tn4430, but shares a similar structural organization with it. 
The transposase (TnpA) and the integrase (TnpI) of this transposon are transcribed 
from a common promoter negatively regulated by TnpI. It is characterized by its 
unusually long 53-bp terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) (Fig. 11.2) (Baum 1994). 
Each of these TIRs contains a 38-bp sequence homologous to the 38- to 40-bp TIR 
sequence of Tn3-like transposons and an adjacent 12-bp sequence that binds TnpI 
(Baum et al. 1999). It transposed to both chromosomal and plasmid target sites but 
displayed an apparent preference for plasmid sites.

11.2.2.3  Construction of Improved Recombinant B. thuringiensis Strains

Biopesticides containing B. thuringiensis are environmentally friendly and effec -
tive in a variety of situations. However, their performance is often considered 
to be poorer than that of chemicals in terms of reliability, spectrum of activity, 
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speed of action, and cost effectiveness. Thus, genetic manipulation of cry genes in 
B. thuringiensis is desired to improve the potency and the spectrum of activity of 
their insecticidal toxins. For this purpose, site specific recombination has been 
used. Yue et al. (2005a, b) reported improved recombinant B. thuringiensis strains 
in their insecticidal activities, constructed by introducing additional cry genes 
( cry1C and cry3A) in their chromosomes, using an integrative and thermosensitive 
vector developed based on Tn4430. In order to avoid the dissemination of geneti-
cally engineered microorganisms, particularly those containing antibiotic resistance 

Fig. 11.2  Structural organization of Tn5401 (a) and nucleotide sequences of the tnpI-tnpA pro-
moter region (b) and Tn5401 TIRs (c). Nucleotide positions in the promoter region are based on 
the published sequence of Tn5401 (Baum 1994). The conserved 12-bp TnpI recognition sequence 
ATGTCCRCTAAY is indicated by the arrows in panels b and c. The terminal 38-bp sequence with 
homology to Tn3-like transposons is shown in panel C. The − 35 and − 10 regions of the tnpI-tnpA 
(PR) promoter ( single underline) and the divergent orf1 (PL) promoter ( double underline) are 
shown, along with the corresponding transcriptional start sites (*). Ribosome binding sites are in 
boldface. (Baum et al. 1999)
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genes, Baum et al. (1996) developed a vector system that combines a B. thuringiensis 
plasmid replicon with an indigenous site-specific recombination system allowing 
the selective removal of ancillary or foreign DNA from the recombinant bacte-
rium after introduction of the Cry-encoding plasmid vector. With the same goal,  
Sanchis et al. (1996, 1997) constructed a vector, based on the specific resolution site 
of the transposon Tn4430, useful for engineering strains free of antibiotic resistance 
genes. Based on the site-specific recombinase of Tn4430, Salamitou et al. (1997) 
constructed a genetic system, composed of two compatible plasmids, that reports 
the transient activation of a promoter by promoting the stable acquisition of an anti-
biotic resistance marker by the bacterium. To facilitate the study of the transfer of a 
self-transmissible plasmid in B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki strain HD73, pAW63, 
Wilcks et al. (1998) tagged the latter with the tetracycline resistance transposon 
Tn5401. Malvar and Baum (1994) constructed a recombinant B. thuringiensis over-
expressing cry3A by Tn5401 disruption of sop0F gene.

11.2.2.4  B. thuringiensis Insertional Mutagenesis

Transposon mutagenesis is a powerful tool to unraveling the biology of  
B. thuringiensis. Many transposons, such as Tn917, Tn916, Tn10 and mariner, 
are able to effectively insert into the genome of B. thuringiensis and the insertion 
sites could be readily mapped. Tn917, a transposon from Streptococcus faecalis 
(Tomich et al. 1980), has been used to identify B. thuringiensis genes required for 
virulence and survival in a Manduca sexta (tobacco hornworm) septicaemia model 
(Steggles et al. 2006). This transposon has several insertion hot spots in chromo-
somes and preferentially insert into plasmids and non-coding regions of a genome. 
Tn916, a conjugation transposon, has a stronger bias for non-coding regions than 
Tn917 does (Garsin et al. 2004; Hoffmaster and Koehler 1997). When Enterococcus 
faecalis was the donor and B. thuringiensis israelensis the recipient, pregrowth in tet-
racycline increased the conjugative transposition frequency (Showsh and Andrews 
1992). The mini-Tn10 tranposon has been widely applied in B. thuringiensis and 
some valuable genes involved in bacteriocin and beta-exotoxin I production, swarm 
cell differentiation, flagellin export, and secretion of virulence-associated proteins 
had been identified by its use (Kamoun et al. 2009; Salvetti et al. 2009; Ghelardi 
et al. 2002; Espinasse et al. 2002). Tn10 could not randomly insert into the chromo-
some, because it requires a symmetrical six-base-pair “GCTNAGC” as its target 
sequence (Pribil and Haniford 2003). In addition, the homology between Tn10 and 
its target could lead to the preference of this transposon (Monod et al. 1997). More-
over, Tn10-encoded transposase contacts a large stretch of the target DNA (∼ 24 bp) 
with a symmetrical structure, which also may contribute to the selection of targets 
(Pribil and Haniford 2000). Li et al. (2009) constructed two mariner transposon de-
livery vector systems, pMarA333 and pMarB333, useful for construction of mutant 
libraries of B. thuringiensis and other Bacillus strains. The mariner tranposon could 
insert into a target DNA by a “cut and paste” reaction, which is catalyzed by mariner-
encoded transposase and requires no obvious specific host factors (Vos et al. 1996).
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11.3  Homologous Recombination in B. thuringiensis

11.3.1  B. thuringiensis Transformation, a Brief History

Transformation was first demonstrated in Streptococcus pneumoniae by 
Griffith (1928). Avery et al. (1944) proved that DNA was the transforming prin-
ciple. Transformation refers to a form of genetic exchange in which recipient cell 
takes up DNA from the environment. This foreign DNA may be derived from unre-
lated species, such as bacteria, fungi, plants or animals, but most likely it is the rem-
nants of DNA from dead bacterial cells. The ability of bacteria to maintain this DNA 
and replicate it during normal cell multiplication is the basis of cell transformation. 
In spite of B. thuringiensis strains have potential in bioinsecticides production, the 
lack of efficient techniques for genetic manipulation in this organism constituted an 
obstacle for genetic and physiological studies for many years. For B. thuringiensis 
transformation, several laboratories used the method of protoplast transforma-
tion developed by Chang and Cohen (1979) with some modifications. Due to the 
poor protoplastization process and the low regeneration frequency, efficiency of  
B. thuringiensis transformation was generally low and dependent on B. thuringiensis 
strains (Alikhanian et al. 1981; Martin et al. 1981; Fischer et al. 1984; 
Crawford et al. 1987; Rubinstein and Sanchez-Rivas 1988, 1989). In 1989, dif-
ferent efficient DNA transfer systems based on electroporation of vegetative 
B. thuringiensis cells (Bone and Ellar 1989; Lereclus et al. 1989; Mahillon et al. 1989; 
Masson et al. 1989; Schurter et al. 1989) were developed. These protocols for trans-
formation of B. thuringiensis by electroporation, independently published in the 
same year, differed in the composition of buffers, the method for cells preparation 
and parameters of electric pulse (Zeigler 1999). They generally provided transfor-
mation efficiencies of 102–105 transformants per µg of plasmid DNA. The devel-
opment of these effective DNA transfer systems by electroporation opened new 
avenues to improve the entomopathological potential of B. thuringiensis. In fact, 
transformation of this bacterium by electroporation allowed the expression of cry 
genes in their natural host and it became possible to change B. thuringiensis strains 
giving them new characteristics and thus make them more efficient in terms of pest 
management.

11.3.2  Construction of Improved B. thuringiensis Strains  
by Homologous Recombination

In 1986, Höfte et al. compared the amino acid sequence of a delta-endotoxin 
(named Bt2) from B. thuringiensis Berliner with those of B. thuringiensis kurstaki 
strain HD1 Dipel, B. thuringiensis kurstaki strain HD73 and B. thuringiensis sotto 
and suggested that homologous recombination between the different genes had 
occurred during evolution. In 1991, Delécluse et al. demonstrated that homologous 
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recombination occurs in B. thuringiensis by disrupting the cyt1A gene, encoding 
the 28-kDa polypeptide of Bacillus thuringiensis israelensis crystals, from the 
72-MDa resident plasmid. They deduced also that the absence of the Cyt1A protein in  
B. thuringiensis israelensis did not affect the crystallization of the other toxic com-
ponents of the parasporal body but it abolished the hemolytic activity.

In order to enlarge the spectrum of the insecticidal activity of the wild strains of 
B. thuringiensis, and since it has been found that crystal genes introduced on plas-
mids are not stably maintained in B. thuringiensis, several teams used the homolo-
gous recombination to integrate additional cry gene into the chromosome. Thus, 
different improved B. thuringiensis strains were obtained using transformation and 
homologous recombination. After fusion of the P19 gene of B. thuringiensis subsp. 
israelensis with a chitinase gene of B. licheniformis, the construction was intro-
duced in B. thuringiensis subsp. aizawai by transformation and integrated into the 
bacterium genome by homologous recombination. The resulting B. thuringiensis 
strain showed an improved insecticidal activity against Spodoptera exigua dem-
onstrating that chromosomal integration might be used as a potential technique 
for strain improvement (Thamthiankul et al. 2004). After transformation of 
B. thuringiensis strain HD-73 with the recombinant plasmid pHTcry1Ac-gfp, 
the gfp gene was inserted into the large HD-73 endogenous plasmid pHT73 and 
fused with the 3′ terminal of the cry1Ac gene by homologous recombination. 
This Cry1Ac-GFP fusion protein is a useful tool for studying the function of the 
C-terminus of the Cry1A protoxin in insect midgets and to study the mechanisms 
of parasporal crystal formation and assembly (Yang et al. 2010). Homologous re-
combination was used to obtain a B. thuringiensis engineered strain with high tox-
icity and broad insecticidal spectrum against coleopteran insects. The construction 
was based on the integration of the cry8Ca2 gene into the endogenous plasmid of 
BT185 which contains cry8Ea1 (Liu et al. 2010). Liu et al. (2010) used the plas-
mid pMAD (Arnaud et al. 2004) for homologous recombination in B. thuringiensis 
and this after insertion of the gene of interest in the multiple cloning site. This 
procedure was based on the thermosensitive recombination system of the pMAD 
plasmid (Fig. 11.3) which contained a temperature-sensitive replication region 
named ori pE194ts, the ermC gene (erythromycin resistance gene), the bgaB gene 
(β-galactosidase gene) with a plcpB promoter (from Staphylococcus aureus), and 
the bla gene (β-lactamases gene) (Arnaud et al. 2004).

11.4  Conclusion

Genetic recombination is an excellent tool for generating B. thuringiensis strains 
with new and stable combination of cry genes and free of antibiotic resistance genes. 
This is of particular interest for biotechnological applications because leading to the 
construction of strains with better insecticidal activity against more insect species, 
and should facilitate regulatory approval for their development as a commercial 
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Fig. 11.3  Schematic representation of a two-step procedure used to obtain gene replacement by 
recombination. Areas labeled A and B represent DNA sequences located upstream and down-
stream from vraF and vraG genes. The crossed lines indicate crossover events. The integration 
of pMAD via homologous sequences can take place in area A or B. The cointegrate undergoes 
a second recombination event, regenerating the pMAD plasmid. Depending on whether the second 
recombination event occurs between the two homologous sequences in area A or B, the spectino-
mycin resistance marker will either remain in the chromosome (area B) or be excised along with 
the plasmid (area A). Gene replacement occurs only if the second recombination event occurs in 
area B, as shown. (Arnaud et al. 2004)
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biopesticides. A guideline including well engineered B. thuringiensis strains will 
serve to specific and efficient biological control of pests.
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Abstract This review describes how recombinant DNA technology has been used 
to improve Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) products and overcome a number of the 
problems associated with Bt-based insect control measures. It will discuss how the 
knowledge of the genetics of Bt and of its insecticidal toxin genes, the understand-
ing of their regulation and the development of cloning vectors has made possible the 
continuing improvement of first generation products. Several examples describing 
how biotechnology has been used to increase the production of insecticidal proteins 
in Bt, their persistence in the field by protecting them against UV degradation or to 
construct non-viable genetically modified strains, will be presented.

Keywords Bacillus thuringiensis · Biopesticides · ∂-endotoxins · Cry genes · 
Recombinant Bt strains · Asporogenic strains · Site-specific recombination

12.1  Introduction

B. thuringiensis or Bt is a spore-forming gram-positive pathogen that produces 
highly specific insecticidal proteins, called the δ-endotoxins, or Cry proteins, that 
accumulate as crystalline inclusions within the cell during sporulation. At the end 
of sporulation, the bacterial cells lyse and the spores and crystals are liberated. If 
ingested by susceptible insects (usually the larvae), the crystals are dissolved and 
the δ-endotoxins, which are protoxin molecules, are specifically cleaved by insect 
gut proteases. The resulting activated toxins recognize specific receptors on the 
surfaces of the midgut epithelium cells and cause cell lysis and the death of insect 
larvae. Commercial Bt products used as biopesticides generally consist of a mixture 
of spores and crystals, produced in large fermenters and applied as foliar sprays, 
much like synthetic insecticides. Numerous studies have shown that application of 
suspensions of crystal proteins and spores of B. thuringiensis are safe to mammals 
and birds and are safer for non-target insects than conventional insecticides (Siegel 
2001). Given the undesirable effects of chemical insecticides, Bt-products—which 
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present the advantage of having only a minor impact on the environment—have 
come to occupy a stable position of the insecticide market. Bt-formulations are used 
in agriculture, forestry and in human health for the elimination of vectors of diseases 
but they are often considered as less persistent in the field than other chemical prod-
ucts. The two main problems with Bt-products for pest control are their often nar-
row activity spectrum and high sensitivity to UV degradation (Pusztai et al. 1991; 
Behle et al. 1997) or other environmental factors. Therefore, the economic viability 
and acceptability of Bt biopesticides depends on the potency of the insecticidal 
toxins and the environmental stability of the crystals after spraying. An additional 
limitation of Bt products used as sprays is their inability to target insects feeding 
on internal tissues of the plants or sap sucking and soil dwelling pests that remain 
out of reach. Some of these problems have been circumvented by the development 
of genetically modified crops that constitutively express synthetic crystal proteins 
(Vaeck et al. 1987). Although the engineering of plants to express Bt cry genes has 
been especially helpful against pests that attack parts of the plant that are usually 
not well-protected by conventional insecticide application, this topic has been ex-
tensively reviewed elsewhere (Shelton et al. 2002) and is not within in the scope 
of this review. Apart from transgenic Bt-plants, the more traditional spray form of 
Bt is also very important in plant protection and is widely used (Liu and Tabashnik 
1997; Sanchis and Bourguet 2008) by organic farmers. This review will describe the 
principal approaches and recombinant DNA techniques used to improve Bt strains 
and products used as sprays during the past two decades.

12.2  Discovery of New Bt Strains Harbouring  
Novel Cry Genes

The first step towards improving Bt strains naturally involved the isolation of new 
strains with new or higher insecticidal activity against a particular target pest as 
compared to previously known strains. A first important event for the development 
of Bt-products was the isolation by Dulmage, in 1970, of the isolate HD1 subsp. 
kurstaki from diseased Pectinophora gossypiella larvae (Dulmage 1970). This 
strain proved to be much more potent than the isolates in the existing commercial Bt 
products. A second milestone in the Bt development was the discovery by Goldberg 
and Margalit, in Israel, in 1976, of Bt subsp. israelensis (Goldberg and Margalit 
1977). The new subspecies contained both Cry and cyt toxins in its inclusions and 
was highly active against biting dipteran mosquitoes and blackflies, the vectors of 
diseases such as dengue and malaria, thus extending the range of activity of Bt. 
Soon after, in 1983, another Bt subspecies was isolated that was active against plant 
feeding coleopteran larvae (Beetles), mainly chrysomelidae (Krieg et al. 1983). 
Intensive screening programs have followed and led to the isolation and charac-
terization of new strains with different combinations of crystal proteins and to the 
cloning and DNA sequence determination of many new cry genes (Schnepf et al. 
1985). Since the cloning of the first cry gene in 1981 (Schnepf and Whiteley 1981) 
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the number of cry genes encoding Cry protein with novel target pests has expanded 
dramatically. To date, several thousand natural strains have been isolated from vari-
ous geographical areas and from different sources, including grain dust, soil, insects 
and plants (Martin and Travers 1989; Smith and Couche 1991). These isolates pro-
duce well over 300 different crystal proteins classified into 60 major Cry protein 
classes on the basis of amino acid identity (Crickmore et al. 1998). Each individual 
Cry protein generally has a restricted spectrum of activity, but the entire Cry family 
is active against more than 500 insect species and against some other invertebrate 
pest species such as nematodes. A current list of Cry proteins can be found on the 
Internet at: http://www.lifesci.sussex.ac.uk/home/Neil_Crickmore/Bt/holo2.html.

12.3  Engineering of Novel Cry Proteins

An alternative to the isolation of novel insecticidal genes from naturally occurring 
Bt strains was to construct novel insecticidal genes for particular target insects. In-
deed, since Cry proteins are homologous and have a similar mode of action, domain 
substitution and mutagenesis within various regions could yield new mutant toxins 
having new, broadened or improved toxicity (Pardo-Lopez et al. 2009). Mutagenesis 
of Cry toxins has first been used extensively to explore the participation of specific 
protein regions in the toxicity mechanism (Bravo et al. 2007) and some of these 
mutations have resulted in generation of Cry toxin molecules with improved toxic-
ity (Rajamohan et al. 1996; Wu et al. 2000). This knowledge has been exploited to 
manipulate cry genes by creating chimeric toxins, using domain substitution, which 
have effectively resulted in production of novel toxins with a wider target spectrum 
or higher toxicity than the parental toxins from which were derived. For example, a 
Cry1Ac/1F chimeric toxin with superior toxicity to the fall armyworm, S. frugiperda, 
when compared to the parental CrylAc and CrylF toxins was engineered by Eco-
gen, a biotechnology company, and was introduced in Bt strain EG7826. This strain 
was registered as the active ingredient of the Lepinox™ bioinsecticide. A second 
lepidopteran-toxic EG7841 strain, harbouring a cry1C gene containing a mutation 
that resulted in improved toxicity towards the beet armyworm, Spodoptera exigua, 
was also registered as the active ingredient of the CryMax™ bioinsecticide. These 
two strains were readily approved and did not necessitated a registration package  
different than those required for naturally-occurring Bt strains because these genes, 
although modified by recombinant DNA techniques, were derived from Bt cry 
genes. Replacing domain III of a Cry1Ab toxin, which has low toxicity to S. exigua, 
by domain III of Cry1C also resulted in a hybrid toxin with a much higher toxicity 
against S. exigua than the parental toxin (de Maagd et al. 1996). A chimeric Cry1C/1Ab 
protein, carrying the C-terminal domain of Cry1Ab and N-terminal domains 
of cry1C was also constructed. This chimeric Cry1C/1Ab toxin was more toxic 
than the unmodified Cry1C toxin against various lepidopteran pests, including  
Spodoptera littoralis (Egyptian cotton leaf worm) and Spodoptera exigua 
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(lesser [beet] armyworm) which were not readily controlled by other Cry toxins 
(Sanchis et al. 1999). A fusion toxin comprising a truncated version of Cry1Ba and 
domain II from Cry1Ia was also shown to be toxic to both coleopteran and  
lepidopteran pests (Naimov et al. 2001; Naimov et al. 2003). More recently, a 
hybrid Cry1Ab/3A toxin which was toxic to the western corn rootworm was also created  
(Walters et al. 2010). Finally, optimization of Bt crystal proteins through DNA shuffling 
has also been reported (Lassner and Bedbrook 2001; Craveiro et al. 2010). 
The screening of 4000 shuffled cry1Ca clones yielded some variants which were 
significantly more toxic against Spodoptera exigua larvae (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) 
and toxic Helicoverpa zea (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) a pest previously unaffected by 
the Cry1Ca toxin (Lassner and Bedbrook 2001). Directed evolution system based 
on phage display technology for producing toxins with improved binding to a re-
ceptor, and thus increased toxicity, has also been described (Ishikawa et al. 2007).

12.4  Construction of New Bt Strains by Conjugation

Amongst the critical milestones in the development of new Bt-products was the 
discovery that a natural conjugal plasmid exchange system exists in Bt and that 
the genes coding for many toxins were located on large plasmids which can be 
exchanged between different Bt strains during conjugation (González et al. 1982). 
This opened the way to developing strains with a pool of advantageous crystal 
proteins genes active against a given insect pest or creating strains containing 
optimized crystal gene combinations active against both lepidopteran and cole-
opteran larvae. For example, conjugation was used by Ecogen to construct strain 
EG2348, the active ingredient of the Condor® bioinsecticide product that con-
tained a combination of cry genes encoding crystal proteins particularly active 
against specific lepidopteran pests of soybean crops. Another strain, EG2424, the 
active ingredient of Foil®, contained two plasmids, one carrying a cry1Ac gene 
whose product is active against the European corn borer, Ostrinia nubilalis, and 
a cry3A gene encoding a crystal protein with activity against the Colorado potato 
beetle, Leptinotarsa decemlineata, a coleopteran pest of potatoes (Baum 1998). 
This approach was successful for improving the insecticidal properties of Bt 
and its development as a biopesticide. Conjugal transfer of the cry1Ac gene into 
a Bacillus megaterium strain which persists in the cotton phyllosphere has also been 
reported (Bora et al. 1994). An additional advantage of the conjugational approach 
is that, as plasmid transfer is reported to also occur naturally among Bt strains 
in soil microcosms (Vilas-Boas et al. 1998, 2000), these genetically-modified Bt 
strains are not strictly transgenic organisms, an important consideration regarding 
approval and public acceptance. However, this approach was only applicable to cry 
genes carried by conjugative plasmids and could not be used to associate genes on 
plasmids from the same incompatibility group. Moreover, it could not be used to 
over express a given gene or to exploit cryptic cry genes or cry genes expressed 
only weakly in Bt.
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12.5  Expression of Bt Cry Genes in Heterologous 
Microbial Hosts

A second strategy for improving the exploitation of Bt or increasing its entomo-
pathogenic potential involved diversifying or improving the way the pesticidal 
Cry toxins were delivered, by using recombinant DNA technology. Several dif-
ferent delivery systems have been developed aiming to increase the persistence 
and efficiency of Bt Cry toxins in the field. The first of them was the production 
of Cry toxins active against lepidopteran and coleopteran pest larvae by the non-
pathogenic bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens. The bacteria were then killed by 
means of a physical chemical process after fermentation and the toxins remained 
enclosed in the cell wall of the dead microorganisms as crystalline inclusions. This 
process significantly increased their persistence in the environment by protecting 
them against degradation and inactivation by UV irradiation (Gaertner et al. 1993). 
This approach has been used by Mycogen, to produce two commercial products: 
MVP® for controlling lepidopterans and M-TRAK® for controlling coleopterans. 
In order to control root feeding insects inaccessible to conventional spray technol-
ogy, the cry1Ac gene has also been transferred into the plant colonizers Pseudomo-
nas cepacia (Stock et al. 1990) and Azospirillum spp. (Udayasuriyan et al. 1995), 
two bacteria that colonize the roots and leaves of many plants. Similarly, the cry 
genes from Bt were also introduced into a rhizosphere-inhabiting Bacillus pumilus 
isolate to create a delivery system control subterranean feeding insects such as 
Agrotis orthogonia (Selinger et al. 1998). However, only poor levels of expression 
were achieved probably due to instability of introduced plasmids. By contrast, 
Rhizobium leguminosarum a symbiotic nitrogen-fixing bacterium responsible for 
root nodule formation in many legume species was used successfully as a deliv-
ery vehicle for a cry3A gene (Skot et al. 1990) and control of various coleopteran 
soil-dwelling pests was described (Bezdicek et al. 1994). Using a different 
approach, Crop Genetics International (CGI) transferred a cry gene into Clavibacter 
xyli var. cynodontis, an endophytic bacterium that colonizes the internal tissues of 
various host plants without apparent harms to the hosts which makes endophytes 
a valuable tool for agricultural industries to protect plants from pests. The gene 
introduced into this bacterium encoded a CrylAc protein toxic to the larvae of 
O. nubilalis the European corn borer a pest of maize (Lampel et al. 1994). The 
authors found that this genetically modified endophyte was toxic in bioassays and 
had significant insecticidal activity in planta. This recombinant strain has been 
used to inoculate corn for the control of European corn borer infestation (Tomasino 
et al. 1995). Encouraging results have been obtained and a product called InCide® 

has been developed using this technology. Similarly, a cry1Ac7 gene of Bacillus 
thuringiensis strain 234 was transferred into the endophytic bacterium Herbaspi-
rillum seropedica, which was found in sugarcane, for controlling the sugarcane 
borer Eldana saccharina (Downing et al. 2000). It was shown that this geneti-
cally modified endophyte could inhibit the growth of the sugarcane borer larvae to 
some degree. A recombinant B. sphaericus strain, which had longer environmental 
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persistence in the aquatic feeding zones of various Aedes, Culex and Anopheles 
mosquito species than Bt, was also constructed by integrating into its chromo-
some the dipteran-active Cry11A protein from B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis 
(Poncet et al. 1997). Attempts have also been made to express Bt toxins used to 
control the mosquito vectors of diseases, in aquatic bacteria that inhabit the larval 
feeding zone (Federici et al. 2003). Various bacteria have been manipulated in this 
way including species of cyanobacteria belonging to the genus Synechococcus 
(Chungjatupornchai 1990; Soltes-Rak et al. 1993), Caulobacter crescentus 
(Thanabalu et al. 1992), Anabaena sp. (Khasdan et al. 2003) and Asticcacaulis 
excentricus (Armengol et al. 2005) but, to date, none of these recombinant organ-
isms has been commercially developed.

12.6  Development of Recombinant Bt Strains

Conjugation was initially used to manipulate Bt strains genetically because no 
transformation procedure was available. In 1989, several laboratories reported that 
vegetative Bt cells were readily transformed with plasmid DNA by electroporation 
(Bone and Ellar 1989; Lereclus et al. 1989). This opened up new possibilities for 
improving the entomopathogenic potential of Bt making it possible to fully exploit 
the high natural diversity of Bt strains and toxins to create modified variants of these 
bacteria with greater efficacies. However, the construction of genetically engineered 
Bt strains first required the development of effective host/vector systems with vector  
plasmids able to replicate and persist in a stable manner in this bacterium. To 
achieve this purpose, plasmids carried by Bt were cloned and the regions required 
for their replication and stability identified (Arantes and Lereclus 1991; Baum and 
Gilbert 1991). A wide variety of shuttle vectors ( E. coli/Bt) were constructed using 
the replication regions of these Bt resident plasmids (Baum et al. 1990; Arantes and 
Lereclus 1991; Chak et al. 1994) and used to introduce cloned cry genes into Bt. 
Heat-sensitive vectors capable of integration were also constructed and used to in-
sert cry genes by homologous recombination into resident plasmids (Lereclus et al. 
1992) or directly into the chromosome (Kalman et al. 1995). For example, Lereclus 
and collaborators, in 1992, introduced the coleopteran-specific cry3A gene into the 
resident plasmid of the strain kurstaki HD73 toxic to lepidopteran insects, using 
such a thermosensitive vector that was eliminated after recombination (Lereclus 
et al. 1992). The resulting strain had insecticidal activity against both lepidopter-
ans and coleopterans insects. These thermosensitive plasmids were also used to 
disrupt genes involved in sporulation, such as spo0F, spo0A, sigE and sigK (see 
below), to produce asporogenic strains of Bt (Lereclus et al. 1995). For application 
in the field, recombinant strains of Bt from which antibiotic resistance genes and 
non-Bt DNA sequences were selectively eliminated, were also constructed using 
a second generation of vectors based on the specific resolution site of the Bt class 
II transposons, Tn4430 and Tn5401 (Baum et al. 1996; Sanchis et al. 1996). These 
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new site-specific recombination vectors were designed specifically for selectively 
removing any unnecessary sequences such as antibiotic-resistant genes and non-Bt 
replication origins from B. thuringiensis after introduction of the plasmid into the 
host strain (Sanchis et al. 1997). Therefore, the recombinant Bt strains obtained by 
this procedure and vectors were free of non-Bt DNA and did not harbour any antibi-
otic resistance markers. In these vectors the DNA sequences, necessary for selection 
and replication in E. coli at the earliest stages of assembly, but undesirable in the final 
Bt recombinant strains, are flanked with two internal resolution sites (IRS) in the 
same orientation. In an appropriate host background (Bt strains containing Tn4430 
or Tn5401) site-specific recombination between the duplicate IRSs, catalyzed by 
the recombinases of Tn4430 or Tn5401 (Mahillon and Lereclus 1988; Baum 1995); 
this eliminates the resistance marker genes and other non-Bt DNA after introduc-
tion of the vector into the bacterium and selection of the transformants. The first 
live recombinant Bt product to be produced using this technology was Bt strain 
EG7673 that produces two types of Cry3 proteins active against beetles (Cry3A 
and Cry3Bb) and a protein active against caterpillars(Cry1Ac) and that was sold by 
Ecogen under the trade name of Raven®. Wang and collaborators also constructed a 
new strain by introducing the cry3Aa7 gene into the UV17 strain, which produces 
Cry1Aa, Cry1Ac, Cry1Ca and Cry2Ab (Wang et al. 2006, 2008). The new strain 
was toxic to both lepidopteran and coleopteran insects. More recently, Bt strain 
engineering efforts have mainly focused in extending Bt host range and potency 
by creating strains harbouring unique combinations of crystal proteins not as yet 
found in nature and in increasing the duration of the Bt products applied in the field. 
To protect the crystal proteins from UV degradation Liu and collaborators initially 
used a Streptomyces lividans strain containing a recombinant plasmid allowing pro-
duction of high amounts of melanin (Liu et al. 1993). The melanin obtained by the 
fermentation of Streptomyces lividans was added into a Bacillus thuringiensis var. 
israelensis formulation and it was seen that melanin was a photoprotective agent 
against UV light. A mutant of B. thuringiensis var. kurstaki producing melanin was 
also generated following UV irradiation of a wild-type strain culture. This mutant 
was more resistant to UV light than the parent strain and had greater insecticidal 
activity toward the diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella (Patel et al. 1996). In 
another example, a genetically engineered strain Bt TD841 that produced both mel-
anin and a Cry1A protein was constructed, and its UV resistance was evaluated in 
the laboratory. Bioassays demonstrated that the UV resistance of this recombinant 
was enhanced 9.7-fold compared to its parental strain Bt HC42 after 4-h UV irradia-
tion (Zhang et al. 2008). In another strategy aiming to increase the potency of Bt, 
a recombinant plasmid containing the cry1Ac gene from Bt and a chitinase gene 
from tobacco was also introduced into a Bt acrystalliferous strain by electropora-
tion. The insecticidal activity of the transformant against Helicoverpa armigera was 
11 and 18 times higher than a transformant expressing a single cry1Ac at 48 and 72 h 
respectively (Ding et al. 2008). More recently, Liu and collaborators also reported 
the construction of a new coleopteran-active strain BIOT185 that express both Cry-
8ca2 and Cry8Ea1 toxic towards scarab insects (Liu et al. 2010).
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12.7  Development of Asporogenic Bt Strains

The production of the toxin crystal is usually coupled to the sporulation phase of 
growth and is regulated and dependent on it (Agaisse and Lereclus 1995). Indeed 
most of the cry genes were found to be transcribed from promoters active only dur-
ing sporulation. For the cry1Aa lepidopteran-active gene two overlapping transcrip-
tion start sites have been mapped, defining two sporulation-specific promoters 
(BtI and BtII) used sequentially (Wong et al. 1983). Two genes encoding sigma 
factors, σ35 and σ28, which specifically direct the transcription of the cryl genes were 
cloned and sequenced (Brown and Whiteley 1988, 1990; Adams et al. 1991). They 
were found to be homologous to the genes encoding the B. subtilis sporulation stage 
specific sigma factors σE and σK, respectively. Unlike to the other δ-endotoxin 
genes, the promoter that directs the transcription of the coleopteran cry3A gene 
is dissimilar to the σ35 and σ28 sporulation specific promoters and is activated at 
the onset of sporulation independently of the factors implicated in the initiation 
of sporulation (Agaisse and Lereclus 1994). Lecadet and collaborators, in 1992; 
reported that introduction of a cry1Aa gene into a strain harbouring a cry3A gene re-
sulted in a two or threefold increase in the total amount of protein produced (Lecadet  
et al. 1992). This is probably because the expression systems of the cry genes are 
different, so they do not compete for rate-limiting elements of gene expression such 
as specific sigma factors (Agaisse and Lereclus 1995). An obvious implication of 
these findings was that it should also be possible to produce the non-sporulation 
dependent Cry3A toxin in a sporulation deficient genetic background. The use of 
molecular genetic techniques allowed the creation of defined mutations in a number 
of genes that controlled the sporulation process: spo0F (Malvar and Baum 1994), 
spo0A (Lereclus et al. 1995), sigE (Bravo et al. 1996) and sigK (Sanchis et al. 1999). 
The cry3A gene was the first expressed in a SpoOA− mutant of Bt resulting in the 
production of large amounts of toxin (Lereclus et al. 1995). Soon after, a sporu-
lation-dependent lepidopteran active cry1C gene was expressed in a sporulation-
deficient Spo0A mutant of Bt by fusing the coding sequence of the cry1C gene 
to the non-sporulation dependent cry3A promoter (Sanchis et al. 1996). Another 
non-sporulating derivative of a wild-type Bt kurstaki strain was constructed by dis-
rupting the chromosomal sigK gene, which encodes the σ28 late sporulation-specific 
sigma factor. This sporulation-deficient SigK− Bt strain naturally carried a cry1Ac 
gene, highly active against Ostrinia nubilalis (European corn borer) and Heliothis 
virescens (tobacco budworm). In both cases, the toxins accumulated in the mother 
cell compartment forming crystal inclusions that remained encapsulated within the 
cell wall. A chimeric cry1C/1Ab gene was then introduced into this sporulation-
deficient SigK− strain via a site-specific recombination vector with high inheritable 
stability. The product of the cry1C/1Ab gene had a high activity against various 
lepidopteran pests, including Spodoptera littoralis and Spodoptera exigua. There-
fore, the final recombinant strain, designated as AGRO2, produced large amounts 
of two different crystal proteins, which conferred it a broader activity spectrum 
than the parental strain, and the crystals produced remained encapsulated within the 
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cells, which protected them from deactivation by ultraviolet radiation (Sanchis et al. 
1999) as is the case for Bt toxins encapsulated in P. fluorescens. The encapsulation 
of the crystals in Bt ghost cells defective in sporulation is therefore an alternative to 
expressing Bt toxins in killed Pseudomonas fluorescens cells (see above) with the 
advantage that Bt is naturally capable of stably expressing cry genes to high levels. 
An additional advantage of developing asporogenic variants of Bt strains is that no 
viable spores would be present in the final product, thereby minimizing any envi-
ronmental effects arising from the dissemination of large numbers of viable spores. 
These strains are thus a very safe biopesticides. In greenhouse and field trials, the 
AGRO2 strain applied at 80 g of ai/ha, showed good activity against a cabbage pest 
complex Trichoplusia ni, and Plutella xylostella (Sanchis et al. 1999).

12.8  Concluding Remarks

The increase of agricultural production and the development of microbial insecti-
cides for effective insect control in the context of sustainable agriculture are two 
major challenges facing the world in the twenty-first century. Bt formulations used 
as sprays are among the safest microbial pesticides known but they only account 
for approximately 4% of the global insecticide spray market, estimated to be US$ 8 
billion per annum in 2005. Its success in the past 20 years was essentially due 
to its ease of production, good specificity and the need to find alternatives to the 
widespread resistance to chemical insecticides, rather than to its safeness to hu-
mans and other non-target species. Since 1996, the most significant increase in the 
use of Bt and their insecticidal crystal proteins as a bio-control agent has been the 
wide adoption of transgenic crops expressing Bt Cry toxins (Sanchis 2011). Despite 
this large increase in usage of Bt crops, niche markets for Bt foliar sprays have 
remained, particularly for organic vegetable and fruit high value crops that have 
not been transformed with cry genes, as well as for bacterial insecticides to control 
vector mosquitoes. Indeed, Bt biological pesticides remain one of the few effec-
tive and non-synthetic insecticides that organic farmers can use in emergency to 
control insect infestations. They are also particularly well suited to Integrated Pest 
Management programs because they preserve natural predator or parasitoid popu-
lations much better than broad spectrum chemical pesticides. Another advantage 
of Bt sprays is that if they are used properly and over small areas the likelihood 
of insect resistance emerging under such usage is minimal. However, delivering a 
correct Bt dose to a susceptible stage of the pest before it has caused unacceptable 
damage is essential in developing a suitable pest managements strategies based on 
Bt. To achieve this goal, some of the limitations of Bt microbial preparations, such 
as potency, field instability and lack of capacity to reach cryptic pests, have been 
overcome in the past two decades by using molecular biology techniques. By clon-
ing and expressing individual Cry proteins in acrystalliferous Bt strains it has been 
possible to identify those that were particularly active on a given target insect pest. 
Optimised combinations of cry genes have then been inserted into a Bt-host with 
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well known safety and able to express these genes to high levels (25–30% of its total 
protein), using natural Bt plasmids as cloning vectors. The total amount of crystal 
protein produced by a recombinant strain has also been increased by combining 
various cry genes with different promoters into the same strain. Gene-disabling of 
the sporulation-specific neutral protease A in Bt has also led to yield enhancement 
of Cry proteins probably due to reduced crystal protein degradation (Donovan et al. 
1997). Cry proteins have also been modified through protein engineering for in-
creasing their toxicity and/or insecticidal spectrum. Diversifying the delivery of the 
toxin, by expressing genes encoding Cry proteins in diverse organisms occupying 
the same ecological environment as the targeted insects has also been explored, al-
though until now these recombinant organisms have only been used for experimen-
tal purposes. The development of cloning vectors allowing elimination of unwanted 
DNA (e.g. antibiotic resistance markers, origins of replication that are functional 
in non-Gram-positive bacteria or more generally non-Bt DNA) when constructing 
Bt recombinant strains has also been useful in minimizing potential hazards result-
ing from the use genetically engineered organisms. Finally, genetically engineered 
sporulation-deficient Bt strains producing high amounts of Cry proteins have been 
made. These mutants that cannot survive in the environment are thus very safe 
recombinant biopesticides. All these elements have greatly facilitated regulatory 
approval and public acceptance for conducting large-scale field trials with recom-
binant bacteria. Although at present most of these genetically engineered Bt strains 
have not yet been developed commercially, there is much scope for development of 
these novel Bt strains into biopesticides. In the future, greater environmental con-
cerns and tighter safety regulations may make these non-viable genetically modi-
fied bacteria an even much more attractive alternative to chemical insecticides.
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Abstract The reduction in crop production that results from damages of pests 
and pathogenic microbes has been the major prohibitive factor restricting the fur-
ther development of agricultural production worldwide. In the long-term practice 
of controlling agricultural pests, multiple pest management, including biological 
approaches, are generally recognized as possible solutions to control pest infestation 
effectively. Bacterial pesticides, which constitute a series of leading biopesticidal 
products made from various naturally occurring or genetically modified insecticidal 
bacteria, have attracted increasing attention as a specific means of controlling agri-
cultural and forestry pests.

Keywords Genetically modified Bt strains · Recombinant methods · Broader 
insecticidal spectrum · High insecticidal activity · Multifunctional strains

13.1  Introduction

The reduction in crop production that results from damages of pests and pathogenic 
microbes has been the major prohibitive factor restricting the further development 
of agricultural production worldwide. In the long-term practice of controlling agri-
cultural pests, multiple pest management, including biological approaches, are gen-
erally recognized as possible solutions to control pest infestation effectively. Bac-
terial pesticides, which constitute a series of leading biopesticidal products made 
from various naturally occurring or genetically modified insecticidal bacteria, have 
attracted increasing attention as a specific means of controlling agricultural and 
forestry pests.

The spore-forming bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) has the ability to syn-
thesize a large amount of insecticidal crystal proteins (ICPs) during growth and 
metabolism. This organism has been exploited as a biopesticide for controlling ag-
riculturally important pests for many years. In 1938, the world’s first commercial 
Bt-based product, Sporeine, was launched in France (Sanahuja et al. 2011a). Sub-
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sequently, with increasing understanding of its insecticidal properties, as well as 
its active ingredients, Bt-based pesticides have gradually developed strength, and 
ultimately have become a new industrial field at the global scale. Numerous inves-
tigations and applications of Bt-derived pesticides have proven that, in contrast to 
chemical and other types of pesticides, they are relatively highly insect-specific, 
remarkably safe for humans, other mammals, and non-target fauna, less or tardily 
resistant from target pests, maneuverable and cost-effective for production, and so 
on. Given these advantages, the industrialization of Bt pesticides has developed 
rapidly, making them the largest mass-produced and most widely used microbial 
pesticides in the 1980–1990s worldwide.

Like many other bacterial products, Bt pesticides are manufactured from the var-
ious strains that are initially screened from different natural habitats including soils, 
the bodies of dead pests, plant tissues, and water, among others. The insecticidal 
activity and nature of these strains directly affects the quality of Bt preparation. 
Thousands of naturally occurring Bt isolates have been identified since a Bt strain 
was first reported by the Japanese biologist Shigetane Ishiwatari during an investi-
gation on wilt disease in silk worms in 1901. Some of these isolates have been used 
for mass production of Bt pesticides. However, although these naturally occurring 
strains have been proven successful in terms of facilitating fermentative culturing 
and specific insecticidal toxicity, several disadvantages were noted. The drawbacks 
of these strains in practical applications include excessive insecticidal specificity, 
low toxicity to aging or multiply assorted pests, relatively short persistence in the 
field, and evolving target pest resistance from the massive and repeated use of the 
agents. Apparently, overcoming these drawbacks by simply further screening new 
isolates from natural environments is infeasible. Therefore, with progress in mo-
lecular biology and genetic manipulations of various Bt strains, the development 
of genetically modified Bt derivatives as alternative strains for mass production of 
Bt pesticides has opened up new perspectives on Bt-based pesticides (Fig. 13.1). 
A variety of engineered Bt biopesticides has been approved for field release by the 
US EPA and the official regulatory agencies in other countries since the late 1980s 
(Table 13.1).

13.2  Strategies for Constructing Genetically Modified Bt 
Strains for Engineered Biopesticide Development

13.2.1  Essentials for Constructing Genetically Modified Bt 
Strains

13.2.1.1  ICP Genes

During its stationary phase, Bt produces several insecticidal proteins (known as 
δ-endotoxins, or Cry protein) that accumulate as parasporal crystalline inclusions. 
These endotoxin proteins are mainly encoded by the ICP genes normally located 
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on the larger plasmids (a few of them probably on the chromosomal DNA) of the 
host strain (Hofte and Whiteley 1989). The ICP genes of various Bt subspecies/
strains are different in their gene-type, existence states, expression level, and in-
secticidal specificity. For the Bt subsp. tenebrionis harboring the cry3Aa gene, the 
encoded Cry3Aa is coleoptera-active. However, for the Bt subsp. kurstaki (Btk) 
and subsp. israelensis (Bti) harboring cry1A, cry2A, and cry11, respectively, the 
corresponding proteins are less toxic to coleopteran pests (Keller and Langenbruch 
1993). Cry1Ca has relatively high toxicity against Spodoptera pests, whereas other 
ICPs have remarkably low toxicity to such pests (Aronson et al. 1986; Hofte and 
Whiteley 1989). Even for those ICPs that are highly similar in protein structure, 
insecticidal activities against certain pests may also be significantly different. For 
example, among three main Cry1A proteins, the toxicity of Cry1Aa against Bombyx 
mori larvae is almost 400 times more than that of Cry1Ac. In contrast, Cry1Ac 
exhibits 10 times toxicity against the Heliothis virescens and Trichoplusia ni larvae 
over that of Cry1Aa, whereas Cry1Ab has the highest toxicity against Spodoptera 
larvae among these three Cry1A proteins (Ge et al. 1991). In addition, Cry1Ab is 
also the only Cry1A-type protein toxic to mosquito larvae (Yamamoto and Powell 
1993). These differences constitute the varied insecticidal spectra and toxicity lev-
els of different subspecies and strains, which provides a basis for combining insec-

Fig. 13.1  Common strategy of constructing genetically modified strains of Bacillus thuringiensis
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Table 13.1  Partial registered genetically modified B. thuringiensis biopesticide products
Product Producing bacteria or active 

ingredient
Main target pest Manufacturer

Foil Btk EG2424; conjugate strain Leptinotarsa decem-
lineata, Ostrinia 
nubilalis

USA: Ecogen Inc.

Cutlass Btk EG2371; conjugate strain Pseudaletia unipuncta, 
Spodoptera exigua, 
Trichoplusia ni, 
Hellula rogatalis, 
Plutella xylostella

USA: Ecogen Inc.

Condor Btk EG2348; conjugate strain Pseudoplusia 
includens, Anticar-
sia genimatalis, 
Flathypena scabra

USA: Ecogen Inc.

MVP® Btk δ-endotoxin encapsulated in 
killed Pseudomonas fluore-
scens, CellCap® product

Lepidopterans (esp P. 
xylostella)

USA: Mycogen 
Corporation

M-Trak® Bt subsp. san diego δ-endotoxin 
encapsulated in killed P. fluore-
scens, CellCap® product

Coleopterans USA: Mycogen 
Corporation

M-Peril® Btk δ-endotoxin encapsulated in 
killed P. fluorescens, CellCap® 
product

O. nubilalis USA: Mycogen 
Corporation

M-One® Bt subsp. san diego δ-endotoxin 
encapsulated in killed P. fluore-
scens, CellCap® product

Coleopterans USA: Mycogen 
Corporation

MYX1896® Bt subsp. san diego δ-endotoxin 
encapsulated in killed P. fluore-
scens, CellCap® product

Coleopterans USA: Mycogen 
Corporation

Mattch Blend of Cry1Ac and Cry1C 
δ-endotoxin encapsulated in 
killed P. fluorescens, CellCap® 
product

Lepidopterans USA: Mycogen 
Corporation

M/C Cry1C δ-endotoxin encapsulated in 
killed P. fluorescens, CellCap® 
product

Lepidopterans USA: Mycogen 
Corporation

SAN418 Btk conjugate strain Lepidopterans, 
Coleopterans

USA: Sandoz

P. fluorescens 
P303

Transgenic P. fluorescens with Btk 
cry genes

Lepidopterans, Fungal 
pathogens

China: CAAS

Bt WG-001 Engineered Btk expressing Bti P20 Lepidopterans China: Huazhong 
Agric. Univ.

BMB820-Bt Engineered Btk expressing Bti P19 Lepidopterans China: Huazhong 
Agric. Univ.

Bt-TnY Engineered Btk expressing Bti 
Cyt1Aa and Cry11Aa

Lepidopterans, 
Dipterans

China: SUN YAT-
SEN UNIV.
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ticidal genes that do not occur naturally (Schnepf et al. 1998). With the regulatory 
effect of different ICP genes and/or the synergic toxicity of intracellularly expressed 
ICPs, the yielding and insecticidal activity of the engineered strain is thus probably 
increased.

The ICP genes harbored in various Bt subspecies and strains exhibit complex 
distribution patterns, which are remarkably variable in their types, copy numbers, 
localization, and existing states, which are referred to as “expressable” or “cryptic” 
genes. For instance, the HD-73 strain of Btk was found to harbor only cry1Ac lo-
cated on a 50 MD plasmid (Gonzalez et al. 1981). However, the other strain of this 
subspecies, HD-1, harbors at least five different ICP genes. Among them, cry1Aa, 
cry1Ac, cry2Aa, and a “silent” cry2Ab were found to locate on a 110 MD plasmid, 
whereas cry1Ab separately located on a 44 MD plasmid (Baum and Malvar 1995). 
Thus, it is essential to investigate and identify the ICP gene resource of the target 
strains prior to cloning of a particular ICP gene, in which the possible omission of 
some “silent” ICP genes could be technically avoided.

The conventional methods for identifying Bt ICP gene types include molecu-
lar hybridization or expression product analysis. These methods are generally con-
sidered time consuming and have difficulty in obtaining clear results. Polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR)—based approaches, first introduced to identify Bt ICP genes 
by Carozzi et al. (1991), have been gradually attracted attention for ICP gene iden-
tification because of their ease and effectiveness, which allows the rapid identifi-
cation of ICP genes of Bt wild-type strains. Gleave et al. (1993) investigated the 
distribution of cryIV-like insecticidal protein genes from 21 Bt serotypes using a 
similar method, and found that 7 Bt serotypes harbored cryIV genes among them. 
Subsequently, Kalman et al. simplified and accelerated the technique using a set of 
mixed oligonucleotide primers specific to the cry1 gene ( cry1Aa−cry1F). The sizes 
of PCR-amplified products were compared and the possible novel ICP gene was 
thus revealed (Kalman et al. 1993). Chak et al. used a new PCR-based technique to 
investigate the ICP gene types of 225 Bt strains in Taiwan (1994). They compared 
all known conserved cryI-type gene sequences, and then designed two pairs of uni-
versal oligonucleotide primers specific to these cry1-like ICP genes. Subsequent 
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis of the PCR-amplified 
fragments revealed 14 distinct cry-type genes from 20 Bt wild-type strains (Kuo 
and Chak 1996). Considering its higher accuracy and rapidity, PCR-RFLP has been 
accepted as a universal procedure for identifying various ICP genes, as well as 
novel genes.

The first ICP gene, cry1Aa, was cloned from Btk HD-1-Dipel strain and was 
expressed in Escherichia coli in 1981 (Schnepf and Whiteley 1981). The localiza-
tion of this gene was then verified via Tn5-mediated transposition, and the com-
plete sequence of the cry1Aa gene was determined, which was deduced to encode 
an Mr 133.5 kDa peptide (Schnepf et al. 1985). As cry1Aa has been identified the 
functional hybridization probe, many ICP genes active to lepidopteran larvae were 
cloned and sequenced thereafter. The dipteran-active ICP genes were mainly origi-
nated from Bti and subsp. morrisoni. Ward et al. reported the cloning of the first 
mosquitocidal δ-endotoxin gene cyt1A from Bti, and characterized it via site-di-
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rected mutagenesis analysis and determined its sequence (Ward et al. 1988). Krieg 
et al. (1983) first isolated a coleopteran-active Bt subsp. tenebrionis strain. Several 
groups cloned and sequenced the corresponding gene cry3A, which encodes an Mr 
73.1 kDa peptide that differed significantly from Cry1A-like ICPs (Herrnstadt et al. 
1987; Hofte et al. 1987; Sekar et al. 1987). With the development of research, an 
increasing number of ICP genes were cloned and characterized, some of which ex-
hibited novel insecticidal activities against homopteran, hymenopteran, and acarid 
pests, as well as the target pests from the phyla Platyhelminthes, Nemathelminthes, 
and Protozoa (Thompson and Gaertner 1990; O’Grady et al. 2007; Salehi Jouzani 
et al. 2008; Vazquez-Pineda et al. 2010).

13.2.1.2  Helper Protein Genes

Some Bt genes do not directly participate in the insecticidal process, but modulate 
the expression of other insecticidal proteins. These genes are designated as “helper 
protein genes.” In Bti, the downstream DNA region of the gene cry11A flanks a 
gene that encodes an Mr 20 kDa peptide (Adams et al. 1989). This gene ( p20) en-
hances the synthesis of Cyt1A in recombinant E. coli strains (Adams et al. 1989; 
Douek et al. 1992; Visick and Whiteley 1991). In fact, the cyt1A expression was 
found to be lethal to the E. coli host cells that lack p20 (Douek et al. 1992). More-
over, the P20 protein also increased the production of other Bti toxins (Cry4A and 
Cry11A) and the truncated Cry1C (Rang et al. 1996; Visick and Whiteley 1991; 
Wu and Federici 1995; Yoshisue et al. 1992). Even Cry1Ac protoxin production is 
remarkably increased 2.5-fold and the size of the crystals formed is increased ap-
proximately threefold (Shao et al. 2001).

In the cry2Aa operon of the Btk HD-1 strain, the encoded ORF2 of orf2 influ-
ences the crystallization of Cry2Aa (Crickmore and Ellar 1992). ORF2 is an Mr 
29 kDa peptide structurally constituted with an unusual 15-amino acid motif that 
is repeated 11 times in tandem (Widner and Whiteley 1989). The orf2 gene is not 
expressed under normal growth conditions (Widner and Whiteley 1989; Dankocsik 
et al. 1990; Hodgman et al. 1993) because of the absence of a functional promoter 
in the upstream DNA region of the orf2 translational start codon (Hodgman et al. 
1993). This gene was expressed when an additional promoter was added, but crys-
talline inclusions were not formed (Crickmore et al. 1994). Correspondingly, the 
orf2 was identified as another helper gene. In Bt subsp. thompsoni, the two pre-
dominant toxin polypeptides are encoded by the genes cry40 and cry34, which are 
located in an operon. The cry40 gene also functions as a helper gene because its 
encoded polypeptide was found to be nontoxic (Brown 1993). Moreover, in Bti, the 
genes p19, cry11A, and p20 are constituted in an operon (Dervyn et al. 1995). The 
gene p19, which encodes an Mr 19 kDa polypeptide (P19), is homologous to the 
orf1 gene of the cry2A and cry2C operons, and enhances the initial expression of the 
cyt1A gene in E. coli (Liu et al. 1999). Therefore, these helper genes ( p19, p20, orf1, 
and orf2) are useful for the genetically modified Bt strains in terms of improving 
the synthesis or stabilization of the crystal proteins (Agaisse and Lereclus 1995).
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13.2.1.3  Vectors

Vectors are particularly important for constructing various Bt engineered strains 
because they effectively deliver the donor genes to the recipient strains. The com-
monly used vectors for constructing Bt engineered strains include the following:

Cloning and Expression Vectors The most developed cloning and expression 
vectors for Bt molecular biology and biotechnology are the shuttle plasmid vectors, 
which can replicate in both Bt and E. coli strains. Although most small plasmids that 
originate from other Gram-positive bacteria are frequently structurally unstable in 
Bt strains (Arantes and Lereclus 1991; Crickmore et al. 1990b), the approaches to 
construct the cloning and expression vectors using replicons originating from the 
stable resident plasmids of Bt strains, which do not replicate through an RC mecha-
nism, has drawn increasing attention. In the Btk HD-263 and HD-73 strains, three 
replicons from 43, 44, and 60 MDa plasmids were cloned and further used to con-
struct three compatible shuttle vectors, pEG597, pEG853, and pEG854 (Baum et al. 
1990). The other plasmid replicon, ori1030, which originates from a small plasmid 
from Btk HD-73, was used to develop a set of cloning and expression vectors with 
favorable structural and segregational stability in many Bt recipient strains (Arantes 
and Lereclus 1991; Lereclus et al. 1989, 1992). These vectors have become the most 
widely used cloning and expression vectors for Bt ICP genes. Moreover, research-
ers at Sandoz cloned a 9.6 kb DNA fragment from a 75 kb plasmid of Btk HD-73 
and deleted the unnecessary sequences for replication, thereby constructed a novel 
plasmid. The plasmid was found stable and compatible in Bt strains even in the 
absence of antibiotics (Gamel and Piot 1992).

Transposition Vectors The use of insertion sequences and transposons in con-
structing the transposition vectors are of particular interest as effective means for 
transferring or integrating heterologous genes into plasmids or chromosomes of 
the recipient strain. The insertion sequences IS10, IS231A, and IS232, were used to 
construct a set of transposition vectors including pGIC055, pGIC057, and pGI21 
(Leonard et al. 1998; Mahillon and Kleckner 1992). Through transposition of inser-
tion sequence or transposon-derived vectors, several ICP genes were integrated 
into the resident plasmid of the Bt recipient strain (Lereclus et al. 1992), and the 
chromosomal DNA of recipient strains such as Bacillus subtilis and Pseudomonas 
fluorescens (Calogero et al. 1989; Obukowicz et al. 1986b). Two transposons in Bt 
strains, namely, Tn4430 and Tn5401 were found. Both these transposons harbor a 
gene encoding transposase ( tnpA) and another encoding resolvase ( tnpI) between 
their two terminal inverted repeats (TIRs). Under the catalysis of transposase and 
resolvase, the DNA region between the two TIRs was shifted to other target posi-
tions (Mahillon et al. 1994). A series of transposition vectors using Tn4430 have 
also been developed (Sun et al. 2000). The structural genes of Tn4430 ( tnpI-tnpA) 
were replaced with the multiple pUC18 cloning sites via splicing overlap extension 
PCR techniques. This modified structure and a fragment containing the tnpI–tnpA 
gene were inserted into a non-stable shuttle vector pBMB622N, resulting in the 
integrative vectors pBMB-F7 and pBMB-R14. These vectors transfer erythromy-
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cin-resistant genes into the chromosome of Bt BMB 171 strain, and could be used 
to deliver Bt ICP genes or other genes into the Bt chromosomes. Moreover, Yu et al. 
(1999) also described an approach to insert 8 kb target gene fragments ( cry1Aa 
and cry2Aa) into the encoding frame of the tnpA gene of Tn917. Two transposition 
vectors, pTYP45 and pTYP26, were produced, which harbor cry1Aa and cry2Aa, 
respectively. These genes were further introduced into the chromosomes of the 
recipient strains using the additional plasmid pHtnpA (harboring the tnpA).

Integration Vectors Delecluse et al. reported an integrational plasmid vector, 
pHT633 (1991). They replaced a 0.55 kb BamHI/HpaI fragment (within the gene 
cytA) of pCB4 that harbors cytA with a 1.1 kb EcoRI/HpaI fragment that harbors 
the entire erm gene. The pHT633 vector was produced by ligating the 3.1-kb 
EcoRV/EcoRI fragment into the integrational vector of pJH101 from B. subtilis 
(Ferrari et al. 1983). After introducing the pHT633 into the Bti recipient strain, 
homologous recombination through the Campbell mechanism occurred between the 
two truncated cytA fragments of pHT633 and the resident cytA gene in the 72 MD 
plasmid, allowing the entire erm gene to be inserted into the encoding frame of the 
cytA gene. In 1995, the researchers of Sandoz Agro Inc. constructed an integration 
vector, pSB210.2, which allowed the introduction of a foreign gene into the chro-
mosome of a Bt recipient strain. This vector contained a Bt chromosomal DNA frag-
ment that encodes a phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C, which allows 
Bt subsp. aizawai cry1C to be targeted to the homologous region of the Btk chro-
mosome. The recombinant strains show higher activity against S. exigua than the 
parent strains because of their newly acquired ability to produce the Cry1C protein 
(Kalman et al. 1995). Sansinenea et al. reported a one-step chromosomal integration 
approach (Sansinenea et al. 2010a, b). They constructed an integrative vector pES 
harboring Bti IPS82 chromosomal DNA fragments (4–10 kb long), and found one 
chromosomal sequence of 10 kb long that can functionally serve as a substrate for 
homologous recombination in the chromosomal DNA of Bti. The translocation fea-
tures of Tn4430 and Tn5401 have also been used to construct a series of integration 
vectors, including pBMB-FLCE and pBMB-R14E, which can be used to introduce 
foreign genes into chromosomal DNA as efficient gene transferring tools (Yue et al. 
2003, 2005a, b; Chaoyin et al. 2007; Sun and Yu 2000).

Resolution Vectors Given the transposase- and resolvase-mediated transposition 
and site-specific resolution nature of Tn4430 and Tn5401, resolution vector sys-
tems have been developed to combine a Bt plasmid replicon and an indigenous 
site-specific recombination system that allows for the selective removal of ancil-
lary or foreign DNA from the recombinant bacterium after introduction of the Cry-
encoding plasmid (Baum et al. 1996; Sanchis et al. 1997). This unique feature is of 
particular value in the development of environmentally safe Bt engineered strains. 
A similar approach has also been previously reported (Wu et al. 2000), in which a 
cry1Ac10 gene transfer system based on the TnpI-mediated site-specific recombi-
nation mechanism of Bt transposon Tn4430 was developed. The cry1Ac10 and the 
ori1030 originating from a resident plasmid of a Bt wild-type strain were inserted 
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into two copy sets of res sites, resulting in the recombinant resolution plasmid vector 
pBMB801. When pBMB801 was introduced into the plasmid-free recipient strain 
BMB171, its borne antibiotic resistance genes and other non-Bt DNAs were selec-
tively eliminated (Fig. 13.2), resulting in a small recombinant plasmid containing 
only Bt-derived DNAs, which were very stable in the absence of antibiotics in the 
recipient strain. Thus, because the engineered Bt strain is very similar to naturally 
occurring Bt strains and it should trigger less environmental safety concerns. This 
strategy should facilitate regulatory approval for its development as a commercial 
biopesticide.

13.2.1.4  Recipient Strains

The common approach to constructing Bt engineered strains is the introduction of 
cloned ICP genes that have been genetically modified in vitro into the recipient 
strains through a vector-delivery system. Therefore, the features of the recipient 
strains, especially transformation and expression efficiency, have a significant ef-
fect on the capacity of the Bt engineered strains, such as insecticidal spectrum and 
toxicity.

Bacillus Strains As the native hosts of ICP genes, various Bt wild-type strains and 
their derivatives are the most widely used recipient strains for constructing Bt engi-
neered strains. Considering the insecticidal spectra and toxicity of different Bt sub-
species and strains differ remarkably even within the same subspecies, they can be 
used as potential recipients for Bt engineered strains for different purposes. How-
ever, the presence of numerous resident plasmids and the incompatibility of foreign 
plasmids limit wild-type Bt strains for use as recipient strains. Alternatively, a series 
of plasmid-curing or acrystalliferous derivatives were found to be more suitable 

Fig. 13.2  Schematic representation of B. thuringiensis resolution vector pBMB801
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for use as recipient strains because they exhibit better transformation frequency 
and foreign gene-expression levels. These include Bti 4Q7 (Clark 1987), 4D10 
(Yousten unpublished), Cry−B (Stahly et al. 1978), and IPS78/11 (Crickmore et al. 
1990a). These acrystalliferous strains were mostly screened from Bti and they show 
uncured resident plasmids. A plasmid-free mutant strain BMB171, which originates 
from Btk, was obtained via step-up screening treatments such as increasing the 
growth temperature (to 42°C, 44°C, and 46°C) and adding 0.05% SDS as a plasmid-
curing agent. The highest transformation frequency of BMB171 with several com-
mon plasmids was 107 transformants/µg DNA; its transformation efficiency and 
expression properties are better than that of the recipient strains discussed (Li et al. 
2000; Li and Yu 1999). Moreover, in addition to Bt wild-type or acrystalliferous 
strains, various Bt ICP genes have also been successfully transferred into B. subtilis 
(Shivakumar et al. 1986, 1989; Calogero et al. 1989), Bacillus sphaericus (Poncet 
et al. 1994, 1997), Bacillus megaterium (Mettus and Macaluso 1990; Shivakumar 
et al. 1989), and Bacillus pumilus (Selinger et al. 1998), among others.

E. coli Expression of ICP genes with a long half-life and strong stabilization in the 
host strains are often required for high yielding Cry proteins. Although other strains 
have been fairly well exploited as specialized hosts, the many advantages of E. coli 
have ensured that remains a valuable host for the high rate production of various 
ICPs. As the common host of the cloned ICPs, E. coli strains have been used as the 
recipient strains for the expression of various ICP genes. Unlike the expression in Bt 
strains wherein the gene is primarily under transcriptional control during sporula-
tion, the crystal protein is produced at all growth stages of the recombinant E. coli 
strain that expresses the cloned cry1Aa gene (Wong et al. 1983). Interestingly, Ge 
et al. (1990) reported that the maximal cry1Ac expression in E. coli JM103 reaches 
up to 48% cellular protein, forming crystals with the same lattice structure as the 
native crystals formed in Bt strains.

Pseudomonas Strain Many Pseudomonas species are the dominant microorgan-
isms in plant rhizospheres and leaves, and they are highly resistant to harsh envi-
ronments. They are often considered as the ideal recipient strains for constructing 
ICP-producing engineered strains. Several CellCap products of Mycogen Corpo-
ration, such as MVP, M-Trak, M-One, and MYX1896 (Table 13.1), were manu-
factured from engineered P. fluorescens strains that express different ICP genes. 
Moreover, through the transposition and integration of vectors, several ICP genes 
have been integrated into the chromosome of root-colonizing pseudomonad strains 
to allow stable ICP expression (Obukowicz et al. 1986a, b, 1987; Waalwijk et al. 
1991).

Other Recipient Strains Apart from the strains above, other recipients such as 
cyanobacteria (Chungjatupornchai 1990; Lluisma et al. 2001a; Lu et al. 1999b; 
Manasherob et al. 2002a, 2003b; Wu et al. 1997a), Rhizobium (Nambiar et al. 
1990), and even the baculoviruses (Ribeiro and Crook 1993, 1998) have also been 
used as recipients for the expression of various ICP genes.
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13.2.2  Genetically Recombinant Methods for Constructing 
Genetically Modified Bt Strains

In the natural state, the spontaneous transfer frequency of Bt ICP genes is often very 
low. Therefore, to construct genetically modified Bt strains, some specific methods 
are required to achieve the heterologous transfer and recombination between differ-
ent host strains. These methods can be generalized as follows.

13.2.2.1  Plasmid Conjugation

Plasmid conjugation is an effective genetic exchange system for transferring plas-
mid-harbored ICP genes from one Bt host strain to another. Moreover, this method 
is considered more advantageous than other methods because of its technical feasi-
bility for transferring multiple ICP genes in one-step experiment, as well as its in-
ability to introduce ancillary or unnecessary DNA such as the in vitro artificial splic-
ing fragments, antibiotic resistance genes, and so on, into the resultant conjugated 
strain. As a result, the process is easily approved for product registration because of 
reduced environmental risk. Carlton et al. (1990) described an engineered Bt strain 
EG2424 by the conjugation of a coleopteran-active Bt subsp. tenebrionis strain and 
a lepidopteran-active Btk one. In addition to direct conjugation, tri-parental con-
jugation is also a common method for transferring ICP genes. Lu et al. (1999a) 
constructed an engineered Anabaena PCC7120 strain containing a Bti cry11A gene 
through the helper plasmid pRL528 (carrying the mob gene and the genes encod-
ing Eco47II and AvaI methylases). The construction was conducted via tri-parental 
conjugation with E. coli HB101 (bearing the recombinant plasmid and pRL528), 
E. coli HB101 (bearing the plasmid RP4), and Anabaena PCC7120. Both Southern 
and western blot analyses demonstrated the appearance and expression of Cry11A 
in the engineered Anabaena strain.

13.2.2.2  Transformation

Prior to ICP gene transfer through electroporation, Bt protoplast preparation is often 
needed to promote transformation efficiency (Fischer et al. 1984; Crawford et al. 
1987; Martin et al. 1981). The technical development of electroporation has es-
tablished the transformation of various expression vectors harboring different ICP 
genes into the recipient strains as the main method for constructing various engi-
neered Bt strains. This method can be expediently used for transferring ICP genes 
that are artificially modified in vitro to increase insecticidal spectrum, improve 
ICP yield, and even induce unanticipated insecticidal activity. Crickmore et al. de-
scribed an approach to introducing the cloned Bt entomocidal δ-endotoxin genes 
into several native Bt strains. In many cases, the resulting transformants expressed 
both their native toxins and the cloned toxin to produce strains with broader toxic-
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ity spectra. However, the introduction of the subsp. tenebrionis toxin gene into Bti 
produces a strain with activity against Pieris brassicae (cabbage white butterfly), an 
activity which neither parent strain possesses (Crickmore et al. 1990b).

13.2.2.3  Transduction

ICP gene transfer via transduction is also utilized for developing engineered Bt 
strains. Lecadet et al. (1992) described the methods for transferring the vector-har-
boring cry1Aa into several Bt subspecies through phage CP-54Ber-mediated trans-
duction, with frequencies ranging from 5 × 10−8–2 × 10−6 transductants per CFU. 
The introduction of the cry1Aa gene resulted in the formation of large bipyramidal 
crystals that were active against the insect Plutella xylostella. Kalman et al. also 
reported the genetic exchange of cry1Ca through the phage-mediated transduction 
of CP51 (Kalman et al. 1995).

13.2.2.4  Site-specific Recombination

Site-specific recombination is a genetic exchange system that allows ICP genes 
to shift secondarily within the recipient strain. Considering recombinant plasmids 
usually harbor antibiotic resistant genes and other heterologous DNA fragments 
aside from the ICP genes, which can be a significant environmental concern dur-
ing the unlimited release of the plasmid, site-specific recombination can be used 
to develop environmentally friendlier Bt engineered strains. The shifting of ICP 
genes through site-specific recombination is often achieved through the following 
ways: (i) transfer of the introduced ICP genes into the resident plasmids. Lereclus 
et al. (1992) described the transfer of cry3Aa into a 50 MD plasmid of Btk HD-73 
by cloning cry3Aa initially into a fragment of IS232 and then inserting into a ther-
mosensitive plasmid vector. Growth temperature is then elevated at non-permissive 
temperatures to eliminate the plasmid vector selectively. The resulting strain was 
found to harbor the newly introduced cry3Aa gene, which was integrated into a 
copy of IS232 in the resident plasmid. Thus, this engineered Bt strain contained 
only a DNA of Bt origin, and displayed insecticidal activity against both lepidopter-
an and coleopteran pests; (ii) integration into the chromosomal DNA. Kalman et al. 
(1995) described a two-step site-specific recombination procedure for placing the 
cry1Ca from subsp. aizawai into the chromosomes of two Btk strains using an in-
tegration vector containing a Bt chromosomal fragment. The fragment encodes a 
phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C, which then allows the targeting of 
cry1Ca into the homologous region of the Btk chromosome. Yue et al. (2005a, b) 
constructed two chromosome-integrated Bt engineered strains based on Bt Tn4430 
harboring the genes tnpI and tnpA. With the mediation of TnpI-TnpA, the cry1C and 
cry3Aa genes were respectively integrated into the chromosome of the host strain. 
To prevent secondary integration, the integrative vector was eliminated by moving 
the recombinant cultures to 46°C for generations. Both resulting engineered strains 
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exhibited additional insecticidal activities conferred by the introduced ICP gene; 
(iii) the transfer ICP genes through site-directed resolution recombination systems. 
This allows the cloning of the ICP genes into a resolution vector, followed by vec-
tor transfer into the recipient strain to allow the shifting of the ICP genes into a 
resolved plasmid containing the origin that can replicate in the recipient strain and 
stably retain the introduced ICP genes (Sanchis et al. 1997; Baum et al. 1996; Wu 
et al. 2000).

13.2.2.5  Protoplast Fusion

Protoplast fusion is a versatile technique for inducing genetic recombination of 
ICP genes between Bt subspecies and strains. Through this treatment, multiple ICP 
genes can be transferred via one-step process. It has been used to increase or induce 
additional insecticidal activity in the fusion between Bt strains (Fischer et al. 1984; 
Yari et al. 2002; Yu et al. 2001), or the novel strains between Bt and other Bacillus 
species (Fischer et al. 1984; Trisrisook et al. 1990).

13.3  Bt Engineered Strains with High Toxicity or Broader 
Insecticidal Spectrum

13.3.1  Construction of Bt Engineered Strains with Broader 
Insecticidal Spectrum

Most naturally occurring Bt strains are toxic to a limited variety of pests in their nat-
ural states. However, multiple mixed-species of pest populations often occur in crop 
fields. Therefore, biopesticides based on naturally occurring Bt strains are often 
unable to control these pest populations effectively. Since the 1980s, various ICP 
genes have been isolated and cloned continually, and the vectors and the expression 
systems have improved significantly. Engineered Bt strains can now be constructed 
via in vitro modification and recombination of various Bt ICP genes with different 
insecticidal activities to develop products with broader insecticidal spectra. Klier 
et al. (1983) reported that heterospecific mating between a B. subtilis strain and 
different Bt strains introduces the plasmid-coded crystal gene into both an acrystal-
liferous Bt strain and a Bti wild-type strain. The transcipient strains produced both 
types of δ-endotoxin, which are active on both lepidopteran ( Ephestia kuehniella) 
and dipteran ( Anopheles stephensi) larvae. Karamata and Luthy (1989) found that 
partial conjugants from Btk HD-73 and subsp. tenebrionis strain, which are toxic 
to Trichoplusia ni and Phaedon cocheariae larva, respectively, have broader toxic-
ity to Spodoptera lttoralis larvae. Crickmore et al. (1990b) introduced the cloned 
Bt ICP gene into Bti wild-type strains, resulting in a strain active against Pieris 
brassicae (cabbage white butterfly), which neither parent strain possesses. Eco-
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gen Inc. has also constructed several engineered Bt strains with broader pesticidal 
activity by introducing cry3A and cry1C into a Btk recipient strain. As a result, 
the engineered strain EG2424 has additional activity against coleopteran pests, 
and the engineered strain EG2371 has broader activity to the Spodoptera larvae. 
The commercial product, SAN418, manufactured from Sandoz, is also based on an 
engineered Bt strain simultaneously expressing cry1 and cry3 genes, resulting in 
combined pest-control activities to both lepidopteran and coleopteran larvae. Yue 
et al. (2005a, b) described methods for integrating cry3Aa and cry1C into the Btk 
YBT-1520 chromosome via an integrative and thermosensitive vector, resulting two 
engineered strains with broader pesticidal activities against Rhyllodecta vulgatis-
sima and S. exigua larva, respectively. The degree of activity against P. xylostella 
third-instar later larvae was retained.

13.3.2  Construction of Bt Engineered Strains with High 
Insecticidal Activity

The ICP gene expression level in the engineered strains is a key factor that signifi-
cantly affects the pesticidal activity of this strain. Various technical attempts have 
been performed to promote the toxicity of the engineered bacteria, which can be 
specialized as follows.

13.3.2.1  ICP Gene Expression in the Asporogenous (Spo−) or Plasmid-free 
(or Partially Cured) Recipient Strains

Most Bt ICP genes express the corresponding proteins during sporulation of the 
host cells. Consequently, spore formation is correlated with ICP gene expression. 
Gene classes, including cry1, cry2, and cry11, are apparently sporulation-depen-
dent ICP genes regulated by the sporulation, in which the expression levels are 
not remarkably increased in some Spo− mutant strains (Johnson 1981). However, 
for sporulation-independent ICP genes such as cry3A-like genes, 2.5-fold increase 
in the Cry3Aa protein in the asporogenous subsp. morrisoni strain EG1351 is 
observed, while the hknA gene is introduced into the EG1351 strain transcribed 
during vegetative growth from a sigma A-like promoter (Malvar et al. 1994). Lu 
et al. (2000) reported the construction of an engineered Bt strain with remarkably 
increased anti-lepidopteran activity. By transferring cry1C into the Bt wild-type 
strain YBT833, an engineered strain YBT833–2 without the resident cry1Ab gene 
is produced. However, it still produced the 130 and 65 kDa endotoxins. Bioassay 
results show that the toxicity of YBT833–2 to P. xylostella is significantly higher 
than that of its parental strain YBT833. Unfortunately, although the plasmid-free or 
partially plasmid-cured recipient strains are generally well suited for constructing 
the engineered Bt strains, in most cases, the resulting strains normally have lower 
toxicity than the wild-type strains.
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13.3.2.2  Increasing ICP Gene Copy Numbers

Lereclus et al. (1989) found that the introduction of cry1Aa into an acrystallifer-
ous strain (407cry−) results in the increased expression of Cry1Aa, which could be 
ascribed to the increase in the copy number of the plasmid vector. This was further 
identified by ligating cry3Aa into plasmid vectors with different copy numbers. 
Ligation of this gene into the vector with a copy number of approximately 15 per 
equivalent chromosome, it conferred higher δ-endotoxin production compared with 
the vector with a lower copy number.

13.3.2.3  Increasing the Stability of ICP Genes

To overcome drawbacks such as the instability and negative effect of the introduced 
plasmids, Kalman et al. (1995) integrated the cry1C gene into the chromosomal 
DNA of the recipient strain through combined transformation and transduction 
procedures. Consequently, the engineered strain is very stable, with enhanced ICP 
production. Yu et al. (1999) reported that two cloned ICP genes were successfully 
integrated into Bt strains chromosomes using the transposon vector pTV1Ts (con-
taining Tn917 from Streptococcus faecalis). Two recombinant transposon-derived 
plasmids containing the cry11A gene and cyt1A gene, respectively, were thus ob-
tained and then transferred into Btk HD-1, resulting in recombinant strains HT26 
and HT45, which contain the chromosome-integrated ICP genes. These strains ex-
press the corresponding ICP and formed normal parasposal crystals toxic to the 
third instars of the mosquito Culex pipens fatigans.

13.3.2.4  Utilizing the Synergistic Effect of Helper Proteins

Wu and Chang (1985) first revealed that the 26 kDa (now referred to as 27 kDa) 
protein from Bti has a synergistic mosquitocidal effect with both the 65 and 
130 kDa protein. The subsequent study by Adams et al. (1989) also showed that 
the 20 kDa protein (P20) greatly enhances the expression of the 27 kDa protein 
(CytA) in E. coli and of the 130 kDa Cry protein. Wu and Federici (1993) found that 
P20 promotes crystal formation in the Bti species, which suggests that this protein 
chaperones CytA molecules during synthesis and crystallization, and concomitantly 
prevents CytA from interacting lethally with the Bt cells. Yoshisue et al. (1992) re-
ported that P20 enhances the yield of two 130 kDa mosquitocidal proteins (CryIVA, 
CryIVB) in E. coli, which could be a posttranscriptional effect. Shao et al. (2001) 
investigated the effect of P20 on the Btk strain, and found that it significantly en-
hances Cry1Ac protoxin (133 kDa) production in a plasmid-free recipient strain. In 
the presence of P20, the yield of Cry1Ac protoxin increased 2.5-fold, and, on aver-
age, the resulting crystals were 3 times the size of those formed in the control strain 
without P20. Correspondingly, the recombinant strain that coexpressed P20 and 
Cry1Ac exhibited higher toxicity against Heliothis armigera and other lepidopteran 
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larvae than the control. This distinct strain has been used to develop a genetically 
modified Bt biopesticide product called WG-001 (Fig. 13.3), which is the first of-
ficially approved engineered Bt biopesticide product in China. Moreover, the syn-
ergistic effect of P19 and other chaperon molecules have also been verified. These 
investigations provide strong evidence that the chaperons have great potential for 
constructing genetically modified Bt strains in terms of increasing the yielding of 
ICP and insecticidal activity.

To construct highly expressed engineered Bt strains using the chaperon mol-
ecules, Sirichotpakorn et al. (2001) used a cloned chitinase gene for co-expression 
with the regulatory gene p19 and the toxin gene cry11Aa1 in Bti strains 4Q2-72 
and c4Q2-72. The engineered Bt strains expressing the chitinase exhibited enzyme 
activity approximately 2 times higher than the maximum activity of the parental 
strain. Meanwhile, the coapplication of crude chitinase from the cloned gene in 
the recombinant strain with cell suspensions of Bti 4Q2-72 and its transformants 
enhances larvicidal activity by 3-fold to 50-fold, improves sporulation, and cocrys-
tallizes chitinase with crystal toxins. Chitinases have been proposed to elevate the 

Fig. 13.3  Electron micrographs of spores and crystals of insecticidal crystal proteins produced by 
genetically modified B. thuringiensis strain WG-001. a preparation of YBT-1520; b preparation of 
WG-001; c one cell of WG-001. PS: parasporal body; C: crystal. Bars: 1 µm
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larvicidal effect by perforating the peritrophic membrane (Pardo-Lopez et al. 2009), 
thereby increasing the accessibility of the Cry toxin to the epithelial membrane 
where the receptors are located. Therefore, the application of chitinase for enhanc-
ing the entomotoxicity of engineered Bt strains has received considerable attention 
since this century, and new strategies and potential have been continuously exploit-
ed (Driss et al. 2011; Vu et al. 2009; Hu et al. 2009; Barboza-Corona et al. 2009).

Shao and Yu (2004) constructed an engineered Btk strain that expresses the P20 
protein, which increases the yield of crystal proteins and forms larger crystals com-
pared with the wild control. P20 was effective in preventing the degradation of 
Cry1A in vivo in the wild-type strains. Thamthiankul et al. (2004) constructed a 
fused gene consisting of p19 and a chitinase gene ( chiBlA) from B. licheniformis, 
and then integrated it into the Bt subsp. aizawai BTA1 genome via homologous 
recombination. The resulting strain (INT1) showed growth and sporulation com-
parable with that of the wild-type strain. The bioassay results show that chitinase 
increases the activity of Bt subsp. aizawai against S. exigua, which suggests that 
chromosomal integration of chimeric p19-chiBlA can be used as a potential tech-
nique for strain improvement. In a recent study, the vegetative insecticidal pro-
tein (Vip) gene vip3A was redirected from the Bt subsp. aizawai strain SP41 to the 
sporulation stage by replacing its native promoter with the strong promoter p19 
of the cry11Aa operon. The resultant strain was found to express VIP during the 
spore stage at 20 and 48 h, which increases the toxicity of SP41 4.1- and 2.5-fold, 
respectively (Thamthiankul Chankhamhaengdecha et al. 2008). These results are 
corroborated by a previous investigation by Zhu et al. (2006). Recently, Xia et al. 
(2009a, b) reported that the expression of fusion genes with cDNA encoding the 
subtilisin-like serine protease gene CDEP2 or an enterokinase recognition site se-
quence, and the cry1Ac gene under the control of the native cry1Ac promoter in Btk 
Cry−B recipient strain results in increased toxicity of the engineered strains against 
the third instar larvae of H. armigera or Plutella xylostella. Moreover, Peng et al. 
(2010) reported that the insect cadherin proteins function as synergists for Cry1A, 
Cry4Ba, and Cry3A toxicity against target insects. They studied the coexpression of 
the H. armigera cadherin gene ( hacad1) and the cry1Ac gene in an acrystalliferous 
BMB171 strain. In their study, significant increases in insecticidal activity against 
H. armigera and S. exigua by 5.1-fold and 6.5-fold, respectively, were observed 
using the engineered Bt strain (BMB1073) compared with the strain that can only 
express the Cry1Ac protein. This finding can be a novel strategy for engineering 
strains and transgenic plants with higher insecticidal activity.

13.3.2.5  Modification of ICP Gene Promoters to Create Novel Activities

Promoter activity is particularly important in regulating the transcription of various 
Bt ICP genes. Considering most Bt ICP genes are normally expressed only dur-
ing sporulation, producing extended crystal proteins during the vegetative growth 
phase by replacing the Bt ICP genes with a vegetative-active promoter. Mettus and 
Macaluso (1990) cloned the δ-endotoxin genes into the downstream region of a 
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tetracycline resistance gene promoter, resulting in the expression of crystal proteins 
during vegetative growth, as well as sporulation in both Bt and B. megaterium. 
Since then, research focused on transcriptional regulation of ICP genes for devel-
oping valuable engineered Bt strains has been an important area. More recently, 
various studies related to the modification of Bt ICP gene promoters have been 
performed to increase the insecticidal activity of Bt strains. Hu et al. (2009) cloned 
a signal peptide-encoding sequence-deleted chitinase gene under the control of dual 
overlapping promoters with the Shine–Dalgarno sequence and the terminator se-
quence of the cry1Ac3 gene in an acrystalliferous Cry−B. The cloning resulted in 
chitinase overexpression in the form of inclusion bodies, which can potentiate the 
insecticidal effect of Cry1Ac because these inclusion bodies solubilize a wide range 
of alkaline pH values and exhibit chitinolytic activity. Perez-Garcia et al. (2010) in-
vestigated the regulatory role of a putative sigmaH-like promoter by forming various 
constructs consisting of the sigmaH-, sigmaE-, and sigmaK-like promoters, the 0A 
box, and the cry1Ac coding sequence (EK0AH), among others. Consequently, the 
construct EK0AH was found to have bigger crystal sizes, as well as higher cry1Ac 
gene expression levels than that of the other control constructs. Given that the ex-
pression of vip3 genes occurs only during the vegetative growth phase of Bt, which 
is a limiting factor, Sellami et al. (2011) extended the synthesis of the Vip proteins 
to the sporulation phase by constructing an engineered Bt strain that expresses the 
vip3LB gene under the control of the sporulation dependent promoters BtI and BtII 
in the Bt BUPM 106 (Vip3−) and BUPM 95 (Vip3+) strains, respectively. This dem-
onstrated the synthesis of Vip3LB and its toxicity against the second instar larvae of 
the lepidopteran insect S. littoralis for the recombinant BUPM 106.

13.4  Multifunctional Bt Engineered Strains

13.4.1  Constructing the Genetically-modified Bacteria  
with Dual Insecticidal and Antifungal Activity

Pseudomonads are a family of bacteria dominant in plant leaf- and root-colonizing 
microcosm. Constitutive synthesis of the Bt ICPs by the living plant-associated 
pseudomonads can potentially target pesticide delivery, minimize the need for re-
peated applications during the growing season, and even exhibit antifungal activity. 
For these purposes, Obukowicz et al. (1986a, b) pioneered the method of trans-
ferring the Bt ICP gene into the chromosome of P. fluorescens strains via Tn5-
mediated transposition. Zhang et al. (1995) transferred the cry1Ac gene into the 
leaf-colonizing biocontrol bacterium P. fluorescens P303 for the expression of B. 
thuringieneis Cry protein. Consequently, the engineered P. fluorescens strain ex-
hibits the dual activity of not only restraining the plant pathogen Geumannomyces 
graminis var. tritici, but also controlling corn borers and the diamond back moth. 
Interestingly, Raddadi et al. (2009) investigated the insecticidal and antifungal po-
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tential of 16 Bt strains. For fungal biocontrol, all the strains inhibited Fusarium 
oxysporum and Aspergillus flavus growth, and four strains had all or most of the 
antifungal determinants examined. The strain HD932 showed the widest spectrum 
of antifungal activity, which could be very promising in field application as polyva-
lent and safe Bt strains.

13.4.2  Constructing the Engineered Bt Strains with Extended 
Persistence Entomotoxicity

For many years, one of the disadvantages of Bt products is their short field per-
sistence, and the products typically degraded before providing an acceptable level 
of control. In 1985, the Mycogen Corporation developed a novel bioencapsulation 
technology for Bt toxins through the invention of the CellCap encapsulation sys-
tem, and has used the process since then to develop a series of advanced Bt for-
mulations. MVP bioinsecticide was the first product based on this system, which 
contains a selected Btk endotoxin that is highly active against the diamondback 
moth (DBM) P. xylostella. Using the CellCap system, this toxin is encapsulated 
and stabilized within dead P. fluorescens cells that have been killed and fixed in 
the fermentor prior to harvest using proprietary physical and chemical processes. 
The effect of the CellCap bioencapsulation process in protecting the δ-endotoxin 
from environmental degradation is evaluated by applying MVP, and two other Bt 
products, javelin and Dipel 4L, to small plots of cabbage and broccoli. The results 
demonstrate that the MVP provided residual activity that was 2–3 times greater than 
the two other products containing unprotected toxin crystals. Moreover, laboratory 
tests evaluating the effects of ultraviolet radiation on the activity of MVP, and other 
commercial Bt products such as Dipel, Toarrow-CT, and Bacilex demonstrate that 
the persistence of MVP is 5–36 times greater than that of the other products (Soares 
and Quick 1990). Since 1991, six products containing selected Bt toxins produced 
using the CellCap system have been registered with the US EPA and other regula-
tory agencies. In 1995, the EPA approved Mycogen’s Mattch bioinsecticide, which 
contains a blend of encapsulated Cry1Ac and Cry1C δ-endotoxins for the control of 
lepidopteran pests in vegetable crops (Panetta 2010).

13.4.3  Constructing the Engineered Bacteria with Entomotoxic 
and Nitrogen-fixing Activities

The pigeon pea grows well under nitrogen-limited conditions provided its roots are 
nodulated by the soil bacterium Bradyrhizobium. However, a dipteran pest, Rivel-
lia angulata, significantly thwarts the nitrogen-fixing effect by feeding on the root 
nodule contents. To prevent the root nodules from damage by the larvae of this pest, 
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Nambiar et al. constructed a Bradyrhizobium engineered strain that expresses Bti 
Cry proteins via conjugative mobilization. Consequently, the construct was able 
to maintain stability in the absence of selection, which exhibited pest control and 
nitrogen fixation (Nambiar et al. 1990). With a similar purpose, Wu et al. introduced 
combinations of the Bti genes cry4A, cry11A and p20 into the nitrogen-fixing cya-
nobacterium Anabaena sp. strain PCC 7120. The resultant constructs were found to 
be toxic to the third instar larvae of Aedes aegypti (Wu et al. 1997b). The introduced 
Bti genes were further demonstrated to be stably maintained in the transgenic Ana-
baena PCC7120, and the growth of the constructs was comparable to the wild-type 
strain under optimal growth conditions (Lluisma et al. 2001b). In addition, the ex-
pressed δ-endotoxin proteins were protected from UV-B damage (Manasherob et al. 
2002b). This organism, which serves as a food source for mosquito larvae and mul-
tiplies in their breeding sites, may solve the environment-imposed limitations of Bti 
as a biological control agent for mosquitoes. Under simulated field conditions, the 
transgenic Anabaena PCC 7120 expressing the Bti genes had greater mosquito lar-
vicidal activity than that of Bti primary powder (fun 89C06D) or wettable powder 
(WP) (Bactimos products) when either was mixed with silt or exposed to sunlight 
outdoors (Manasherob et al. 2003a).

13.5  Genetically Modified Bt Strains with Delayed Pest 
Resistance

Various native or transgenic Bt products have been overwhelmingly successful and 
beneficial, leading to effective pest control and reduction in the use of chemical 
pesticides. However, their deployment has also raised some negative effects par-
ticularly with the potential evolution of pest resistance (Sanahuja et al. 2011b). The 
first evidence of pest resistance to Bt spore-crystal protein complex was verified in 
1985 (McGaughey 1985). Since then, numerous laboratory and field experiments 
have confirmed that the intensive use of a single Cry protein likely results in the 
evolution of pest resistance. Therefore, the development of genetically modified Bt 
strains with delayed or sustainable pest resistance has been one of the primary goals 
in the Bt industry.

To address the possibility of developing resistance in the target pests, various 
alternative or complementary approaches have been proposed so far. One robust 
approach is constructing an engineered strain by stacking multiple ICP genes that 
target the same pest through different mechanisms. The evolution of resistance to 
Bti is generally regarded as relatively slow despite their very large-scale application 
in some regions. Several previous investigations have also revealed that Bti Cyt1Aa 
acts as the principal factor responsible for delaying the evolution and expression 
of resistance to mosquitocidal Cry proteins (Wirth et al. 1997, 2000, 2005a, b). 
This raises the possibility of constructing an engineered Bt strain with delayed pest 
resistance by introducing the cyt1Aa gene. Park et al. has reported the construction 
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of several recombinant larvicidal bacteria for reducing the cost of bacterial insec-
ticides and combining their most potent mosquitocidal properties into individual 
strains (Park et al. 2003, 2005b). Aside from being at least 10-fold more toxic than 
the wild-type Bti or Bs, because this strain contains Cyt1Aa, it has the potential to 
prevent the development of resistance to the Bin protein (Park et al. 2005a). They 
further showed that combining Bs Bin with Bti proteins in a recombinant Bti strain 
significantly delays the evolution of resistance even under very heavy selection 
pressure. This implies that such a recombinant bacterial strain should exhibit lon-
gevity under the operational field conditions that aim to control nuisance and vector 
mosquitoes (Wirth et al. 2010).
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Abstract The initial excitement of applying recombinant DNA technology to 
insecticidal proteins of Bacillus thuringiensis was subdued by regulatory caution 
about the technology and the genetic complexity of the proteins themselves. While 
seven biopesticide products containing recombinant proteins were eventually man-
ufactured, expression of the proteins in Gram negative and Gram positive bacteria 
is predominantly for discovery and mode of action work. Regulatory studies for the 
registration of transgenic plants requires microbially produced insecticidal proteins 
in the tens of grams. Transgenic plants now dominate the production of B. thuringi-
ensis recombinant insecticidal proteins, with expression technology yielding more 
than 10-fold higher levels than the earliest registered plants and worldwide use on 
nearly 60 million hectares.

Keywords Recombinant insecticides · Protein production · Protein expression ·  
Bacterial expression · Plant expression

14.1  Introduction

Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) was discovered somewhat over 100 years ago (Beegle 
and Yamamoto 1992; Yamamoto 2001). Since then, scientific work on Bt has moved 
from basic descriptive microbiology and insect pathology to the gamut of modern 
biology. Commercially, Bt products have ranged from essentially sporulated cul-
tures to breeding traits of commercial crops that provide in-plant protection from in-
sects. Studies involving Bt range from molecular biology and protein crystallogra-
phy to population genetics and food product safety (Shelton et al. 2002; Tabashnik 
et al. 2009; US Environmental Protection Agency 2011a; Yamamoto 2001). While 
initially known for its lepidopteran activity, the Bt pesticidal range has expanded to 
a large number of proteins spanning a wide range of activities and several distinct 
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protein structural classes (Crickmore et al. 1998; de Maagd et al. 2003; Schnepf 
et al. 1998).

Prior to the development of recombinant DNA methods, Bt provided a strik-
ing example of natural high-level protein expression and accumulation, with 20% 
of the dry weight of sporulated cultures being insecticidal crystals (Lilley et al. 
1980). Improved production of insecticidal material was balanced between cost of 
production and efficacy. There initially was controversy as to how potency should 
be defined, resulting in the activity-based international unit standard, which did not 
necessarily correlate with the amount of crystal protein, or the spore count (Beegle 
and Yamamoto 1992). We now better understand this situation as a combination of: 
crystal proteins that control a target insect and spore-supplied factors such as zwit-
termycin (reviewed in (Schnepf et al. 1998)) or insecticidal Vip proteins following 
germination in the insect gut (Donovan et al. 2001).

As recombinant DNA methods were applied to Bt, a number of crystal toxin 
genes were cloned and expressed in Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis, Pseudo-
monas fluorescens, and a number of other hosts, some with the intent of high-level 
fermentation and others for environmental colonization (reviewed in (Schnepf et al. 
1998)). The advent of electroporation allowed the otherwise minimally transform-
able Bt to also be used as an expression host, and opened an avenue for genetic 
modification of Bt strains and improved sprayable Bt products. By this time, plants 
had also been successfully engineered to express Bt toxin genes for insect control 
(see below). Oddly, the regulatory path for transgenic plants seemed more lenient 
in many ways than that for genetically modified microorganisms. For example, 
approval of the Mycogen killed P. fluorescens product required documentation of 
a 14 log kill, which was nearly as heroic as it sounds (Panetta 1993). As trans-
genic insect-protected plants were commercialized, major higher value markets 
for sprayable Bts disappeared, reducing the commercial interest in recombinant Bt 
strain improvement (Yamamoto 2001).

Initially, recombinant Bt protein expression was primarily for analytical use 
to determine the target range of the individual gene products of a Bt strain, with 
amounts of protein required in the multi-milligram range needed for lab bioassays 
(reviewed in (Yamamoto 2001)), because of the regulatory restrictions on envi-
ronmental release of recombinant bacteria. (An exception to this was the killed 
P. fluorescens products from Mycogen, which were being scaled up to production 
runs of > 10,000 l over this same period (Panetta 1993)). Somewhat larger amounts 
of highly purified protein were needed for crystallographic studies (Li et al. 1991, 
Table 14.1). In the late 1980s and early 1990s regulatory discussions were pro-
gressing on the registration of insect-protected transgenic plants expressing Bt toxin 
proteins. While the plants themselves were producing the Bt proteins in the range 
of micrograms toxin per gram plant material, toxicology, environmental fate, and 
resistance management studies to support initial and continuing product registra-
tion, required tens of grams of protein, sometimes at a very high level of purity. 
Since it would require vast amounts of plant material to yield gram levels of Bt 
proteins (and even then possibly not at the required level of purity per gram test 
substance for toxicology), these materials were produced in bacteria, with so-called 
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bridging studies performed to demonstrate equivalence of the plant- and bacterially-
produced proteins (reviewed in (Evans 2004)). As noted below, only a few of these 
studies used test material from a recombinant Bt host.

For the purpose of this chapter, the term recombinant protein will mean reintro-
duction of a cloned DNA into a host as a means of producing protein. While there 
have been many hosts for Bt protein expression, the focus will be on E. coli (and to 
a lesser extent P. fluorescens), B. thuringiensis, and plants. Notable successes will 
be mentioned, however, more time will be spent on modifications that incremental-
ly improve high production levels, unresolved issues with low-expressing proteins, 
or maintaining functionality of the expression host.

14.2  Pesticidal Protein Expression in Gram Negative 
Hosts

Historically, E. coli was the first recombinant expression host for any cloned gene. 
Expression of Bt crystal proteins in E. coli was first used to document the isola-
tion of cloned genes. While native Bt expression signals often function in E. coli, 
and in some cases, can result in production of crystals (Whiteley et al. 1987), their 
primary use has been basic lab-scale detection of crystal proteins for further study. 
Bt proteins of most interest were usually Cry1 or Cry3 proteins that are typical-
ly well expressed and well tolerated by E. coli (reviewed in (Gawron-Burke and  
Baum 1991)). Ge et al. (1990) presented a systematic study of shake flask produc-
tion of Cry1Ac, demonstrating the utility of the Ptac/pKK223-3 promoter and host 
JM103 to produce up to about 0.3 mg/ml, albeit with evidence of derepression for 
all strains. Boonserm et al. (2004) expressed Ptac-Pcry4A-driven cry4Aa in E. coli to 
produce purified protein for crystallography. Peer-reviewed publications on the pro-
duction of toxicology material for product registration are: Gustafson et al. (1997) 

Table 14.1  Publicly available Bt crystal protein structure coordinates and their expression sources
PDB ID Protein Expression References
2ZTB Cry46Aa/parasporin-2 E. coli Akiba et al. (2009)
3EB7 Cry8Ea1 B. thuringiensis Guo et al. (2009)
2RCI Cyt2Ba E. coli Cohen et al. (2008)
2C9K Cry4Aa E. coli Boonserm et al. (2006)
2D42 Non-toxic crystal protein Native B. thuringiensis Akiba et al. (2006)
1W99 Cry4Ba B. thuringiensis serovar 

israelensis
Boonserm et al. (2005)

1JI6 Cry3Bb1 E. coli Galitsky et al. (2001)
I5P Cry2Aa B. thuringiensis Morse et al. (2001)
1CIY Cry1Aa E. coli Grochulski et al. (1995)
1CBY Cyt2Aa E. coli Li et al. (1996)
1DLC Cry3Aa Native B. thuringiensis Li et al. (1991)
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yielding over 50 g of purified Cry3Aa from a 1000 l fermentation of MB101, and 
Huang et al. (2007) reporting the purification to 98% purity of 31 g of Cry34Ab1 
and 37 g of Cry35Ab1 from 75 l high-density fermentations of an IPTG-inducible 
P. fluorescens expression system. The productivity of Cry34Ab1 and Cry35Ab1 in 
the latter study was estimated at 3–4 g/l, while they report expression in E.coli at 
well under 1 g/l.

For high-level crystal protein expression in Gram negative hosts, it is advisable 
to configure the gene for such a host, and regulate expression so that no inclusions 
form without some form of induction to maintain stability of the host and the gene. 
Sequences associated with the sporulation-inducible Bt promoters can be reason-
ably active promoters in E. coli, which may be problematic for expression and sta-
bility (Whiteley et al. 1987; Schnepf et al. 1987). Bacillus ribosome binding sites 
typically work well in E. coli, however, Bacillus effectively uses the UUG initiation 
codon, which is not well utilized in E. coli; for example, a UUG to AUG initiation 
codon change in cry1Ba markedly improves expression (Brizzard et al. 1991). An 
unusual observation in Schnepf et al. (1987) was that the native cry1Aa promoter/
translation start fused in frame to E. coli beta-galactosidase resulted in production 
of LacZ protein to a significant percentage of cell protein, substantially more pro-
tein than equivalently configured Cry1Aa, and enough to induce likely LacY toxic-
ity. This implies that even the relatively well expressed and tolerated Cry1Aa has 
significant barriers to expression in E.coli subsequent to translation initiation.

Inefficiencies related to translational or transcriptional elongation and coupling, 
as well as mRNA and protein stability, are more difficult to analyze and correct in 
a targeted manner. With transgenic plants, synonymous codon gene reconstruction 
was a solution to expression problems thought mostly to be related to adventitious 
plant RNA processing signals in the Bacillus coding sequences (Perlak et al. 1991). 
The utility of a similar approach in E. coli was shown when the toxin-encoding por-
tion of the cry4Aa gene was re-synthesized with host codon usage and expressed as 
an N-terminal GST fusion peptide (Hayakawa et al. 2008) with a resulting fivefold 
increase in expression and threefold increase in the recovery of fully active pro-
tein. An alternative approach, using an E. coli expression host over-producing rare 
tRNAs, was successfully used for a cry1Ac gene (Hire et al. 2008), although the un-
supplemented low expression was a bit puzzling. A recent study has indicated that 
bacterially “optimized” synthetic human genes generally outperform tRNA supple-
mentation (Maertens et al. 2010). While the cost of gene synthesis has decreased, 
screening expression host strains may be adequate and much less expensive.

Post-translational problems could be a factor in these and other cases. Expres-
sion of the original cyt1Aa clones in E. coli without co-expression of a 20 kDa 
protein (P20) from a closely linked gene was virtually absent (Adams et al. 1989), 
and then only in small amounts. An additional study showed that P20 (which was 
itself expressed well enough to make antibodies) interacted directly with Cyt1Aa 
and could stabilize a heat shock sensitive LacZX90 protein at 42 °C. That study 
also showed that temperature sensitive defects in the chaperonins GroEL and DnaK 
would allow synthesis of Cyt1Aa at 42 °C (Visick and Whiteley 1991). Apparently 
co-expression of GroEL or GroES with Cyt1Aa (Manasherob et al. 2001) cannot 
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substitute for P20. Thus, the P20 appears to act as a chaperone to partially protect 
the host from the deleterious effects of Cyt1Aa, and although Cyt1Aa interacts with 
elements of the heat shock regulon, over-expression of groEL or groES does not 
substitute. A recent report has indicated that insecticidally active Cyt1Aa alone can 
be produced in E. coli using a tightly regulated promoter; however, there is still a 
dramatic reduction of cell viability upon induction (Sazhenskiy et al. 2010). Inter-
estingly, other structurally similar proteins can be well expressed in E. coli (Cohen 
et al. 2008; Li et al. 1996), suggesting, as expected, that sequence-specific protein 
interactions account for the Cyt1Aa expression defect.

While the importance of Cyt1Aa in mosquito vector control drives continued 
study of its expression, problems with other genes and proteins often are not pub-
lished, an exception being cry13A and cry14A (Wei et al. 2003). Finally, Thompson 
and Schwab (1996) showed that substituting the Cry1Ab or Cry1Ac protoxin seg-
ment for that of Cry1Fa improves expression of the resultant chimeric protein with 
respect to native Cry1Fa in P. fluorescens, however a mechanism was not presented 
(see below for a similar result in Bt). This modification was later used in transgenic 
plants (see below).

The continued work on expression of a wide variety of proteins in E. coli for a 
number of uses, often for detailed study of isolated human gene products, has shown 
that expression of any particular protein is far from routine. Significant progress has 
been made in expression vectors, host strains and potential co-expression partners 
that could be useful for either expression of a difficult to express protein or produc-
tion optimization of a protein needed in very large amounts (Sørensen and Mortensen 
2005; Terpe 2006; Structural Genomics Consortium 2008; Makino et al. 2011).

14.3  Pesticidal Protein Expression in B. thuringiensis

When molecular genetic methods began to be applied to Bt toxins, there was con-
siderable interest in translating the newly acquired information into Bt sprayable 
biopesticides. However, the lack of a practical means of introducing cloned DNA 
into Bt, coupled with concerns regarding the release of genetically engineered or-
ganisms, meant that the majority of the molecular analysis went into the study of 
toxins rather than product development (Gawron-Burke and Baum 1991). In the late 
1980s, several labs reported transformation of Bt using electroporation, opening the 
way for targeted genetic modification. There ensued a proliferation of cloning vec-
tors, many of which were more stably maintained than the available vectors from 
Staphylococcus aureus, B. subtilis and Bacillus cereus (for example (Gawron et al. 
1991; Baum et al. 1990; Arantes and Lereclus 1991)). Additional methods were 
developed or adapted from other organisms for genetic analysis and manipulation 
of Bt to create Bts with new insecticidal gene combinations (Crickmore et al. 1990; 
Gawron-Burke and Baum 1991; Lecadet et al. 1992).

The understanding of Bt toxin gene regulation progressed dramatically, with 
significant levels of expression control involving promoters and RNA polymerase 
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sigma factors, sequences that can stabilize the 3’ and 5’ ends of mRNA, and ap-
parent chaperone-like proteins that can improve crystal formation (Agaisse and 
Lereclus 1995; Baum et al. 1999; Baum and Malvar 1995; Schnepf et al. 1998; 
Yamamoto 2001). Additionally, Gilmer and Baum (1999) showed that Cry1Fa was 
accumulated in larger amounts when a Cry1Ac protoxin segment was exchanged 
for its own, the type of modification later used in recombinant Bt strains and trans-
genic plants (see below). A number of regulatory sequences and potential crystal-
lization partners were then available for expressing Bt toxin genes. While crystal 
proteins accumulate post-exponentially, there are two different promoter classes: 
one recognized by the major vegetative sigma factor that is not under sporulation 
control, and the other recognized by two successive mother cell sporulation sigma 
factors. The cry3A and cry3B promoters are in the former class, and together with 
their 5’ RNA stabilizing sequences, can provide high-level protein production, for 
example a Cry1C/Cry1Ab protein using the cry3A promoter (Sanchis et al. 1999), 
or the cry2A operon using the cry3B promoter (Baum and Malvar 1995). The class 
under sporulation control includes cry1Aa, cry1Ba,(and probably most cry1 genes), 
cry4A, cry4B, cyt1Aa and cry11A/P19 (Baum and Malvar 1995; Dervyn et al. 1995). 
An interesting observation of Baum et al. (1996) was that addition of a cry3Bb tran-
scription unit to a cry1Ac-containing Bt kurstaki strain resulted in additive protein 
production of Cry3Bb and Cry1Ac, while the addition of cry1 genes results in sub-
additive protein production, possibly due to regulatory factor competition. Aronson 
(1994) also noted the compensatory relationship between Cry1 production and gene 
content. A more recent comparison of cry3A-promoted and cry1Ac-promoted cry-
1Ac genes also concluded that the cry3A system resulted in more protein production 
(Chaoyin et al. 2007). There have also been reports using other promoters to express 
Bt crystal proteins during vegetative growth, for example the tetR promoter from 
the plasmid pBC16 (Mettus and Macaluso 1990), and the alpha amylase promoter 
of B. subtilis (Chak et al. 1994). Laboratory-scale production of crystal proteins by 
Bts could reach about 0.5 g/l (Agaisse and Lereclus 1995; Baum et al. 1990) with 
recombinant production of single proteins at about half that amount.

Several groups developed recombination systems to place cloned genes stably 
into Bt cells without the use of antibiotics. In one case (Kalman et al. 1995; Yama-
moto 2001) a homologous recombination system was used and in the others, a site 
specific recombination system was employed (Baum et al. 1996; Sanchis et al. 
1997). In all three cases, the strains were successfully tested in the field (Sanchis 
et al. 1999; Yamamoto 2001), and the Ecogen strains (Baum et al. 1999) became 
registered products: Raven®, CRYMAX® and Lepinox®; the latter two of which 
are available for sale as of 2011 (Table 14.2). The other two had at least entered the 
registration process for Sandoz and AgrEvo, respectively. The Pesticide Action Net-
work Database (Kegley et al. 2011) also indicates some registration related test ac-
tivity with recombinant Bts for Abbott Labs and one other unidentified organization.

Baum et al. (1999) mentioned the possibility of improving the insecticidal ca-
pabilities of Bt host strains, for example by enhancing expression Vip3 proteins 
or altering the regulation of zwittermycin. More recent reports have shown that 
the vip3A gene can be reprogrammed to express during sporulation with either the 
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cry1C promoter (Song et al. 2008) or the cry11A/P19 (Thamthiankul Chankham-
haengdecha et al. 2008) promoter. In the former case, Vip3A accumulated during 
sporulation and inclusion formation could be induced using a fusion to the Cry1C 
protoxin segment, however, activity of the resulting protein was very low; in the lat-
ter, whole culture insecticidal activity was clearly improved. Since the zwittermycin 
biosynthetic gene cluster has been identified by Kevany et al. (2009) and others, and 
methods for manipulating large DNAs in Bt are being developed (Liu et al. 2009), 
contemplating alteration of its synthesis is possible. Genome alterations to intro-
duce crystal protein genes were noted above, and related methods have been used 
to eliminate enterotoxin genes (Klimowicz et al. 2010). More drastic genome reduc-
tion in B. subtilis (Morimoto et al. 2008) led to elongation of the transition phase to 
sporulation and enhancement of recombinant enzyme synthesis, which appears to 
be the same period over which Cry3A and Vip3 proteins are produced (see above).

14.4  Bacterial Expression Applications Summary

The preceding sections have shown that there are generally good methods for pro-
ducing Bt insecticidal proteins in Gram negative organisms and in Bt, with probably 
fewer difficulties in obtaining expression in Bt, but certainly with more facility for 
gene manipulation in E. coli. Bioassays and mode-of-action studies employ either 

Table 14.2  Applied biopesticides registered with the U.S. EPA containing recombinant B. 
thuringiensis crystal proteins
Product Company Crystal protein (cop-

ies of gene)
Form Years registered 

with U.S. EPAa

M-Trak® Mycogen Cry3AaR Killed P. 
fluorescens

1991–2003

MVP®, MVPII® Mycogen Cry1AcR Killed P. 
fluorescens

1991–2003

Raven® Ecogen Cry1Ac(2), Cry3A, 
Cry3BbR

B. thuringiensis 1995–2005

MATTCH® Mycogen Cry1AcR and 
Cry1Ca/Cry1Ab 
protoxinR

Each in killed P. 
fluorescens

1995–2004

M/C® Mycogen Cry1Ca/Cry1Ab 
protoxinR

Killed P. 
fluorescens

1996–2003

CRYMAX® Ecogen Cry1Ac(3), Cry2A, 
Cry1CaR

B. thuringiensis 1996–2011+

Lepinox® Ecogen Cry1Aa, Cry1Ac(2), 
Cry2A, 
Cry1Fa/1Ac 
protoxinR

B. thuringiensis 1996–2011+

R  Recombinant protein product
+ Still available as of 2011
a Kegley et al. (2011)
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host, with some labs having a preference for particular purposes. Larger amounts 
of protein were required for crystallographic work, especially for the earlier struc-
tures. As shown in Table 14.1, of the 11 structures currently in the Protein Data 
Bank (PDB), two were from native Bt strains, three from Bt expression sources and 
six from E. coli expression sources. At the sprayable product level, seven recom-
binant Bt crystal protein products received EPA registration (Table 14.2) and were 
produced in batches that were some multiple of 10,000 l. Four of these were killed 
bacterial CellCap® products from Mycogen Corp., were registered between 1991 
and 1996 and were phased out in 2003 and 2004 at least in part because their new 
owner wanted to consolidate around a Bt production process. The P. fluorescens-
based CellCap® system can produce some proteins at over 25 g/l under optimized 
conditions (Squires et al. 2004), but would have a different production process from 
Bt, particularly post fermentation. The recombinant Bt products were from Ecogen 
and were registered in 1995 and 1996. Two of the three are still in available, and 
the third, Raven®, was abandoned in 2005, possibly due to lack of a market. In an 
assessment of insecticidal activity of an enterotoxin deleted Bt kurstaki strain (Kli-
mowicz et al. 2010), crystal protein production of the deleted and parent strains was 
estimated at about 10 g/l in 7.5 l fermenters.

Evans (2004) reviewed the production of toxicology materials for transgenic 
plant registrations. Table 14.3 shows the source and highest concentration of the 
active ingredient in toxicology test substances for a number of commercially ap-
proved transgenic plants (typically administered at about 5000 mg substance per 
gram body weight for oral tests). The concentration of the active ingredient in the 
test substance depends on its overall purity, not just percent of total protein. It also 
needs to be fully insecticidally active, another prerequisite of the test (Evans 2004). 
As shown in Table 14.3, a native Bt strain was used for part of the Event 176 maize 
registration, recombinant Bt strains were used for Cry2Ab cotton and some tests 
for Cry3Bb corn, P. fluorescens was used for event 281/3006 cotton and cry1Fa, 
Cry34Ab, and Cry35Ab corn. The remainder were produced in E. coli with little to 
no description of the expression system, production process, or protein productivity 
(except as noted above and the pET BL21(DE3) system for vip3A (US Environ-
mental Protection Agency 2008)).

14.5  Expression in Transgenic Plants

Streatfield (2007) presented a thorough review of methods to achieve high-level 
protein expression in plants as a means of recombinant protein production, and Liu 
(2009) reviewed gene expression in transgenic maize. As noted in those reviews, 
expression of the same construct from different chromosomal positions can vary 
dramatically, can itself affect plant phenotype, and requires the examination of tens 
to thousands of independent transformation events to find one that is optimal. For Bt 
proteins, the plant- pest interaction and agronomic performance constrain the vari-
ous factors affecting protein expression. On the one hand, resistance management 
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considerations demand the pest organism be exposed to a high dose everywhere on 
the plant it is present (Bravo et al. 2011; Shelton et al. 2002; Tabashnik et al. 2009). 
On the other, the plants expressing the Bt protein must have top tier levels of crop 
productivity for grower acceptance. The use of regulatory information to assess ex-
pression levels is for two reasons. First, regulatory agencies carefully scrutinize the 
analytical methods for expression determination for the purpose of insect resistance 

Event Oral toxicity test dosea Year registered Reference
Event 176 Cry1Ab 

maize
3280 mg/kg Bt kurstaki 

HD1-9
1995 US EPA (2011c)

MON531 Cry1Ac 
cotton

4200 mg/kg E.coli 1995 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2001)

MON810 Cry1Ab 
maize

4000 mg/kg E. coli 1996 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2010a)

Bt11 Cry1Ab maize 3535 mg/kg E. coli 1996 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2010a)

TC1507 Cry1F maize 576 mg/kg P. 
fluorescens

2001 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2010a)

MON 15985 Cry2Ab 
cotton

1450 mg/kg Bt  
EG7699

2002 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2002)

MON88017 Cry3Bb  
maize

3780 mg/kg Bt, 
2700 mg/kg E.coli

2003b US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2010b)

281/3006 Cry1Fa  
cotton

375 mg/kg P. 
fluorescens

2004 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2005)

281/3006 Cry1Ac 
cotton

700 mg/kg P. 
fluorescens

2004 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2005)

59122-7 Cry34Ab1 
maize

2700 mg/kg P. 
fluorescens

2005 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2010c)

59122-7 Cry35Ab1 
maize

1850 mg/kg P. 
fluorescens

2005 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2010c)

MIR604 mCry3A  
maize

2377 mg/kg E. coli 2006 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2007)

MON 89034 cry1A. 
105 maize

2072 mg/kg E.coli 2008 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2010d)

MON 89034 CTP-
Cry2Ab2 maize

1000 mg/kg E.coli 2008 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2010d)

COT102 Vip3Aa19 
cotton

3675 mg/kg E. coli 2008 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2008)

COT67B Cry1Ab 
cotton

1830 mg/kg E.coli 2008 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2008)

MIR162 Vip3Aa20 
maize

3675 mg/kg E. coli 2008 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2009)

MON 87701 CTP-
Cry1Ac Soybean

1460 mg/kg E.coli 2010 US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (2010e)

a Highest dose of Bt protein in ~ 5000 mg/kg test substance with identified source organism
b For a different event, MON863, of the same Bt protein

Table 14.3  Microbial expression of Bt insecticidal proteins for toxicology and environmental 
fate studies
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management, toxicology and environmental fate, and second, the expression levels 
are likely to be the best effort of the respective research organizations to balance 
high levels of insect control and good agronomic performance over a wide range 
of growing conditions. Additionally, the source of the transgenic crop needs to be 
“traceable”, which requires making DNA-based tests to identify specific transfor-
mation events, and this often means a patent has been filed describing the transgene 
insertion and flanking plant DNA (often to the full base sequence).

The expression of Bt insecticidal proteins in plants is by now a well-known story 
of very poor expression of the bacterial sequences due to a number of deleterious 
processes during gene expression in plants, including mis-splicing (van Aarssen 
et al. 1995), rapid degradation (De Rocher et al. 1998) and premature polyadenyl-
ation (Diehn et al. 1998) of the transgene RNA. Repairing even a few of the of-
fending sites in the bacterial gene can greatly improve message formation (Perlak 
et al. 1991; van Aarssen et al. 1995), however, the preferred solution has been to 
rebuild the bacterial genes with synonymous codons so that they are more plant-
like. There are a number of approaches to designing the transgenes: in one, the most 
preferred codon is favored for each amino acid unless deleterious sequences need to 
be avoided (Koziel et al. 1993), while most of the other methods focus on removing 
deleterious sequences while avoiding rarely used codons for a particular plant spe-
cies (reviewed in (Liu 2009)). The corn optimized synonymous Bt gene synthesized 
by Koziel et al. (1993) was reportedly 64% identical to the native Bt gene, and it is 
possible to have the same protein encoded by plant-like sequences from different 
groups that are only 80–90% identical.

Other expression control elements are needed as well. Promoter/enhancer com-
binations seem to be evolving from viral cauliflower (CAMV 35S, e35S) and fig-
wort (FMV) mosaic viruses to a variety of genomic promoters (Table 14.4). The 
CAMV 35S promoter has been used in both corn and cotton as has the maize ubiq-
uitin (Zm Ubi) promoter. Placing a strongly expressed 5’ untranslated region and 
an intron before the transgene can substantially improve expression, particularly in 
monocots (Liu 2009), but also in dicots (Parra et al. 2011). This intron mediated en-
hancement works through little understood mechanisms thought to range from tran-
scription initiation through RNA processing and transport, or translation; however 
increased transcription elongation may mediate a major portion of the effect (Parra 
et al. 2011). Nearly all of the recent transformation events include an explicit 5’ 
untranslated region (UTR) and intron (Table 14.4). Sequences mediating transcrip-
tion termination and polyadenylation at the 3’ end of the transgene transcript may be 
important for efficient gene expression (Liu 2009), but also help convince regula-
tors that no unintended gene products are being made (Rosati et al. 2008). The most 
popular 3’ elements are from nopaline synthase ( nos) and ORF25 from the Agro-
bacterium T-DNA, with CAMV and plant 3’ UTR’s also in use (Table 14.4). The 
MIR162 maize event also contains an intron following the vip3Aa20 ORF (Long 
et al. 2009, Table 14.4). There is a general trend of using monocot elements in corn, 
such as the rice actin intron, wheat peroxidase promoter and wheat Hsp 17 3’ ele-
ment, and using dicot elements in cotton, such as the Arabidopsis actin promoter, 
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first intron (Ath Act2) and transit peptides (CTP1 and CPT2), petunia Hsp70 5’UTR 
and soybean 3’ elements.

The plant transformation methods have evolved as well, with essentially all of 
the transformations done with Agrobacterium. Methods for obtaining low copy 
events with fewer rearrangements, efficient transformation of corn, and the use of 
vectors with a second T-DNA for a selectable marker that can subsequently be seg-
regated from the insect resistance locus (MON 89034 and MON 87701) are now 
common (Table 14.4). The integration site complexity of biolistic transformation 
and its consequences are illustrated by the early corn event MON810, which was 
a full length cry1Ab construct with an Agrobacterium nos terminator for the poly-
adenylation site. More recent analysis of the expressed cry1Ab gene in this event 
(Rosati et al. 2008) showed that the cry1Ab gene was truncated and the nos termi-
nator missing. Additionally, the 3’ integration site was in a putative maize HECT 
E3 ubiquitin ligase oriented opposed to cry1Ab, and the alternative splicing at the 
3’ end of the cry1Ab ORF resulted in an 18 amino acid extension to the Cry1Ab 
protein in addition to the two amino acid extension predicted from the genomic 
sequence. Scrambling at the transformed DNA ends is also evident with TC1507 
maize and MON 15985 cotton (Barbour et al. 2007; Huber et al. 2007, Table 14.4).

Another potential issue with expressing Bt insecticidal genes in plants is brought 
up in two patent publications from Monsanto (Bogdanova et al. 2009; Corbin and 
Romano 2006). They state that many of the Cry1 and Cry2 Bt insecticidal pro-
teins are not expressible in the cytoplasm above roughly 10 ppm (i.e. 10 µg/g fresh 
weight) without some degree of deleterious consequences on the plant (Bogdanova 
et al. 2009). In certain cases, such as Cry2Ab, the effects of cytoplasmic expression 
can make obtaining efficacious plants difficult; however targeting the protein to the 
chloroplast through N-terminal fusion of a targeting peptide can sometimes allevi-
ate the problem in both corn and cotton, and results in much higher levels of expres-
sion (Corbin and Romano 2006). This modification has been present in commercial 
cotton since 2002 and corn since 2008 (Table 14.4). Bogdanova et al. (2009) present 
genes of a chimeric crystal protein Cry1A.105, essentially Cry1Ac with domain III 
from Cry1Fa, one optimized for corn with no targeting peptide and one optimized 
for dicots with a targeting peptide. The non-targeted protein has been in commer-
cial corn since 2008 (Table 14.4), however the targeted version is not in commer-
cial cotton despite apparently being in field tests since at least 2008 (Monsanto 
Company Press Release 2008). The decreased expression and deleterious effects of 
chloroplast targeted Cry2Aa (Corbin and Romano 2006) reinforces the empirical 
nature of expression improvement by chloroplast targeting. The complexity of the 
chloroplast import process (Li and Chiu 2010), and lack of gene expression analysis 
suggest it would be premature to conclude that improved protein accumulation by 
chloroplast targeting is solely at a post-translational protein interaction level.

The data in Table 14.5 are an attempt to interpret expression levels for the partic-
ular registered transformation events from various data sources, reducing tables of 
data to rows of numbers of 1–2 significant digits. Despite an EPA Scientific Advi-
sory Board request to have data as protein per unit dry weight (the current standard) 
(US Environmental Protection Agency 2000), the fresh weight basis is generally 
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what is available for earlier transgenic plants and especially cotton. The original 
data cover a more than 1000-fold range of values with insecticidal relevance usually 
starting at about 1 µg/g dry weight. Assume that numbers have a standard error of 
a good 50%, and ranges of values for leaf, root, and plant developmental stages are 
only shown if they are twofold or more. Where the same or similar data are avail-
able on a fresh weight and dry weight basis, the dry weight data tend to be roughly 
6–10 times higher than the fresh weight data for leaves, and lower or nonexistent in 
less succulent tissue (not shown).

There are several points to make about the expression data in Table 14.5. First, 
Event 176 appears to have been a low-expressing event, 8–20 times lower than 
MON810 on a fresh weight basis (not shown) and clearly outside the fresh-to-dry 
weight conversion mentioned above. Additionally, Event 176 had very low expres-
sion in the pith of the stalk, leading to susceptibility to stalk tunneling of second 
generation European corn borer (Walker et al. 2000), which in turn led to resistance 
management concerns and the withdrawal of its registration. Second, expression of 
Cry1Fa in TC1507 appears somewhat lower than Cry1Ac in MON810 and Bt11, 
which in turn are roughly at the low end of CTP-Cry2Ab and generally lower than 
Cry1A.105 in the stacked event MON 89034. Continuing in corn, expression of all 
rootworm control proteins except MIR604 mCry3A (i.e. Cry3Bb, Cry34, Cry35) 
appears higher in leaves than in roots, with leaf expression of Cry3Bb1 in the range 
of lepidoptran-active proteins. Expression of the more recent vip3Aa20 event is as 
high as or higher than the other Lepidoptera control proteins in corn, except for the 
upper range of Cry1A.105, and is the highest of those events in the kernel, where 
insect control is becoming more of a concern.

In cotton, leaf expression of the Cry1Ac proteins in Widestrike® (281/3006) and 
Bollgard® I & II (MON531) appear roughly similar, and the respective Cry1Fa and 
CTP-Cry2Ab proteins in the stacked events are expressed at up to roughly an order 
of magnitude higher. Interestingly, expression of Cry1Ab in COT67B cotton over-
laps the range of maize CTP-Cry2Ab expression. This would seem higher than the 
expected expression per dry weight of Cry1Ac in the cotton events above, probably 
higher than Cry1Fa, and possibly in the same range as CTP-Cry2Ab. Expression of 
Vip3Aa19 is over a similar and possibly higher range to that of COT67B Cry1Ab, 
and a similar, but broader range to Vip3Aa20 in maize. CTP-Cry1Ac expression 
in soybean leaf tissue appears consistently higher than that of the other Cry1Ac-
expresssing events.

It was natural to combine, or stack, traits, including insect control proteins, in 
a single plant. An important aspect of getting regulatory approval for such stacked 
traits is to show that expression of each of the traits in the stack is at the same level 
as the trait expressed by itself. For insect control, which requires the highest practi-
cal dose for insect resistance management, a fall off in expression would clearly 
present a problem. The gene combinations can be with other types of traits, like 
herbicide resistance, or with other insect control traits. So far, the expression infor-
mation comparing stacked traits vs. single trait near isogenic corn and cotton has 
shown a good correspondence (available at (US Environmental Protection Agency 
2011b)). Where there have been doubled traits, such as the same selectable marker 
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with two different stacked insect control genes, the level of marker protein has 
roughly doubled. While the stacked Bt cotton, and apparently several of the stacked 
corn products have been successful, it may be too soon to comment on the newer, 
more complex stacks, since their introgression may be behind the most advanced 
seed production lines. The well-established modeling of insect resistance manage-
ment of stacked traits was recently reviewed (Tabashnik et al. 2009).

14.6  Plant Expression Summary

Overall, the expression of Bt insecticidal proteins seems to have been increasing 
with more recent constructs. Given the overall complexity of the expression pro-
cess, it is difficult to ascribe improvements to anything in particular, except when 
there is some simple change like adding a transit peptide and seeing a statistical 
improvement over a number of transformation events when such a change works. 
Starting with the synthetic Bt gene, there has clearly been an increase in the under-
standing of RNA processing in various plants that may have influenced the design 
process. Some of the newer promoter, leader and intron sequences may have played 
a role as well, such as the Arabidopsis actin elements. Shifting from biolistic to 
Agrobacterium transformation in corn could also have played a significant role by 
providing more expressible integration sites. There seems to be an observational 
basis for an upper level of expression of some genes without phenotypic effects 
in certain plants, as noted above. The ability to stack traits in an additive manner, 
even with genes like cry1Fa and cry1A.105 in corn, or cry1Fa/cry1Ab-protoxin and 
cry1Ac in cotton, that are of the same class, suggests that if some process is limiting 
productive expression, it is quite specific to individual genes and not to the class as 
a whole. Another issue with the improved levels of expression and stacking is the 
total amount of recombinant protein produced. Nguyen and Jehle (2009) estimated 
that MON 88017 produced 905 g/ha Cry3Bb1 with lower productivity numbers 
than Monsanto’s registration document. If one was to add Cry2Ab, Cry1A.105, 
Cry1Fa, Cry34Ab, Cry35Ab, and a glyphosphate tolerance protein, all found in a 
recent stacked corn line, the total is obviously more than the few micrograms per 
gram plant tissue found in the initial corn and cotton events. While this level of 
overall expression is impressive, as new traits are added, the regulatory equivalence 
between genetically modified and non-modified plants may become an issue.

14.7  Conclusion

It has been 31 years since the biotechnology of Bt was a spot on an X-ray film. In 
2010 there were 59 million hectares planted in Bt crops world-wide (James 2010). 
In the mean time, thousands of Bt strains have been isolated and screened in many 
ways, hundreds of Bt insecticidal genes have been cloned and sequenced, and at 
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least tens of genes have been expressed in plants. Going back to the production of 
Bt proteins, E. coli is still the workhorse organism for cloning, characterization, 
many mode of action studies and material for regulatory studies. The use of E. coli 
to characterize individual human gene products is driving expression technology in 
ways that should continue to facilitate its use with Bt proteins. Using Bt as a recom-
binant expression host has some advantages for expressing native cloned genes and 
for avoiding certain types of contaminants for mode of action studies. It remains to 
be seen whether more recombinant Bt agricultural pesticides will be produced in 
light of an expanding stable of Bt plants; improved recombinant Bt isrealensis for 
public health use may be feasible, but would undoubtedly require government or 
non-profit support for registration. For transgenic plants, integration site complex-
ity has been vastly improved, marker free events will aid registration and stacking 
issues, and the number of useful expression elements is expanding. Strong expres-
sion elements that discriminate better between above ground and below ground 
expression would be very useful. The upper end of current expression levels may be 
adequate for reasonably active insecticidal proteins. Having a system to prototype, 
analyze and improve expression of proteins problematic for plants seems like the 
holy grail of expression analysis in light of the pseudo-random nature of T-DNA 
integration, position effects on expression, and the expense of regenerating plants 
for evaluation. Barring that, the current evolution of Bt protein expression improve-
ment, which has already done pretty well, will continue.
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Abstract The development and commercialization of transgenic plants expressing 
insecticidal toxin genes from the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) has revo-
lutionized agriculture in the past two decades. Development of this revolutionary 
insect pest control technology was facilitated by the identification and character-
ization of insecticidal Bt proteins and advancements in plant transformation and 
genetic engineering. While commercialization of this technology is currently lim-
ited to a number of countries, these transgenic “Bt crops” are replacing in most 
cases conventional crop varieties due to their insect resistance, lower spraying 
requirements, and higher yields. However, concerns related to the increasing adop-
tion of this technology include gene flow to wild relatives, evolution of resistance in 
target pests, and unintended effects on the environment. In this chapter, we discuss 
key events in the history of Bt crop development and summarize current regulations 
aimed at reducing the risks associated with increased adoption of this technology. 
By analyzing the history of Bt transgenic crops and the current marketplace trends 
and issues, we aim to examine the outlook of current and impending Bt crops as 
well as potential issues that may emerge during their future use.

Keywords Bt crops · Toxin genes · Risk of Bt crops · Effects of Bt crops · Resistance

15.1  Introduction

Insecticidal products based on the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) have been 
used for decades to control lepidopteran (caterpillars), dipteran (mosquitoes and 
black flies), and coleopteran (beetle larvae) pests (Sanchis 2010). It was estimated 
that Bt products represent about 80% of all biopesticides sold worldwide (Whalon 
and Wingerd 2003). A major driver in this adoption of Bt products has been the 
global proliferation of certified organic production, which relies heavily on Bt for 
insect control. The specificity and high relative toxicity of the insecticidal proteins 
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produced by Bt results in high efficacy and environmental safety when compared to 
available synthetic pesticides. However, several factors have limited higher adop-
tion of Bt products, including short persistence and low residual activity due to 
environmental degradation, and poor control of tunneling or root-feeding pests (Sa-
nahuja et al. 2011). These limitations directed the interest in developing alternative 
systems for more persistent and direct delivery of Bt toxins to control agricultural 
pests. For example, encapsulation of Bt toxins in non-pathogenic Pseudomonas 
fluorescens cells that were killed before release resulted in increased resistance to 
environmental degradation and toxicity (Gaertner et al. 1993). Undoubtedly, the 
most efficient delivery system developed to control lepidopteran and coleopteran 
pests is the transformation of plants with insecticidal Bt genes. These transgenic “Bt 
crops” are protected from insect attack by expression of the transformed Bt toxin 
genes and accumulation of Bt toxins in the plant tissues. Direct delivery to insects 
feeding on the plant minimizes exposure to non-target fauna and allows manage-
ment of otherwise difficult to control tunneling and root-feeding pests.

15.2  Developments Conducive to Bt Crops

15.2.1  Research on Bt Toxin Genes

Early research on the identification of Bt proteins responsible for insecticidal activ-
ity and progress on methods to transform plants were vital to the development of Bt 
crops. Discovery, characterization, and classification of Bt isolates using flagellar H 
antigen typing of vegetative cells (de Barjac and Bonnefoi 1968) greatly facilitated 
the identification of strains producing toxins with potential to control specific pests. 
More recently, determination of insecticidal activity has been mostly focused on 
bioassays with purified Bt toxins (van Frankenhuyzen 2009), because strains within 
a single Bt serotype can produce multiple and diverse insecticidal components.

Among several virulence factors, Bt cells produce toxins that are responsible 
for insecticidal activity, and include vegetative insecticidal proteins (Vip), crystal 
(Cry), and cytolytic (Cyt) toxins. While Vip toxins are produced during the vegeta-
tive growth phase (Estruch et al. 1996), Cry and Cyt toxins are synthesized during 
sporulation (Hannay and Fitz-James 1955) and late exponential growth phase (Sa-
lamitou et al. 1996). Both Cry and Cyt toxins are stored as parasporal crystalline 
bodies (Bulla et al. 1977), which may be composed of single or multiple toxins con-
tributing to insecticidal activity (Crickmore et al. 1995). Determination and com-
pilation of the activity range for individual Bt toxins (van Frankenhuyzen 2009) 
allows for the identification of high potency toxins as optimal candidates for ex-
pression in transgenic crops to control key insect pests. Due to their earlier discov-
ery and characterization, cry toxin genes have been predominantly used for plant 
transformation, although finding and characterization of vip genes has allowed their 
use to produce transgenic Bt crops (Table 15.1).
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Event(s) Trade name(s) Toxin(s) Ma Targeted pest(s)b

Syngenta Maize
Bt11 Agrisure CB/LL, 

Agrisure GT/
CB/LL

Cry1Ab D ECB

MIR604 Agrisure RW, 
Agrisure RW/
GT

Cry3Aa A WCR

Bt11, MIR604 Agrisure 3000GT, 
Agrisure CB/
LL/RW

Cry1Ab, Cry3Aa D, A ECB, WCR

Bt 11, MIR162 Agrisure Viptera 
3110

Cry1Ab, 
Vip3Aa20

D, A ECB, FAW, CEW, 
BCW, WBC

Bt11, MIR604, MIR162 Agrisure Viptera 
3111

Cry1Ab, Cry3Aa 
Vip3Aa20

D, A, 
A

ECB, WCR, FAW, 
CEW, BCW, 
WBC,

Syngenta Cotton
COT102, COT67B VipCot Vip3Aa19, 

Cry1Ab
A CBW, TBW, PBW, 

FAW, BAW, 
SBL, CL, CLP

Monsanto Maize
MON810 YieldGard Corn 

Borer
Cry1Ab B ECB

MON863 YieldGard RW Cry3Bb1 B CRW
MON810, MON863 YieldGard VT 

Triple, Yield-
Gard Plus

Cry1Ab, 
Cry3Bb1

B, B CRW, ECB

MON89034 Genuity VT 
Double PRO

Cry1A.105/
Cry2Ab2

A CEW, ECB, FAW

MON89034, MON88017 Genuity VT 
Triple PRO

Cry1A.105/
Cry2Ab2, 
Cry3Bb1

A, A CEW, CRW, ECB, 
FAW

MON89034, TC1507, 
MON88017, 
DAS-59122-7

Genuity 
SmartStax

Cry1A.105/ 
Cry2Ab2, 
Cry1Fa2, 
Cry3Bb1, 
Cry34/35Ab1

A, B, 
B, 
A

BCW, CEW, CRW, 
ECB, FAW, 
WBC, SCB, 
SWCB, SCSB, 
CEW, SCB, 
WBC, WCR

Monsanto Cotton
MON531 Genuity Bollgard, 

Ingard
Cry1Ac A PBW, TBW

MON15985 Genuity Boll-
guard II

Cry1Ac/
Cry2Ab2

A/B CBW, PBW, TBW

Pioneer (DuPont) and Dow 
Agrosciences Maize

DAS-06275-8 Cry1F A BCW, ECB, FAW, 
WBC, SWCB, 
CEW

Table 15.1  Commercially available and projected Bt crops. (Center for Environmental Risk 
Assessment 2009)
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The genes encoding Cry (Kronstad et al. 1983) and Vip (Wu et al. 2004; Franco-
Rivera et al. 2004) toxins are located in plasmids or the bacterial chromosome. 
Cloning of the first Cry toxin gene and its expression as an active insecticidal toxin 
in Escherichia coli (Schnepf and Whiteley 1981) suggested the potential for trans-
formation of Cry toxin genes in diverse organisms to enhance efficacy or increase 
activity range. Currently, more than 400 Bt toxin genes have been cloned and se-
quenced, including 218 Cry and 28 Vip toxin holotypes (Crickmore et al. 2011). 
Thorough characterization of the mechanisms directing Bt toxin gene expression 
(Agaisse and Lereclus 1995), and the small number of genetic loci implicated in 
controlling this process, greatly facilitated genetic manipulations for efficient ex-
pression in heterologous systems (Andrews et al. 1987). A diverse range of microor-
ganisms were initially transformed with Bt toxin genes including alternative Bacil-
lus spp. (Shivakumar et al. 1989), P. fluorescens (Gaertner et al. 1993; Obukowicz 
et al. 1986), Rhyzobium spp. (Skøt et al. 1990), and Clavibacter xyli (Lampel et al. 
1994). Expression of Bt toxin genes in plants required the development of efficient 
plant transformation and selection methods and the identification of efficient pro-
moter sequences to direct Bt toxin gene expression.

Event(s) Trade name(s) Toxin(s) Ma Targeted pest(s)b

TC1507 Herculex I Cry1F B BCW, ECB, FAW, 
WBC, SWCB, 
CEW

MON810,  
TC1507, MON810

Optimum Intrasect Cry1Ab B ECB
Cry1F, Cry1Ab B, B ECB, WBC, BCW, 

FAW
DAS-59122-7 Herculex RW, 

Optimum 
AcreMax RW

Cry34/35Ab1 A WCR

DAS-59122-7, TC1507 Optimum  
AcreMax 1,  
Herculex Xtra

Cry34/35Ab1, 
Cry1F

A, B WCR, BEC, ECB, 
FAW, WBC

Pioneer (DuPont) and Dow 
Agrosciences Cotton

3006-210-24, 281-24-236 WideStrike Cry1Ac, Cry1F A, A CBW, PBW, TBW, 
ECB, SBL, 
BAW, FAW

a Method of transgene insertion. Abbreviations are D- Direct DNA transfer, B- Biolistics, A- Agro-
mediated transformation.
b Common insect name abbreviations are: ECB- European corn borer; WCR- Western corn root-
worm; FAW- Fall armyworm; CEW- Corn earworm; BCW- Black cutworm; WBC- Western bean 
cutworm; BEC- Bean cutworm; CBW- Cotton bollworm; TBW- Tobacco budworm; PBW- Pink 
bollworm; BAW- Beet armyworm; SBL- Soybean looper; CL- Cabbage looper; Cotton leaf perfo-
rator; SCB- Sugar cane borer; SWCB- Southwestern corn borer; SCSB- Southern cornstalk borer; 
SPB- Spotted bollworm

Table 15.1 (continued)
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15.2.2  Plant Expression Systems

The identification of the tandem duplication 35S promoter from the Cauliflower 
Mosaic Virus (CaMV35S) (Kay et al. 1987) and the ubiquitin (ubi) maize ( Zea 
mays) promoter (Christensen et al. 1992), were crucial to achieve enhanced expres-
sion of non-plant genes in planta, including Bt toxin genes. Although promoters 
driving expression systemically were initially used for Bt crops, there have also 
been later examples of the use of tissue-preferred promoters for targeted expression. 
This strategy is especially desirable when the target pest specializes on feeding on 
a particular plant tissue. For example, expression of the cry34Ab1/cry35Ab1 toxin 
genes to control the root-feeding larvae of the Western corn rootworm ( Diabrotica 
virgifera) has been recently achieved using the Triticum aestivum (wheat) peroxi-
dase gene promoter driving root transgene expression (Gao et al. 2004). Expression 
of the transgene can also be targeted to a particular organelle by using a transit 
peptide gene, a proposed strategy to help prevent escape of the Bt transgene to wild 
relatives. For example, the chloroplast transit peptide gene ( cab22L) from Petunia 
hybrida was used to drive expression of the cry9c gene to maize chloroplast in Star-
Link corn (Jansens et al. 1997). After this product was withdrawn from the market, 
alternative promoters such as the rice rbcS and its transit peptide sequence ( tp) 
have been used to target and enhance expression of cry genes in chloroplasts (Kim 
et al. 2009). Alternatively, a chloroplast expression vector containing sites for ho-
mologous recombination and the chloroplast promoter Prrn was used for directing 
chroroplast expression of cry1Ac (McBride et al. 1995) or cry2Aa in tobacco (Kota 
et al. 1999), and cry1Ab in cabbage (Liu et al. 2008).

15.2.3  Bt Toxin Gene Transformation and Selection 
of Transformants

The discovery of effective promoters and the design of in planta expression cassettes 
also advanced the development of effective plant transformation methods. The de-
velopment of various Agrobacterium tumefaciens protocols (Zambryski et al. 1983) 
allowed for stable transformation of Bt genes into dicotyledoneous plants, such as 
tomato or tobacco. In this system, the Agrobacterium Ti plasmid vector is modified 
by removing tumor-generating portions and inserting the Bt toxin gene of interest 
and selectable markers so that plant infection resulted in systemic gene integration 
and subsequent regeneration of transgenic plants. Alternative transformation meth-
ods such as electroporation and biolistic bombardment (Gordon-Kamm et al. 1990), 
which could also be used to transform monocotyledoneous crops (maize, rice, or 
wheat), were also used for development of Bt crops (Koziel et al. 1993). In these 
methods, the plasmid DNA containing a Bt toxin gene of interest and selectable 
markers are delivered into plant cells using pores induced by electric shock (elec-
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troporation) or by coating the plasmid with a heavy metal particle and then using it 
to bombard plant embryos with a gene gun.

After transformation, successful transformants are usually selected using di-
verse antibiotic resistance genes. The most commonly used selection gene for Bt 
crops has been the neomycin phosphotransferase II (NPTII) gene ( neo) from E. 
coli (Betz et al. 2000), which inactivates antibiotics like kanamycin and neomycin. 
An alternative selection approach that has been used for Bt crops is the growth of 
transformants containing the mannose-6-phosphate isomerase ( Pmi) gene from E. 
coli on media containing mannose as the only carbon source (Long et al. 2007). 
Other examples of markers used for selection of plants transformed with Bt genes 
include the aminoglycoside 39-adenyltransferase ( aadA) gene that confers resis-
tance to spectinomycin-streptomycin (Kota et al. 1999), and the hygromycin-B 
phosphotransferase ( aph4) gene, which allows for transformed cell selection on 
culture medium containing hygromycin (Llewellyn et al. 2007).

15.2.4  Early Development and Challenges for Bt Crops

Once Bt toxin genes of interest were identified and transformation and selection 
methods were optimized public and private research groups quickly began to ex-
periment with the goal to develop transgenic Bt plants. Initial attempts to transform 
full-length crystal toxin genes resulted in plant toxicity (Barton et al. 1987), shifting 
interest to the expression of truncated crystal toxin genes encoding the insecticidal 
N-terminal toxin half, which were found not to be toxic to the plant. Truncated 
cry1A toxin genes were used to develop transgenic tomato (Fischhoff et al. 1987), 
tobacco (Vaeck et al. 1987; Barton et al. 1987), and cotton (Perlak et al. 1990). 
Although some of these initial transgenic Bt plants presented resistance to feeding 
by selected lepidopteran larvae, it was recognized that the levels of toxin gene ex-
pression were still low and performance considered insufficient for commercializa-
tion. Low levels of toxin mRNA in the transformed plants suggested that the toxin 
transcripts were unstable, possibly due to inefficient posttranscriptional process-
ing or rapid turnover (Barton et al. 1987; Murray et al. 1991). This phenomenon 
was originally attributed to the AT-rich nature of Bt toxin genes, which resulted in 
recognition by the plant cell regulatory mechanisms as foreign, triggering poly-
adenylation and mRNA instability. Translational efficiency was greatly improved 
by modification of the Bt toxin gene to match plant-preferred coding sequences, 
resulting in up to 100-fold higher levels of Cry1Ab toxin in transgenic tobacco and 
tomato (Perlak et al. 1991). Laboratory and field tests using transgenic tobacco lines 
containing this truncated cry1Ab toxin gene under the control of the CaMV 35S 
promoter (Carozzi et al. 1992) provided evidence of effective protection against 
tobacco hornworm ( Manduca sexta) and tobacco budworm ( Heliothis virescens) 
(Warren et al. 1992). Maize plants transformed with an optimized synthetic cry1Ab 
gene were reported to be resistant to European corn borer ( Ostrinia nubilalis) under 
field conditions (Koziel et al. 1993). Further increase in the efficiency of Cry1Ab 
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toxin production in tobacco was achieved using point mutations to avoid inefficient 
cryptic splice sites that inhibited nuclear transcript processing and transport to the 
cytoplasm (Aarssen et al. 1995). Even higher levels of Cry toxin accumulation were 
reported for expression of the cry1Ac toxin gene in tobacco chloroplasts, with ac-
cumulation of Cry1Ac protoxin to 5% of the total soluble protein in tobacco leaves 
(McBride et al. 1995).

Prior to the 1960s, intellectual property rights were not readily enforced and 
the value of scientifically formulated technologies was not realized. A group of 
biotech companies acknowledged the significance of the above biotechnological 
developments and shifted the majority of its funding initiatives from chemical man-
ufacturing to basic biotechnology. Companies like Monsanto or Mycogen began 
experimenting with a variety of promoters, antibiotic resistance genes, transforma-
tion-tissue culture systems, and investigating novel Bt insecticidal proteins. These 
important investments in new technologies compelled the protection of intellectual 
property rights to secure economic returns. By implementing measures for agricul-
tural companies to protect their investments, the commercial viability of insecticid-
al transgenic technology was further explored (Horsch 1993). The patentable por-
tions of the transgenic Bt technologies included promoters, expression strategies, 
selection markers and techniques, as well as transgenic plants and traits expressed. 
The strengthening of intellectual property rights clearly indicated the commercial 
success and marketability of Bt transgenic crops as pest control products, as exem-
plified in a 14-fold increase in expenditure on research and development of plant 
breeding-related science and technology derived from private funding sources. Pub-
lic expenditure patterns, which also contribute to investment trends, changed little 
during this time, further solidifying the causal agent of progress to intellectual prop-
erty law enforcement (Fernandez-Cornejo 2004). The actions of early agriculture 
biotechnology companies permanently restructured their commercial identity and 
led the field of agricultural biotechnology from predominantly academic to the most 
competitive pest management marketplace in history.

Transgenic crops fell under the jurisdiction of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, 
and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and were therefore considered by regulatory agencies 
as pesticides for registration purposes (Earl 1983). Concerns related to changes in 
Bt toxin behavior after expression in a plant host prevented the use of established 
data advocating safety of Bt sprays to support safety of Bt crops. Thus, companies 
soliciting registration were requested to present data detailing toxicological tests 
with a wide range of organisms (including vertebrates, nematodes, and non-target 
insects) to support the safety of Bt crops at the toxin amounts produced by the 
plants. These tests had to be presented for each of the individual insecticidal trans-
genic traits contained in a plant, so that registration of Bt crops expressing multiple 
Bt toxin genes would require toxicological assays for each of the toxins produced 
by the plant. Concerns over the development of resistance to Bt crops, which would 
also affect alternative Bt-based products, resulted in an additional requisite during 
registration for a resistance management strategy. These resistance management 
programs included recommendations for growers, development of resistance moni-
toring protocols, and resistance control procedures (Matten et al. 1996).
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15.3  Commercialization and Performance  
of “First Generation” Bt Crops

The first commercially available Bt crop was potato expressing the cry3A toxin 
gene (NewLeaf), a product manufactured by an affiliate of Monsanto (NatureMark) 
that was commercialized in 1995. The expressed cry3A gene derived from Bt sub-
sp. tenebrionis was selected due to its high activity against larvae of the Colorado 
potato beetle ( Leptinotarsa decemlineata), one of the most economically relevant 
pests of potato. The amount of Cry3Aa protein expressed within the foliage tissue 
of the NewLeaf Russet Burbank potatoes was 0.1–0.2% of total leaf protein, rep-
resenting about a 100-fold higher concentration than the dose needed to kill 95% 
of neonate L. decemlineata larvae, thus fulfilling a high-dose requirement (Perlak 
et al. 1993). Unlike any pest management tool beforehand, NewLeaf potatoes were 
protected from L. decemlineata during all of its life stages and throughout the en-
tire growing season, resulting in significant reductions in insecticide use. Sequent 
NewLeaf varieties commercialized in the late 1990s also provided resistance to 
aphid-transmitted potato viruses (Lawson et al. 2001). Despite remarkable product 
performance (Stark 1997), sales and marketing of NewLeaf potato were suspended 
in 2001 due to issues related to public concerns over transgenic potatoes being used 
for human consumption.

Alternative transgenic Bt crops were commercialized shortly after NewLeaf po-
tatoes, including maize and cotton, which have since remained the most relevant 
markets for transgenic seed. Transgenic cotton varieties expressing the cry1Ac gene 
(Bollgard I in the U.S. and Ingard in Australia) were commercialized to control the 
cotton budworm ( H. virescens) and the pink bollworm ( Pectinophora gosypiella) 
in the U.S. and Helicoverpa spp. in Australia. In the first year after its introduc-
tion, Bollgard I technology was adopted by more than 5700 growers in the United 
States, and contributed to reduction of more than a quarter of a million gallons in 
chemical insecticide use (Fraley 1996). Similarly, the average number of sprays to 
control Helicoverpa spp. in Australia was reduced by 56% for Ingard cotton during 
the first 6 years after commercialization (Pitt 2003). Transgenic Bt cotton ‘stacked’ 
varieties containing genes for herbicide resistance were introduced a year later. This 
technology was rapidly accepted by growers due to its cost-effectiveness under pest 
pressure (Martin and Hyde 2001), with an estimated 37% adoption rate in the U.S. 
by 2001 (Fernandez-Cornejo and McBride 2002). Concerns with development of 
resistance led to capping of commercial deployment of Ingard cotton at 30% of the 
cotton area in Australia until 2004, when two-toxin gene varieties became avail-
able (Pitt 2003). The growing popularity of transgenic Bt cotton resulted in further 
reductions in the number of required insecticidal applications in the U.S. by 1999 
(Carriere et al. 2001). Similarly, adoption of Bt cotton in China and India has been 
reported to result in increased production yields and reduced insecticidal applica-
tions (Wu et al. 2008; Pray et al. 2002; Qaim and Zilberman 2003). However, ef-
ficient control of targeted pests has resulted in increased populations of secondary 
pests not controlled by Bt toxins (Lu et al. 2010).
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Another early success story of the commercialization of transgenic Bt crops 
was the effective control of the European corn borer ( O. nubilalis) by Bt maize 
(Koziel et al. 1996). Prior to the advent of Bt maize, O. nubilalis pest popula-
tions were especially devastating due to the burrowing feeding behavior of the 
larvae, which feed on the whorl, leaf axils, and sheath before boring into the stalk 
and becoming protected to chemical or foliar insecticidal sprays. Larvae of O. 
nubilalis are highly susceptible to Cry1Ab, which was the toxin gene selected 
for production of the first round of registered Bt maize varieties, which were 
based on events 176 (KnockOut from Syngenta and NatureGard from Mycogen), 
Bt11 (Agrisure from Northup King), or MON810 (Yieldgard from Monsanto) 
(Sanahuja et al. 2011). Ensuing Bt maize products expressing the cry1Fa (event 
TC1507 in Herculex from Dow AgroSciences) or cry9C (event CBH-351 in Star-
Link from Aventis CropScience) toxin genes (Table 15.1) were commercialized 
to target O. nubilalis and additional selected species of armyworm ( Spodoptera 
spp.). By the year 2000, transgenic Bt maize represented over 85% of all corn 
grown worldwide (Shelton et al. 2002), and it currently represents 65% of the 
corn grown in the U.S. (Economic Research Service-USDA 2011). These high 
levels of adoption have resulted in area-wide elimination of O. nubilalis along 
the U.S. corn belt, benefiting both farmers growing transgenic and non-Bt maize 
(Hutchison et al. 2010). The use of transgenic Bt maize has also been reported to 
significantly reduce accumulation of ear molds and associated mycotoxins (Ham-
mond et al. 2004; Wu 2006; Dowd 2000), contributing to food safety (Kershen 
2006). On the other hand, Cry9C from StarLink maize represented the first case of 
unintended entry of transgenic grain in the human food supply. This maize event 
was approved for domestic animal feed but not for human consumption, yet it was 
detected in taco shells. This detection resulted in Aventis requesting cancellation 
of the StarLink registration and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration recom-
mending testing of more than 4 million bushels of corn for the presence of Cry9C 
until 2007, when monitoring efforts ceased due to lack of detection of significant 
levels of toxin residue. While there were no documented human allergy cases 
related to Cry9C, media exposure of the unintended introduction of transgenic Bt 
maize in the human food supply resulted in public objections to commercializa-
tion of transgenic crops.

15.4  Risks Associated with the Use of Bt Crops

Regulation of transgenic Bt crops in the U.S. is currently directed by the Coordi-
nated Framework for the Regulation of Biotechnology, including branches of the 
Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (USDA-
APHIS), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA). While USDA-APHIS regulates issuance of permits for field 
release, the EPA assesses the human, environmental and non-target safety of the 
transgene itself, while FDA assesses the food quality of transgenic crops. Although 
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the commercialization of Bt crops is recognized as one of the most relevant events 
in the history of agricultural pest control, a number of potential risks associated to 
the environmental safety and future utility of this technology have been considered. 
Most relevant identified risks include potential toxicity to non-targets, escape of 
transgenes in the environment, and development of resistance in targeted insect 
populations. Although these issues are still a matter of extensive research, strategies 
to minimize these risks have been proposed and implemented in some cases.

15.4.1  Effects of Bt Crops on Non-target Organisms

The effect of Bt crops on non-target organisms is one of the mandatory components 
of product registration, although there are also available studies testing safety of Bt 
crops to non-targets under field conditions. Using NewLeaf potatoes as an initial 
case study, Stark (1997) reported no detrimental effects on non-target, beneficial and 
predatory insect populations, probably due to reductions in insecticidal applications. 
Specifically, lady beetles (Coccinellidae) and their important feeding behavior on 
aphids were unaffected by transgenic potatoes producing Cry3Aa toxin which are 
insecticidal to closely related L. decemlineata larvae (Dogan et al. 1996). Results 
from meta-analysis studies suggest that Bt crops in general support lower numbers 
of beneficial insects compared to conventional crops when no insecticides are used 
(Marvier et al. 2007), which may be due to prey number reduction in Bt plants. In 
contrast, these studies also found that when insecticidal sprays were used, Bt crops 
supported higher levels of beneficial insects compared to non-Bt crops, due to more 
intensive applications needed for non-Bt crops. A compilation of laboratory stud-
ies on the influence of Bt crops on 48 species of beneficial predatory insects sup-
ports a generally negative impact of Bt crops on predaceous and parasitoid insects 
(Lovei et al. 2009), but whether this is due to the transgene presence or reduction 
in insect prey populations is unclear. Green lacewings ( Chrysoperla carnea) have 
been extensively used as a non-target model organism. Adult lacewings feeding on 
Bt maize pollen expressing Cry1Ab or Cry3Bb1 did not show significant impact 
on survival rate, pre-oviposition period, fecundity, fertility or dry weight (Li et al. 
2008). Lacewing larvae are not directly affected by Bt toxins (Rodrigo-Simon et al. 
2006), although detrimental effects resulting from low quality or reduced avail-
ability of prey in Bt crop fields have been reported (Romeis et al. 2004). Aphids, 
which are another non-target insect model, do not accumulate Bt toxin after feeding 
on transgenic Bt plants, which was shown to prevent unintended exposure of preda-
tors (Lawo et al. 2009). A meta-analysis of independent studies supported lack of 
negative effects for Bt crops on honey bees ( Apis mellifera). Research on potential 
effects on non-target Lepidopteran populations by Bt crops has been mostly limited 
to the Monarch butterfly ( Danaus plexippus) (Lang and Otto 2010). This focus is 
probably attributed to the wide attention (Shelton and Sears 2001) surrounding a 
single publication (Losey et al. 1999) presenting conclusions that were later dem-
onstrated to be unfounded (Gatehouse et al. 2002; Sears et al. 2001).
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The possible leaching of Bt toxins from Bt crop residues into nearby water bod-
ies and the potential effect on aquatic fauna has also been met with controversy 
(Waltz 2009). While deposition of Bt plant tissue in the proximity of streams by 
wind and surface runoff can result in leaching of Bt toxins in the water (Tank 
et al. 2010; Viktorov 2011), their insecticidal properties on aquatic insects have not 
been demonstrated. The effect of transgenic Bt crop detritus on aquatic ecosystems 
should be comprehensively explored. In soil ecosystems, Bt crops have generally 
been found not to adversely affect symbiotic arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (Liu 
2010). While short-term activity shifts in bacterial communities were reported in 
the presence of residue from Bt corn expressing Cry1Ab toxin (Mulder et al. 2006), 
no changes in soil microbial population composition or activity were detected in 
a 2-year field study with the same Bt corn varieties (Oliveira et al. 2008). Overall, 
it is considered that the ecological benefits of reduced synthetic pesticide usage 
greatly outweigh the minimal consequences to beneficial insect populations (Gate-
house et al. 2011).

15.4.2  Bt Transgene Escape

The potential escape of Bt genes from transgenic crops into the environment has 
also been an issue of concern. Some reports suggested introgression into wild maize 
relatives (Quist and Chapela 2001), although this conclusion was quickly refuted 
with issues of contamination and methodology (Christou 2002). Two main catego-
ries of strategies, biological and non-biological, have been considered to prevent 
transgene escape from transgenic plants. Non-biological methods revolve around 
mechanical control where pollinating flowers are removed or transgenic crops are 
secluded from non-transgenic varieties (Rong et al. 2007; Kausch et al. 2010). 
Various molecular strategies for biotechnology-based gene containment have been 
proposed, including complete transgene excision from seed and pollen (Luo et al. 
2007), and seed (Daniell 2002) and male sterility (He et al. 1996).

15.4.3  Insect Resistance to Bt Crops

Resistance to Bt crops has arguably been the main concern related to increased 
adoption of this technology, mostly because resistance to a specific Bt crop may 
result in cross-resistance to multiple Bt-based products, including microbial pesti-
cides. Resistance to Bt toxins has been described in a number of laboratory-selected 
insect strains, evidencing the genetic potential for evolution of resistance to Bt tox-
ins in the field. In the majority of laboratory cases, resistance is associated with 
alterations in toxin binding to midgut receptors, which is generally transmitted as a 
single autosomal recessive gene (Ferré and Van Rie 2002). In agreement with these 
laboratory reports, resistance to commercial Bt sprays was reported to result from 
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reduced Bt toxin binding in strains of Plutella xylostella (Ferré et al. 1991) and Plo-
dia interpunctella (Van Rie et al. 1990). Based on these data and results from pre-
dictive models, three main strategies to delay resistance to Bt crops were outlined 
(Gould 1988; Tabashnik 1989): use of refugia in conjunction with expression of 
high levels of the Bt toxin gene in the plant, rotations between plants expressing Bt 
toxins with diverse mode of action, and pyramiding of multiple toxin genes within a 
plant. The initial high dose/refugia strategy used to delay evolution of resistance to 
single-toxin Bt crops combined the use of mandated 20% refugia and the expression 
of high Bt toxin doses (25-fold the dose killing 99% of the pest population) in the 
plant. Exceptions and differences in this regulation occur when there are pests for 
which Bt crops do not fulfill the high dose requirement, in which case manufacturer 
recommended refuge amounts can be raised to as much as 50% of the crop. Refugia 
are typically areas contiguous to Bt crop fields, and this proximity greatly increases 
the probability of mating between resistant insects emerging from Bt crops and non-
selected insects growing in the refuge. Mating events generate heterozygotes, which 
combined with a lethal toxin dose decreases the frequency of resistant individuals, 
assuming that resistance is transmitted as a recessive trait (Gould 1998). The suc-
cess of this high dose/refuge strategy is greatly dependent on constant expression 
of Bt toxin in the plant throughout the season and grower compliance with refuge 
planting regulations. Both tenets are difficult to achieve, as expression of Bt toxin 
genes varies depending on diverse factors (Adamczyk et al. 2001, 2009; Adamczyk 
and Sumerford 2001), and refuge compliance is known to vary among growers and 
years (Gray 2010; Bourguet et al. 2005). In addition, a crucial condition for the ef-
fectiveness of refugia is the pest movement throughout a particular crop. In cases 
of pests with limited movement, such as Western corn rootworm larvae, modeling 
studies suggest that as grower compliance to refugia decreases resistance emer-
gence sharply increases (Pan et al. 2011). In Bt cotton, resistance models predict 
faster evolution of resistance populations when larvae move between plants and do 
not discriminate based on plant genotype for host selection (Heuberger et al. 2011). 
As an alternative to mandated refugia, non-transgenic crops and wild plant relatives 
have been used as viable refugia for Bt crops in China (Qiao et al. 2010). However, 
recent reports suggest emergence of resistance to Bt cotton in Helicoverpa armigera 
populations in a region of Northern China with a history of high rate of Bt cotton 
adoption (Zhang et al. 2011). In India, difficulties in monitoring compliance and the 
lack of control over illegal transgenic varieties have been suggested as important is-
sues facing resistance management programs for Bt crops (Jayaraman 2001, 2002). 
Despite these issues and after more than a decade of use, field evolved resistance 
to Bt crops can be considered a rare event keeping in mind the level of adoption. 
Recent reports of field evolved resistance to Bt crops (Tabashnik et al. 2009; Storer 
et al. 2010; van Rensburg 2007; Dhurua and Gujar 2011; Zhang et al. 2011) are 
usually correlated with sub-optimal crop growth conditions and most have not been 
reported to result in crop losses. However, these reports of field-evolved resistance 
to crops expressing a single Bt toxin have further incentivized the development of 
alternative approaches to delay resistance in second and third generation Bt crops.
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15.5  “Second” and “Third” Generation Bt Crops

High adoption of single transgene Bt crop technology and concerns on potential 
evolution of insect resistance to these crops promoted the development of “second 
generation” Bt crops (cotton and maize), which we define in this chapter as those 
varieties expressing multiple Bt genes with diverse (pyramided) mode of action. 
Based on the importance of toxin binding to specific receptors in the insect midgut 
for toxicity and resistance, Bt toxins recognizing alternative midgut receptors are 
considered as having diverse mode of action by regulatory agencies and therefore 
are optimum candidates for pyramiding. The use of these pyramided Bt toxin genes 
greatly reduces the probability of resistance evolution, as target insects would need 
to develop simultaneous mutations in diverse toxin receptors to acquire resistance 
(Roush 1998; Zhao et al. 2003). Pyramiding of cry1Ac and cry2Ab (Chitkowski 
et al. 2003) or cry and vip (Estruch et al. 1997) toxin genes are examples of this 
strategy to reduce the rate of resistance evolution in second generation Bt crops. 
However, cross-resistance observed in laboratory-selected insect strains suggests 
that mechanisms such as altered toxin proteolysis (Oppert et al. 1997) or enhanced 
midgut healing (Martinez-Ramirez et al. 1999) could potentially result in resistance 
to multiple Bt toxins. In addition, coexistence of single and two-toxin Bt crops may 
result in faster evolution of resistance to pyramided traits (Zhao et al. 2005).

Expression of multiple toxins in second generation Bt crops (Table 15.1) 
achieves increased control of target pests with low susceptibility to single-toxin 
Bt crops. For instance, pyramiding of the cry2Ab2 gene with a chimeric toxin gene 
( cry1A.105) composed of portions of the cry1Ab, cry1Ac, and cry1Fa genes, into 
maize plants (event MON89034, Yieldgard line of products) expanded the range of 
control to armyworms ( Spodoptera spp.) and the black cutworm ( Agrotis ipsilon). 
Similarly, Agrisure Viptera maize (events MIR162 and Bt11) producing Vip3Aa20 
and Cry1Ab toxins can control corn earworm ( Helicoverpa zea) and the fall army-
worm ( Spodoptera frugiperda), which display low susceptibility to Cry1A toxins. 
Control of these pest larvae is also accomplished in cotton varieties producing Cry-
1Ac and Cry1Fa (events DAS 21023-5 and DAS 24236-5, respectively, WideStrike 
line of products) or Cry1Ac and Cry2Ab (event 15985, Bollgard II) toxin pyramids 
in cotton (Stewart et al. 2001; Jackson et al. 2004). In addition to expanding range 
of activity to pest species within the same taxonomic order, second generation Bt 
maize varieties have also been developed to control both lepidopteran and cole-
opteran pests. For example, the Genuity Vt triple line of maize products produces 
Cry1Ab and Cry2Ab toxins targeting lepidopteran larvae (event MON89034-3) and 
Cry3Bb toxin to control root-feeding Western corn rootworm ( D. virgifera) larvae 
(event MON88017-3).

Reductions in mandated refuge size from 20–5% have been proposed for pyra-
mided Bt crops based on the increased toxicity against targeted pests and expres-
sion of multiple Bt toxins with diverse mode of action. However, it is important to 
consider that despite the predicted slower evolution of resistance, the evolutionary 
processes involved in resistance to pyramided Bt crops will be the same as those 
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driving resistance to single toxin varieties (Ives et al. 2011). An alternative to the 
inherent compliance problems observed with the use of spatial refugia is the use of 
seed mixtures (refuge in a bag), which is currently being adopted by industry in Bt 
crops expressing multiple toxins. While this strategy would guarantee the existence 
of non-Bt refuge plants in fields planted with Bt crops, some models suggest that 
insect movement between plants may accelerate evolution of resistance (Heuberger 
et al. 2011). Pests continuously moving and feeding on Bt and non-Bt plants would 
undergo increased selection pressure in mixtures versus spatial refugia (Ives et al. 
2011), which may allow rare broad-spectrum resistance mechanisms to emerge.

The “third generation” of Bt crops, which we define in this chapter as transgenic 
plants currently in the pipeline for commercialization, are expected to address ac-
tivity and resistance management issues related to previous Bt crops. These crops 
are transformed to express pyramids of Bt toxins targeting lepidopteran and coleop-
teran pests, or combinations of Bt toxins with alternative insecticidal technologies, 
such as RNA interference (RNAi). Apart from the effects of toxin pyramiding on 
delaying resistance evolution, expression of multiple toxins also addresses cases 
of previous Bt crop varieties not fulfilling the high dose tenet for a particular pest. 
For example, SmartStax maize from Monsanto and Dow AgroSciences (events 
MON89034, TC1507, MON88017, and DAS-59122-7) will produce Cry1A.105, 
Cry2Ab2, and Cry1Fa2 toxins to effectively control a wide range of lepidopter-
an larvae in addition to producing Cry3Bb1 and Cry34Ab1/Cry35Ab1 toxins to 
achieve increased efficacy against Diabrotica ssp. larvae. Combining Bt toxins and 
insecticidal components with alternative mode of action, such as RNA interference 
(RNAi) (Baum et al. 2007) or protease inhibitors (Cui et al. 2011), in third gen-
eration Bt crops, should address current issues regarding the definition of diverse 
mode of action used for Bt toxins. Potential challenges with these new Bt crops 
would include the design and implementation of effective resistance management 
practices, demonstration that the effects of combining multiple Bt toxins can be 
predicted from integration of individual toxin assessments, and that novel insecti-
cidal components do not have unforeseen negative impacts on plant innate immune 
responses to herbivory.

15.6  Conclusions and Future Prospects

So far, introduction of transgenic Bt crops has had major positive ecological and 
agricultural consequences (Betz et al. 2000). Despite the highly publicized inter-
change between non-peer reviewed scientific opinions over yield comparisons 
(Sheridan 2009), overall the use of Bt cotton or Bt maize has been reported to result 
in increased farm income benefits (Brookes and Barfoot 2009). While assessment 
of the environmental impact of Bt crops is highly dependent on variables consid-
ered, unintended effects pale in comparison to those of alternative pest suppression 
methods (Naranjo 2009). In the U.S. alone, the use of Bt maize and cotton has re-
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sulted in consistent reductions in chemical insecticide use from 1996–2009, totaling 
64.2 million pounds (Benbrook 2009). In addition to these economic and environ-
mental benefits, Bt crops can also enhance food safety, as in the case of mycotoxin 
level reductions reported for Bt maize compared to non-Bt varieties (Hammond 
et al. 2004).

Current trends in the advancement of Bt crops include the integration of trans-
genes into other essential crops worldwide, enhancing the quality and efficacy of 
the transgenes through genetic engineering, discovering new insecticidal Bt toxins 
(Kaur 2006), and coupling Bt toxins with non-Bt insecticidal components such as 
protease inhibitors (Vaughan 2003) or RNAi (Baum et al. 2007). These initiatives 
can broaden activity range, increase insecticidal potency, and further delay the evo-
lution of insect resistance. For example, the development of Bt rice (Yang et al. 
2011) has extraordinary commercial appeal for agricultural biotechnology (Xia 
et al. 2011), and has recently been suggested to be effective in preventing non-
targeted pest outbreaks (Chen et al. 2011). The approval of transgenic Bt brinjal as 
the first genetically modified crop for human consumption in India is expected to 
result in benefits observed for other Bt crops, although approval has been initially 
met with controversy (Seetharam 2010). Other non-essential crops, like sunflower, 
are being also explored for commercial viability (Cantamutto and Poverene 2007).

Advances on the characterization of the Bt toxin mode of action have allowed 
for design of improved Bt toxins amenable to expression in Bt crops. Genetically 
engineered Cry3A toxins (mCry3A and eCry3.1Ab) displaying increased activity 
against D. virgifera larvae (Walters et al. 2008, 2010) are currently used in some Bt 
maize varieties (Table 15.1). Modified (Mod) Cry1A toxins targeting lepidopteran 
larvae and effective against larvae lacking the primary Cry1A toxin receptor (So-
berón et al. 2007) are a clear alternative to currently used lepidopteran-specific 
traits. The use of enhancers of Bt toxicity has also been proposed as a strategy to 
attain high dose mortality levels in pests with low susceptibility to Bt toxins (Gao 
et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2007), although their efficacy in transgenic plants has not 
been reported.

We are at an important moment in the Bt crop marketplace, with many issues si-
multaneously impacting the future of this technology. Past controversy surrounding 
some of the publications addressing these issues has hindered advancement of Bt 
crop research to secure long-term utility of Bt-based biotechnology. New regulatory 
principles that deviate from the longstanding idea of how selection pressure is es-
tablished within a Bt crop environment are being developed to address risks related 
to introduction of second and third generation Bt crops, especially in environments 
dominated by single Bt gene crop varieties. Commercialization of Bt crops in alter-
native developing and industrialized countries will result in regulatory challenges 
due to agricultural infrastructure distinctions, including enforcement, reporting and 
policing. These issues will have to be addressed using scientifically sound and peer-
reviewed discourse exchange to advance dependable knowledge regarding environ-
mental safety of Bt crops and to maintain utility of Bt-based pesticidal products for 
future generations.
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Abstract There is a 50-year history of safe use and consumption of agricultural 
food crops sprayed with commercial Bt ( Bacillus thuringiensis) microbial pesti-
cides and a 14 year history of safe consumption of food and feed derived from Bt 
crops. This review summarizes the published literature addressing the safety of Cry 
insect control proteins found in both Bt microbial pesticides and those introduced 
into Bt agricultural crops. A discussion on the species-specific mode of action of 
Cry proteins to control target insect pests is presented. This information provides 
the scientific basis for the absence of toxicity of Cry proteins towards non-target 
organisms that has been confirmed in numerous mammalian toxicology studies. A 
human dietary exposure assessment for Cry proteins has also been provided which 
includes information that food processing of Bt crops such as maize leads to loss 
of functionally active Cry proteins in processed food products. Lastly the food and 
feed safety benefits of Bt crops are briefly summarized including lower insecticide 
use and reduction in fumonisin mycotoxin contamination of grain.

Keywords Food safety · Cry proteins · Toxicity · Bt crops · Consumption of Cry 
proteins

16.1  Background

Bt is a common Gram positive, spore-forming aerobic bacterium that is found in 
a variety of environmental sources such as soil, water, plant surfaces, grain dust, 
dead insects etc. (Federici and Siegel 2008). As part of its normal life cycle, the 
bacteria produce one or more insecticidal proteins in parasporal bodies when nutri-
ents become insufficient to support bacterial growth. Bt microorganisms have been 
used for many years as a tool to control larval insect pests that feed on agricultural 
crops. They are also widely used in certified organic agricultural food production 
in the United States, Europe, and other countries. When the Bt microbial formula-
tions are applied to the leaves of agricultural crops, the vegetative cells, spores, 
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and insecticidal proteins in the formulation are consumed by the larval insect. The 
insecticidal proteins exist as protoxins and are converted to active insect toxins 
by proteases in the alkaline environment of the lepidopteran insect gastrointestinal 
tract. The activated toxins bind to specific receptors on the membranes of target 
insect mid-gastrointestinal tract epithelial cells and form pores in the membranes al-
lowing water and electrolytes from the gastrointestinal tract juices to enter the cell. 
The epithelial cells swell and lyse, leading to electrolyte imbalance in the insect 
hemolymph causing paralysis so that the insect stops eating and dies. The Bt spores 
can also germinate and colonize the insect body, allowing the bacteria to reproduce 
(WHO/IPCS 1999; Betz et al. 2000; OECD 2007; Federici and Siegel 2008).

Bt insecticidal crystal proteins, Cry (for crystal) and Cyt (for cytolytic) proteins, 
as well as VIPs (vegetative insecticidal proteins produced during the vegetative 
phase) are the major insecticidal proteins. There can be considerable variations in 
the amino acid content and structure of each of these proteins as they exist in dif-
ferent strains of Bt.

As discussed previously, Bt Cry proteins are one of the insecticidal components 
in Bt microbial commercial products widely used as biological insecticides for 
over 50 years. Bt was first discovered in Japan in 1901 and later rediscovered in 
Germany (Sanchis 2010). Field trials were subsequently carried out in Europe and 
the United States with Bt microbes to investigate their insecticidal properties; the 
first commercial Bt microbial formulation was launched in France in 1938 (Sanchis 
2010). Bt microbial pesticides are highly regarded as environmentally-friendly due 
to their species-specificity (controlling only target insect pest species) and their lack 
of environmental persistence (WHO/IPCS 1999; Betz et al. 2000; OECD 2007; 
Federici and Siegel 2008). China has been probably the biggest user of Bt microbial 
pesticides where, over the last few decades, tens of thousands of tons of various Bt 
microbial formulations have been topically applied on agricultural food crops (rice, 
vegetables, maize), in forests and to potable water to control mosquitoes and other 
larval insects that are vectors of human disease (WHO/ICPS 1999; Ziwen 2010). 
According to recent data, there were at least 180 registered Bt microbial products 
in the United States (EPA 1998) and over 120 microbial products in the European 
Union. There are reported to be approximately 276 Bt microbials registered in Chi-
na (Huang et al. 2007). Bt microbial pesticides were first registered in the US in 
1961 (Betz et al. 2000).

The efficacy of Bt microbials applied to the surface of leaves is limited by the 
fact that the formulation can be washed off by rain and the Cry proteins are inacti-
vated by sunlight within a few days of application (Federici and Siegel 2008). With 
the development of biotechnology, it has been possible to introduce the genes cod-
ing for Cry proteins into plants so that Cry proteins are expressed in the plant and 
are produced throughout the growing season to provide protection against insect 
pests. At present, most commercial Bt crops are based on Cry proteins, although 
VIPs are now being introduced into agricultural crops (EPA 2004). To date, Cyt 
proteins have not been introduced into commercial Bt crops.
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16.2  Regulatory Guidance for the Safety Assessment  
of Cry Proteins

According to guidance from the US Environmental Protection Agency (Men-
delsohn et al. 2003), the European Food Safety Agency (2011), and Codex (2009), 
the food safety assessment of any insecticidal protein introduced into food/feed 
crops through genetic engineering should include:

1. information on the biochemical characterization of the introduced protein includ-
ing the amino acid sequence, molecular weight, post-translation modifications 
(if any), and a description of the function.

2. Assessment of amino acid sequence similarity between the protein and any 
known protein mammalian toxins using bioinformatics tools to search curated 
data bases of amino acid sequences of proteins (eg. NCBI Entrez Protein, PIR, 
UniProt-Swiss-Prot etc.).

3. Assessment of stability of the protein to heat or food processing conditions.
4. Assessment of potential degradation in appropriate and validated in vitro gastric 

and intestinal model systems.
5. High dose acute toxicology testing to confirm the absence of toxicity to mam-

mals (EPA requirement only). The US EPA requires high dose acute toxicology 
testing in rodents with either Bt microbial pesticides or Cry proteins that end up 
in food and feed crops (McClintock et al. 1995; Betz et al. 2000). The rationale 
for requiring high dose acute testing is that Cry proteins act through an acute 
mode of action to kill insect pests.

EFSA (2011) considers that acute toxicology testing provides little value, but may 
require a repeat dose 28 day toxicology study where there is considered to be insuf-
ficient safety information on the introduced protein.

16.3  The Species-specific Acute Mode of Action  
of Cry Proteins

The general mode of action of Cry proteins has been studied extensively and re-
viewed in a number of publications (WHO/IPCS 1999; Betz et al. 2000; Siegel 
2001; OECD 2007; Bravo et al. 2007; Federici and Siegel 2008; Soberón et al. 
2010). Cry proteins are not contact insecticides like chemical pesticides, but must 
be ingested and activated by proteases in the gastrointestinal tract of target insect 
pests. The activated Cry toxins bind to specific receptors on mid-gastrointestinal 
tract epithelial cells of target larval insects and this, results in oligomerization of the 
Cry toxin monomers. The toxin complex translocates into the cellular membrane of 
the gastrointestinal tract epithelial cells and forms pores that cause osmotic shock 
and cell lysis leading to death of the insect (Federici and Siegel 2008; Soberón et al. 
2010). Some Cry protein binding receptors have been identified such as cadherin-
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like glycoproteins, and glycosylphosphatidyl-inositol (GPI) membrane anchored 
receptors such as aminopeptidase N or alkaline phosphatase (Soberón et al. 2010). 
Binding of Cry proteins to the aforementioned receptors is not sufficient of itself to 
cause toxicity to the insect as oligomerization must also occur to form the pores in 
the membrane. This may explain the observation that some Cry proteins can bind 
to insect mid-gastrointestinal tract epithelial cells, but since oligomerization does 
not follow, no toxicity to the insect occurs (Federici and Siegel 2008; Soberón et al. 
2010).

Non-target organisms such as humans, rhesus monkeys, cattle, mice, rats, rab-
bits, other non-target insects etc., lack high affinity Cry protein binding-receptors 
(Sacchi et al. 1986; Hofmann et al. 1988a, b; Wolfersberger et al. 1986; Van Rie 
et al. 1989, 1990; Lambert et al. 1996; Mendelsohn et al. 2003; Griffiths et al. 
2005; Shimada et al. 2006; OECD 2007). In contrast to these studies in mammals 
demonstrating an absence of specific high affinity receptors to bind Cry proteins, 
one study reported binding of Cry1Ac protein to the mouse jejunum (Vazquez-
Padron et al. 2000). However, this binding appeared to be non-specific because ex-
tremely high (non-physiological) concentrations of Cry1Ac protein were incubated 
in vitro with mouse intestinal brush border membrane vesicles (BBMV) at 1 µg 
Cry protein/1 µg BBMV. In target insects, Cry proteins bind avidly to receptors 
on insect BBMV at much lower concentrations (0.00001–0.001 µg Cry protein/
µg BBMV) and surface plasmon resonance experiments indicate that binding to 
the cadherin receptor occurs at nM concentrations (Hofmann et al. 1988a; Sac-
chi et al. 1986; Soberón et al. 2010). This is supported by the observation that the 
LD50 dose of Cry proteins is in the low ng/larval insect range (Federici and Siegel 
2008). Low affinity binding of Cry proteins to rat BBMV has been reported but 
was considered to be non-specific as it was not displaceable by non-iodinated Cry 
protein, whereas Cry protein binding to target insect BBMV was readily displaced 
(Hofmann et al. 1988b). In bovine epithelial cells (Shimada et al. 2006), low level 
binding of Cry1Ab protein to the cytoskeletal protein actin was detected. However, 
no binding to extracellular proteins such as aminopeptidase N, cadherins and al-
kaline phosphatase was detected on bovine epithelial cells; these aforementioned 
proteins have been identified as receptors for Cry protein binding on target insect 
mid-gastrointestinal tract epithelia. The absence of high affinity binding of Cry pro-
teins on mammalian gastrointestinal tract epithelial cells may be due in part to the 
absence of a glycosylating enzyme, BL2, in mammalian gastrointestinal tract cells. 
This enzyme, which is present in target insect gastrointestinal tract cells, produces 
the specific sugar residues that facilitates recognition and binding by Cry proteins 
to the aforementioned aminopeptidase N and alkaline phosphatase receptors (Fed-
erici and Siegel 2008; Soberón et al. 2010). The absence of specific Cry binding 
receptors on the mammalian gastrointestinal tract epithelial cells can explain, in 
part, the absence of cellular toxicity when high, non-physiological concentrations 
of Cry1Ab protein were incubated with sheep rumen epithelial cells, whereas in-
cubation with a positive control toxin, valinomycin, caused apoptosis and reduced 
cell viability (Bondzio et al. 2008).
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Furthermore, the in vitro concentration of Cry protein used by Vazquez-Padron 
(2000) was many orders of magnitude higher than the potential dietary exposures 
the mammalian digestive tract might encounter from consumption of food derived 
from Bt maize (Hammond and Cockburn 2008). As will be discussed later in section 
16.6, processing ( e.g. cooking, etc.) of Bt maize into human food has been reported 
to denature and inactivate Cry proteins further reducing residual functionally active 
Cry protein residues in food (Hammond and Jez 2011). Any residual (∼ ppb) levels 
of functionally active Cry protein that survived food processing would also be ex-
pected to be digested in the gastrointestinal tract (see Sect. 16.4).

16.4  Potential Digestibility of Cry Proteins

The normal fate of most ingested dietary proteins is hydrolytic digestion and/or 
degradation to either individual amino acids or small peptides that are subsequently 
absorbed to provide amino acids for protein synthesis in the body (Delaney et al. 
2008). A validated assay to assess the potential digestibility of proteins has been 
developed in vitro using a fixed ratio of pepsin to protein and at pH 1.2 and 2.0 that 
is designed to simulate conditions in the stomach (Thomas et al. 2004). A similar 
in vitro test to simulate intestinal digestion using pancreatin has also been devel-
oped. Cry proteins are readily degraded by pepsin when tested in vitro using the 
aforementioned pepsin assay (Okunuki et al. 2001; Herman et al. 2003; EPA 2001; 
Thomas et al. 2004; Cao et al. 2010; Guimaraes, et al. 2010). An alternative in vitro 
digestive model has been recently proposed using higher pH and a lower pepsin/
Cry protein ratio where Cry1Ab protein is more slowly degraded (Guimaraes et al. 
2010). Others have suggested that differences in pH and pepsin concentration us-
ing in vitro digestibility assays had only small effects on digestion of proteins of 
intermediate stability to pepsin and no effects on proteins that were either stable or 
resistant to pepsin digestion (Ofori-Anti et al. 2008)

In pigs and calves, Cry protein fragments were observed in the GI tract, but none 
were detected in the liver, spleen and lymph nodes (Chowdhury et al. 2003a, b) 
indicating they were too large to be systemically absorbed intact from the gastroin-
testinal tract. Farm animals are generally fed much higher levels of maize in the diet 
than humans, and the maize is generally not processed resulting in higher dietary 
exposure to Cry proteins. Human dietary exposure, in contrast, would be much 
lower due to the lower consumption of maize and the fact that human food derived 
from maize is processed. Maize is subjected to a variety of processing conditions 
such as cooking that denatures Cry proteins causing them to lose insecticidal activ-
ity (Sect. 16.6). Denaturation also makes proteins more susceptible to degradation 
by proteases (Herman et al. 2006) including Cry1Ab protein (Okunuki et al. 2001) 
so that potential dietary exposure to functionally active Cry proteins in food derived 
from maize is very low.
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16.5  Toxicology Testing of Cry Proteins

Genes coding for Cry proteins that were similar to those derived from Bt microor-
ganisms have been introduced into a variety of different agricultural crops. These 
Cry proteins are expressed at low (ppm) levels in plants since those levels are suffi-
cient to control targeted insect pests (Hammond and Cockburn 2008). As described 
earlier, only Cry and VIP proteins are currently used in registered Bt crops, making 
the insecticidal complexity of the crop much simpler than that of the components 
in Bt microbial pesticide formulations. As a group, the Cry protein family contains 
considerable diversity, enabling Bt strains to kill different kinds of larval insect 
pests. The currently commercialized Bt crops used for food and feed are mainly Bt 
maize and cotton. Cry proteins produced by Bt plants registered in the US and other 
countries include Cry1Ab, Cry1Ac, Cry1F, Cry1A.105, Cry1Ac, Cry2Ab2, Cry3Bb 
and Cry34Ab1, and Cry35Ab1. VIP proteins have also been registered in the US for 
use in agricultural crops (EPA 2004). New Bt soybean varieties (US) that have the 
cry1Ac gene and Bt rice varieties (China) with the cry1C gene are currently going 
through regulatory review. The food safety of introduced Cry1Ac and Cry1C pro-
teins has already been demonstrated (Betz et al. 2000; Cao et al. 2010).

16.5.1  Acute Toxicity Testing

As shown in Table 16.1, mice are not adversely affected even when fed acute, high 
dosages of Cry proteins that are thousands to millions of times higher than doses 
acutely toxic to target insect pests (Hammond and Cockburn 2008). The mouse is 
a relevant model for such testing because it is known to be susceptible to the toxic-
ity of known mammalian protein toxins (Delaney et al. 2008). In such testing the 
Cry1Ab protein was administered to mice at a dose level of 4000 mg/kg/day and 
produced no adverse effects. An adult human would have to consume approximate-
ly 900,000 kg of uncooked Bt maize grain in 1 day to attain a similar acute dose of 
Cry1Ab protein administered to mice (Hammond and Cockburn 2008).

Numerous reviews summarizing results of animal toxicology studies with Bt 
microbial pesticides and individual Cry proteins and the long history of safe use 
of Bt microbial products and Bt crops support the safety of Cry proteins (Fisher 
and Rosner 1959; Siegel and Shadduck 1989; McClintock et al. 1995; WHO/ICPS 
1999; Betz et al. 2000; Siegel 2001; OECD 2007; Federici and Siegel 2008). In 
contrast to certain chemical insecticides, no significant human illnesses have been 
attributed to the use of Bt microbial pesticides in agriculture (WHO/ICPS 1999; 
Federici and Siegel 2008). This correlates well with the results in human safety test-
ing conducted on volunteers in the early days of safety assessment of Bt microbials. 
These individuals were fed 1010 Bt spores for 5 days or inhaled 109 Bt spores with 
no reported adverse effects (Siegel and Shadduck 1989).
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16.5.2  Allergenicity and Immunogenicity Assessment

According to the aforementioned Codex guidelines (2009), the assessment of po-
tential allergenicity of introduced proteins is carried out by comparing the biochem-
ical characteristics of the introduced protein to characteristics of known allergens. 
A protein is not likely to be allergenic if: (1) the protein is from a non-allergenic 
source; (2) the protein represents only a very small portion of the total plant protein; 
(3) the protein does not share structural similarities to known allergens based on 
amino acid sequence homology comparisons to known allergens using bioinformat-
ics search tools, and (4) the protein has the potential to be digested as confirmed 
when incubated in vitro with simulated digestion fluids. All Cry proteins expressed 
in Bt crops have been assessed for potential allergenicity according to the recom-
mendations of the aforementioned Codex guidelines. Those that are used in com-
mercial Bt crops do not fit the profile of known protein allergens, ie. they are digest-
ed in simulated gastric fluid, are generally present at low (ppm) levels in grain and 
much lower levels in food, and are not structurally related to known allergens based 
on bioinformatics searches. Following commercial production and use of thousands 
of tons of Bt microbial formulations over the last few decades, there is no evidence 
of allergic reactions in workers who manufacture or apply Bt microbials to agricul-
tural crops and forests (Siegel 2001; Federici and Siegel 2008). Similarly, for the 
millions of tons of Bt crops produced since the 1990s, there have been no reports of 
allergenic reactions in those that handle or consume the grain/seed. There has been 
a report of immunologic responses in workers who apply Bt microbial formulations 
to agricultural crops, but this reaction is classically observed when humans are ex-
posed to “foreign” or non-human proteins. However, the immunologic responses 
were attributed to other bacterial proteins present in the Bt microbial formulation, 
and not the Cry proteins (Siegel 2001; Federici and Siegel 2008).

16 A Review of the Food Safety of Bt Crops

Cry protein NOAEL (mg/kg) Reference
Cry1Ab 4000 Betz et al. (2000)
Cry1Ab/Cry1Ac 

fusion protein
5000 Xu et al. (2010)

Cry1A.105 2072 EPA (2008a)
Cry 1Ac 4200 Betz et al. (2000)
Cry1C 5000 Cao et al. (2010)
Cry2Aa 4011 Betz et al. (2000)
Cry2Ab 1450 Betz et al. (2000)
Cry2Ab2 2198 EPA (2008b)
Cry3A 5220 Betz et al. (2000)
Cry3Bb 3780 Betz et al. (2000)
Cry1F 576 EPA (2001)
Cry34Ab1 2700 Juberg et al. (2009)
Cry35Ab1 1850 Juberg et al. (2009)
VIP3A 3675 EPA (2004)

Table 16.1  Acute toxicity 
studies in mice with Cry 
proteins
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Cry1Ac protein that is present in Bt microbial formulations has been shown to 
be immunogenic in mice following intraperitoneal (IP), intragastric (IG), intrana-
sal (IN) or intra-rectal (IR) administration (Moreno-Fierros et al. 2000; Vazquez-
Padron et al. 2000). Systemic and mucosal immune responses with production of 
specific IgG, IgM and IgA antibodies were reported. In a separate study, administra-
tion of GM rice containing Cry1Ab protein (88% amino acid sequence homology to 
Cry1Ac protein), or spiked with Cry1Ab protein, was also reported to have induced 
an immune response in rats (Kroghsbo et al. 2008). Another study reported that 
feeding mice either 1 month or 18 months of age with MON810 maize resulted in 
some alterations in the intestinal and peripheral immune cell populations (Finamore 
et al. 2008).

The biological relevance of these studies to assessing potential health risks from 
human consumption of foods derived from Bt crops can be questioned on several 
fronts. Administration of Cry proteins by IN, IP and IR routes of exposure do not 
necessarily predict risks from IG or dietary intake because in some cases, the re-
searchers bypassed the protective barrier of the gastrointestinal tract by injecting 
or administering proteins by other routes. When they did employ the IG route in 
mice, they gave doses of Cry proteins far in excess of potential human intakes and 
included Maalox® to neutralize the pH of the gastrointestinal tract, thereby compro-
mising normal physiological conditions for digestion of Cry1Ac protein by pepsin. 
Mice were often dosed with 100 µg Cry1Ac protein which exceeds potential human 
intake by approximately 5000-fold.1 This discrepancy may be greater still, since 
maize is normally processed into human foods and not consumed raw. Processing 
(e.g., cooking) denatures Cry1Ab protein (see Sect. 16.6), so the actual dietary in-
takes of intact Cry1Ab protein from consumption of processed foods is anticipated 
to be far less. It has been estimated that grain processing could reduce levels of 
functionally active protein by approximately two orders of magnitude (Hammond 
and Jez 2011). Based on the calculations in footnote 1, this would result in an actual 
human intact Cry1Ab intake of approximately 0.008 µg/kg body weight; a level 
500,000-fold lower than the levels used on the study demonstrating immunogenic 
effects. In addition to human dietary irrelevance of the doses tested in mice, an 
attempt to reproduce this work in mice given Cry1Ab protein, failed to detect anti-
Cry IgG antibodies at the 100 µg/mouse dose (these authors did not include Maalox 
along with the oral dosed Cry1Ab protein) (Adel-Patient et al. 2010). These authors 
attributed the discrepancy between their study and earlier studies (Moreno-Fierros 
et al. 2000; Vazquez-Padron et al. 2000) to the possible presence of E. coli en-
dotoxin in the Cry1Ac preparations used on the earlier studies. The previous au-
thors used engineered E. coli to produce Cry1Ac but did not apparently check the 
preparations for endotoxin contamination. Adel-Patient et al. (2010) reported that 

1 100 µg Cry1Ac/25 gm mouse ∼ 4000 µg/kg body weight; human intake of Cry1Ab protein from 
consumption of MON 810 maize (YIELDGARD Corn Borer®) was estimated to be 0.008 µg/kg 
body weight (Hammond and Jez 2011).
® Maalox—registered trademark of Novartis.
® YIELDGARD Corn Borer—registered trademark of Monsanto Technology, LLC.
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IG administration of purified Cry1Ab protein had no impact on immune response in 
mice and confirmed the earlier reports of the immunogenicity of Cry1Ac adminis-
tered by IP injection to mice, without any evidence of allergenicity. The other study 
(Finamore et al. 2008) reporting possible alterations of intestinal and peripheral im-
mune cell populations in young and old mice fed large amounts of MON 810 maize 
in the diet can be questioned since the alterations were often of small magnitude, 
and sometimes in opposite direction when measured at different study intervals. It 
is difficult to interpret the biological relevance of the changes that were observed 
since no historical information was provided on normal variation of the measured 
parameters in control mice. A much bigger question is the relevance of findings in 
mice to predicting possible immune effects in humans.

While the mouse model has some similarities to human immunological mecha-
nisms (Adel-Patient et al. 2010), in general, animal models have not been consid-
ered to have been sufficiently validated to be able to accurately predict potential 
allergenic or immunologic effects in humans from dietary exposure to proteins 
(Goodman et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2009; Codex 2009). As a practical matter, 
there has been widespread dietary exposure to Cry proteins from application of Bt 
microbial formulations applied to vegetables and other crops for many decades (see 
Sect. 16.7) and there have been no reports that the immune system of humans is at 
risk from dietary exposures. Given the comparatively low dietary exposures to Cry 
proteins from consumption of foods derived from Bt crops (or for that matter, ap-
plication of Bt microbials to food crops) the potential to induce an immune response 
in humans was considered to be unlikely (Guimaraes et al. 2010).

16.6  Assessment of Food Processing on Cry Protein 
Biological Activity

The functional activity of proteins including Cry proteins is dependent on their 
three-dimensional structure and the combination of various environmental forces 
(electrostatic forces, van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonds, and hydrophobic 
interactions) that help to maintain that structure in the cell (Branden and Tooze 
1991; Creighton 1993). In general, protein structures are only marginally stable un-
der a limited range of physiological conditions and are easily disrupted by changes 
such as increases in temperature, variation of pH, or physical disruption that over-
come the forces keeping them folded properly (Creighton 1993). These changes 
typically result in denaturation of proteins which leads to a drastic change in protein 
structure. Typically, denaturation does not involve changes in the primary structure 
(amino acid sequence) of a protein (i.e., degradation of the polypeptide chain), but 
disrupts the secondary, tertiary, and quaternary (if applicable) structure of denatured 
proteins. Consequently, there is a complete loss of biological function, as the dena-
tured polypeptide is more like a random coil than a folded protein.

Changes such as increased temperature, altered pH, physical disruption occur 
routinely during processing of the seed/grain into human food. For example, during 
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the processing of maize and soybeans into food fractions, heating, high pressure 
extrusion, mechanical shearing, changes in pH, and the use of reducing agents are 
all employed and will unfold a native protein structure and/or alter the primary 
structure of a protein by hydrolysis of peptide bonds (Kilara and Sharkasi 1986; 
Meade et al. 2005). In typical processing of maize and soybeans into food fractions, 
temperatures of 95–100°C are commonly encountered (Berk 1992; Duensing et al. 
2003; Rooney and Serna-Saldivar 2003). These elevated temperatures can lead to 
irreversible denaturation and loss of protein function (de Luis et al. 2009; Thomas 
et al. 2007), although this does not alter the nutritional value of the denatured pro-
tein as a source of dietary amino acids. Cooking proteins aids their digestion in the 
gastrointestinal tract as proteases (e.g., pepsin and trypsin), are able to cleave the 
random coil of a denatured protein more quickly and efficiently compared with the 
same protein in its native three dimensional conformation (Herman et al. 2006).

Precipitation is often used to remove proteins from other food fractions like 
lipids, as changes in the physical properties of a protein can reduce its solubility 
leading to aggregation or precipitation. Multimeric proteins can also dissociate into 
monomers resulting in loss of function (Schultz and Liebman 2002; Meade et al. 
2005). It may still be possible to detect epitopes on denatured, aggregated or pre-
cipitated proteins using immunologic detection methods. This has been observed 
for some introduced proteins but not others (Terry et al. 2002; Grothaus et al. 2006; 
Margarit et al. 2006; Thomas et al. 2007; de Luis et al. 2009; Codex 2010). In 
general, immunologic methods for detecting introduced proteins is not often done 
because of the effects of denaturation of proteins in processed food; immunologic 
detection methods are mostly reserved for testing raw agricultural commodities 
(Margarit et al. 2006; Bogani et al. 2008; de Luis et al. 2009). Even if you can still 
detect proteins through antibody recognition of sequence-specific epitopes, the in-
troduced proteins most likely have lost their functional activity as discussed below.

Cry proteins have been subjected to in vitro heat stability studies to determine if 
they maintain their insecticidal activity after cooking. Cry1Ab, Cry1F, Cry34Ab1 
and Cry35Ab1 proteins were cooked to temperatures ranging from 60–90°C for 
periods ranging from 10–30 min (EFSA 2005a, 2007; de Luis et al. 2009). Bt soy-
bean seeds containing Cry1Ac protein were also subjected to cooking that approxi-
mated temperatures used during processing of soybeans into meal (EPA 2010). All 
Cry proteins lost insecticidal activity after cooking when tested in insect bioassays. 
These Cry proteins were subjected to similar cooking conditions used when maize 
grain and soybeans are processed into human foods. The impact of food processing 
on the functional activity of introduced proteins may be relevant for other processed 
crops such as rice that are cooked before consumption. It is likely that there is mini-
mal, if any dietary exposure to functionally active Cry proteins when food products 
derived from processed food crops are consumed.

Overall, the impact of harsh processing conditions on protein structure and func-
tion support the EFSA conclusion that risk assessors should consider the impact of 
food processing on the levels of the introduced protein, otherwise they may over-
estimate potential dietary exposure “…food products are often processed into in-
gredients and/or incorporated in formulated processed food products, where the 
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new protein and/or the novel secondary gene product attrition will occur. This may 
result in significant reduction in the theoretical maximum daily intake (TMDI) of 
the novel gene product, resulting in over-estimated exposure levels and even larger 
margins of safety for man” (EFSA 2008).

16.7  Human Dietary Exposure Assessment for Cry 
Proteins in Bt Crops

There is a history of safe consumption of Cry proteins. As mentioned earlier, Bt 
microbial pesticides have also been added to drinking water in outdoor storage fa-
cilities in various locations around the world to control insect (mosquito) vectors of 
disease (WHO/ICPS 1999). In locations where water has to be stored in containers 
for use in drinking Bt microbials have been added to the drinking water to control 
mosquito larvae etc (WHO/IPCS 1999; Bravo et al. 2007). Because of their safety 
profile and long history of safe use in agriculture, Bt microbials have been exempt-
ed from the requirement of a setting a tolerance in countries which they have been 
registered (OECD 2007).

They have also been applied topically to vegetables in organic agriculture to 
control insect pests (WHO/IPCS 1999). Residual levels of up to 104 CFUs (colony 
forming units, i.e., viable Bt microbes)/gram of plant tissue have been found on 
fresh vegetables marketed in Europe following application of commercial Bt mi-
crobial formulations (Frederiksen et al. 2006). In a recent review on the safety of 
Bt, it stated: “In many regions of the world where fresh vegetable crops are mar-
keted within a few days of harvest, these have been recently sprayed with Bt. This 
is especially true of vegetables grown using organic methods. It is quite common 
for vegetables treated with Bt, such as broccoli, tomatoes, cucumbers, cauliflower 
and lettuce to be eaten raw with only minimal washing. In these cases, humans are 
directly consuming thousands of Bt spores and insecticidal crystals” (Federici and 
Siegel 2008).

A “back-of-the-envelope” estimate of potential human dietary exposure to Cry 
proteins from application of commercial Bt microbial pesticide formulations was 
undertaken. It was assumed that the Bt microbial formulation was applied shortly 
before harvest and that the broccoli was consumed raw (e.g. salads) and was not 
cooked. If the Bt microbial formulation was applied weeks prior to harvest, or the 
broccoli was cooked, the potential dietary intake of functionally active Cry proteins 
would be much lower. According to WHO/GEMs, the highest acute dietary intake 
of broccoli in the countries that responded to the WHO survey was in the United 
States. The WHO/GEMs US adult acute dietary intake (97th percentile) of broccoli 
is 5.8 gm/kg body weight. In a recent review, it was reported that chronic intake 
of broccoli in the US was 8.2 g/capita/day (Latte et al. 2011). For purposes of this 
assessment, it was assumed that the broccoli was consumed raw and not cooked 
(eg. in salads). The commercial application rate for the Bt microbial formulation to 
control insect pests was based on the label directions from the supplier which could 
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range up to 32 oz/acre. The Bt microbial formulation contained ∼ 10% Cry protein 
(w/w) and was applied once. For purposes of the exposure calculation, it was as-
sumed that 10% of the applied Bt microbial formulation was deposited on broccoli 
heads. Based on these assumptions, the acute adult intake of Cry protein from con-
sumption of uncooked broccoli (heads) was estimated to range between 50–1 µg/kg 
body weight for acute and chronic consumption respectively. This estimated expo-
sure is considerably higher than the previous estimate (∼ 0.008 µg/kg body weight) 
of dietary intake of functionally active Cry protein from food derived from Bt maize 
(page 9). For other kinds of Bt maize, the levels of Cry proteins in grain were higher 
than 0.3 ppm ranging from approximately 15–115 ppm (Hammond and Cockburn 
2008). Using the same assumptions (Hammond and Jez 2011), the potential human 
dietary intake of functionally active Cry protein for these Bt maize varieties could 
range up to approximately 2 ug/kg body weight/day. It seems likely that dietary 
exposure to functionally active Cry proteins from application of Bt microbial for-
mulations to vegetables (shortly before harvest) could be similar to or even higher 
than dietary exposure from consumption of foods derived from Bt crops.

Regulatory agencies have confirmed the history of safe consumption of Cry pro-
tein residues on crops and in drinking water “The use patterns for B. thuringiensis 
may result in dietary exposure with possible residues of the bacterial spores on raw 
agricultural commodities. However, in the absence of any toxicological concerns, 
risk from the consumption of treated commodities is not expected for both the gen-
eral population and infants and children” (EPA 1998) and “Bt has not been reported 
to cause adverse effects on human health when present in drinking-water or food” 
(WHO/IPCS 1999).

Although Cry proteins have been considered to be safe as mentioned above, even 
from organic agricultural use, questions still arise challenging their safety when 
incorporated in biotechnology-derived crops. For example, a recent paper gained 
attention by reporting the detection of Cry1Ab protein in the serum of non-pregnant 
women, pregnant women, and the cord blood of their fetuses at mean levels of 
detection of 0.19, 0.13 and 0.04 ng/ml respectively (Aris and Leblanc 2011). The 
authors used a commercially available ELISA immunoassay kit which has been 
validated for use in detecting Cry1Ab protein in grain/seed samples but not human 
serum. Considering the vastly different composition of these matrices, it cannot be 
overlooked that the authors did not report that they had validated the assay for use 
in human serum. Furthermore, the majority of the serum “detects” in the Aris and 
Leblanc paper were at, or below, the limit of detection (LOD) for this commercial 
kit for use in grain and seed. This raises serious questions about the accuracy of 
their data especially in light of previous reports on the topic including, (1) a com-
mercial immunoassay kit that was not validated to detect Cry1Ab protein in porcine 
blood produced invalid results (Chowdhury et al. 2003a), and (2) a validated im-
munoassay to quantify Cry1Ab protein in plasma (LOD 1 ng/ml) was unable to 
detect Cry1Ab protein in any of the plasma samples collected from cows fed MON 
810 maize at 70% w/w (dry matter) in the diet for 1 or 2 months (Paul et al. 2008). 
The amount of MON 810 (YIELDGARD Corn Borer®) maize consumed by dairy 
cows greatly exceeds potential human intake. In consideration of the much lower 
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potential human dietary intake of MON 810 maize compared to farm animals fed 
high levels in the diet, and in consideration of the digestibility of Cry1Ab protein 
when exposed to pepsin, the reported levels of intact Cry1Ab detected in human 
serum must be questioned.

16.8  Toxicology Feeding Studies in Rodents Fed Bt Crops

In the United States and Canada, there has been no requirement to routinely feed 
Bt crops to animals to confirm their safety for human and farm animal consump-
tion. The composition and agronomic performance of Bt crops has been shown 
in many field trials to be similar to conventional non-biotech comparators. As a 
consequence, following review of submitted dossiers summarizing all relevant data 
by registrants, the USFDA and EPA have, to date, not considered additional animal 
toxicology studies as necessary to confirm safety. However, 90 day rodent sub-
chronic feeding studies were often required by the EU to confirm the safety of the 
first generation of Bt crops that were registered for import or production in Europe. 
Some of these studies are shown in Table 16.2.

In 2008, EFSA published a review of its safety assessment of biotech crops over 
the last several years, and concluded that, where the safety of the introduced pro-
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Table 16.2  Examples of subchronic toxicity studies with Bt crops
Bt crop % in dieta References
Bt tomato 10 Noteborn et al. (1995)
Bt/HTb maize (ECBc/RRd) 11/33 EFSA (2005a)
Bt/HT maize (CRWe/RR) 11/33 EFSA (2005b)
Bt/HT maize (ECB/CRW/RR) 11/33 EFSA (2005c)
Bt maize(ECB/CRW) 11/33 EFSA (2005d)
Bt maize (ECB) 11/33 Hammond et al. (2006a)
Bt maize (CRW) 11/33 Hammond et al. (2006b)
BT maize (ECB) 11/13 MacKenzie et al. (2007)
Bt cotton 10 Dryzga et al. (2007)
Bt rice 60 Schroder et al. (2007)
Bt/HT maize (CRW/Gluff) 35 Malley et al. (2007)
Bt/HT maize (CRW/RR) 11/33 Healy et al. (2008)
Bt maize (CRW) 50/70 He et al. (2008)
Bt/HT maize (ECB/CRW) 34 Appenzeller et al. (2009)
a  percent (w/w) maize, rice or cottonseed meal added to the diet
b  HT—herbicide tolerant
c  ECB—European maize borer
d  RR—Roundup Ready® (tolerant to ROUNDUP herbicide)
e  CRW—maize rootworm
f  Gluf—glufosinate (tolerant to glufosinate herbicide)
® registered trademark of Monsanto Technology, LLC
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tein had been confirmed and no other unintended changes had been detected, the 
conduct of animal feeding studies added little to the overall safety assessment. They 
concluded that the majority of studies they had reviewed confirmed the food safety 
of biotech crops. Ninety-day rat toxicology studies with Bt biotech crops are listed 
in Table 16.2. EFSA also acknowledged that some published toxicology studies 
reported adverse effects when biotech crops were fed to animals, but EFSA con-
cluded that because of deficiencies in these studies, the results were not interpre-
table (EFSA 2008).

No evidence of any treatment related adverse effects were observed in 90 day 
rat toxicology studies carried out with Bt crops whether the crops contained one or 
more Cry proteins. The maize grain that was added to rat diets was simply ground 
into meal and not further processed.

In a subchronic gastrointestinal impairment model in rats, chemically-induced 
gastrointestinal impairment (treated with famotidine to reduce gastric acid secretion 
and indomethacin to cause damage to the intestinal epithelium) was induced in rats 
fed Cry1Ab protein in the diet (10 ppm) for 2 weeks (Onose et al. 2008). Controls 
were treated in the same manner except they were not fed Cry1Ab protein. It was 
expected that Cry1Ab protein would not have been digested due to reduction of 
gastric acid production allowing intact Cry1Ab protein to enter systemic circulation 
via the intestinal tract damaged by indomethacin pretreatment. As expected, there 
was no evidence of meaningful toxicological effects (changes in clinical blood pa-
rameters and histologic appearance of organs) reported in Cry1Ab dosed animals.

Additionally, there have also been a number of feeding studies in laboratory 
and farm animals such as poultry, swine and ruminants fed both either Bt micro-
bial pesticides and/or Bt crops (Betz et al. 2000; Flachowsky et al. 2005a, b, 2007; 
Federici and Siegel 2008; WHO/IPCS 1999; McClintock et al. 1995; OECD 2007; 
Siegel 2001; Brake et al. 2003; EFSA 2008; Scheideler et al. 2008; McNaughton 
et al. 2007; Taylor et al. 2005, 2007). No evidence of adverse effects were reported 
in these studies as the animals responded similarly in growth and feed consumption 
to controls fed non-biotech derived crops.

16.9  Food and Feed Safety Benefits of Bt Crops

16.9.1  Reduced Insecticide Application

The adoption of Bt crops in various world areas has contributed to a significant 
reduction in chemical insecticide applications. In Burkino Faso in West Africa, the 
planting of Bt cotton has enabled farmers to reduce the number of chemical insec-
ticide sprays during a growing season from 6–2 applications (James 2010). India, 
which is now the world’s biggest producer of Bt cotton with an estimated 23.2 mil-
lion acres planted in 2010, reported pesticide use has been cut at least in half. In the 
most comprehensive survey conducted to date (2002–2008), Indian farmers report-
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ed Bt cotton use prevented at least 2.4 million cases of pesticide poisoning saving 
$ 14 million (US dollar equivalent) in annual health costs (Kouser and Qaim 2011).

16.9.2  Reduced Mycotoxin Contamination of Grain

In addition to protecting crops from insect feeding damage, grain from Bt maize 
was found to have lower levels of the mycotoxin fumonisin based on field trials 
in various countries (Ostry et al. 2010; Folcher et al. 2010). Various mycotoxin 
producing fungi such as fusarium species exist in the environment wherever maize 
is grown. They can enter the maize plant through insect damaged tissue allowing 
the fungi to enter plant tissue (e.g., stalks, ears), producing fumonisins which are 
common mycotoxin contaminants of maize wherever it is grown (Miller 2001). 
Since Cry proteins can reduce feeding damage by controlling insect pests, they can 
lower the potential for fungal colonization and therefore mycotoxin contamination. 
Dietary exposure to fumonisin can cause a variety of adverse health effects in farm 
animals and possibly humans (Li et al. 2001; CAST 2003; Wang et al. 2003; Mara-
sas et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2004), and lower levels of contamination associated with 
Bt maize should be considered a beneficial aspect of this technology.

16.10  Conclusions

There is a 50-year history of safe use and consumption of foods sprayed with com-
mercial Bt microbial pesticide products and 14 year history of safe consumption 
of food and feed derived from Bt crops. Many toxicology studies conducted with 
Bt microbial pesticides and Bt crops have confirmed their safety for consumption. 
There is a history of safe consumption of Cry proteins from use of Bt microbial pes-
ticides on vegetable food crops, and dietary exposures may be comparable or higher 
than that from consumption of foods derived from Bt crops. In either case, dietary 
intake of intact Cry proteins is very low. Use of Bt crops has secondary benefits by 
significantly reducing insecticide use, lowering insecticide exposure to applicators 
and improving the food security of maize grain by reducing contamination by fu-
monisin mycotoxins.
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Abstract Aerobic spore forming Bacillus and related bacteria have been known for 
their important impact on human activities. By including bacteria characterized by a 
high diversity with regard to the G + C content and genetic and metabolic capabili-
ties, Bacillus and relatives encompass both pathogenic and beneficial bacteria. The 
second group is represented by several species that have been implicated in various 
industrial applications. These include industrial production of enzymes with great 
interest in detergent and food sectors; the production of primary metabolites such 
as vitamins and ribonucleosides; of secondary metabolites including bacteriocins 
and biosurfactants and of plant growth promoting formulations. Moreover, recent 
studies have shown that the aerobic spore formers can produce fine chemicals with 
interesting biotechnological applications like for example carotenoid pigments and 
a variety of biopolymers including poly-γ-glutamic and lactic acids. These findings 
open perspectives for new biotechnological applications of Bacillus and related spe-
cies. In this chapter, we discuss the evolution and ecology of spore formers within 
the genus Bacillus and report a literature review of the various biotechnological 
applications of the most important species including some now affiliated to related 
genera.
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17.1  Introduction

The genus Bacillus encompasses bacteria that are Gram-positive, low G + C, rod-
shaped endospore-formers and are aerobes or facultative anaerobes. Bacillus spe-
cies are ubiquitous and widely diffused in the environment including soil, alkaline 
environments, paintings, hydrothermal vents, insect gut and seawater (Yazdani et al. 
2009; Ettoumi et al. 2009; Aizawa et al. 2010; Alcaraz et al. 2010 and references 
there in; Fan et al. 2011). The presence of the bacteria in these very diverse environ-
ments reflects their broad and versatile metabolic capabilities, which makes of them 
very important microorganisms with a high potential for the industry. Indeed, with 
the exception of some species in the B. cereus group that is known to have a bivalent 
face with regard to its impact on human activity comprising both very useful (for 
instance the worldwide used biocontrol agent B. thuringiensis) and even fatal patho-
genic ( B. anthracis and cereulide-producing B. cereus) species (Daffonchio et al. 
2000; Raddadi et al. 2009, 2010), several species in the Bacillus genus are eco-
nomically very important being employed for the production of several molecules 
and other products for food, pharmaceutical, environmental and agricultural indus-
tries (Schallmey et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2007; Vary et al. 2007; Coutte et al. 2010; 
Yamashiro et al. 2011; Pérez-García et al. 2011; Sheremet et al. 2011; Huang et al. 
2011; Eppinger et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2011a).

In this chapter we will give a survey on the most important biotechnological 
processes that have as effectors bacterial species in the genus Bacillus. Before high-
lighting the main biotechnological applications in which these species have been 
implicated, we will briefly introduce the taxonomy, the ecology, the evolution and 
the natural variation that characterizes Bacillus genus.

17.1.1  Taxonomy, Ecology, Evolution and Natural Variation  
of the Bacillus Genus

The genus Bacillus (Kingdom Bacteria; Phylum Firmicutes; Class Bacilli; Order 
Bacillales; Family Bacillaceae) is characterized by a very high diversity with %G + C 
content ranging from 35% ( B. cereus group) to 46% ( B. licheniformis), genome 
sizes between 3.35 to more than 5.5 Mb (Alcaraz et al. 2008, 2010) and species that 
differ radically in lifestyles and metabolic properties (Maughan and Van der Au-
wera 2011). Actually, more than 108 Bacillus genomes have been sequenced most 
of which are of strains of clinical interest. Phylogenetic analysis based on 20 core 
genome sequences evidenced four major groups: (i) B. clausii-B. halodurans, (ii) 
B. subtilis-B. licheniformis-B. pumilus, (iii) B. anthracis-B. thuringiensis-B. cereus, 
and (iv) a novel group, Bacillus sp. NRRLB-14911-B. coahuilensis-m3-13 which 
were isolated from shallow waters exposed to high radiation and oligotrophic con-
ditions. The analysis indicated that less than one third of the B. subtilis genes are 
conserved across other Bacilli and that most variation was shown to occur in genes 
that are needed to respond to environmental signals, suggesting that Bacilli are ge-
netically specialized to allow for the occupation of diverse habitats and niches. On 
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the other hand, the novel group (iv) has the largest proportion of signal transduction 
and translation and ribosome structure gene content as well as DNA replication, 
recombination and repair genes; while genes codifying for transcription factors; en-
ergy production and conversion were less represented which is congruent with the 
necessity of these bacteria to adapt to continuous fluctuations and high irradiation 
characterizing the environment from which they were isolated.

The adaptation to different environmental habitats has shaped the genomes of the 
different Bacilli. For example, it has been shown that members of the soil inhabiting 
B. subtilis group have genomes harboring many genetic determinants for the metabo-
lism of carbohydrates, on the opposite to bacteria of the B. cereus group which are 
rich in genes for protein metabolism. This suggested that the latter evolved by adapt-
ing to nutrient rich environments like animal guts or animal tissues and fluids rather 
than the soil plant-environment (Alcaraz et al. 2010; Jensen et al. 2003). According 
to this and other observations, it has been proposed that the primary environmental 
niche for bacteria of the B. cereus group is the invertebrate intestinal tract (Margulis 
et al. 1998; Jensen et al. 2003; Swiecicka and Mahillon 2006). In particular Jensen 
et al. (2003) proposed that the B. cereus group species are normally associated to the 
intestine of invertebrates with a symbiotic life style. Occasionally they can colonize 
other animal hosts provisionally changing their usual life style from a symbiotic to a 
pathogenic one. This can makes B. thuringiensis virulent for certain insects, arthro-
pods and nematodes, and B. anthracis and B. cereus for mammals including humans.

A specialization on different non-usual animal hosts differently shaped the evo-
lution of the species in the B. cereus group. A clear example is that of B. anthracis 
for which a specialization as a lethal pathogen for mammal initiated the divergence 
from the other members of the group that is nowadays observed. A recent evolu-
tionary pathway have been proposed for B. anthracis, that has been hypothesized 
to be derived rather recently from B. cereus i.e. between 13,000–26,000 years ago, 
through acquisition of plasmids resulting in the actual pXO plasmid pattern respon-
sible of lethal virulence for mammals (Keim et al. 1997). Indeed, the B. anthracis 
genome is rather similar to that of certain B. cereus strains and the anthrax virulence 
factors are the only phenotypic traits discriminating from B cereus. B. anthracis still 
retains the typical virulence factors of B. cereus but it has been counter selected for 
the downregulation of those factors in favor of the expression of the pXO genes 
involved in the anthrax virulence (Agaisse et al. 1999; Mignot et al. 2001).

There is a high natural intraspecific variation within the Bacillus genus (Daf-
fonchio et al. 2000; Daffonchio et al. 2003; Cherif et al. 2003). By using different 
techniques many works have shown a marked variability in different species. For 
instance in the case of B. cereus, B. thuringiensis and B. anthracis the variability 
observed among strains in a species is larger than the average variability among the 
species. In the different clustering procedures of the fingerprinting profiles many 
strains of a given species result intermixed with those of the other species suggest-
ing that the three species indeed are only one. For instance, Daffonchio et al. (2000) 
showed that in a collection of strains of the six species of the B. cereus group the 
homoduplex-heteroduplex fingerprinting of the 16S–23S ribosomal spacers (ITS-
HHP, internal transcribed spacers-homoduplex heteroduplex polymorphisms) iden-
tified many ITS-HHP types several of which corresponded to specific phenotypes 
such as B. anthracis or serotypes of B. thuringiensis. However, there was not a 
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clear separation of the three species since some strains of a species were clustered 
with those of another. For example B. anthracis appeared as a lineage of B. cereus. 
In general the cluster analysis of the fingerprinting showed two main groups: one 
including B. thuringiensis and B. cereus with B. anthracis within this second and 
a second group including the other species of the B. cereus group, B. mycoides, 
B. weihenstephanensis, and B. pseudomycoides. According to the recent evolution-
ary origin of B. anthracis, this species showed to be the most monomorphic.

In general, it can be concluded that the diversity and the genetic variability of 
the species within Bacillus and the related genera is rather high making the natural 
reservoir of these bacteria an enormous genetic resource for the development of 
novel strains or enzymes for new applications in environmental, agricultural and 
industrial biotechnology.

17.2  Most Important Biotechnological Applications  
of Bacillus Species

17.2.1  Bacillus Enzymes

Bacteria in the genus Bacillus are characterized by a high capacity of their secre-
tion systems and are producers of a variety of interesting hydrolytic extracellular 
enzymes. These traits are of great interest from a commercial perspective since 
produced proteins are easier to purify from the culture medium rather than from 
cytoplasm and they should present a reduced risk of co-purification of endotoxins 
as in the case of Gram-negative bacteria. Several Bacillus species are widely used 
for the industrial production of enzymes for the detergent, textile, food, feed and 
beverage industries. For example, Bacillus alkaline serine proteases represent the 
main detergent enzyme on the market. These enzymes are produced by the species  
B. clausii, B. amyloliquefaciens and B. halodurans (Schallmey et al. 2004; Saeki 
et al. 2007). It is however, very important to note that, the production of high num-
ber of extracellular proteases that have a high proteolytic activity towards foreign 
proteins (Pohl and Harwood 2010) constitute a limitation for the use of Bacillus 
spp. as hosts for the production of heterologous proteins with the exception of  
B. megaterium which does not possess excreted alkaline proteases (Vary et al. 2007).

Among the enzymes of interest in the food industry, amylases (α- and 
β-amylases), pullulanases, β-glucanase are extensively employed in the brewing 
and bakery industries as well as in the production of glucose and fructose syrups 
(Schallmey et al. 2004 and references therein).

B. megaterium and B. stearothermophilus are also able to produce extracellular 
α-galactosidase, an enzyme with broad applications in beet sugar, pulp and paper 
industries, soya food and animal feed processing as well as in medicine like for 
example the treatment of Fabray’s disease, and xenotransplantation. This enzyme is 
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also used for the treatment of soymilk in order to remove flatulence causing factors 
(Gote et al. 2004; Patil et al. 2010).

Bacillus spp. are also important producers of enzymes able to hydrolyse cellu-
losic material such as cellulases and xylanases (Aizawa et al. 2010). Xylanases have 
extensive applications in different industries especially in paper and pulp industry, 
in the bioconversion of agricultural wastes, in fruit softening and juice clarifying, 
in the texture improvement of bakery products and the production of xylose, in the 
textile industry and the improvement of nutritional value of poultry feed. A high 
production of xylanase by a newly isolated B. pumilus under solid state fermenta-
tion using wheat bran as a substrate has been reported recently (Nagar et al. 2011).

Other examples of Bacillus enzymes with industrial importance include chitinas-
es produced by B. thuringiensis and that have a very important role in the synergism 
with other insecticidal metabolites, esterases which are a class of lipases very inter-
esting in detergent industry, levansucrases used for the production of the biopoly-
mer levan (Schallmey et al. 2004 and references therein; Rairakhwada et al. 2010).

17.2.2  Primary and Secondary Metabolites

By definition, primary metabolites are those produced during the exponential 
growth phase of the microorganism while secondary metabolites are those produced 
during the stationary phase. While the first are necessary for the microorganism 
growth and survival, the second are facultative and usually play subsidiary roles 
like for defense from abiotic and biotic stresses such as for example pigments, an-
tibiotics and bacteriocins.

Bacillus secondary metabolites have been well detailed in other chapters of this 
book (Chap. 18 and 19). Here we just mention that they include, among others, 
surfactants and bacteriocins. Microbial surfactants are surface active molecules that 
exhibit several biological activities including surface activity as well as anti-cellu-
lar and anti-enzymatic activities. Among them, lipopeptide biosurfactants (LPBSs), 
molecules having in their structure a hydrophobic fatty acid portion linked to a 
hydrophilic peptide chain and synthesized in a ribosome-independent manner, have 
received increasing interest over the years. LPBSs, among which the well studied 
surfactin produced by B. subtilis, have potential applications in agricultural, chemi-
cal, food, and pharmaceutical industries as well as in bioremediation of contami-
nated sites (Roongsawang et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010; Marvasi et al. 2010; Coutte 
et al. 2010; Saimmai et al. 2011). Bacillus spp. are also known to produce another 
kind of secondary metabolites: bacteriocins. These are ribosomally synthesized an-
timicrobial peptides, that, with the exception of coagulin and a class II pediocin-like 
bacteriocin are members of class I bacteriocins or lantibiotics. These antimicrobial 
peptides have great potential for biotechnological applications including food, ag-
ricultural, and pharmaceutical industries to prevent or control spoilage and patho-
genic microorganisms (Cherif et al. 2001; Lee and Kim 2011; Abriouel et al. 2011).
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Bacillus spp. have a metabolism exhibiting a high flux of the pentose phosphate 
pathway which makes them efficient producers of purine nucleosides and vitamins. 
B. subtilis, B. amyloliquefaciens, B. licheniformis, B. megateriun and B. pumilis 
have been widely exploited as producers of such primary metabolites (Yu et al. 
2011; Sheremet et al. 2011; Li et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2011a; Eppinger et al. 2011). 
Among Bacillus vitamins cobalamin, riboflavin, folic acid, and biotin are the most 
exploited (Shi et al. 2009; Kariluoto et al. 2010; Duan et al. 2010; Biedendieck et al. 
2010). Bacillus megaterium has been also employed together with Ketogulonicige-
nium vulgare in a two-step fermentation process for the production of 2-keto-L-gu-
lonic acid (2-KLG), the precursor of L-ascorbic acid commonly known as vitamin 
C (Zhang et al. 2011b). The inosine and guanosine nucleosides are precursors for 
synthesis of the flavor enhancers inosine monophosphate (IMP) and guanosine mo-
nophosphate (GMP). Industrial production of purine ribonucleosides is industrially 
performed by B. subtilis and B. amyloliquefaciens (Asahara et al. 2010; Li et al. 
2011; Sheremet et al. 2011).

17.2.3  Biopolymers

To date, there is a growing interest in the use of bio-based polymers, i.e. polymers 
that are totally produced by microorganisms, those obtained by chemical synthesis 
starting from a monomer of microbial origin or polymers obtained by enzymatic 
polymerization of chemically synthesized monomers. This is because of the grow-
ing concern about the non-renewable origin of most of the polymers used as well 
as the impact the petroleum-based polymers could have on the environment. Bio-
polymers have broad areas of application ranging from food packaging to cosmetics 
and medicines as drug carriers. Microorganisms have been reported to produce a 
large variety of polymers and in specific polyglutammic acid (PGA), polylactic acid 
(PLA), polyhydroxyalcanoates (PHA) and exopolysaccharides (EPS) are among 
the biopolymers produced by Bacillus spp.

Poly-γ-glutamic acid (PGA), poly-ε-lysine (ε-PL) and cyanophycin (a polymer 
of α-aspartic and arginine residues) are three poly amino acids occurring in nature. 
ε-PL is produced by bacteria in the genus Streptomyces (Shih et al. 2011), while 
cyanophycin are produced by Cyanobacteria (Solaiman et al. 2011). PGA is an 
anionic water-soluble biopolymer that has broad applications in different sectors 
including among others the food, pharmaceutical and cosmetics areas as well as 
in wastewater treatment where it is used as flocculant or heavy metal chelator (For 
review please see Bajaj and Singhal (2011)). PGA is produced predominantly by 
bacteria belonging to Bacillus sp. and in particular by B. licheniformis, B. amylo-
liquifaciens and B. subtilis (Cao et al. 2011; Yamashiro et al. 2011).

Besides its use in food, chemical, cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries, the 
fermentation product lactic acid is receiving a high attention in relation to its use as 
precursor for the production of bio-based plastics (polylactic acid (PLA), a biode-
gradable and environmental friendly plastic) as an alternative to petroleum-based 
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plastics. Actually, the optically pure lactic acid is mainly produced through fer-
mentation of sugars by homofermentative thermophilic lactic acid bacteria (Abdel-
Rahman et al. 2011). Some thermo-tolerant Bacillus, like Bacillus coagulans and 
Bacillus licheniformis has emerged as new lactic acid producers due to non-ster-
ilized fermentation. Recent studies reported on the isolation, from environmental 
samples, of acid- and thermo-tolerant (i.e. capable of growing at pH 5.5 and tem-
peratures of 50–55°C) B. coagulans strains able to grow and ferment lignocellulosic 
biomass to L(+)-lactic acid (Patel et al. 2006; Ou et al. 2011). Another strain of 
B. licheniformis was able to grow and produce lactic acid on mineral salt medium 
(Wang et al. 2011). The use of such Bacillus strains constitutes a good opportunity 
to reduce the cost of lactic acid for bio-based plastics production and replace food 
products as carbohydrate feedstocks with carbohydrates from non-food sources like 
lignocellulose. Another advantage in using such isolates is related to the fermenta-
tion conditions that could be performed at high temperature which help minimizing 
contamination by undesirable mesophilic microorganisms.

With regard to exopolysaccharides, levan production by Bacillus spp. has been 
reported. In specific, the commercial natto starter, Bacillus subtilis (natto) Taka-
hashi, has recently been shown to produce up to 60 g/L of levan in sucrose medium 
in batch fermentation (Shih et al. 2011). Levan is synthesized from sucrose by trans-
fructosylation reaction that is catalyzed by the enzyme levansucrase while glucose 
is released into the medium. This microbial biopolymer has attracted great atten-
tion owing to its broad industrial applications which include mainly the food (sta-
bilizer, emulsifier and thickener agent) and pharmaceutical (hypocholesterolemic, 
antitumor and encapsulating agent) areas. Recently, Shih et al. (2011) developed a 
sequential fermentation process in which the by-product glucose was used as sub-
strate for the production of poly-l-lysine by a Streptomyces albulus strain.

Other examples of exopolysaccharides produced by Bacillus spp. include a 
fucose-containing exopolysaccharide from a cellulase-producing B. megaterium 
strain RB-05 grown on jute as substrate (Chowdhury et al. 2011) and polyhydroxy-
alcanoates (PHA) (Valappil et al. 2007; Shrivastav et al. 2010).

Bacillus spp. also produces a wide range of depolymerizing enzymes such as the 
peptidoglycan hydrolases (autolysins) that hydrolyze specific bonds in the protec-
tive and shape-maintaining cell wall peptidoglycan (Raddadi et al. 2004, 2005). On 
the basis of their cleavage specificity, autolysins are classified as: N-acetylmurami-
dase, N-acetylglucosaminidase, N-acetylmuramyl-L-alanine amidase and endopep-
tidase. It has been shown that several Bacillus species including B. thuringiensis 
and the other species of the B. cereus group are capable of producing a wide range 
of peptidoglycan hydrolases that use for the completion of the cellular division and 
the spore formation and germination (Raddadi et al. 2004, 2005). Peptidoglycan 
hydrolases have interesting perspectives in several fields of biotechnology such as 
microbial biomass digestion for energy production purposes and in bio-control of 
bacteria mediated diseases.
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17.2.4  Functional Foods

Functional foods/feeds can be defined as foods that have, beyond basic nutritional 
functions, beneficial effects on the host health when used as dietary supplements. 
They comprise probiotics (live microbes), prebiotics (nutrients that enhance the 
growth of the probiotic microbiota in the gut) and nutraceuticals (a food or part 
of it that helps in the prevention and/or treatment of disease(s) and/or disorder(s)) 
(Cencic and Chingwaru 2010). Bacillus species have been used for more than 50 
years as probiotics and owing to their spore formation they have gained much inter-
est. Indeed, on the opposite to the commonly consumed probiotics, i.e. Lactobacil-
lus species which do not form spores, Bacillus spp. have as main advantage the 
commodity for the storage and the resistance to low gastric pH. Spore probiotics 
have been used in humans as dietary supplements, in animals as growth promoters 
and antimicrobial agents and in aquaculture for enhancing the growth and disease-
resistance of fish. These include B. clausii, B. subtilis, B. licheniformis, B. cereus 
and B. coagulans. The probiotic effect of Bacillus spores is due to their capacity to 
germinate in the gastro-intestinal tract and produce bacteriocins or other antibiotics 
with antagonistic activity against pathogenic bacteria, to produce enzymes like for 
example the serine protease Nattokinase that is produced by B. subtilis var. Natto at 
high levels and that has been shown to reduce blood coagulation by fibrinolysis and 
to elicit the immune system of the host (Ripamonti et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2009; 
Nayak 2010; Cutting 2011; Endres et al. 2011).

Recently, bacteria in the genus Bacillus have been reported to produce carotenoid 
pigments (le Duc et al. 2006; Yoshida et al. 2009; Khaneja et al. 2010; Perez-Fons 
et al. 2011) that are high-value fine chemicals with attractive biotechnological prop-
erties. These pigments, also produced by fungi and higher plants, are considered the 
main and most abundant pigment group. They exist in their hydrocarbon forms as 
carotenes (α-carotene, β-carotene and lycopene), or in oxygenated derivative forms 
as xanthophylls (such as lutein, canthaxanthin, and astaxanthin) and appear yellow, 
orange, or red. Beyond their use as food colorants, and owing to their biological 
properties, i.e. anti-cancer, anti-inflammatory, and anti-oxidative activities, carot-
enoids are used commercially as food and feed supplements and, more recently, as 
nutraceuticals for cosmetic and pharmaceutical purposes.

Generally, the commercial carotenoid production is mostly based on extraction 
from plant tissues like marigold plants (Tagetes flowers) (Fernández-Sevilla et al. 
2010) or chemical synthesis. Both the approach have however several drawbacks. 
For example limitations related to the natural colorant production systems include 
the dependence on the seasonal supply of raw materials, the variations of the com-
position of the extracted pigments in relation to the cultivar and climatic conditions 
and the difficulty of obtaining pure compounds and in high yields. The disadvantages 
of the approach of chemical synthesis are related to the production of stereo isomers 
not found in the natural product and to contamination with reaction intermediates/
products. Moreover, there are emerging safety concerns with increasing application 
of synthetic coloring agents in food. These considerations together with the devel-
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opment of the industry and hence the increasing demand for sustainable production 
of pigments make the microbial production of these compounds of great potential in 
terms of both the efficiency of production and the diversity of structures. Currently, 
microbial resources of carotenoids include the unicellular algae Dunaliella salina, 
Spirulina and Haematococcus, the filamentous fungus Blakeslea trispora and non-
carotenogenic metabolically engineered cells of Escherichia coli, B. subtilis; Pichia 
pastoris, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Candida utilis, and Zymomonas mobilis (Das 
et al. 2007; Yoshida et al. 2009). Recent studies have demonstrated that pigmented 
(yellow, orange and pink) bacilli are ubiquitous and are related with known species 
such as B. marisflavi, B. indicus, B. firmus, B. altitudinis and B. safensis and contain 
new carotenoid biosynthetic pathways that may have industrial importance. More-
over, the authors report on the presence of a water-soluble pigment that may also be 
a carotenoid. This finding is important in the industrial sector mainly for the produc-
tion of foods colorants; helping to overcome some drawbacks related to the use of 
carotenoids as natural colorants and which include their poor solubility in aqueous 
solutions and instability due to their hydrophobic nature (le Duc et al. 2006; Yoshida 
et al. 2009; Khaneja et al. 2010; Perez-Fons et al. 2011).

17.2.5  Plant Growth Promoting Inoculants

Plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) exert their beneficial effect on plant 
growth through several mechanisms. They can promote the growth of the plant either 
directly or indirectly. Direct plant promotion is performed by providing nutrients 
such as phosphate solubilization, iron chelation by siderophores; or by producing 
phytohormones like auxins (indole-3-acetic acid, IAA). Indirect promotion of the 
plant growth includes a biocontrol activity which protects the host plant against pests 
including phytopathogenic bacteria, fungi and insects (Raddadi et al. 2008, 2009).

Biopesticides are included, as a crop protection tool, in the Integrated Pest Man-
agement (IPM) practices that nowadays are gaining more and more acceptance over 
the world (Chandler et al. 2011). Among biological control agents, the most useful 
ones are represented by some aerobic spore-forming bacteria, due to their insec-
ticidal and anti-microbial properties, coped with growth promotion and defense 
stimulation capabilities. Members of the genus Bacillus have been used to formu-
late Bacillus-based products which constitute the most important class of microbial 
products used commercially worldwide in the crop protection field (Pérez-García 
et al. 2011). The most widely used microbial biopesticide, representing nearly the 
70% of the global market of biopesticides, is the entomopathogenic bacterium  
B. thuringiensis that has become, to date, the leading biological insecticide em-
ployed commercially to control agricultural pests (Chandler et al. 2011). During the 
sporulation B. thuringiensis produces shaped protein crystals that are selectively 
toxic to several species of different invertebrate phyla. Generally, these crystals 
comprise one or more proteins (Cry or Cyt toxins), also known as δ-endotoxins. 
Once ingested by the invertebrate target, the Cry proteins are solubilized in the host 
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gut, the activated through cleavage by host digestive proteolytic enzymes, and then 
they interact with the constituents of the surface of the host intestinal epithelium 
cells, in order to be inserted into the cell membrane forming a pore. On the other 
hand, Cyt proteins are able to lyse a wide range of cells in vitro and, even if they 
have a different structure than Cry ones, they are still pore-forming proteins, like 
Cry proteins (see Chap. 2 of this book for more information; Bravo et al. 2007). 
Noteworthy it is that, beyond Cry and Cyt crystals, B. thuringiensis produces other 
insecticidal compounds, like phospholipases, thermolabile toxins, β-exotoxins, pro-
teases, chitinases, vegetative insecticide proteins (Vip) and the antifungal antibiotic 
zwitteriomycin A (Raddadi et al. 2009). All of these components may contribute to 
enhance B. thuringiensis toxicity and to delay the appearance of B. thuringiensis-
resistant insects.

The commercialized products foresee different kinds of formulations, like liq-
uid concentrates, wettable powders, and ready-to use dusts and granulates (Soberón 
et al. 2009). Even if a large number of Cry proteins have been studied, the commer-
cialized ones, in sprays or in transgenic crops engineered with the Cry toxin of B. 
thuringiensis, account only for a dozen (Cry1Aa, Cry1Ab, Cry1Ac, Cry1C, Cry1D, 
Cry1E, Cry1F, Cry2Aa, Cry2Ab, Cry3A, Cry3B and Cry34/Cry35; (Bravo and So-
berón 2008). Products like Biobit, Condor, Cutlass, Dipel, Full-Bac, Javelin and 
M-Peril are based on B. thuringiensis var. kurstaki, active against leaf-feeding cater-
pillars and defoliators; products like Certan, Agree and Xentari are composed of B. 
thuringiensis var. aizawaii, active against other lepidopterans, like the Indian meal 
moth larvae. Products like M-Trak, Foil and Novodor act against coleopteran insects 
and are based on B. thuringiensis var. san diego and B. thuringiensis var. tenebrio-
nis, while Vectobac, Teknar, Bactimos, Skeetal and Mosquito Attack are based on 
B. thuringiensis var. israelensis (Bti) to control mosquitoes and black flies (Soberón 
et al. 2009). Other Bacillus based plant growth promoting spore formulations in-
clude those based on B. amyloliquefaciens FZB24 and B. amyloliquefaciens FZB42.

On the other hand Bti has been successfully employed in the eradication program 
of the river blindness launched in 1983 in 11 countries of Western Africa. Beyond 
the genera Anopheles and Aedes, vectors of malaria and viruses, respectively, Bti 
is active against the black fly Simulium damnosum, vector of the nematodes that 
cause onchocerciasis (Becker 2000). In 2007 it has been estimated that Bti applica-
tions protected more than 80% of this region, while less than 20% was protected 
by the chemical larvicide, temephos. No cases of Bti-resistant black flies have been 
reported at that time (Guillet et al. 1990).

Another entomopathogenic Bacillus is represented by Bacillus spahericus that, 
along the years, has been successfully used to control mosquito-borne diseases, 
like dengue and malaria B. spahericus is commonly present in soil and water and 
produces two types of toxins, Btx and Mtx, which are active against mosquito lar-
vae (El-Bendary 2006). Btx is a crystal protein, produced during the sporulation, 
and comprises Bin A (41.9 KDa) and Bin B (51.4 KDa) components. For this rea-
son it has been also defined as a binary toxin (Baumann et al. 1991; Charles et al. 
1996; Humphreys and Berry 1998). On the other hand, Mtx toxins are associated to 
B. spahericus cell membrane, being produced during the vegetative growth of 
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B. spahericus and include three types, Mtx1, Mtx2 and Mtx3. B. spahericus strains 
with a high toxicity produce Btx toxin and may synthesize one or more Mtx toxins 
(Liu et al. 1996). Like B. thuringiensis, B. spahericus is considered as completely safe 
for not-target organisms, including humans and animals, and for the environment.

Beyond insecticidal and nematocidal activity, members of the genus Bacillus 
own fungicidal activity. This has been exploited in the formulation of Bacillus-
based products active against fungi. On the market several Bacillus-based biofungi-
cidal commercial products are available, based on B. amyloliquefaciens, B. licheni-
formis, B. pumilus, and B. subtilis (Pérez-García et al. 2011). They are employed 
to control fungal diseases, like root diseases (such as tomato damping-off, avocado 
root rot, and wheat take-all), foliar diseases (cucurbit and strawberry powdery mil-
dews) and postharvest diseases. In the next years it is expected a great increase in 
this field of application for biofungicidal Bacilli. Few examples are Avogreen and 
Biobest based on B. subtilis or Ballad Plus and Sonata based on B. pumilus (Pérez-
García et al. 2011).

The attention of researchers is also focused on the antimicrobial properties of 
bacilli. For instance, recent studies proposed B. subtilis, B. pumilus, B. licheniformis, 
B. cereus, B. megaterium and Brevibacillus laterosporus as interesting candidates 
for the control of the Gram positive bacterium Paenibacillus larvae, the etiological 
agent of American Foulbrood disease (AFB), a serious disease that affects honey-
bees, causing economical damages in apiculture (Alippi and Reynaldi 2006). These 
strains have been shown to inhibit on plates the growth of P. larvae. In apiculture 
great efforts are made on the employments of bacilli and bacilli-related species to 
counteract honeybee pathogens and parasites.

Recently Br. laterosporus, previously known as Bacillus laterosporus and re-
classified as Br. laterosporus in 1996 (Shida et al. 1996), has been shown to exert an 
antagonistic activity toward phytopathogenic fungi, such as Fusarium oxysporum f. 
sp. cicero, Fusarium semitectum, Magnaporthe grisea and Rhizoctonia oryzae, and 
the Gram positive bacterium Staphylococcus aureus. Br. laterosporus has been used 
in greenhouse trials to control rice blast disease, caused by Magnaporthe grisea, 
resulting able to reduce disease incidence by 30–67% (Saikia et al. 2011).

In the last few decades a great attention has been directed toward Bacillus 
biopesticides, and their application in the agro-ecosystem. This has allowed the 
development of Bacillus-based products and transgenic plants. However the studies 
and applications need a further deepening; many characteristics owned by Bacillus 
and their potential applications are yet poorly understood. As instance, B. thuring-
iensis-engineered crops are best suited for high volume crops, like maize, cotton 
and rice. B. thuringiensis foliar sprays remain as part of IPM only for small market 
sectors. Moreover, B. thuringiensis based products foresee high production cost and 
in developing countries this limits their use with a preferential use of cheaper syn-
thetic insecticides, despite the risk to human health and the environment (Crickmore 
2006). Further studies are needed to broaden B. thuringiensis insecticidal spectrum, 
to improve performances, or to find new Bacillus species and/or strains with biopes-
ticide properties.
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PGPR can also enhance the plant growth through the elicitation of induced 
systemic resistance (ISR). Several strains of the species B. amyloliquefaciens, 
B. subtilis, B. pasteurii, B. cereus, B. pumilus, B. mycoides and B. sphaericus may 
determine significant reductions in the incidence or severity of various diseases 
on a diversity of hosts. The mechanism of elicitation of ISR by these strains has 
been demonstrated in greenhouse and/or field trials on different plants resulting 
in their protection against fungal and bacterial pathogens, systemic viruses and 
root-knot nematodes (Chen et al. 2007; Choudhary and Johri 2009; Pérez-García 
et al. 2011).

17.3  Conclusions and Perspectives

Bacteria in the genus Bacillus could be classified into two major groups in relation 
to their type of impact on human activities, i.e. the B. cereus group where most 
of the human pathogens/opportunistic pathogens are located and the B. subtilis 
group which encompasses soil bacteria. Most of the biotechnologically important 
Bacillus species are located within this second group and has been implicated in 
several industrial productions including primary metabolites, enzymes, antimi-
crobial metabolites, functional foods, biopolymers and plant growth promoting 
formulations.

In addition to the above mentioned biotechnological applications, Bacillus spp. 
strains have several other potential applications such as environmental biotechnol-
ogy. In this context, Bacteria from the genus Bacillus able to degrade and com-
pletely remove the natural estrogen 17β-estradiol, a major endocrine disruptor, from 
wastewater have been isolated from activated sludge collected from a wastewater 
treatment plant and characterized. In particular, one isolate was shown to maintain 
high degradation capacity even at initial concentrations of the steroid up to 50 mg/l 
which highlight its potential in biological remediation applications (Jiang et al. 
2010). From oil-contaminated tropical marine sediments, Bacillus naphthovorans, 
a strain that was able to grow with naphthalene as sole carbon source has been 
isolated and characterized (Zhuang et al. 2002). Bacteria belonging to the genus 
Bacillus were isolated from the rock of an oil reservoir located in a deep-water 
production basin in Brazil. The strains were shown to be able to degrade different 
oil types, to grow in the presence of carbazole and n-hexadecane polyalphaolefin 
(PAO) as the only carbon sources and to produce key enzymes involved in aromatic 
hydrocarbons biodegradation process (da Cunha et al. 2006).
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Abstract The huge diversity characterizing the Bacillus species at the taxonomic 
level, is also noticeable for their metabolic features. These bacteria are able to 
produce a wide range of secondary metabolites with very different natures and 
structures and displaying broad spectra of activities. These metabolites; including 
antibiotics, pigments, toxins, growth promoters (animals and plants), effectors of 
ecological competition, pheromones, enzyme inhibitors and others bioactive com-
pounds; are originally designed to enable the bacterium to survive in its natural 
environment (Stein 2005). In general, these metabolites serve as; (i) competitive 
weapons used against other bacteria, fungi, amoebae, plants, insects and large ani-
mals; (ii) metal transporting agents; (iii) symbiosis effectors between microbes and 
plants, nematodes, insects and higher animals; (iv) sexual hormones; and (v) as dif-
ferentiation factors (Demain and Fang 2000). This wide variability of the structure 
and activity of the secondary compounds expands the potential industrial impor-
tance of the genus Bacillus and its related genera (Sansinenea and Ortiz 2011). 
Besides, Bacillus species form spores that can be easily formulated and have high 
viability compared with vegetative cells. Finally they are commonly diffused in the 
environment including soil (Sansinenea and Ortiz 2011).
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18.1  Introduction

The huge diversity characterizing the Bacillus species at the taxonomic level, is 
also noticeable for their metabolic features. These bacteria are able to produce a 
wide range of secondary metabolites with very different natures and structures and 
displaying broad spectra of activities. These metabolites; including antibiotics, pig-
ments, toxins, growth promoters (animals and plants), effectors of ecological com-
petition, pheromones, enzyme inhibitors and others bioactive compounds; are origi-
nally designed to enable the bacterium to survive in its natural environment (Stein 
2005). In general, these metabolites serve as; (i) competitive weapons used against 
other bacteria, fungi, amoebae, plants, insects and large animals; (ii) metal trans-
porting agents; (iii) symbiosis effectors between microbes and plants, nematodes, 
insects and higher animals; (iv) sexual hormones; and (v) as differentiation factors 
(Demain and Fang 2000). This wide variability of the structure and activity of the 
secondary compounds expands the potential industrial importance of the genus Ba-
cillus and its related genera (Sansinenea and Ortiz 2011). Besides, Bacillus species 
form spores that can be easily formulated and have high viability compared with 
vegetative cells. Finally they are commonly diffused in the environment including 
soil (Sansinenea and Ortiz 2011).

In this chapter, we will summarize the most important secondary metabolites 
produced by members of genus Bacillus. Bacteriocins of B. subtilis and B. thuringi-
ensis and other metabolites (as zwittermicin A, siderophore, surfactin …) are de-
scribed and the potential application of antimicrobial peptides in food, agriculture 
and pharmaceutical industries are discussed. This biotechnological potential will be 
highlighted and the safety evaluation of the metabolites and the producer species 
will be discussed.

18.2  The Most Important Secondary Metabolites  
of Bacillus Species

18.2.1  Bacteriocins from Bacillus Species

Bacteriocins are bacterial ribosomally synthesized antimicrobial peptides lethal to 
bacteria other than the producing strain, usually against bacteria closely related to 
the producer (De Vuyst and Vandamme 1994; Riley and Wertz 2002). Compared to 
those produced by lactic acid bacteria, bacteriocins from the genus Bacillus have 
been relatively less recognized despite their broad antimicrobial spectra and high 
activity. Nonetheless, bacteriocins from Bacillus spp. may have great potential for 
application in food, agriculture, and pharmaceutical industries to prevent or control 
spoilage and pathogenic microorganisms (Lee and Kim 2010).
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Several species of the Bacillus genus are bacteriocin-producers, such as B. sub-
tilis which produces subtilin (Jansen and Hirschmann 1944) and subtilosin (Zheng 
and Slavik 1999), B. coagulans, B. megaterium and B. thermoleovorans producing 
respectively coagulin (Hyronimus et al. 1998), megacin (Von Tersch and Carlton 
1983) and thermoleovorin (Novotny and Perry 1992). Also, several bacteriocins as-
sociated with bacteria from the Bacillus cereus group have been studied and totally 
or partially characterized. These include bacteriocins produced by B. thuringiensis 
such as thuricin from strain HD2 (Favret and Yousten 1989), tochicin from strain 
HD868 (Paik et al. 1997), thuricin 7 from strain BMG1.7 (Cherif et al. 2001), en-
tomocin 9 from strain subspecies entomocidus HD9 (Cherif et al. 2003) and ento-
mocin 110 from strain HD110 (Cherif et al. 2008). Many bacteriocins have as well 
been partially characterized from B. cereus species such as cerein 7 from strain 
BC7 (Oscariz et al. 1999), cerein 8A from strain 8A (Bizani et al. 2005), and the 
bacteriocin-like inhibitory substance (BLIS) from the B. cereus type strain ATCC 
14579T (Risøen et al. 2004). Subtilin, the well studied and investigated bacteriocin 
from B. subtilis, will be detailed later in the chapter.

18.2.1.1  Classification

Bacteriocins are usually divided into four classes based on their biochemical and 
genetic properties (Klaenhammer 1993; Nes et al. 1996). Both class I and II bacte-
riocins are small (3–10 kDa), cationic, amphiphilic, membrane-active peptides (Lee 
and Kim 2010). Class I bacteriocins (or lantibiotics) characterized by modifica-
tion of pre-final peptide with specific enzymes leading to formation of uncommon 
amino acid residues such as dehydroalanine and dehydrobutyrine, and formation of 
intramolecular lantionine and β-methyl-lanthionine bridges. These modifications 
are essential for the antimicrobial activity of the final peptide (Sablon et al. 2000; 
Quadri 2003).

Bacteriocines of Class II are unmodified peptides and nonlantibiotic heat stable. 
They can be subdivided into three groups: (i) class IIa, Listeria-active peptides with 
the consensus sequence -Y-G-N-G-V-X-C- near the N-terminus; (ii) class IIb, two 
peptide bacteriocins in which both components are required for antimicrobial activ-
ity; and (iii) class IIc, thiol-activated peptides requiring reduced cysteine residues 
for activity (Lee and Kim 2010). Class III bacteriocins includes thermolabile and 
high molecular mass proteins (> 30 kDa), while Class IV bacteriocins are complex 
peptides associated with other chemical moieties essential for activity.

18.2.1.2  Mode of Action

The antibiotic activity of bacteriocins from Gram-positive bacteria is based on the 
interaction with the bacterial membranes, mainly composed of negatively charged 
cardiolipin, phosphatidylglycerol, or phosphatidylserine. Therefore, bacteriocins 
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which most of them are small cationic can be electrostatically attracted to bacterial 
cell membranes and form pores in the target cells, disrupting membrane potentials 
and causing cell death (Oscariz et al. 2000). Although bacteriocin antimicrobial ac-
tivity relies on pore formation, the spectrum of activity depends on the peptide; this 
observation implies that specific receptor molecules on the surface of target cells 
may generate differences in antimicrobial activity (Lee and Kim 2010).

18.2.1.3  Regulation of Bacteriocin Production

Production of bacteriocins is an inducible trait in several Gram-positive bacteria. 
The gene cluster for bacteriocin synthesis is composed of structural genes and ac-
cessory genes necessary for bacteriocin transport, regulation and processing to 
produce the mature form (Nes et al. 1996). Bacteriocins are initially synthesized 
as premature peptides with a leader or signal sequence at the N-terminal. After be-
ing modified and transported out of producer cells, bacteriocins are enzymatically 
cleaved to remove the leader sequence and to yield the mature peptide. Transcrip-
tion of accessory proteins is co-regulated with the production of bacteriocins by 
signal transduction system in a cell density-dependent manner or quorum sensing 
(Hyungjae and Kim 2011).

Quorum sensing, or cell-to-cell communication, depends on the production, dif-
fusion, and recognition of small signal molecules or inducers (Miller and Bassler 
2001; Fuqua et al. 2001). It is associated with sporulation and cell differentiation, 
biofilm formation, virulence response, production of antibiotics, antimicrobial pep-
tides and toxins, development of genetic competence, conjugative plasmid trans-
fer and other physiological events. Two different types of inducers are involved 
in communication between bacterial cells: lactone analogs in Gram-negative and 
small peptides in Gram-positive bacteria (Kleerebezem and Quadri 2001). Most of 
bacteriocins produced by gram-positive bacteria have been known to be induced by 
themselves or other peptides (Lee and Kim 2010). Using these induction molecules 
a serial of enzymatic reactions were involved. When the level of an inducer reaches 
a threshold in the environment, the inducer from a cell can induce other cells, and 
subsequently the induced cells produce the bacteriocin at a high level in a short 
period of time (Hyungjae and Kim 2011).

18.2.1.4  Potential Applications

18.2.1.4.1 Food Applications

Several bacteriocins produced by different groups of bacteria offer potential ap-
plications in food and agriculture industries which are suffering from considerable 
economic loss caused by pathogenic micro-organisms such as Listeria monocyto-
genes and Staphylococcus spp (Lee and Kim 2010). The use of bacteriocins in the 
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food industry can help to reduce the addition of chemical preservatives as well 
as the intensity of heat treatments (Gálvez et al. 2007). Bacteriocins produced by 
lactic acid bacteria (LAB) have been the subject of intensive investigation in re-
cent years due to their potential use as natural preservatives (Sansinenea and Ortiz 
2011). Currently, only nisinA is approved by the US Food and Drug Administration 
for application as a natural preservative in food. In contrast, Bacillus bacteriocins 
are increasingly becoming more important due to their sometimes broader spec-
tra of inhibition (as compared with most LAB bacteriocins), which may include 
Gram-negative bacteria, yeasts or fungi, in addition to Gram-positive species, some 
of which are known to be pathogenic to humans and/or animals (Abriouel et al. 
2011). Indeed, the antimicrobial activity of Bacillus bacteriocins against a variety of 
pathogens is as high as that of nisin and other bacteriocins from LAB. This factor in 
combination with their broad antimicrobial spectra makes bacteriocins from Bacil-
lus spp. promising for application in the food, and agriculture industries. Bacillus 
bacteriocins may be advantageous for the development of more efficient biologi-
cally safe antimicrobial compounds to avoid the extensive use of antibiotics by ag-
ricultural and pharmaceutical industries which lead to the emergence of antibiotic-
resistant pathogens (Thomson and Bonomo 2005).

Recently, the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) introduced the concept of 
qualified presumption of safety (QPS) for acceptability of bacteria in foods (EFSA 
2007a, 2008). Bacillus cereus strains have already been approved by EFSA for ani-
mal feed (EFSA 2004, 2005, 2007b). The qualification concerning QPS for Bacil-
lus species is modified to ‘absence of food poisoning toxins, absence of surfactant 
activities and absence of enterotoxic activities’ (EFSA 2008). Nevertheless, bacte-
riocin-producing strains or their bacteriocin preparations could still be used in food 
preservation provided they meet the criteria established by EFSA.

Bacteriocins from Bacillus have a potential preservative application in differ-
ent food substrates like in dairy products such as milk and cheeses (Sharma et al. 
2009a, b). Two representative examples are bacillocin 490 and cerein 8A; the later 
has been tested in dairy products (milk and soft cheese) to control the development 
of L. monocytogenes (Bizani and Brandelli 2002; Bizani et al. 2005). In addition, 
Bacillus strains play a central role in the manufacture of alkaline-fermented foods 
and beverages (Wang and Hesseltine 1982; Odunfa and Oyeyiola 1985; Yokotsuka 
1985; Wang and Fung 1996) and as starter culture such as in the case of B. subtilis 
used for the production of the traditional West African condiment dawadawa by 
fermenting soybeans (Terlabie et al. 2006). Application of bacteriocin-producing 
strains in these food substrates may offer new opportunities in food biopreservation.

18.2.1.4.2 Applications in Environment and Agriculture

Many of the bacteriocins produced by Bacillus species could inhibit plant-pathogenic 
bacteria and could be applied in the biological control of plant diseases. Plant growth-
promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) are of great interest for application in agriculture. 
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Species of Bacillus are known to act as promoting agents for plant growth and pro-
moting disease resistance in plants, as exemplified by the polypeptide produced by 
B. thuringiensis strain NEB17 (Smith et al. 2008) which was isolated from soybean 
root nodules (Bai et al. 2002). Bacteriocins displaying antifungal activities could be 
applied in the biocontrol of plant decay and postharvest control of fruits and vegeta-
bles. An overview of the biotechnological potential and application of Bacillus-based 
products in agriculture was recently published by Perez-Garcia et al. (2011).

In the petroleum industry domain, Bacillus strains with antimicrobial activity 
against sulphate-reducing bacteria (SRB) have been isolated from oil reservoirs. 
This is the case of strain H2O-1 of B. firmus, able to withstand the environmental 
conditions during oil drilling and to produce a small peptide bacteriocin stable to 
heat and alkaline pH. Hence, this type of bacteriocin offers potential use as a biocide 
in the petroleum industry for controlling the problems associated with the formation 
of biofilms and bio-corrosion (Korenblum et al. 2008).

18.2.1.4.3 Applications in Human and Animal Health

Bacteriocin-producing Bacillus strains may find application as probiotics for human 
use, due to their inhibitory activity against intestinal pathogens such as Clostridium 
perfringens, C. difficile and others. For example the probiotic strain B. clausii O/C 
produces inhibitory substances towards Staphylococcus aureus, Enterococcus fae-
cium and C. difficile (Urdaci et al. 2004), and thuricin CD specifically targets C. 
difficile (Hill et al. 2009).

Moreover, Bacteriocin producing Bacilli could be also used as probiotics in live-
stock to improve animal health and inhibit pathogenic bacteria. A strain of B. lichen-
iformis producing lichenin was reported to exhibit an antibacterial effect against S. 
bovis and Eubacterium ruminantium, and to possess remarkable hydrolytic activi-
ties against various polysaccharides (Pattnaik et al. 2001). Therefore, it offers po-
tential applications to improve rumen fermentation due to its role as a digestive aid 
and due to the production of antimicrobial properties (Pattnaik et al. 2001). Bacillus 
cereus ssp. toyoi is also used as probiotic supplements in animal feed and for hu-
man dietary supplements as well as in registered medicines (Lodemann et al. 2008).

The heat stability and ability of the probiotic to survive the gastric barrier makes 
them attractive as food additives, and this use is now being taken forward (Cutting 
2010). The emergence of multidrug-resistant pathogens and the restriction on the 
use of antibiotics as growth promoters in animal feed have drawn attention to the 
search for possible alternatives. In this regard much interest has been focused on 
bacteriocins due to their great potential applications in medicine. Some studies have 
evaluated the therapeutic efficacy of bacteriocins in animal disease treatment (Xie 
et al. 2009).

Bacteriocins from Bacillus may also have potential applications as natural con-
traceptives. One example is subtilosin A, which shows spermicidal activity against 
spermatozoa from humans and a variety of farm animals (Sutyak et al. 2008a, b).
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18.2.2  Main Secondary Metabolites of Bacillus subtilis

18.2.2.1  Subtilin

Subtilin is a bacteriocin of class I produced by Bacillus subtilis ATCC 6633. Its 
chemical structure was first unraveled by Gross et al. (1973) and its structural gene 
was isolated in 1988 (Banerjee and Hansen 1988). Subtilin is composed of 32 ami-
no acids, eight of which are modified and its structure is very similar to that of nisin, 
produced by lactic acid bacteria and which has been applied as a food preservative 
in dairy product including cheese (Lee and Kim 2010). Subtilin shows antimicrobial 
activity in the nanomolar range against a broad spectrum of Gram-positive bacteria. 
Its antibacterial activity results from permeabilisation of the cytoplasmic membrane 
of sensitive bacteria (Schuller et al. 1989; Parisot et al. 2008). Subtilin production 
is controlled both by culture density in a quorum-sensing mechanism in which sub-
tilin plays a pheromone type role and in response to the growth phase (Stein et al. 
2002). The gene cluster for subtilin biosynthesis includes two genes required for 
the regulatory system: spaR, encoding a response regulator homologous protein; 
and spaK, a sensor kinase. It has been suggested that subtilin is sensed by histidine 
protein kinase ( spaK) and the signal is transferred to the response regulator (spar) 
by phosphorylation (Stein et al. 2003).

18.2.2.2  Biosurfactant: Surfactin

Surfactin is a cyclic lipopeptide biosurfactant and is produced from Bacillus subtilis 
as a result of non-ribosomal biosynthesis catalyzed by a large multienzyme peptide 
synthetase complex called the surfactin synthetase (Das et al. 2008). It possesses 
antimicrobial, antiviral, antitumor, hemolytic, blood anticoagulant, and fibrinolytic 
activities (Al-Ajlani et al. 2007). These properties of therapeutic and commercial 
importance make it a truly versatile biomolecule. However, the commercial po-
tential of this surface active molecule could not be fully realized, particularly as a 
therapeutic agent, mainly because of its hemolytic property (Sen 2010). Surfactin 
which is one of strongest biosurfactants (Nicolas 2003) has numerous environmen-
tal and biotechnological applications (Solaiman 2005). It is used as an enhanced oil 
recovery through a reduction of the interfacial tension between the oil and water 
interfaces, or by mediating changes in the wettability index of the system (Schaller 
et al. 2004). Surfactin has shown particular utility in bioremediation by using it 
as biosurfactant into environments where bioremediation/biodegradation rates of 
organic pollutants is to be enhanced (Franzetti et al. 2010). The applications of this 
biosurfactant in the environmental industries are promising due to its biodegrad-
ability, low toxicity and effectiveness in enhancing biodegradation and solubilisa-
tion of low solubility compounds (Mulligan 2005). Surfactin is also considered as a 
biocontrol agent against phythopathogens and insects (Bais et al. 2004; Assie et al. 
2002). However, despite the immense potential for commercial, therapeutic and 
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environmental applications of surfactin, its use is currently limited by the high cost 
of production and by limited understanding of its interactions with cells and with 
the abiotic environment (Banat et al. 2010).

18.2.3  Main Secondary Metabolites of Bacillus thuringiensis

Bacillus thuringiensis is widely used in agriculture as bioinsecticide for the control 
of many insect pests. It produces a characteristic proteinaceous crystalline toxin 
(δ-endotoxin) with a specific activity against certain insect species, and other ex-
tracellular compounds such as β-exotoxins, chitinase, antibiotic, anti-fungal (Stabb 
et al. 1994), anti-cancer cell activities (Yamashita et al. 2000), bacteriocins (Cherif 
et al. 2003), autolysins (Raddadi et al. 2004, 2005), lactonases (Dong et al. 2002) 
and siderophores (Bode 2009). In this section, agents responsible for the entomo-
pathogenic and the antifungal activities we will be reviewed.

18.2.3.1  Protein Crystals: The δ-Endotoxins and the β-Exotoxins

Bacillus thuringiensis produces during the sporulation phase, large amount of ento-
mopathogenic proteins that form a parasporal crystal. When ingested by susceptible 
insect larvae, these insecticidal proteins, known as Cry protoxins or δ-endotoxin 
of 130–140 kDa, are solubilised and proteolytically digested to yield the active 
toxic form of about 60 kDa. The activated toxins bind to specific receptors in the 
epithelial insect midgut leading to pores formation and a loss of normal membrane 
function (Luthy and Wolfersberger 2000; Schwart and Laprade 2000). As a result of 
the membrane permeability disruption, epithelial cells lyses and feeding activity is 
paralyzed. Finally, insect larvae die of starvation, septicaemia or a combination of 
both (Porcar and Juárez-Pérez 2003). Cry proteins are active against lepidopteran, 
dipteran and coleopteran insect larvae and have been shown to target nematodes as 
well, including the intestinal parasite Nippostrongylus brasiliensis (Schnepf et al. 
1998; Wei et al. 2003; Kotze et al. 2005). This ability to control crop pests has made 
B. thuringiensis one of the most used microorganisms in agriculture as formulated 
bioinsecticides or in transgenic plants expressing the δ-endotoxin cry genes (Roh 
et al. 2007).

In addition to the δ-endotoxin many isolates of B. thuringiensis produce other 
protein crystals secreted into the culture medium such as β-exotoxin, a non pro-
teinaceous toxin which does not have specific receptor and thus, may have detri-
mental effects on non-target organisms. Even thought to make part of its potential 
pathogenic traits, β-exotoxins enhance the insecticidal activity of the bacterium. 
β-exotoxins inhibits the synthesis of RNA by competing with ATP for binding sites, 
thereby affecting insect moulting and pupation, and in some cases having terato-
genic effects. This toxin is particularly active against dipteran, coleopteran, and 
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lepidopteran species, but it is also active against beneficial species such as the hon-
eybee Apis mellifera (Espinasse et al. 2002, 2004).

18.2.3.2  Zwittermicin A

Zwittermicin A is a linear aminopolyol antibiotic, which represents a new class of 
antibiotics. This compound was firstly isolated in B. cereus for its ability to suppress 
a fungal plant disease (Silo-Suh et al. 1998). Moreover, it has an unusual chemical 
structure that includes a D-amino acid and ethanolamine and glycolyl moieties, as 
well as unusual terminal amide that generated from the modification of the non-
proteinogenic amino acid ureidoalanine (Sansinenea and Ortiz 2011). Studies on 
its synergistic effect with the entomopathogenic activity showed that Zwittermicin 
A enhances the insecticidal activity of the B. thuringiensis endotoxin (Zhou et al. 
2008). Zwittermicin A has proved difficult to isolate in substantial quantities due to 
its highly-polar, charged nature at physiological pH and sensitivity to alkaline con-
ditions. This difficulty in obtaining the compound from natural sources underscores 
an outstanding need for practical syntheses of zwittermicin A (Rogers and Molinski 
2009).

18.3  Other Metabolites and Activities of Bacillus Species

18.3.1  Siderophore

Plant growth and reproduction can be severely affected by various biotic and abiotic 
stresses. Among the abiotic stresses, iron (Fe) deficiency constitutes a major fac-
tor leading to a reduction in crop yield, especially in calcareous soils in which the 
solubility of Fe is extremely low (Kobayashi et al. 2005).

One of the most widely utilized mechanisms of microbial iron acquisition is 
the production and excretion of siderophores, low molecular weight iron chela-
tors that bind ferric iron with extremely high affinity and shuttle it into the cells 
(Zawadzka et al. 2009). Thus the presence of siderophore-producing micro-organ-
isms in the rhizosphere contributes to plant health by complexing iron and making 
it less available to phytopathogenes that are generally not able to produce compa-
rable Fe-transport systems (Chen et al. 2009). It has been reported that under sterile 
soil system, plants show iron-deficiency symptoms and have fairly low iron level 
in roots which suggests the role of soil microbial activity in iron acquisition and 
plant growth (Raddadi et al. 2007). Siderophore production was initially reported 
for Gram-negative bacteria and possibly implicated in their virulence potential. In 
Bacilli, several siderophores were detected, mainly schizokinen from B. megate-
rium and other from B. subtilis, B. licheniformis and the B. cereus group: Bacil-
libactin and petrobactin are produced by B. cereus (Park et al. 2005), B. anthracis 
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(Cendrowski et al. 2004) and B. thuringiensis (Wilson et al. 2006). This character 
in the case of B. thuringiensis could be relevant for biocontrol of phytopathogenic 
fungi because of competition effects for iron, but also for providing the plant with 
iron (Raddadi et al. 2007).

18.3.2  Polyketides

Polyketides are the other dominant family of secondary metabolites having rel-
evant bioactivities. They are biosynthesized through decarboxylative condensation 
of malonyl-CoA derived extender units in a similar process to fatty acid synthesis 
(a Claisen condensation). Their biosynthetic pathway follows generally the same 
logic as in non ribosomally synthesized peptides and requires at least three do-
mains. Essential domains of the modules harboured in bacterial type I polyketides 
synthase are acyl transferase (AT), ketosynthase and an acyl carrier protein (ACP) 
which needs to be activated by Ppant-transferse (Chen et al. 2009). Polyketide rep-
resented by a wide range of active family molecules are currently used in human 
and animal health and in agriculture as antimicrobial (erythromycin, rifamycin), 
antifungal, immunosuppressant and antitumor agents. Polyketides are actually dif-
ficult to synthesise chemically which make their heterologous expression a promis-
ing alternative to the use of natural producers. Heterologous production systems 
can facilitate analysis of the catalytic properties of polyketide producing enzymes. 
Examples of heterologous hosts for polyketide protein production include bacteria 
such as Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis, and Streptomyces coelicolor (Rude and 
Khosla 2004).

Several polyketides were found to possess interesting activities. Bacillaene, 
produced by B. subtilis and B. amyloliquifaciens, inhibits prokaryotic protein syn-
thesis by means of unknown mechanism, and exhibits high bacteriostatic activity 
against a wide spectrum of bacteria. Difficilin, another polyketides, was shown 
to be promising in its suppressive action against plant pathogen (Hamdache et al. 
2011).

18.3.3  AHL-Lactonases

In Gram-negative bacteria, the Quorum-Sensing (complex communication system) 
rely on the interaction of N-acylhomoserine lactones (AHLs), molecules that share 
identical homoserine lactone rings but vary in length and the substitution of the 
acyl side chain. AHL signals are involved in the regulation of a range of impor-
tant biological functions, including luminescence, antibiotic production, plasmid 
transfer, motility, virulence, biofilm formation and functional coordination among 
microbial communities (Whitehead et al. 2001; Zhang 2003; Federle and Bassler 
2003). The quorum-sensing pathways could be subverted by expressing “quorum 
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quenching” enzymes that can hydrolyze AHL-signaling molecules. Dong et al. 
(2002) studies have shown that B. thuringiensis strains, producing AHL-lactonase 
suppress the Quorum-Sensing dependent virulence of the plant bacterial pathogen 
E. carotovora through signal interference. These findings, illustrate the promising 
potential to explore the microbial antagonistic mechanisms such as signal interfer-
ence, for the control and prevention of infectious diseases. Interfering in signaling 
pathways of pathogenic bacteria and suppressing their virulence potential, rep-
resent a serious alternative to the use of antibiotics and prevent from resistance 
appearance.

18.3.4  Plant Growth Promoting Potential

Rhizosphere, phylloplane and free-living soil bacteria with plant growth promoting 
(PGP) activities have received considerable attention in this last decade. A range 
of mechanisms has been found to be associated with this activity, some of which 
facilitate indirectly the growth of plant by producing secondary metabolites that 
antagonises bacterial and fungal pathogens (Ahmad et al. 2008) or by biosynthesis 
of different plant growth hormones (auxin, gibberellins, cytokinin). It has been 
reported that B. thuringiensis harbours and expresses several plant growth pro-
moting determinants that could enhance the plant growth. B. thuringiensis isolates 
are capable to hydrolyze mineral phosphates, release indole − 3-acetic acid and 
produce the ACC deaminase, suggesting that they can interfere with plant hor-
mone balance in a complex way (Raddadi et al. 2008). Also representatives of the 
B. subtilis, B. amyloliquefaciens and B. cereus has been reported to synthesize 
auxin, gibberellins, cytokinin, abscisic acid and antibiotic compounds with anti-
fungal and antibacterial activities like fengycin, surfactin, iturin A and bacillibactin 
(Arguelles-Arias et al. 2009; Hamdache et al. 2011). In addition to these two main 
mechanisms, PGP activity could be ensured through nitrogen fixation in a non-
symbiotic manner, such as in the case of Paenibacillus polymyxa, P. macerans and 
P. azotofixans.

Volatile compounds enhancing PGP activity were also reported from Bacilli. 
Several species produces volatile isoprene, sporulenes (A, B, and C) and pumi-
lin. Sporulenes was shown to be implicated in sporulation by protecting Bacilli 
spores against oxidative stress. Pumilin, produced by B. pumilus, is active against 
Gram-positive bacteria and also show high cytotoxic activity in bioassays against 
human cancer cell. The isocoumarins represent an interesting group of phenolic 
compounds produced by Bacilli. They exhibited antibacterial activity, suppress in-
flammation and ulcer activity, and some of them have a potent inhibitor of protein 
synthesis in mammalian cells (Hamdache et al. 2011). Other volatile compounds, 
i.e. 2,3-butanediol and acetoin, released by B. pumilus, B. pasteurii, B. subtilis and 
B. amyloliquifaciens, were also shown to significantly enhance plant growth (Ryu 
et al. 2003).
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18.4  Secondary Metabolites from Marine Bacilli

Most of the Bacillus species screened for production of secondary metabolites are 
isolated from terrestrial habitats. During the last two decades, the increasing needs 
for new bioactive metabolites stimulated to look for unconventional new sources of 
bioactive molecules. Recent studies demonstrated the huge biodiversity of Bacil-
lus species in marine environment (Ettoumi et al. 2009; Sass et al. 2008). Marine 
sediments and superficial waters have yielded microorganisms closely related to 
terrestrial ones with some highly unexpected metabolites (Kelecom 2002). Halo-
bacillus salinus, a marine Gram-positive bacterium, secretes secondary metabolites 
capable of quenching quorum sensing-controlled behaviours in several Gram nega-
tive strains (Teasdale et al. 2009). Cereulide and homocereulide, obtained from B. 
cereus isolated from the surface of a snail in Japan, are cyclodespeptides of both 
L-and D-amino acids with potent cytotoxic activity against P388 leukaemic cell 
lines. Bacillus sp. Isolated from deep waters in the western Pacific were able to 
produce an aminoglucose with high antibacterial activity (Pietra 1997). In addition, 
antimicrobial activity was detected in Bacillus isolated from marine sponge, well 
known to produce a number of biologically active secondary metabolites. Several 
studies have demonstrated that microbial isolates associated with sponges produced 
the same compounds isolated from sponges (Wang 2006). Other secondary metabo-
lites with novel structures and biotechnological activities with attractive industrial 
features will be identified from marine Bacilli.

18.5  Safety Evaluation and Risk Assessment

With all the different activities listed above, Bacillus species are considered as an 
inexhaustible reservoir of active biomolecules with potential biotechnological ap-
plications in diverse domains. However, the “safe” status of the producing species 
or their metabolites is not systematically verified. Indeed, several Bacillus species 
are pathogens to human and animals or are able to express virulence traits, in ad-
dition to the production of resistant endospores (Granum 2007; Stenfors Arnesen 
et al. 2008). These considerations stress the safety challenge of the use of Bacillus-
based products in the food, agriculture and pharmaceutical industries and point out 
the need of a careful safety evaluation prior to any application (Hong et al. 2005) 
and taking into account the intraspecies divergent virulence characteristics (Abri-
ouel et al. 2011). We focus in this section on B. thuringiensis species, one of the 
most successfully commercialised bioinsecticide worldwide.

Bacillus thuringiensis is used as biopesticide since more than 50 yrs owing to 
its entomopathogenic activity. Moreover, B. thuringiensis represent a potential bio-
control agent against different fungal and bacterial species. However, this species 
is closely related to B. anthracis, the etiological agent of anthrax (Turnbuel et al. 
1992) and B. cereus, the opportunistic human pathogen (Lund and Granum 1997). 
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B. cereus causes food poisoning and other infections (Beecher et al. 2000). Two 
principal types of food poisoning caused by B. cereus, emetic and diarrhoeal, have 
been described. The emetic type which is characterized by nausea and vomiting is 
effected by cereulide while diarrhoeal types which are characterized by abdominal 
pain and diarrhea are attributed to enterotoxins (Hansen and Hendriksen 2001). In 
addition to the phylogenetic relatedness, it has to be mentioned that B. thuringiensis 
has been isolated from outbreaks of gastrointestinal diseases and several genetic 
determinants of virulence, typical of B. cereus, have been found in most B. thuringi-
ensis strains even those used in commercial formulations (Hansen and Hendriksen 
2001; Yang et al. 2003; Hoffmaster et al. 2004). Hence, it is important for the bio-
insecticide industry to consider that although B. thuringiensis insecticide has been 
used for many years, introduction of B. thuringiensis spores into the human food 
chain through the application of this bacterial species to crops, followed by spore 
regermination may cause a risk of food-borne poisoning cases. To reduce such a 
risk, it is urgent to focus efforts on the isolation of safe, non enterotoxigenic B. 
thuringiensis strains even thought that it is difficult to find such isolates in nature 
(Raddadi et al. 2007). The screening for polyvalent biocontrol and safe B. thuringi-
ensis strain with capacity to protect plants against phytopathogenic insects, fungi 
and bacteria and without enterotoxigenicity, cytotoxicity and psychrotrophic char-
acteristics could be very promising in field application (Raddadi et al. 2009).

18.6  Conclusion and Perspectives

Bacillus species represent a rich source of secondary metabolites that exhibit strong 
antifungal and antibacterial activities and enable the bacterium to survive in its nat-
ural environment (Stein 2005). The wide variability of these secondary metabolites 
with broad biological activities has great potential of applications in the agriculture, 
food and pharmaceutical industries to prevent or control spoilage and pathogenic 
microorganisms. Besides, the sporulation capacity of Bacillus strains, confer an 
ecological advantage and ability to survive and grow in different ecosystems and 
make easier products formulation.

Apart of the recognised entomopathogenic activity mediated mainly by the  
δ-endotoxins, and the antimicrobial activity due to the production of bacteriocins 
and antibiotics, Bacillus species were shown to possess other interesting capabili-
ties. This battery of secondary metabolites, with broad or narrow and specific spec-
tra of activities, is in general complementary to the overall anti-biological potential 
of Bacilli. The exploitation of such a potential, is yet limited to some fields prin-
cipally in agriculture, which point out the need to urgently undertake feasibility 
and applicability researches on existing molecules rather then the detection of new 
metabolites. The application limitation is also caused by the “safe” status not yet 
recognised for Bacilli unlike lactic acid bacteria, which are generally regarded as 
safe or “GRAS” (O’Sullivan et al. 2002). This general perception of risky microor-
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ganisms is persistent despite a safe use history in some traditional food and industry 
(Pedersen et al. 2002).

In this perspective, the development of Bacillus-based probiotics for animal 
feeding and formulations for plant growth, constitute a promising applied research 
field. Selected Bacilli should have polyvalent activity with several expressed sec-
ondary metabolites, and a “safe” profile. An example of this approach was devel-
oped for honeybees where a safe and polyvalent strain of B. thuringiensis was se-
lected. This bio-control strain enhances the honeybee larval growth, inhibits the 
pathogen bacterium Paenibacillus larvae that cause American foulbrood disease, 
and is able to counteract the invasion of the fungal and lepidopteran pathogens of 
bees (Cherif et al. 2007).
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Abstract Bacillus thuringiensis is the most important entomopathogenic microor-
ganism, owing to its insecticidal crystal proteins (Cry) that are nontoxic to the human 
beings and represent the hallmark of this bacterium. Most of the studies performed 
with this microorganism are focused to understand the role of Cry proteins in 
toxicity, mainly because these components constituted the toxic molecules of its 
commercial products. B. thuringiensis produces several metabolites with potential 
applied uses, in particular, chitinolytic enzymes and bacteriocins are two types of 
proteins produced by different subspecies of this microorganism that could expand 
the perspective of application of this extraordinary bacterium. In this chapter, we 
review the different kinds of chitinases that are synthesized by B. thuringiensis, 
their roles in nature, and their applications in environment, agriculture and food 
industry. Additionally, we analyze bacteriocins of B. thuringiensis reported to date, 
how to enhance their production, and the methods for screening the bacteriocin 
activity. Finally, the future challenges and prospects of the antimicrobial peptides as 
biopreservatives, antibiotics, and nodulation factors are showed.

Keywords Chitinases · Metabolites · Food industry · Bacteriocins · Potential 
applications

19.1  Introduction

Many species of the genera Bacillus are of practical importance in agriculture, food, 
environment and pharmaceutical industries. For example, B. thuringiensis and 
B. sphaericus are two insecticidal bacteria that have been used widely for insect pest 
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and vector control owing to their capacity to produce crystalline inclusions with  
insecticidal properties (Park et al. 2006). B. cereus is a food-borne pathogenic 
bacterium responsible for gastrointestinal diseases (i.e. emetic and diarrheal  
syndromes) and eye infection, B. antracis causes lethal diseases (anthrax) 
(Barboza-Corona et al. 2007; Ibrahim et al. 2010). As Bacillus species have 
the capacity to secret proteins of industrial relevance, such as B. subtilis and 
B. licheniformis, have been used for expressing heterologous proteins generally 
recognized as safe (GRAS) for human use, for example α-amylase, pullulanase, and 
α-acetolactate, decarboxylase, α-amylase, respectively (Olempska-Beer et al. 2006), 
or proteins with potential applied use, for example, ice structuring proteins (antifreeze 
proteins) that can be used as additive in cryogenic preservation of food products as 
they produce a noncolligative depression of the freezing point (Yeh et al. 2007).

In particular, B. thuringiensis is the most important entomopathogenic micro-
organism, owing to its insecticidal crystal proteins (Cry) that are nontoxic to the 
human beings and represent the hallmark of this bacterium (Siegel 2001; Park et al. 
2006). As shown in other chapters of this book, Cry proteins have been exhaus-
tively studied by different research teams worldwide, but most of those works have 
been focused to screen strains that produce Cry proteins with new or higher activ-
ity, to optimize or generate new culture media, to increment their production or 
expand the spectrum of activity by engineering Cry, to develop transgenic plants, 
to study the mechanism of how insects develop resistance to the Cry proteins and 
to search strategies to reduce or eliminate it (Tamez-Guerra et al. 2008; Park and 
Federici 2009). Alternatively, the potential of B. thuringiensis to secrete proteins to 
the culture medium, with the capacity to inhibit food-borne pathogenic bacteria or 
phytopathogenic microorganisms (i.e. bacteria, fungi) and also to release hydrolytic 
enzymes that can generate derivates with antimicrobial activity that could be used 
in food preservation or medicine, has augmented the interest of this extraordinary 
bacterium to expand its use not only as bioinsecticide but also as a machinery for the 
production of enzymes or other proteins with potential applied use (De la Fuente-
Salcido and Barboza-Corona 2006).

In this chapter, the future challenges and prospects of B. thuringiensis not only 
as bioinsecticide but also as a bacterium able to generate molecules (i.e. chitinases, 
antimicrobial peptides) with use in food industry are showed.

19.2  Chitinases of B. thuringiensis in Environment 
and Food Industry

19.2.1  Chitin and Chitinases

Chitin is an insoluble linear β-(1–4)-linked polymer of N-acetylglucosamine 
(GlcNAc) that is associated with proteins to form a variety of structures including 
the exoskeleton of many invertebrates (i.e. crustaceans, insects and spiders) and the 
cell wall of fungi and algae. Bacteria, plants, fungi, invertebrates and vertebrates  
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are known to produce chitinases, which are categorized as endo- and exochitinases.  
The endochitinases hydrolyze chitin randomly on internal points of the chitin 
polymer, whereas the exochitinases begin their progressive action from the 
nonreducing end of chitin releasing chitobiose or GlcNAc units, which are sub-
sequently hydrolyzed by respectively chitobiosidases and N-acetylglucosamini-
dases. The combination of both types of enzymes, results in a synergistic effect 
that increases the production of GlcNAc, which is involved in bioenergetics and 
synthesis of diverse cellular structures. Additionally, chitinolytic enzymes play 
different roles in nature, for example, maintaining a steady state in the ocean 
by transforming chitin to soluble biological material ready to be used, protect-
ing both plants and humans against fungal infections and also begin involved in 
cuticle turnover in arthropods (Chernin et al. 1995; Morales de la Vega et al. 2006; 
Bhattacharya et al. 2007; Barboza-Corona et al. 2008).

19.2.2  Chitinases of B. thuringiensis

In particular, B. thuringiensis produces small quantities of chitinases, sometimes dif-
ficult to detect with traditional methods using chitin as carbon and nitrogen sources 
(i.e. halo formation). To date, at least 38 chitinase genes from different subspecies 
of B. thuringiensis such as kenyea, pakistani, colmeneri, canadiensis, entomocidus, 
kurstaki, israelensis and konkukian have been reported in the GenBank database. 
From those, 55% were cloned in China, 18% in Mexico and the rest in other coun-
tries including USA, Egypt, Turkey, Thailand, India, Pakistan, Tunisia and Korea 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Most of B. thuringiensis chitinases showed identi-
ties to each other from 93.8–99.6%. Based on amino acid sequence alignments, 
chitinases of B. thuringiensis were recently classified in four groups (Fig. 19.1). In 
Group 1 (Fig. 19.1aA) were included ChiA-HD73, ChiA74 and other 9 chitinases 
from B. thuringiensis. Chitinases of groups 2 (Fig. 19.1aB) and 3 (Fig. 19.1aC), 
contain an additional sequence in the N-terminus of, respectively, 12 (i.e. Chi74, 
ChiABtisra, ChiABtkurst, and ChiABtsot) or 25 amino acids (i.e. ChiAHa), not 
present in those of the Group 1 class. Chitinase synthesized by B. thuringiensis 
subsp. pakistani (ChiABtpakist) was placed in Group 4 (Fig. 19.1aD). Interestingly, 
the main difference between the first group and the fourth group (i.e. ChiABtpakist) 
was found in a fragment of 118 amino acids (Val-331 to Glu-448) presents in the 
first but lacking in the latter. Also, at the C-terminus of ChiABt from B. thuringi-
ensis subsp. pakistani (Group 4) was found a sequence of 93 residues (Tyr-543 to 
Cys-635) that was not present in Group 1 chitinases. ChiABtc, a chitinase produced 
by B. thuringiensis subsp. colmeneri (Gen Bank accession number EF103273) was 
not included in a category because of its low identity (∼13%) with other chitinases 
of B. thuringiensis (Barboza-Corona et al. 2008).

Chitinases of B. thuringiensis have a modular structure composed by a catalytic 
domain and a putative chitin-binding domain (ChBD), typical structure characteris-
tics of enzymes that degrade biopolymers such as chitin and cellulose. The catalytic 
domain is identical on the majority of chitinases of B. thuringiensis, but showed a 
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lower degree of homology with the catalytic domain of other bacterial chitinases 
such as B. circulans Chi41, B. subtilis Chi, Serratia marcescens Chi and Enterobac-
ter  agglomerans ChiA. Chitinases of B. thuringiensis contain a catalytic domain 
active-site motif (Asp-Gly-Val-Asp-Leu-Asp-Trp-Glu) characteristic belonging to 
family 18 of glycosyl hydrolases. The chitin binding domain (ChBD) of B. thuringi-
ensis chitinases shows identities of ∼99% to each other and contains aromatic resi-
dues (e.g. Trp-591, Tyr-595 and Trp-626 in ChiA-HD73) that are highly conserved 
not only in the chitinases from B. thuringiensis but also in other bacterial chitinases 
such as those produced by S. marcescens and B. circulans where are directly impli-
cated on binding of chitin. Additionally, endochitinases such as ChiA74, following its 
catalytic domain, have two fibronectin-like domains (FLDs) that contain conserved 

Fig. 19.1  Comparison of N-terminal sequences of chitinases produced by B. thuringiensis. 
A According to the amino acid residues located in the N-terminus, chitinases from B. thuringien-
sis were grouped in four groups: a Group 1 contains MAMRSQKFTLLLL. b Group 2 includes 
those chitinases that begin with MPLNISFILKGEM. c In Group 3, ChiAHa, a chitinase from 
B. thuringiensis Al Hakam was included; the sequence of this enzyme begins with MIYTSKFILI-
YWRM. d ChiABtpakist was the only chitinase in Group 4, and it has the same N-terminus that 
chitinase from type 1, however has two marked differences showed in Figure B. Chitinase from 
B. thuringiensis subsp. colmeneri (ChiABtc) was not included in any Group as it is too diver-
gent from the other chitinases. B Schematic representation of the different chitinases groups 
from B. thuringiensis. (From Barboza-Corona et al. 2008)
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aromatic amino acids that may be implicated in substrate attachment (Watanabe 
et al. 1993; Thamthiankul et al. 2001; Barboza-Corona et al. 2003, 2008).

19.2.3  Chitinases of B. thuringiensis and the Environment

Chitinases of B. thuringiensis play important roles in nature and can be used for 
different environment purposes, for example: (i) in the degradation of shrimp wastes, 
(ii) improving the insecticidal activity of Cry or (iii) in the control of phytopathogenic 
fungi. The last two options, implicate alternatives to reduce the use of chemicals.

Shrimps represent traditional dish in seafood restaurants. However, the non-edible 
wastes such as the “heads” and exoskeleton represent 50–60% of the volume. These 
wastes are composed of a complex of chitin-protein and minerals. B. thuringiensis 
secretes a battery of chitinases and proteases, that can act synergistically to hydro-
lyzes shrimp wastes that can be used in pharmacy, medicine, food, water treatment, 
as ingredient in culture media, in pigment extraction, in the formulation of animal 
food, for reducing nematode population in soils and to produce single-cell protein 
(Rojas-Avelizapa et al. 1999).

In addition, it has been demonstrated that chitinases of B. thuringiensis destroy 
the peritrophic membrane, a film-like structure constituted by a complex of chitin-
protein that protects and separates food from midgut tissues in the insects, increasing  
the insecticidal activity of Cry proteins. For biotechnological purposes, an increment  
in the chitinase production is desirable. In this regard, hyperexpression of homologues  
chitinases in B. thuringiensis has been performed using a genetic system currently 
used to increase the Cry production (Park et al. 1998). For example B. thuringiensis 
HD-73 was transformed with the endochitinase gene chiA74 under the control of a 
strong promoter ( pcytA) and a 5′ mRNA stabilizing (STAB-SD) sequence (HD-73-
pEBchiA74). Expression levels were compared with those observed from the wild 
type strain (HD-73) and the recombinant HD-73 strain expressing chiA74 under 
the control of its native promoter (HD-73-pEHchiA74) (Fig. 19.2). The chitinolytic 
activity of HD-73-pEBchiA74 was markedly elevated, being ∼58- and 362-fold 
higher than HD-73-pEHchiA74 and parental strain HD-73 respectively, representing 
the highest levels of chitinase expression in recombinant B. thuringiensis reported 
to date. Although a significant increment in chitinase production was observed, 
a reduction in crystal size and sporulation was detected, also low or no increase in 
the insecticidal activity was observed (Casique-Arroyo et al. 2007; Barboza-Corona 
et al. 2009b). Further studies will be necessary to optimize the chitinase and Cry 
production in order to detect a synergistic effect. Recently, co-crystallization of 
Cry-chitinases has been performed in acrystalliferous strains of B. thuringiensis, 
although instability of chimeric crystals and low synergistic effect were observed 
(Driss et al. 2011). Additionally, it has been shown that chitinases of B. thuringiensis 
have inhibitory activity against phytopathogenic fungi such as Fusarium sp. and 
Sclerotium rolfsii (Morales de la Vega et al. 2006).
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19.2.4  Chitinases of B. thuringiensis in the Generation  
of Chitin Derivates Oligosaccharides Toxic  
to Food-borne Pathogenic Bacteria

Oligosaccharides (OGS) are organic molecules containing from 2–25 monosaccha-
ride subunits. OGS have important and diverse roles in molecular processes such 
as intercellular communication, immune recognition, and microbial pathogenesis, 
and as nodulation factors and architectural components in the structural biology of 
cells. Additionally, OGS could be used to maintain food quality by functioning as  
a preservative and could be employed as bioactive additives with medical purposes 
that include enhancing mineral absorption, suppressing the proliferation and the  
migration of tumor-induced cells and hepatocellular carcinoma, and as precursors in 
the synthesis of short chain fatty acids that could play an important role in the prevention  
of colon cancer (Suzuki et al. 1986; Barreteau et al. 2006; Weijers et al. 2008).

Fortunately, and for biotechnological purposes, wild chitinases genes of  
B. thuringiensis with their cis regulatory elements have been expressed and their 
corresponding proteins secreted by Escherichia coli. This phenomenon has sev-
eral advantages over intracellular production e.g. protein can increase its biological 
activity, it can have correct folding and processing, higher stability and solubil-
ity and allow downstream process (Barboza-Corona et al. 2003, 2008; Yamabhai 
et al. 2008). Although most of studies about chitinases of B. thuringiensis have been 
focused on using these enzymes to improve their insecticidal or fungicidal activity, 
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Fig. 19.2  Map of recombinant plasmids pEHchiA74, pEBchiA74 containing the chiA74 gene 
under the control of wild promoter and pcyt1A-STAB sequence respectively. To construct the 
pEHchiA74 the chiA74 gene including its native promoter was ligated into the SalI and PstI sites 
of the pHT3101 plasmid. To generate the pEBchiA74, the chiA74 open reading frame was inserted 
into the SalI and PstI sites of the pPF-CH vector. Bt ori, B. thuringiensis origin of replication; Erm, 
erythromycin resistance gene; Amp, ampicillin resistance gene; E. coli ori, E. coli origin of repli-
cation; wP, wild promoter; pcyt1A, cytA promoters; STAB-SD, mRNA stabilizing sequence and 
ribosome binding site; wSD, wild Shine Dalgarno sequence; wSP, wild signal peptide sequence. 
(From Barboza-Corona et al. 2009b)
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the capacity to be secreted in E. coli enable them to be consider as alterative in the 
generation of chitin-derived OGS.

In particular ChiA74 is an endochitinase produced by a Mexican strain of Bacillus 
thuringiensis subsp. kenyea (Barboza-Corona et al. 2003). When the intact chiA74 
gene with its cis elements was cloned into high and moderately-high copy number 
E. coli expression vectors, the highest level of chitinase production was found at 
∼20 h. Functionally secreted ChiA74 was produced and the endochitinase cleaved 
substrate colloidal chitin to produce OGS with 3, 5 and 6 degrees of polymerization. 
The enzyme was active for an extended period of incubation (24 h), but its activity 
showed a decrement of 73% and 87%, respectively, after 24 h of incubation at 37°C 
and 55°C. OGS showed inhibitory activity against bacteria of clinical importance 
such as Bacillus cereus and Staphylococcus aureus (Table 19.1), which suggests 
a high potential to be used as food preservatives (Barboza-Corona et al. 2008; 
Ortiz-Rodríguez et al. 2010). Unfortunately, enzymes produced in a non GRAS 
bacterium make those biomolecules not suitable for using in products consumed 
by human beings. Recently, ChiA74 and other bacterial chitinases were expressed 
in a strain of E. coli recognized as safe and demonstrated the functionality of the 
enzymes to generate chitin-OGS with antimicrobial activity and its potentiality to 
be used as food preservatives (Data not published).

19.3  Bacteriocins of Bacillus thuringiensis

19.3.1  Generalities of Bacteriocins Synthesized by Bacillus 
thuringiensis

Bacteriocins are natural peptides that are synthesized and secreted by bacteria. These 
peptides, which often contain unusual amino acids made by modifying residues  

Table 19.1  Inhibitory activity of chitin-derived oligosaccharides produced by ChiA74 of Bacillus 
thuringiensis against bacteria of clinical importance
Pathogenic bacteria Inhibitory activity*
Bacillus cereus 16.5
Listeria innocua 14.9
Escherichia coli 16.4
Staphylococcus xylosus 37.6
Salmonella species 14.9
Staphylococcus aureus 14.9
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 34.5
Shigella flexneri 16.4
Proteus vulgaris 31.4

*One chitin oligosaccharide inhibition unit (IU) was defined as equal to 1 mm2  of the zone of 
inhibition of growth of the bacterium tested. (Modified from Ortiz-Rodriguez et al. 2010)
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Table 19.2  Bacteriocins synthesized by Bacillus spp. (Modified from Abriouel et al. 2011)
Class and subclass Bacteriocin Bacillus spp

Class I
Post-translationally modified peptides
Subclass I.1
Single-peptide, elongated lantibiotics

Subtilin
Ericin S, Ericin A

B. subtilis
B. subtilis A1/3

Subclass I.2
Other single-peptide lantibiotics

Sublancin 168
Mersacidin
Paenibacillin

B. subtilis strain 168
Bacillus sp. strain HIL Y-85
Paenibacillus polymyxa 

OSY-DF
Subclass I.3
Two peptide lantiobiotics

Haloduracin
Lichenicidin

B. halodurans C-125
B. licheniformis DSM 13

Subclass I.4
Other post-translationally modified 

peptides
Subtilosin A B. subtilis strain 168

Class II
Nonmodified peptides
Subclass II.1
Pediocin-like peptides

Coagulin, SRCAM 37, 
SRCAM 602, SCAM 
1580

B. coagulans I4

Subclass II.2
Thuricin-like peptides

Thuricin H B. thuringiensis SF361
Thuricin S B. thuringiensis subsp 

entomocidus strain 
HD198

Thuricin 17 B. thuringiensis strain 
BMG1.7

Bacthuricin F4 B. thuringiensis subsp. 
kurstaki strain BUPM4

Cerein MRX1 B. cereus MRX1
Subclass II.3
Other linear peptides

Cerein 7A B. cereus Bc7
Cerein 7B B. licheniformis
Lichenin B. thuringiensis strain B439
Thuricin 439

Class III
Large proteins

Megacin A-216 B. megaterium 216
Megacin A- 19213 B. megaterium ATCC 19213

prescribed by the genetic code, inhibit the growth of closely or not closely related spe-
cies thereby eliminating or significantly reducing competition for available nutrients  
(Barboza-Corona et al. 2007). Although bacteriocins of lactic acid bacteria (LAB) 
are the most studied worldwide, recently investigators are looking for new natural 
antimicrobial peptides that satisfy the consumer demands for minimally processed 
foods and diminish the resistance developed by conventional antibiotics. In this 
regard, the interest for studying the antimicrobial peptides produced by Bacillus spp 
with novel properties has been increased during the last years.

Recently it was proposed an innovative classification of the bacteriocins pro-
duced by Bacillus species based on their similarities with bacteriocins of lactic acid 
bacteria (LAB) (Abriouel et al. 2011) (Table 19.2). In this classification, bacterio-
cins of B. thuringiensis (bacthuricin F4, thuricin H and thuricins S and 17) were 
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grouped in the thuricin-like peptides, subclass II.2, together with the cerein MRX1, 
as they share the same conserved region DWTXWSXL in the N-terminus. Other 
bacteriocins of B. thuringiensis whose amino acid sequences have not been deter-
mined were not included. Currently, 17 bacteriocins of B. thuringiensis have been 
reported (Table 19.3), however only the complete amino acid sequence of the Thuri-
cin CD, a two-component antimicrobial with unusual structure, is known (Rea et al. 
2010; Murphy et al. 2011). Recently it was carried out a bioinformatic analysis that 
could allow the bacteriocin gene ubication in the B. thuringiensis genome by look-
ing for in silico the most highly conserved components of gene clusters that might 
be associated to bacteriocins (Murphy et al. 2011). Once bacteriocin sequence is 
known, prediction of the physicochemical properties and comparisons with other 
bacteriocins can be carried out using a platform for bacteriocin characterization (i.e. 
BACTIBASE) (Hammami et al. 2010).

19.3.2  Methods for Screening Bacteriocins of Bacillus 
thuringiensis

At present, the methods for determining bacteriocin activity are based on enzymatic 
and non-enzymatic procedures. Enzymatic methods rely on immediate measurement 
of intracellular enzymes released after cellular lysis upon exposure to bacteriocins.  
For example, elevated levels of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) have been observed 
following lysis of susceptible strains by lactococcins (Morgan et al. 1995).

In the non-enzymatic method, conventional techniques are the well-diffusion or 
disc diffusion methods, where bacteriocins are added in wells dug into solid culture 
media, or on sterilized paper discs placed on the surface of agar pre-inoculated 
with an indicator strain (Tagg and McGiven 1971; Bhunia et al. 1988). However, 
those protocols are time-consuming (i.e. 2–3 days) and can provide errors in quan-
titative analyses that result from inconsistencies in the geometric progression of 
halos as bacteriocin concentration increases (Delgado et al. 2005). Non-enzymatic 
methods where bacteriocins are tested against indicator bacteria growing in liquid 
medium also present limitations, for example, even though these methods eliminate 
problems associated with agar diffusion methods, cell sedimentation, interference 
by sample color, and sigmoidal curve relationships between the bacteriocin con-
centration and inhibitory responses can adversely influence the accuracy of results 
(Kumazaki and Ishii 1982; Mary-Harting et al. 1972; Delgado et al. 2005).

Recently it was developed a fluorogenic method for determining the inhibitory 
activity of bacteriocins produced by B. thuringienis. In this protocol the membrane 
damage induced by bacteriocins (pore formation) causes the entrance of berberine into 
the cells. Berberine fluoresces immediately when it binds to different biomolecules  
(e.g. DNA and glycosaminoglycans); and bacteriocin activity is measured as relative  
fluorescence (Fig. 19.3). In the fluorogenic method, 1 h or less is required to determine 
the presence or absence of bacteriocins in a sample. This protocol can be used for 
screening rapidly not only novel wild bacteriocins but also transformants expressing  
bacteriocins genes (De la Fuente-Salcido et al. 2007).
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Table 19.3  Bacteriocins of Bacillus thuringiensis
Bacteriocin Molecu-

lar mass 
(kDa)

Producer strain Sensitive strains References

Bacthuricin 
F103

∼ 11 B. thuringiensis BUPM 
103

Listeria monocytogenes 
Bacillus cereus, Agro-
bacterium tumefaciens

Kamoun et al. 
(2011)

Thuricin 
CD

Trn-α 2.76
Trn-β 2.86

B. thuringiensis DPC 
6431

Clostridium difficile Rea et al. 
(2010)

Thuricin H 3.14 B. thuringiensis SF361 Bacillus cereus F4552 Lee et al. (2009)
Entomocin 

110
4.8 B. thuringiensis serovar 

thuringiensis HD 2
Different species of  

Bacillus, Listeria 
monocytogenes, 
Paenibacillus larvae

Cherif et al. 
(2008)

Thuricin S 2.76
2.86

B. thuringiensis subsp 
entomocidus HD 
198

Bacillus thuringiensis 
subsp. darmastadien-
sis 10T

Chehimi et al. 
(2007)

Grupo A
Morricin 

269
B. thuringiensis subsp. 

morrisoni LBIT 269
Different species of  

B. thuringiensis, 
B. cereus,

Listeria innocua, Vibrio 
cholerae, Staphylococ-
cus aureus, S. xylosus,  
Shigella flexneri,  
Salmonella sp,

Barboza-Corona 
et al. (2007)

Kurstacin 
287

B. thuringiensis subsp. 
kurstaki LBIT 287

Grupo B  
Streptococcus pyo-
genes, E. coli, Kleb-
siella pneumoniae. 
Proteus vulgaris, 
Enterobacter cloacae, 
Enterococcus faecium, 
Pseudomonas aeru-
ginosa, Rizophus sp., 
Fusarium oxysporum, 
Mucor rouxii IM80, 
Trichoderma sp. SH1, 
Trichoderma sp. SD3

Kenyacin 
404

∼ 10 B. thuringiensis subsp. 
kenyae LBIT 404

De la Fuente- 
Salcido et al. 
(2008)

Entomocin 
420

B. thuringiensis subsp. 
Entomocidus LBIT 
420

Tolworthcin 
524

B. thuringiensis subsp 
tolworthi LBIT 524

Thuricin 17 3.172 B. thuringiensis NBEB 
17*

Different species of  
B. thuringiensis, 
B. cereus, E. coli 
MM294

Gray et al. 
(2006)

Bacthuricin 
F4

3.16 B. thuringiensis subsp 
kurstaki BUPM4

Different species of 
Bacillus

Kamoun et al. 
(2005)

Entomocin 
9

12.4 B. thuringiensis ssp 
entomocidus HD9

B. thuringiensis, 
L. monocytogenes,  
P. aeruginosa

Cherif et al. 
(2003)

Thuricin 
439

2.92 and 
2.80

B. thuringiensis B 439 B. thuringiensis, B. 
cereus, L. innocua 
4202

Ahern et al. 
(2003)
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19.3.3  Enhanced Synthesis of Bacteriocins from Bacillus 
thuringiensis

Proteins overproduction is a crucial concern for industry, because higher yields 
per unit of culture lower the production costs (Jan et al. 2001). In this regard, 
different strategies have been developed to improve the production of proteins with 
biotechnological potential uses (e.g. insecticidal proteins, antimicrobial peptides, 
chitinases). As bacteriocins of B. thuringiensis are produced in low amount, it is im-
portant to develop strategies in order to increase the biosynthesis of these promising  
peptides. Optimizing the bacteriocin yield either through enhanced fermentation or 
genetic engineering techniques is required for large scale production and applied 
use of these antimicrobial peptides, particularly those produced by Lactobacillus 
and Bacillus species. Bacteriocin synthesis of B. thuringiensis can be augmented 
without using genetic engineering. It was recently reported that the synthesis of 
five bacteriocins (Morricin 269, Kurstacin 287, Kenyacin 404, Entomocin 420, and 
Tolworthcin 524) from Mexican strains of B. thuringiensis is independent of the 
presence of a target inducing bacterium. However when the strains were co-cultured 
in presence of proteins synthesized and secreted or released by B. cereus, strains 
of B. thuringiensis increases the synthesis of the bacteriocins by quorum-sensing 
(De la Fuente-Salcido et al. 2008). Additionally, an increment in the synthesis of the 
antimicrobial peptides has been obtained by modification of the culture physical  
conditions, as pH, temperature, aeration, in induced or non-induced bacteria  
(Kamoun et al. 2009; Martínez-Cardeñas et al. 2012), demonstrating that pH 
is probably the most important physical factor that affected not only growth of 
B. thuringiensis strains, but also bacteriocin production (Martínez-Cardeñas 
et al. 2012).

Bacteriocin Molecu-
lar mass 
(kDa)

Producer strain Sensitive strains References

Thuricin 7 11.6 B. thuringiensis BMG 
1.7

B. thuringiensis, B. 
cereus, B. micoi- 
 des, Str. pyogenes,  
L. monocytogenes,  
B. weihenstephanensis

Cherif et al. 
(2001)

Tochicin 10.5 B. thuringiensis subsp 
tochigiensis HD868

Different species of 
B. thuringiensis 
B. cereus, Leuconos-
toc mesenteroides

Paik et al. 
(1997)

Thuricin >950 B. thuringiensis serovar 
thuringiensis HD2

Different species of 
Bacillus

Favret and 
Younsten 
(1989)
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19.3.4  Potential Applications of Bacillus thuringiensis 
Bacteriocins

Bacillus thuringiensis is an excellent example of metabolic “machinery” that can 
produce biomolecules with a wide range of applications (Table 19.4).

Biopreservation is a modern technology implemented in food processing and 
microbiological food-safety for extending the shelf life by the use of natural  
antimicrobial compounds. Nisin, a bacteriocin synthesized by Lactococcus lactis 
is currently the only bacteriocin with use in food industry and has been employed 

J. E. Barboza-Corona et al.

Fig. 19.3  Detection of
bacteriocin activity with  
a fluorogenic method using 
berberine as substrate. 
Bacteriocins induce mem-
brane damage, causing the 
entrance of berberine into 
the cells. Berberine fluo-
resces immediately when it 
binds to different biomole-
cules (e.g. DNA), then bac-
teriocin activity is measured 
as relative fluorescence
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Table 19.4  Potential use of bacteriocins produced by Bacillus thuringiensis
Application area Bacteriocin Potential use
Food industry
Biopreservative

Bacthuricine F103, 
Thuricin S, 
Thuricin H, 
Entomocin 9, 
Thuricin 7, Toch-
icin, Thuricin

Biopreservative against  
Listeria monocytogenes, B. cereus

Food industry
Biopreservative
Human health
Control clinical pathogens

Thuricin 7 Biopreservative in dairy products and raw 
milk against B. weihenstephanensis

Human diseases as strep throat and skin  
infection ( Streptococcus pyogenes)

Human health
Control foodborne 

pathogens

Thuricin CD Specific treatment for Clostridium difficile 
(diarrhea outbreaks)

Human health
Control clinical pathogens

Entomocin 9 Antimicrobial agent against Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa nosocomial agent of diseases 
ranging from pneumonia, septicemia and 
urinary tract infections

Human health
Control foodborne and  

clinical pathogens

Morricin 269
Kurstacin 287
Kenyacion 404
Entomocin 420
Tolworthcin 524

Antimicrobial against P. aeruginosa, 
S. pyogenes (outbreaks of throat and 
scarlet fever),  
Shigella flexneri, Salmonella sp., E. coli, 
Vibrio cholerae (diarrheal and emetic 
syndromes)

Animal health
Clinical Biotherapeutic 

agent

Control of subclinical mastitis in dairy herds  
( S. aureus)

Environmental applica-
tion Biotherapeutic

Control pathogens on crops ( Salmonella spp 
in vegetables)

Environmental applica-
tion Biocontrol agent

Entomocin 110 Agent protector against Paenibacillus larvae 
causal agent of american foulbrood of  
honeybees (pollinators insect)

Environmental applica-
tion Plant protection

Morricin 269
Kurstacin 287
Kenyacion 404
Entomocin 420
Tolworthcin 524

Antifungal action against phytopathogenic 
fungi

Environmental applica-
tion Plant protection

Bacthuricin F103 Antimicrobial against phytopathogenic  
bacteria the major causal agents of 
disease crops

Environmental applica-
tion Plant growth 
promoting

Thuricin 17 Plant growth promoting the increment in 
root nodulation (soybean)

Environmental applica-
tion Biocontrol agent

Thuricin H,  
Thuricin S, 
Bacthuricin F4, 
Thuricin 7, Toch-
icin, Thuricin

Bacillus species
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for the last two decades as a food preservative. It has been shown that bacteriocins 
of B. thuringiensis have a wide or narrow spectrum of activity against pathogenic 
bacteria (Cherif et al. 2008; De la Fuente-Salcido et al. 2008; Rea et al. 2010). 
Both types of activity are important and could have different uses. For example, 
bacteriocins with wide activity could be used not only as antibiotics but also as 
biopreservatives in the control of food-borne pathogenic bacteria (Barboza-Corona 
et al. 2007; De la Fuente-Salcido et al. 2008). Entomocin 110 and Thuricin 7 could 
be used respectively to control Listeria monocytogenes and preventing spoilage of 
raw milk and dairy products caused by B. weihenstephanensis (Cherif et al. 2001, 
2008). Morricin 269, Kurstacin 287, Kenyacin 404, Entomocin 420, Tolworthcin 
524 bacteriocins of ∼10 kDa (Fig. 19.4), and also Thuricin 17 could be used as 
sanitizers in food processing industries or as preservatives or bioactive component 
in food package to inhibit the growth of bacteria that secret toxins and produce diar-
rhea such as B. cereus (Gray et al. 2006; Barboza-Corona et al. 2007; Galvez et al. 
2007). Thuricin CD, a bacteriocin with a narrow activity, could be employed as an 
antibiotic in the treatment of diarrhea associate with Clostridium difficile, avoiding 
the use of broad spectrum antimicrobials that can led to the emerge of multi-drug 
resistant pathogens (Murphy et al. 2011).

Additionally, bacteriocins represent attractive control agents to prevent mastitis 
in animals. On this regard, five bacteriocins from Mexican strains of B. thuringiensis 

Fig. 19.4  Direct detection of the antibacterial activity of B. thuringiensis bacteriocins against 
Bacillus cereus 183. Assays were performed using bacteriocins fractionated in SDS-PAGE and 
overlaid B. cereus 183 culture. Lanes 1 and 5, Tolworthcin 524; lanes 3 and 7, Morricin 269. 
Samples were supplemented with (lanes 1 and 3) or without (lanes 5 and 7) β-mercaptoethanol. 
As negative controls, sample buffer with or without β-mercaptoethanol, respectively, lanes 2 and 
4 and lane 6, were also loaded in the gel. The arrow indicates the relative position (10 kDa) of the 
growth inhibition zones observed after overnight incubation at 28°C. The inhibition zone in the 
lower part (*) was obtained with an aliquot of the same Tolworthcin 524 sample dot-blotted after 
electrophoresis. Similar results were obtained for Kurstacin 287, Kenyacin 404 and Entomocin 
420. BenchMark prestained protein ladder (Invitrogen) was used to estimate the molecular masses 
of bacteriocins. (From Barboza-Corona et al. 2007)
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were evaluated for their antimicrobial effect against S. aureus isolated from infect-
ed cows. This assessment demonstrated that all bacteria isolated were susceptible 
to the five bacteriocins, mainly to Morricin 269 and Kurstacin 287 followed by  
Kenyacin 404, Entomocin 420 and Tolworthcin 524. It is important to remark that 
S. aureus strains tested were mainly resistant to traditional antibiotics used in the 
mastitis treatment (Barboza-Corona et al. 2009a).

Alternatively, pathogenic microorganisms can be transferred in fresh vegetables 
and fruits, representing not only a risk to human health but also an important cause 
of millionaire losses for farmers and traders. Recently Salmonella spp was obtained 
from fresh lettuce commercialized in markets and super markets in Mexico. These 
strains were resistant to antibiotic commonly used in the salmonellosis treatment. 
Five bacteriocins produced by Mexican strains of B. thuringiensis were tested 
against those isolates, demonstrating that Salmonella strains were susceptible to the 
novel bacteriocins. This result suggests the potential use of bacteriocins synthesized  
by Mexican strain of B. thuringiensis as biotherapeutic agents for reducing or 
destroying  populations of Salmonella spp in vegetables crops or in the sanitization 
of post-harvest  products (Castañeda-Ramírez et al. 2011).

In addition, bacteriocins can play an important role as nodulation factors. For 
example, when Thuricin 17, a bacteriocin isolate from B. thuringiensis NEB17 
was applied to leaves or roots of soybean and corn, the growth of both plants was 
stimulated (Lee et al. 2009). Bacteriocins can also be used to control pest that affect 
honeybees, for example, Entomocin 110 has growth inhibitory activity to Paeni-
bacillus larvae, the causal agent of American foul-brood of honeybees ( A. mel-
lifera L.) (Cherif et al. 2008). Finally, bacteriocins of B. thuringiensis have growth 
inhibitory activity against the phytopathogenic bacteria, for example Bacthuricin 
F103 synthesized by B. thuringiensis strain BUPM103 showed inhibitory effect to 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Kamoun et al. 2011).
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